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PREFACE

The question of overhead expense has always been regarded

as one presenting baffling problems and, perhaps for this reason,

has been thrust into the background as far as possible, while

attention has been focused on more precise methods of standard-

izing and recording dn ect cost

Unfortunately, dnect cost tends to become a diminishing,

where it is not already a minor, element m cost of production

The present tendency to replace labor by costly and powerful

equipment, and to transfer the skill foimerly supplied by direct

laboi to the machine itself, implies that a laiger and larger share

of total cost falls into overhead In othei woids, cost of pro-

duction is being withdrawn more and more from the easilv

visible class of dnect expense and is being transferred to the

more obscure region of overhead

As long as the older views of the nature of overhead are held,

its unsatisfactory character as an element of cost must continue

In the present work the principles originally developed by the

author m “Proper Distribution of the Expense Burden" and

“Production Factors” will be more fully expanded, and, m
particular, emphasis will be laid on the fundamental idea that

overhead is not a vague and indirect element of the cost of some-

thing that has been done, but that overhead (or rather the separate

and independent services that are commonly massed under

that heading) is the cost of maintaining the plant m a condition

of manufacturing preparedness The practical deductionfrom this

is that overhead must be the cost of manufacturing capacity, or,

more precisely still, that it is the definite cost of a definite amount

of process capacity

Once this viewpoint is adopted, the whole aspect of the over-

head problem changes The older devices—percentages, ratios,

hourly burdens—are seen to be mere mathematical expedients

for getting nd of inconvenient figures on bases which have no

relation to the true facts of production On the other hand, the

cost of manufacturing capacity, whether of the plant as a whole
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or of a smgle process, is capable of being costed as piccisoly as

anything can be costed, and, once this is effected, fuither costing

in whatever detail is lequired is only a mattei of mechanism

When manufacturing capacity is adopted as the basis of

cost, standardization is implied No apology is needed for this

The principle undeilymg standardization is a sound one, when

not misapplied, and its application is being extended on every

side m all productive activities In regaid to overhead, stand-

ardization forces a very thorough scrutiny of the items which

are allowed to enter, and the further need for segregating these

items in sepaiate services make not only for accuracy but also

for much more complete control of all overhead and indirect

expenditures

While this book may be considered as containing and enlarg-

ing, though from a somewhat different angle, the field covered

in the two small treatises above cited, it foims an altogether

fresh study of the subject, which, as already mentioned, is

becoming of increasing importance with every new application

of machinery to industry

The Author
Taunton, Mibs
May, 1930

Noth on Nomenclature—In the two small treaties above referred to,

several new terms were introduced such as production factor, production

center, supplementary rale, etc Some of these turns appear to have supplied

a “long-felt want,” as they have been borrowed widely and applied to uses

not contemplated by the author and certainly having very little relation

to them original significance

As these terms have thus been warped from then original moaning, the

term “service factor" has everywhere in this book been substituted for

“production factor ” It is perhaps a more correot term, inasmuch as tho

idea that overhead is really the cost of sundry services is emphasized In

place of “production center" the term “process” has been largely usod,

although in places it has been convenient to make use of the older term As
in all cases a production center is the home of a single process, the latter

term suffices for all purposes and is possibly more self-explanatory,
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OVERHEAD EXPENSE
PART I

GENERAL DISCUSSION OP OVERHEAD EXPENSE

CHAPTER I

OVERHEAD AND PRODUCTION

Overhead expense in manufacturing is defined usually as

consisting of the so-called "fixed” chaiges (such as rent, interest,

depreciation, insurance, taxes, etc ) plus all that large class of

expenditure on laboi and materials 1 which cannot be charged

definitely to any given job or lot of product

Overhead also is frequently referred to as "indirect expense,”

a definition that expresses very cleaily the mental picture formed

by many people, in which expenditure that is easily measureable

and is visibly connected with particular jobs (e g ,
the wages

of a man operating a lathe) occupies one-half of the picture, and

all other expenditure, compressed into a jumbled mass, forms the

other half

Overhead, again, is frequently teimed "burden ” This term

also illustrates a state of mind The mental picture correspond-

ing to the term would appear to represent dnect labor as strug-

gling under a heavy load of undeserved misfortune Burden

seems to signify something that inevitably must be paid for,

but of which the value is m great degiee under suspicion and its

appearance as an element of cost reluctantly and grudgingly

accepted The truth is, however, that the expenditures

1 In this and all succeeding chapters the question of "direct ’ material

(1 e

,

material that forms part of salable product) is excluded from the

discussion, unless specifically mentioned The cost of direct material does

not affect the incidence of overhead on manufacturing cost There are, in

fact, certain industries that have no direct material m the costing sense, but

their overhead problems are not thereby modified

1
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ranking as burden are every whit as essential to productive

processes as dnect labor itself, and then ultimate bearing on the

cost of each individual job can be seen as clearly, if we go the

light way about it

It is this all othei expenditure, this bin den, that will be the

subject matter of this book

Obscurity of Connection with Processes —r
I he most limited

intelligence can picture that the wages of a nan doing pioeess

work on a piece of pioduct are, metaphoncally speaking, parsing

mto that material hour by hour and forming part of its cost But

it is less obvious and, theiefore, less easy to pictuie the mannei m
which the wages of a stoker at a boiler, the sal iry of a superintend-

ent in his office, the cost of lubiicatmg oil, the lunmng charges

for an electric tiactoi canymg product between processes, the

wages of a man repairing a roof can be connected with the cost

of that piece of product on which we observed the operator to be

working It will be fairly clcai, howcvci, that if we throw all

these other expenses into a common fund and label it “ oveihead ”

and then seek to connect it with cost by establishing i ratio

between its amount and the total cost of the opeiators' wages,

we shall have “solved” the problem only m the sense of having

shelved it by a mathematical trick The resulting charge can

obviously have but little real relation to the true bearing of the

different classes of expense on the process being carried out on the

material

Nevertheless, it must be admitted that this method of dividing

all manufacturing expenditure mto two mam classes, the “ direct
”

and the “indirect,” has all the authority to be conferred by long-

established practice The traditional and customary collection

of all expenditure (except that of operators' wages) mto a jumbled
mass, distinguished by some term expieasing its separateness from
what is regarded as true cost, takes its origin, in fact, from the very

beginnings of factory industry The Scottish term “oncost"
(used as an equivalent for the term “overhead” 01 “indirect

expense ”) exhibits in its structure a very definite implication that

it is something that is not true cost, but merely an amount
added on to true cost in order to get rid of it on some recognized

basis

Origin of the Method—Nothing appears to be known of

any published study of the cost question until 1832 In that
year a small treatise entitled “Economy of Manufactures”
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was published by the eminent British mathematician, Charles

Babbage The principal reference to overhead is as follows “In
any particular manufacture there will be a certain minimum
pioportion of indirect expense fox supervision, hghting, clerical

work, passage of materials from process to process, repairing, etc
,

which cannot be exceeded m any similar faqtory without a less

efficient production resulting ”

The only suggestion implying that an item of overhead should

be definitely connected with process cost is the following “ It is of

great importance to know the precise expense of every process, cps

well as of the wear and tear of machinery that is due to it
” In other

words the very sensible suggestion is made that what we now
term ‘ 1

depreciation ” is a concern of process cost The suggestion

appears, howevei, to have fallen on barren ground, and deprecia-

tion continued to be included in “all other” expenditure and thus

its connection with the processes it belonged to was, of course,

lost and hidden

Evasion of the Problem—Except m the case of depreciation

(and even here he does not give any specific instructions as to

the method of combining “wear and tear” with direct cost),

Babbage failed to discern that indirect expense was a collective

term for services having very different incidences on particular

processes The only thing left, theiefore, was to deal with such

expenses in a lump sum and express them as a ratio of something

The choice was obviouslybetween a ratio based on time of process-

ing or on wages of operators, but the former seems not to have

been perceived Probably the fact that industry had not yet

forgotten the premachmery stage (m which hand skill was the

cential feature) was responsible for the choice falling on wages

Indirect expense continued to be expressed as a percentage of

direct wages for a long penod without any suspicion of its possible

incorrectness, and this method is probably more widespread today

than any other But its adoption m the first instance was

obviously a matter of accident, and it is, from a practical view-

point, not much more than an evasion of the real issue which is,

m regard to every item of expenditure we must ask For what

actual service to production is this expenditure incurred? It

will then be found that such services have separate and distinct

incidences on each separate process

First Appearance of the Machine Rate—Nevertheless, as

machines grew m size, cost and power consumption, acute
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observers began to see that there was something giavely wrong

with the percentage method At a time when machinery was

yet in its infancy, no great difference between machines existed,

but, after the invention of the steam hammer, by James Nasmyth,

the scale of mechanical adventure grew very quickly Ship

engines came to lequne very large michine tools, and then it

probably dawned on someone that it really could not be right

to charge one job done on a small lathe m one hom with exactly

the same overhead as anothei job done on a huge planing m ichmo

in the same time

Here, again, was a great opportunity The idea that overhead

was, in some way 01 othei, closely connected, with individual

processes was in sight But, again, a mathematical idea was

adopted to settle the pioblem The notion of “loading” partic-

ular machines suggested itself M iclune rates v ci e sc t up on an

arbitrary scale of lelative importance, by which the cost of pioc-

esses was loaded with ovoihead m some sort of propoition to the

size, cost, power consumption, etc, of the diffcient michmes
The device appeals to have had no gieat vogue The reason

foi its want of success was, no doubt, that it was but a half-

hearted attempt at solving the oveihcad problem Only a

portion of the total overhead was distributed m this way What
was left had to be distubuted by a percentage as usual Further,

the settlement of the problem was complicated by the fact that

idleness of machines was not taken into account Consequently,

when shops weie not busy, the nature of the resulting costs

(with only a portion of the usual amount being pi orated by the

machine rates and a consequently greatly increased percentage)

must have been confused and meaningless indeed It is not

surprising that machine rates of this kind failed to effect a lodg-

ment m regular piactice

Overhead Charged on Time Instead of Wages —The next

modification, made somewhere about 30 years ago, waB the pro-

posal to charge overhead not by a percentage on wages but on
hours instead In a given shop the total hours worked by all

operators were added together, and this total divided into the

total of overhead, thus giving a rate per hour The argument was
that operators, notwithstanding their different wage rates, enjoy

the facilities of the shopm equal degree As between two machines
of somewhat similar size, cost and power consumption, a job done
by a high-priced man at one and a job done by an apprentice at
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another do not absorb overhead m proportion to the relative

wage rates, but moie in proportion to time occupied It was
argued, therefore, that to distribute overhead by time (man-hour)

is more accurate than to distribute it as a percentage on wages
earned in the hour

In point of establishing any true relation between overhead

and cost of processing, this improvement entirely misses its aim

An hour’s processmg on a large and expensive machine with

heavy powei consumption gets, on this method, exactly the

same oveihead as one done on a small cheap machine, 01 even as

a hand process, such as cuttmg out, with no machine at all

In fact, in so far as it is true that the more important machines

are operated by the more highly paid men, it would provide less

approximation to facts than the ordinary percentage method
In cases, however, where pieceworkers and dayworkers are

intermingled, the method is perhaps an improvement on the

peicentage method By chargmg on an hour-rate system, the

slower woiker would absorb more oveihead per unit turned out,

which is neaier to the facts But as alieady remarked, this

modification still looks at the facts of production m the old way
and introduces no very marked increase of accuracy, even when
conditions aie most favorable to its use

Overhead as Service Foreshadowed—Nevertheless, this pro-

posal to equalize the incidence of overhead on the ground that

each opeiator enjoys the facilities of the shop m equal degree, and

not in proportion to the earnings he makes, is an interesting

development, smee there is here the germ of the idea that overhead

is really a charge foi service The picture of a shop in full

working trim, as the product or result of a given expenditure fm
overhead, must have been present to the minds of those who
developed this idea But, unfoitunately, overhead was still

treated as an entity, as if it weie really an actual thing (as direct

labor is an actual thing) and not a mere term for lumping together

diverse types of expenditure The idea was still to get rid of

overhead by plastering it on to product m a thin uniform layer,

only the basis of this plastering was modified But overhead is

not a service, it is a group of unconnected services, and only when
the relative absorption of these services by the different processes

is sought out can correct costing begin

Overhead as Service the Key to Correct Costs —These gradual

approaches to the idea of overhead as the cost of service (and
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that such seivice is somehow connected with process time and

not with direct wages) may be extended the one necessary step

furthei, if we considei the imaginary case of an altogether auto-

matic machine of veiy costly natuie taking a large amount of

power and requiring laige floor space in a solid building, such

machine lequirmg only occasional charging with law material

and occasional removal of the completed pioduct, which we may,

for the sake of argument, legard as already packeted and in

salable foim

In the case of such a machine, direct labor will be piactically

nil Perhaps a couple of hours per day of the unskilled vanety

or, let us say, not exceeding $2 per day in all It is easy to see

that this direct labor is an utteily ummpoitant item in the cost

of this product Any system of costs that based the process cost

on this item of wages or on the hours it represents would give

meaningless results On the othei hand, it is evident that, as

it stands, the process is costing money hour aftei hour, and that

this money is being paid out almost entirely foi oveihead

No cleai appieciation of what the process is costing can be

obtained until we cease to regard this overhead as an arithmetical

figure of value in itself, and bend our efforts to discover what is

behind it as it affects this process When we get to know what the

process is costing us for power, for building space, for depreciation

and interest on the investment, for delivering and removing prod-

uct, for repairs and maintenance of the machine, for supervision

and other items of equal mterest and importance and havereduced

the cost of these different services to an hourly rate, we shall find,

probably, that the cost of maintaining itin a condition of prepaied-

ness for work (or in other words, the cost of the manufacturing

capacity of the process) is $4 01 $6 per houi or more Knowing
this, and knowing the time taken by any job, coBtmg of consider-

able aocuracy is possible But it must be observed that this cost

is based entvely on a proper treatment of overhead as service

Overhead an Increasing Element in Cosh—In the early days of

industry machines were small and relatively inexpensive, con-

suming little space and power Organization also was elementary

in character Management earned its experience “under its

hat,’* and orders were conveyed verbally to a considerable extent

Under these ciroumstances the percentage system did not give

pise to yery great injustice, since the process costs of all processes

were very much alike There was, in all probabihty, a larger
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range in wage rates of operators than there would have been in

process rates, if such had been set up
Only as the scale of industry grew did dissatisfaction with

the percentage method begin to make itself felt The transfer of

skill to machines lendered it desirable to do the same for the skill

so transferred as had been formerly done for such skill when
embodied in direct labor In other words, process cost became a

living problem

Operators’ Wages Not Process Cost—In any statistical

summary of manufactures it may be observed that overhead is

increasing at a considerable rate relative to other factors

This mciease has nothing whatever to do with the question of

operators’ wages, whethei they have increased or decreased per

unit on the average Process cost, which is made up of overhead,

is one thmg
,
direct cost, which is made up of wages earned on a

job, is anothei Either of these elements can increase or decrease

without affecting the other Though this elementary fact is

usually cloaked and hidden by the practice of establishing ratios

between the items in order to "distribute” overhead, it can be

demonstrated, thus

Direct wages are not m themselves process cost, since such

wages are the cost of the time of the man who is operating a

process but not the cost of the process itself The truth of this

statement can be recognized if we consider the case of a machine

process which is bemg operated by a man at a high rate of wages

Let us persist for the moment in regarding such wages as the

“process cost
”

Let us suppose that by new technical invention and by the

addition of some costly gear and much increased power part of

the skill exercised by the operator is transferred to the machine

As a result, an operator at only one-half the original wage rate is

required Have we halved the process cost?

If it be claimed that we have, let us go a step further A still

more important technical improvement takes place By enlarg-

ing the machme with additional devices, so that it occupies

more shop space and uses yet more power, it is made wholly

automatic and self-feeding, so that instead of requiring a high-

priced operator as at first or a low-priced one as after the ongmal

improvement, the machme now requires no operator at all

Tins means that there are now no more "direct” wages Is,

therefore, the process costing us nothmg?
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In this extreme case the absuidity of such contention is self-

evident Direct wages aie seen to be not only wholly different

quantities fiom process costs but not even an absolutely essential

addition to or accompaniment of piocess cost If we use the

Scot’s term and speak of "oncost” we are now in the awkwud
situation that we have nothing to put the oncost on In othei

words, we have nothing with which to establish i i itio so is to

effect distribution of oveihead

It may be infeiied fiom all this that overhead is something

that is connected with the cost of running processes, 01
,
m othei

words, of maintaining manufaotuimg capicity in a stite of

preparedness to produce Process cost is, thus, something dif-

ferent from direct-wage cost and also something which it is

imperative to ascertain foi its own sake, fiee of all dependence on

ratios or percentages on duect lnboi

Conclusion—We have now ai rived at the point wlieie the

futuie treatment of our subject has been outlined
r
I he elements

of cost (excluding the question of duect mateiul which does not

affect overhead pioblems at all) consist of seiviccb 1o the pioduc-

tive process, and no expenditure that does not perform a seivice

to production is a legitimate pait of manufactunng cost These

services are usually divided into two mam divisions, namely
1 Operative service, which is termed "direct labor” The

only diffeience between this and other services is that it is the

only service that is m strict propoition to production, for the

reason that it can be laid on and off as required For this reason

it is usually more convenient to treat it separately from other

services, but not always Sometimes operative service can be

conveniently consolidated with the other seivices, and m such

cases the item "direct labor” does not appear at all in costs

2 Process Services—The jumbled mass of expenditure usually

called “overhead” really consists of expenditures on a numbei of

entirely sepaiate services, which correspond, as we shall sec, to

certain functions undertaken by the manufacture: in addition

to his prime function, the conversion of matenals into new forms
Some of these functions are optional, others are always present m
all factories and plants Instead of massing such items in one
total of overhead, they are kept separate in their natural and
proper places, with the result that the cost of each separate
service to production is clearly visible at all times The total

cost of all such services for a period and the total cost of all over-
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head will be the same figuie, though arnved at by a different

route

This total cost of all process services is the total cost of running

all processes at full time This is equivalent to the statement that

it is the cost of the manufactunng capacity of the plant as a

whole It can also be defined as the total cost of maintaining all

the processes of the plant in a state of prepai edness foi pi oduction

om a given pen tod, say a week of 48 hr

The cost of process services (and the same is true of the corre-

sponding total of overhead) has no relation to but a complete

independence of the operative service (i e
,
dnect laboi) The

cost of the manufacturing capacity of the plant would be the same

if all dnect operators’ wages were increased or reduced 50 per

cent

The pioblem to be undeitaken is the connection of the process

cost services with individual processes If the total of service

cost (which is also the total of overhead, as indicated above) is

$5,000 foi a year of 2,400 hi and there are five processes, then we
have a total manufacturing capacity of 6 X 2,400, or 12,000 hi

But without further investigation we cannot state the value of an

individual process hour The average value is, of course, about

41 cts
,
but to assume that this average is true for all five processes

would be as bad as to trust to percentage distributions One

or more of the processes may cost 80 and others 20 cts an hour

Our problem is to discover a method of finding the correct process

rate for each of the five processes

Further, there is an additional problem that has, so far, only

been hinted at A given expenditure on overhead is the cost of

manufacturing capacity for a definite peuod But suppose that

some of this manufacturing capacity is not utilized for production

Suppose that some of it is, for various reasons, wasted, while the

total of overhead remains the same How shall this situation be

faced? Must the waste be ignored and jobs charged with the

total cost of the capacity, or shall we sepaiate the cost of wasted

from the cost of utilized capacity, so that both can be shown

sepaiately? The general outhne of the solution of this last

problem will be given m the next chapter



CHAPTER II

THE PROCESS DOLLAR

From what has been saidm the picvious chaptei it will be been

that theie aie only two kinds of dollai entering into cobt

1 The operative or duect-wages dollai

2 The piocess dollar

For the first, the manufactuier gets a certain quantity of

operative time, depending on the skill of the operator Foi

the second, he gets a certain qu mtity of piocess capacity, depend-

ing on the amount and value of each service making up a process

No other elements entei mto cost of production When we have

ascertained the numbei of dnect-wage dollars and the number of

process-cost dollars that have entered mto a given job, all that

can be known is known about the cost of that job

The Process Dollar—While everyone will undeistand the

nature of the direct-wage dollai without the need for further

explanation, the composition of the process dollar is the main
thesis of this book In order to perceive the value and, particu-

larly, the naturalness of this unit, all previous conceptions about
overhead and its distribution by ratios or peicentages on direct

wages or shop hours should, as fai as possible, be sot aside The
upbuilding of the process dollar proceeds on entuely different

lines from the customary treatment of overhead It depends not

so much on a careful analysis as on a simple but rigorous keeprug

sepai ate of items of expenditure that form natural groups, but
which have ordinarily been collected into one unmeaning total

These natural groups are heie termed “factois" and m particular

“service faotors,” and the process dollar is made up of so many
cents for this factor and so many for that, each process having its

own particular and individual call on each of the factors Obvi-
ously, therefore, the composition of the process dollar will vary
from process to process in correspondence with actual facts

The Process Is the Natural Cost Unit—That the process is

the natural uwt of costing will be recognized when it is considered,

first, that all the varied expenditure comprised m overhead is

10
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made only for the purpose of maintaining processes m a state of

prepaiedness for work, and, second, that only by processing can
money be made The essence of manufacturing activity is the
effecting of changes m the status of material, such changes being
continued until the ongmal raw material is changed into a salable

foim This series of changes is wrought only by means of

processes, whethei these processes are wholly earned out by auto-

matic machinery, or by machinery plus operators (direct wages)
or by hand work alone The moment we cease to effect changes

m material, that is, the moment processes are closed down and
cease to function, every source of profit necessarily ceases at the

same time

Under modern conditions, when hand skill is being transfeired

to machines every day, unless the emphasis is turned away from
the direct-wage operator and focused on the process itself,

it will be evident that we must be getting farthei and farther

away from cost reality with every such transfer As processes

tend to become automatic or nearly automatic, and as direct

operation tends to give way to meie occasional attendance, veiy

little aigument is necessary to prove that the method of costing

must follow parallel hues, if anything like true costs are to be

expected

Even where skilled operation remams an important factor, it is

still true that m many cases it tends to become a relatively less

important factor in total cost Costly and powerful machines

standing in solid modern buildings, with processes carried on by
complex services, frequently represent an hourly process cost

which is far greater than the hourly wage of the operator In

other words, the process dollar and not the direct-wage dollar is

the most important element in the cost of work done by such

processes

Composition of the Process Dollar—Those who are accus-

tomed to think of overhead as adequately disposed of when it

has been plastered m a uniform layer on the cost of jobs as

represented either by the direct wages or the direct time concerned

may be invited to consider the different conditions and the

extremely varied requirements exhibited by taking a bird’s-eye

view of a large plant It will quickly be realized that each process

must make a highly mdmdual call on the total expenditure of the

business, and that no simple ratio can possibly guide such

expenditure to the process incurring it
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Some of these piotessts will hr housed m costly buildings, and

others may demand little moie than mere sheds Some arc

earned on by small and cheap machines, others by luge uul

expensive machines m which considc i ible c lpit il is lot kod up

The equipment used foi some piocesscs dcnnnds fiequcnt uul

careful lepan, while that used foi othei piocesscs is of such clurac-

tei as to lequne very little One pioctss miy lequue the mini-

mum of powei, another may take 15 01 20 hp pei lioui A gi oup

of processes heic can be set togethei in small space, uiothei

group there may require a large flooi aiea Some processes

requue a strong illumination, otheis veiy little Here is a pi oduct

requiring nothing but the meiest loutino piecautions to minu-

facture, theie is one which lequues the seivices of diaftsmen,

expeit engineers, chemists and much attention from superintend-

ents and foiemen m addition to the ordmuy muiufictunng

loutme In some cases we find piocesscs demanding the service

of heavy convey ois oi expensive overhead ti iveleis, in othei

cases nothing of the kind is necessary Again, some products

are of a natuie to demand an rl aboiatc pioduction control system,

while otheis, poihaps alongside them, may be of such simple

processing sequence as to requue no such aid

Service Absorbed Unequally by Processes —It will be evident,

fiom this brief glance at conditions fiequently found, that we are

very far from knowing much about true cost unless all the varied

conditions (under which piocesses arc conducted) havo been

taken into account, for it is obvious that such conditions bear

unequally on processes To conduct one process, greatei expend-

iture is incurred than to conduct anothei alongside Each
process absorbs diffeient kinds and values of services, and, until

a monetary value can be assigned to such seivices and expiossed as ail

hourly, weekly or monthly chaige for the process, it is difficult to

escape the conclusion that the hidden lelationa between expendi-

ture and piocess cost are eluding us

Fundamental Bases of the Two Costs—Of opeiative oi direct-

wage service cost we need say little Either the man is working
on a job or he is not In the former case his wages form part of

the cost of the job, m the latter case he gets no wages This
is a clear-cut issue and presents no difficulty

The fundamental difference between operative and all other
services to processes is that expenditure on operation is expendi-
ture for actual work Expenditure on all other services (hitherto
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comprised in the collective total of overhead) is not for actual

work but for a given amount of capacity for work

Work and Capacity for Work—This distinction must be thor-

oughly understood It can peihaps be explained most satis-

factorily by considering what would happen if, instead of paying

off an operator as soon as we had no woik for the process he is

conducting, we had to keep him m idleness at his usual rate of

pay The definition might be met by considering that direct

operatois were engaged by the month o? year and not by the hour

In this case we should be paying his wages not necessarily for the

work he had done, for he might have been idle half the time, but

for his capacity to do woik He would be theie, ready to do work,

and we should pay him foi that icadiness, that state of prepared-

ness If we could not keep him busy, that would be our loss On
the other hand, the salary we paid would necessarily represent a

definite maximum of capacity m the given period If, for exam-

ple, we fixed his working hours at 48 m a week, then whatever

we paid him would be the price of a capacity of 48 hr duration

Now, most of the services which form part of piocess cost are

on a footing very closely similar to that of a direct-operator paid

by the month or year instead ofbythe hour Foi a given expend-

iture, say $5,000 in a month, we maintain a certain maximum
process capacity If all that capacity is utilized, well and good

It goes automatically into cost of jobs, just as the operators’ wages

do But ifwe fail to utilize all the capacity thus provided, that is,

if some processes aie idle part of the time, that would be our loss,

j
ust as it would be our loss in the case of a direct-operator on salary

If all the cost of process service could be cut off as soon as the

process was idle, then we should say that service cost was the cost

of process woik But it cannot be so cut off Sporadic or

unintended idleness of processes is a condition that is very

common but is hardly ever accompanied by any reduction of

expenditure We have to pay for the possibility of doing process

work, therefore, whether any work is done or not This, how-

ever, is equivalent to saying that what we are paying for is the

maintenance of the process in a condition of preparedness to do

work, and that this preparedness has a maximum capacity for

the given expenditure Thus, with the same process, a standaid

week of 48 hr would have a different total cost of service than a

standard week of 60 hr We should be paying for diffeient

maxima m each case
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Operative 01 direct-wage costs are, theiefoie, computed on the

basis of work done, men being paid by the hour Process costs

are computed on the cost of maintaining the process, that is, on

the capacity of the process measured m hours, and whetliei work

is actually done or not, this capacity has to be pud for It

will readily be undeistood th it a totally different ule i is at the

base of these two comput itions Until the idea v lb developed

that overhead is, in total, a payment foi manufadunng capat ity, no

progress towaid the solution of process cost was possible

Composition of Service Cost —Since the only object for which a

manufacturing plant is established is to manufacture, and since

manufacture is wholly embodied in processes, it follows that only

such expenditure as actually promotes process production can

be admitted into the total of oveihead or allowed to become part

of a service factor

But not every item that finds place m a trading account

is to be considered as included in overhead If, foi example, no
have had a lawsuit, and hence a bill for legal expenses, it cannot

be said that this directly promotes production We cannot

increase the price of our product because of it Whoei ei pays

for it, the customer will not be that one This implies that an
item of the kind m question must be met out of profits and
cannot legitimately be charged into costs of any sort In the

same way, donations to chanties and the cost of catastrophes,

such as fires and explosions, etc
,
must be met out of profits

and are no part of costs It may, m fact, be said that all excep-

tional and unforeseeable expenditures are to be excluded from
overhead

These considerations lead to a definition Overhead or service

cost is composed only of expenditures on ordinary, normal services

to production, to the exolusion of all catastiophic and accidental

expenditure which must be met out of profits and cannot be
recovered from the customer by way of increased price for

product

Brief Resume —It may be well at this stage to pass briefly

m review the various milestones we have found on our path
toward the solution of the overhead problem

First, we have seen that apart from direct labor the process

is the natural unit on which costing should be based Next, it

has been shown that the cost of processes is, in fact, a payment
for the maintenance of such processes m a condition of prepared-
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ness for manufacture Third, that the cost of maintenance of

processes is contained m what is commonly called “overhead,”

but that actually this overhead is itself composed of expenditures

on a number of separate services, the cost of which should never

be mingled but should be kept separate so that the mcidence of

each group on particulai processes may be calculated Finally,

when all processes have received their proper allotment of serv-

ices, each process will have a certain total against it, and this

total will be the actual cost of maintaining or running that process

for a definite period, say a week of 48 hr By dividing the total

cost of maintenance durmg the period by 48, we should have a

process rate for 1 hr

In ascertaining the cost of a job, three data items are required

(1) time occupied by the processmg, (2) wage rate of direct opera-

tor, if there is one, (3) process rate This last item represents the

cost of maintaining that particular process in a condition of

preparedness to do work, for one hour, on the basis of a given total

of overhead and a given number of working hours per month or year

Standardization Essential to Process Cost —From the two

last lines m the preceding paragraph it will be inferred that

costing by process rates is necessarily a method of costing by
standardization Remembering that it is capacity that process

cost is based on, it is evident that the first step must be to deter-

mine exactlyhow much capacitywe aie talking of To determine

the cost of a thing we must first have a unit to which the cost may
be applied In the case of the direct-wage operator the hour is a

sufficient unit, because we pay by the hour If there is no more

work forthcoming, payment ceases, so that each hour is charged

independently But as already explained, overhead, and the

services which are mcluded in overhead, is not summarily ter-

minable at the end of any hour It contmues even though no

more work is forthcoming

Under these conditions it is necessary to determine m advance

the number of working hours that will be worked in any given

period, say a month These are called the “standard working

hours ” Next, having established the number of hours capacity

required, the total cost of all services (i e
,
the total of all over-

head segregated into service factors) is calculated for the standard

month We have thus (1) a definite quantity of capacity, and

(2) a definite expenditure on services to maintain that capacity
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Division of one by the other gives, of coin sc, the cost of capacity

for one houi

Utilization and Waste of Process Capacity—In tho c ist of

direct labor thue is, theoietic illy it leist, no wasted capacity

If we cannot use the opentne capicity implied in the man's

presence, he is laid off md the proffei of his cap icity teimm ites

But in the case of a pioccss cost, if we cannot use the cap icity

which is offered by the pioccss, it has still to he paid foi In the

event that such idleness is unfoieseen and due to poor manage-

ment (eithei in permitting an unexpected shoitige of work or a

delay in piovidmg mntenal, etc), it his, m geneinl, to be paid

foi tn full Wheie, howevei, production is dchber itely cm tailed,

some economies can usually be effected, so that the unused capac-

ity costs somewhat less than undei conditions of full-time utiliza-

tion This aspect of the question must, however, he postponed

to a later ch iptei

The point to be noted it this st igo is the new element thus

introduced into costs This new element, namely, cost of wasted

process capacity, is not i part of the cost of jobs It is not,

in fact, a cost at all but an item of waste, pure md simple It

represents expondituie on maintaining something for which no

use has been found Process capacity can neithci be laid off nor

stored If the period during which it has been maintained in

full preparedness passes without utilization, its value has

vanished

The accounting foi a given piocess during, say, a month will,

therefoie, show two well-marked divisions Fust, there will be
a list of jobs or a tally of so many yaids or pounds of material

that have been processed m the month Second, there will be

a list of wasted horns, duiing which tho process was not being

employed m doing woik The cost of those wasted hours must
evidently he met out of profit, since the customer can hardly

be expected to pay for them in an enhanced pace for the goods
Process Cost Is Standardized Cost —It follows that not only

is standardization of seivice factors and working hours essential

but also that the resulting process cost is a standard cost, in

the sense that it is always the same, if the job be done in the
same time As the influence of wasted capaoity, that is, of

idleness of machines and processes, is entirely removed from the
cost of jobs, it will be evident that the latter will not be moving
up and down according to every fluctuation m the flow of work,
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as is the case where ratios and percentages are used As the

cost of process capacity is the same under normal conditions

whether we use it or waste it, it is obvious that the cost of using

is wholly independent of the cost of wasting We may, m short,

consider waste as a job like any other If the process is running

on salable jobs, its cost discharges on those jobs, if it is running

to waste, its cost discharges mto the pool of waste The one

does not affect the other

This is only another way of saying that the cost of process

woik on a job is the same at all times, until conditions so alter

that new standardization is necessary

Features of the Process Dollar—The peculiar features of

what has been here termed the “piocess dollar” may now be

summanzed
Unlike the dneet-wage dollar, 1 the process dollar is wastable

It lepresents the cost of process capacity and not of process work

Consequently, unless that capacity is actually applied to work,

its value is lost

The amount of capacity represented by the process dollar

will vaiy from process to process In some piocesses we may
get two hours for the dollar, m others only a few minutes This,

of course, is precisely parallel to the wages dollai, which purchases

several hours in some cases and possibly only one m another

In some processes the process dollar is the only element of

cost This is the case when processes are so nearly automatic

that they require only occasional attendance, the cost of which

is mcorpoiated m the process cost and not treated as direct

wages

In general, howevei, job cost will be made up of two elements

(1) direct-wage cost and (2) process cost In the latter will be

represented all legitimate overhead incurred by the process

charged to it through service factors in the manner which will

be described m later chapters

Conclusion—In these two introductory chapters nothing

has been said as to the manner in which seivice factors are segre-

gated instead of being massed m a single jumble of overhead,

nor of the way in which the share of individual processes in

1 The dnect-wage dollar is non-wastable only m theory In piactice a

great deal of wasted direct labor may usually be found in spite of ingenious

methods and devices for its prevention Theoretically, however, if a wage-

earner is not working on product he is laid off
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such factor sei vices is calculated These matters will now be

entered on, but, as i prdunm iry and as a gradu il simple intro-

duction to a somewhat complicated subject, a very elementary

case will be taken, belonging actuilly to an earliei puiod of

manufactuimg development but on that account offering a

clearer demonstiation of the underlying principles of costing

by processes than could be obtained by taking up at once condi-

tions as found m large modem plants



CHAPTER III

OVERHEAD AS SERVICE

I ELEMENTARY FORM

Much of the obscurity surrounding the subject of overhead has

ariBen from the fact that, in practically all cases, a manufacturer

does other things than manufactuie That is, of the total

activity of a plant only a part, and sometimes a relatively small

part, is concerned in effecting changes in the condition or status

of material, which alone constitutes actual production or manu-
facture The manufacturer fulfils other functions, and though

those functions are undertaken by him only with a view to his

mam object, viz
,
manufacture, they are in their nature clear and

distinct from actual production

Actual Production the Last Link in a Cham —It will be the

object of this chapter to demonstrate the position above outlined,

and this also may be put in another way, namely, if we regard

with an analytical eye the various activities (and their connected

expenditures) m and about a manufacturing plant, we shall

realize not only that but a portion of them have to do with

actual transformation of material into new forms, but also that

such actual production is the last organization in a chain of

separate organizations, or a last hnk in a chain of separate links

And with the exception of this last hnk, all the chain is made up of

services to actual production, which services (or, rather, the cost

of them) are usually grouped under the term “overhead ”

Studying the Elements of Production —Those who have had

the opportunity to observe manufacturing industry in its more

primitive forms, as carried on not long ago m some parts of

Europe, will be able to recognize at once the difference between

the mam function of the manufacturer, namely, conversion of

material into new forms, and his subordinate but still very dis-

tinct functions that precede his production function In a

large modern plant these functions are not so easy to recognize

without some study and analysis, butm the progress upward from
19
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the most pnmitne foims of mdustiy to the modem sc lie, it c m
easily be seen how one afti 1 anothei of these functions (01 sen ices)

is assumed and mcoipoiated with the direct pioductrve function,

as the scale of opeiitions incieasts

Most Primitive Form No Overhead at All—In the Middle

Ages when a man wished to build a house, he uxumul ited a

stock of all the matenils necessiry and ilso all the pi unitno
tackle then m use, such as scaffolds, ladders, ci mes, etc

,
until he

had assembled ill the elements except duect 1 iboi The crafts-

man then entered on the scene and contracted to m ike use of

the material so as to eiect the building desned If we regard

the ciaftsman m this case as the technical and skilled element, the

pioductive force in essence, then it is app ire nt that his operations

were earned out without any question of ovoihead He w is at no

expense He had to piovide nothing, except laboi and skill, and
foi this lie was paid at an agieed puce without deductions In

the same way, othei trades were exercised Iho customer

provided cloth and tlnead, the t ulor came to the house and made
the gaiment In all such cases pioduction was carried on without

the pi odneet having to pay anything out, from the full price i eceived,

for any kind of service to assist his cffoits In other words, ho

had no overhead

Second Stage Overhead at a Minimum—It would be tedious

to trace the progiess of manufacturing or production thiough

its various stages, but we may jump at once to comparatively

modern times and exhibit the case of manufacturing producers

whose operations were carried on with some, but not all, of the

different vaneties of overhead now found necessary

In certain European cities 20 or 30 years ago, there might be

found considerable numbers of ciaftsmen who, though canymg
on then opeiations necessaiily on a veiy small scale, weie, in

evei y sense of the word, independent manufacturei s Those men
had their own independent little shops, they conti acted foi the

sale of their output, they determined theii own working hours,

and, out of the price leceived for their output, they had to pay
certain sums for services enjoyed by virtue of which they were
enabled to carry on their business Such men were sometimes
known by the name of “little masters,” a title exactly descriptive,

for these men were, m essence, capitalist manufacturers on a tmy
scale, and some of them were also employers of labor on a similar

scale
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Under these simple conditions, it is evident that the question

of overhead can be studied m its most elementary form, and,

m fact, it was a contemplation of just such production on a very

small scale that first led the authoi to formulate the systematic

treatment of overhead as service, the outline which was first

published m book foim, under the title “The Proper Distubution

of the Expense Bui den,” m 1910

Survey of Conditions in the Little Shops—While not tiue

in all cases, it frequently happened that such elementary mdus-
tues were located m a budding of, say, three stories, containing

possibly six to eight little shops on each stoiy The two
lower floois might be provided with a common shafting driven

by a small steam engine, whde the topmost floor was occupied

by industries not requiring power

We may assume that each of these little shops was rented to a

mechanic occupied on some minor Ime of manufacture, one of

which comes to the author's recollection as the production of

pepper-castor tops, i e
,
the perforated metal caps of pepper

castors, which might be elaborately embossed and ornamented

and executed in sdver or less valuable material The industries

not requiring power were frequently those employing flypresses

for stamping, bendmg and perforating metal blanks, buttons,

etc In this case the httle master was generally a skdled press-

tool maker, and sometimes employed from one to half-a-dozen

girls as operators of the flypi esses

Here, then, were a number of mdependent industrial plants,

each busdy at work on product, and each carrying on manufactur-

mg operations by the aid of certain services which had, of course,

to be paid for out of the profit made Except as regards the

scale, most of the important elements of mdustry as presented

m a modern plant were here present These elements we shall

now proceed to consider in detail

Services Enjoyed by the Little Shops—The aspect of the

matter that interests us is comprised in the question What
overhead was incurred by these small industries, and of what

does it consist? If it is possible to discover exactly what is

represented by overhead m these elementary cases, it is evident

that great progress will have been made m understandmg the

bearing of overhead on production when the scale of operations

is greatly magnified
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1 Rent The Space Facial —The fiist item of overhead (and

one that would be mcuiied by all the little shops) is that of rent

Obviously, this rent is not the same for ill It will depend in the

first place on the space occupied by the shop A shop occupying

one-quartei of a floor would nccessanly cost moic than one

occupying only one-sixth The ground-flooi icnts would be

highei than those of upper floois, because they lepresont greater

facilities in handling goods, loadmg and unloading, etc (It

must be understood that no elevators or crane facilities weie

provided The fiist were but httle known anywhere and the

small size of the pioducts made the second unnecessary ) Never-

theless, the ground floor may be regarded as more valuable by

leason of possessing what was equivalent to an elevator seivice,

as compared to the uppei floors

This element of rent enters at once into the httle master cal-

culation of the cost of his product For each kind of work of

this class, there would be a limit beyond which the producer could

not afford to pay moie rent Moreovei, the choice of premises is

dictated by reasons If it should happen that product is packed

m large oases or matenal leceived in such foim, then the extia

lent payable for a giound-floor shop would be justified, since

the expense and trouble of handling on stairways would be

avoided Again, if the pioducer were working alone, he would

lequne but a small space, if with employees, a larger space at an

increased rent Or if the machinery employed were bulky, as

for instance a long, slowly moving belt passing through a drying

box, this again would involve a larger space and higher rent

In all these cases it is to be observed that rent is payable

m propoi tion to service enjoyed A manufacturing process which

requires small space, and that on an upper floor, will incur less

overhead for lent than one which takes up more room or requires

the additional facility of easy handling on the ground floor

Rent is thus one item of overhead, but it is m these simple

oases a clearly defined, separate and altogethei homogeneous
oharge against production Its incidence on the cost of product

is easily calculated, and any increase or decrease in it is at once

felt lh higher or lower costs

We are able, in this instance, to ascertain the incidence of

rent (which, as it will be seen later, is equivalent to the space

factor in large plants) entirely separate from that of any other

service or item of overhead As between the different shops
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there will be different space-factor charges according to the

service enjoyed The question then arises To what end or for

what advantage should we cease to consider rent as a separate

charge and, on the contrary, throw it into a common account

with other charges, labeling the whole “overhead?” It will be

seen later that so far from deriving advantage from such a pio-

cedure, we are giving up very impoitant opportunities of obtain-

ing information

The question of what lent is composed and of how it is built

up, so that a certain space is assigned a particular amount of

rent and no other amount, is a matter which has nothing to do

with the small manufacturer under the conditions just described

—all he has to do is to pay it—but it has immense importance

m regard to the assignment of space factors in modern plants

and will be considered at length m a later chaptei

2 The Power Factor—Here we enter the field of a service

that is, obviously, entirely different fiom that represented by
lent and has nothing to do with it In the cases above cited,

power was supplied by a common shafting runmng through all

the shops on a floor The charge for such power was roughly

according to the amount of machinery used by each httle master

In those days the fractional horsepower motoi had not come into

common use, and power was generated on the premises by the

landlord

We may, however, assume for the moment that, as would be

the case today, each of the shops was served by its own inde-

pendent motor with current taken from the mams Under

these conditions it is obvious that the payment for power made
by each producer would be m strict proportion to the use made
of it The shop that required no power would have no power

factor One that drove a small winding or polishing machine

would have a very small one One that possessed a heavy power

press or a series of machmes would have the largest one

All this needs no argument But it should be noted that we
now have the overhead expense for each of the little shops in

two entirely independent items, namely, space factor and power

factor, which are clearly not in any way related, and either of

which may he increased or diminished without affecting the other

If we regard the work done in each of the shops as a smgle process,

it is evident that each such process has a space factor and a power

factor which can be stated with absolute accuracy
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Again we may ask What end is served by throwing these

two independent factois into one total and calling it “oveihead ?
”

3 The Machinery Fadai —Having now nscert lined thit the

overhead so fai incuried by oui little pioduceis is ically mide
up of two perfectly distinct items, rent and power, we m ly pi o-

ceed to consider what other items can be discoveied The most

obvious expense remaining will be the cost of the machine!}

and equipment possessed by each little shop

For the moment we will assume that msteid of owning his

equipment each such producer rents it This is no very far-

fetched idea, since today machines are rented m some of the

most important industries Each producer, then, at the month-

end will receive a bill representing rent foi the use of the pi ess,

winder, stove 01 other kind of equipment he m ikes use of It is

easy to see that this charge his nothing to do with the lent he

pays or the power he consumes, but is i seivict faotoi of quite

another class It is, thercfoie, interesting to liiqune just what

such a charge, which wo may term the “machinery factor,’

represents

For the purpose of the argument we may assume that the

terms of rental comprise the maintenance of the machine in full

working order, i e
,

that the charge includes repairs on the

equipment when necessary, its periodical inspection and ovei-

haul, and, m fact, everything that contributes to its running

efficiency

The charge made to the producer will cover (1) interest on

the capital value, (2) depreciation, (3) a sum calculated to cover

the cost of repairing and overhauling, (4) insurance 1 In addi-

tion to these charges, which represent out-of-pocket expenditure

by the owner of the machine, there will be (5) an additional sum
representing owner’s piofit, which will be large or small according

as the owner has a monopoly or not Patented machines will

command a larger piofit, machines bought in the market and
merely rented as a commeicial transaction will be charged at a

minimum profit, for reasons of competition Whether or not

the owner of the machine makes a profit does not, however,

interest us Attention should be fixed on items 1 to 4 out of

which the machine rental, except profit, is built up

1 Items like insurance and taxes (which are related to capital values m a

manner similar to interest and depreciation) will be omitted from this study
of small scale production for the sake of simplicity
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These four items represent the current cost of processing equip-

ment They are the charges which must be met by the owner

of the machine whether he makes any profit on renting it out

or not Unless he meets these charges by sufficient rent, he is

losing money If he only just meets them, then he is making
neither profit nor loss on the transaction Neither more noi

less than the sum so fixed will exactly represent the cost of pro-

viding such equipment in running order

Although the httle-shop producer pays a sum additional to

these four items by way of owner’s profit, that does not affect the

argument The rent charged to him for the use of the equipment

in running order is a sum that must be added to his costs And
this addition represents a third factor—a machinery factor,

which is, obviously, entirely independent of the amount he pays

for rent or that he mcurs for power If he substituted a machine

at less rental charge, his power cost would not be lessened unless

the new machine took less power Similarly, his rent for the

shop would not be diminished, unless by adoptmg the new

machme he required less space and could therefore take a smaller

shop

Thus far, overhead is seen to be made up of three entirely

separate and independent factors—a space factor, a power

factor, and, as just discussed, a machinery or equipment factor

This latter will, in general, be termed the process equipment

factor when we come to discuss operations on a larger scale It

is thus particularized to distinguish the factor of processing or

productive equipment, such as a lathe, vat, loom press, etc
,
from

that of other equipment, such as a conveyor, a line of shafting,

a ventilating fan, etc

If, as before, we regard the work earned on in each of the

little shops as a separate process, then the overhead charge

against such process is made up of space factor, power factor

and machinery factor, each of which can be increased or diminished

without altering the others

4 The Storage Factor—In the case of our httle shops this

factor is commonly non-existent under ordinary conditions But

cases may be imagined in which such a factor would exist If,

for example, one of the shops were engaged m the manufacture

of a product which was, for some reason or another, not com-

mercially profitable, and if under these circumstances another

product were to be taken up of a very bulky nature, it is highly
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piobable that the space already m use would prove inadequate

for the handling and storage of such product, even though the

machinery used occupied the same space as before

If this difficulty were to be met by humg another room for

the stoiage of the new bulky raw matenal, it is easy to see that

this new chaige is of a quite diffeient n ituie to the lent paid for

the shop containing the processing machines While that is

unaltered, an additional amount now comes into cost How
must this new item be regaided?

It is, of couise, a space factor, but a new kind of space factor,

inasmuch as it does not contribute directly to processing but

has been brought about by a change m the nature of the product

itself It is entirely independent of the space factor that serves

processing directly, since it has come into existence aftei that

and might equally well go out of existence without affecting it,

if the product were changed again

If then our little producer takes this new amount into his cost

as a sepai ate item, under the teim stoi agefactor, its exact incidence

on the total cost of product wdl be cleaily visible He will now
have four elements of his cost (1) his space factor ropiesenting

cost of processmg space, (2) his power factor, (3) his machinery

or equipment factor, representing the amount paid out for having

and maintaining his processing machinery in a state of prepared-

ness, (4) his storage factor, representing the cost of pioviding

special loom for a bulky product

If he desires at any time to calculate the cost of some new
product, he can easily and readily deteimme it, either with or

without storage factor charge, because all the items of service

incurred by him have been ascertained and kept separate If

he had, from the beginning, jumbled all his outgoings into one

common fund called “overhead,” all that would be visible when
any changes ocouned is the simple fact that the relation of over-

head to total hours worked had risen or fallen And this in-

formation would not be of great value

6 The Transport Factor—In the foregoing we have assumed
that no mechanical facilities for handling product were either

necessary or in existence But it was pointed out that virtually

ground-floor premises did provide such facilities as compared with

. upper floors, and that rents would be higher for just this reason

Of course, in the actual case of a little producer, no attempt
fyoul'd be made to deal with the space factor m such a manner
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that the amount actually due to the rent paid for processing space

was separated from the amount due to facilities foi handling and
tiansportmg materials But theoretically, at least, it would be

possible to make such a distinction Practically, it would be

the difference between the rent chaiged on the ground floor

to that charged on the flooi above for precisely similar space If

one such space were $100 and the other $80, then the difference,

$20, would naturally represent the charge foi handling and trans-

port facilities Processing space factor would thus be $80 and

transport factor $20

If our producer were offered a year contract on the basis that

all materials were delivered to him and taken from him by the

customers’ own men, it might be a question whethei it would not

be worth his while to remove to the second floor By so doing his

transport factor would vanish, and the amount of this saving

would be known in advance, me
, $20 per month

Naturally, m the simple conditions herein pictured, he would

tequne no accounts to tell him this, but the thing to observe is

that, if so minded, he could have his cost in such form that

changes m conditions immediately affect not a vague total sum

knovm as overhead hut separate and distinct factors, in which the

effect is confined to the class ofcharge involved A one-manshop may
not require figures for this purpose, but a ten-man shop is likely to

need them, a hundred-man shop is likely to go wrong without

them, and a thousand-man shop cannot be conducted at all

without very close figuring on the result of its operations

Other Service Factors —In a large plant there are, naturally,

other factors to be taken into account that do not exist m even a

rudimentary form in a one-man shop But the important point

it has been sought to bring out in this chapter is that each of these

little shops is very much the same thing as a smgle piocess in a

large plant In the large plant there will be additional factors,

but those just described will be among them Every process has

its space factor, its power factor and its individual factor Stor-

age and transport factors will also be present, and, just as m the

case of the httle shopB, these will varym importance precisely as

the nature of one product in one plant differs from the product in

another plant It is just as easy and almost as simple to ascer-

tain the cost of factors for separate processes m a large plant as it

has been to ascertain the elements of process cost m each of the

httle shops above described
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Little Shops Consolidated —The argument could have been

carried fuither The lelation of working houis to f ictois could

have been demonsti xted The question of those shops in which

the producer was also a small employer of 1 ibor could have been

analyzed These extensions are, howevei, unneccbsiry, as in

following chapters we shall consider such extensions in mother

way We shall now assume that a building like that described,

with all its independent little pioduceis and then processing

equipment and its separate power plant, is bi ought under one

financial conti ol In other woids, the same set of elements will

be pictured but with the building owned by one film, which also

has acquired the powei plant, all the processing equipment, has

thiown down the dividing partitions, so making each floor into

one laige shop, and has engaged the diffeient pioducers as

operators at weekly wages In short, the little shops will have

been consolidated into a regul ir factory, eachjormci shop becoming

a production center fot one piocess, and each little mastei converted

into the opeiator of the piocess to which lie was accustomed

It will then be seen how fai the independent costing of processes

can still be maintained, having in view the new kinds of expendi-

ture that will now have to be taken into account



CHAPTER IV

OVERHEAD AS SERVICE

II UNDER FACTORY CONDITIONS

Before proceeding to discuss the service aspect of overhead as

affected by the consolidation of the little shops which were

exhibited as separate undertakings in the last chapter, it will be

well to discuss one point of great impoitance, namely, that there

is no possible escape from the validity of the factors as there

outlined It is not a question of opinion or admission of a doubt-

ful point The rent factoi, the power factor, the individual

machine factor, and, under the circumstances and conditions

assumed, the stores and (more arbitral lly) the transport factors

are no imaginary quantities depending on an artificial classifica-

tion or analysis

Inevitableness of Service Factors as Outlined—On the

contrary, these different classes of charge are different ah imho
in their very nature They are wholly independent They have

no relations one with another Any one of them may increase

or decrease without altering the amount of the others Each

of them is a distinct charge against production, that is, against

the particular piocess being carried on in the little shop selected

for consideration, because each of them is a charge for an alto-

gether diffeient kind of service

The bearing of each such factor on the cost of production can be

separately ascertamed Thus, for example, suppose that one

of our small producers had taken out the cost of his product, fac-

tor by factor, and had found that his rent factor amounted to

10 cts on each unit of product Next, let us suppose that it

became a question with him of removing to other premises at a

different rent He would easily be able to ascertain exactly

what increase or decrease per unit of his product this change

would bring about It might, for instance, increase his rent

factor to 12 cts per unit of product

Now, as he would know how much profit he received per unit

of product after paymg for all his service factors, it would be
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easy for him to calculate just what bearing on his actu il profit

pei unit of product this change would h ive It might be that

the mcieise of 2 cts was moie than he cared to have Ins unit

profit diminished, and would, therefore, decide to st ly wheic he

It is no aigument against this to say that under the simple

conditions herein described the little producci could almost

figure out such a result in his he ul, without any factois or cost

accounts at all It is true that lie possibly could, but that is not

the important point The value of the arrangements m question

lies in the fact that the lesult can be ascertained with exact

precision on a depute basis, and that this basis is, as we shall see

later, equally applicable to those conditions m which results

cannot be figured in anyone’s head, which is natur illy the case m
every manufacturing plant except the very smallest

Composition of Cost in the Little Shops —Before leaving the

question of the little shops as sepaiate businesses, it may be well

to observe in what final form the costs would appeal They
would consist of the service factors themselves together with the

producer's own wages (which he would naturally reckon at the

rate he could obtain for his labor as an employee), plus direct

material Thus

a Rent of shop (space factor)

l Bill for power (power factor)

c Bill for hired equipment (individual equipment factor)

d Rent of storage room (stoies factor)

e Excess lent for ground flooi (transpoit factor)

f Own wages

Direct Material Ignored —Direct material may be left out of

acoount in all these discussions as it does not affect the results in

any way In fact, it is not essential that there should be any
direct material m the costing sense The work done may be
merely processing on material supplied by the purchaser of the

manufactured product This was actually the case in a certain

number of instances in the small industries described in the last

chapter, and it will simplify matters to consider it the fact in all

the instances here discussed It must be noted that the fact
that the material was the property of the customer does not
obyiate the necessity of a storage factor In many industries,

particularly the textile finishing, enormous storage facilities have
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to be provided by the manufacturer, although all the material he
works on is the property of his customers

Cost, Profit and Selling Price—Translating the terms used

above into ordinary language, items a to e would be considered

as the little producer’s overhead, if thrown into one total Item

/ would be direct wages If all the items a to f are thrown
together, we have total cost of production Next we have to

consider “production of what?”
The costs thus assembled would, of course, be those of a period,

say a week, of 50 hr Now, if the producer knows how many
units of his product he normally turns out m 60 hr

,
then the cost

of production per umt is also known To this he would add a

sum representing

g Profit per unit of product

Adding this item to the former items, a new total would be

forthcoming, namely,

h Selling puce pei unit of pioduct

It will be seen that all of these costs are perfectly usual and

normal m form, only instead of having an unanalyzable total

called “overhead,” we have no such item, overhead disappears

and is replaoed by certam costs of services herein termed “service

factors ”

Cpsts of the Little Shops Are Processing Costs —While it is

true that such service factors would be of the smallest possible

use to the producer under the elementary conditions described,

it must be remembered that we have here a very good representa-

tion of a number of dissimilar processes running side by side m a

modern plant If it is possible foi the individual small producer

to find the exact cost of his single process, it should be equally

possible for the large-scale manufacturer to find the exact cost

of each of fifty processes carried on m the same plant

Why the Little Shops Can Ascertain Process Cost—The
solution of the latter problem will, however, be entirely missed

if we fail to observe why it is that the small producer can obtain

his costs entirely free from the fact that other producers are

working alongside him It is because he is separately billed for

each of the services he enjoys In his case it is necessarily so He
could not pay for the space occupied unless a bill for rent were

presented to him He would not hire a storage room without
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knowing whit it would cost him He would not expect to pay

foi powei except at an agreed iate In slioit, tieiy service ho

enjoys has its puce, and as each service is billed to him at its

own sepaiate and individual price, the service factois onteiing

into his opeiations ire icady made to hi & hand He doi s not have

to calculate them They come to him All he h is to do is to

enter them on his cost iccounts as sep n ite items He thus has

the cleaiest pictuie of the vinous elements that make up his

cost, and the influence of each on such cost

But when we legard a legulai factoiy, all this eleirness of

picture vanishes Costs of diffeient processing opeiations run-

ning alongside one anothei are not known All that is commonly

known is that a certain process is opeiated by a man at a rate

of, say, 50 cts an hour, and that the overhead “percentage’'

is today 95 pei cent of such duect wages, last week was 83 per cent

and next month m ly be anything fiom 80 to 120 per cent

This is no exagger ited picture, but one of common oecuirence

Processing costs, apaitfrom ducct laboi, are not known with any

accuiacy at all In passing from the dement uy stage of opera-

tions to factory conditions, it is evident that i treatment of

costs has been made that is anything but an improvement This

statement is perfectly tiue, although costs such as those descubed

for the little shops have never been put on papei They could

have been so put, as will be evident from what has been said

The only reason they were not is that the figures were so few and
simple that they were self-evident But as soon as we come to

deal with an assemblage of processes m one plant, the facts are

no longer self-evident for each process Accounting methods
become essential

Processing Rates m the Little Shops —On the basis of cer-

tain figures which will be given in detail later, the costs pci

hour of the processes m the twenty shops have been calculated

It may be of mterest to present them at this stage, as it will

serve to press home the point that such processing costs are highly

individual to each shop (Fig 1) The average for all the shops
works out at about 38}<j cts per hour It will be seen that such
an average apphed to the output of all the little shops alike would
produce some very extraordinary costs, if substituted for the

true individual costs But not perhaps more extraordinary than
those obtained every day by executives who are perfectly sure

that their cost methods are fully adequate to their conditions
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Top Middle Giound

Shop bhop
cents

1 16 9 30 16 62

2 10 10 30 16 64

3 15 11 68 17 42

4 20 12 33 18 44
5* 13 46 19 43
0* 14 36 20 96

7 23

8 24

* Used for storage only

Tig 1 —Processing costa of independent shops

Consolidation of Little Shops mto a Factory—We shall now
assume that a corporation is organized which sweeps all the little

pioduceis m one building into a single organization The steps

taken under these circumstances will be

1 Owneiship of the building is acquired

2 Ownership of the small powei plant is also acquired

3 The machinery hitherto lentod by the individual producers is taken

ovei (purchased outright) by the new corporation

4 Each of the little producers enters the service of the corporation at

weekly wages

5 A manager of the whole is appointed, with a clerk and an office in the

building

6 A head foreman or supenntendent is appointed to supervise pioduction

m the shops

7 A man is engaged to undertake transport of law material and finished

product, packing and unpacking, etc

8 The paititions on the various floors are taken down, thus making each

floor a single shop with from five to eight processes on it

General Effect of Consolidation—The general effect of this

change will be that, instead of having a number of independent

little producers, we now have a factory of three floors with a

small power plant adjoining, some eighteen processes and a

corresponding number of operators at weekly wages (If these

operators were paid by piece or on a bonus system it would be

of no importance to the discussion, but for the present it is simpler

to regai d them as day woikers

)
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We have also additional items A manager 1 who attends to

purchasing, selling and goner d business, i clerk, pint of whosi

time is devoted to costs, a superintendent whose attention is

given entirely to the shops and the processes, a ti inspmt man
This state of things is, of couise, simply that of an ordinal

y

small manufacturing plint, diffenng m no paiticulu from hun-

dreds of such plants it the piosent day Only the fact tint it

has been denved from, or consists of, an amalgamation of small

independent businesses, each representing i single piocess and

each of which knew its own piocess costs, mikes this example

interesting at this stage

Costs under the Consolidation Regime —In nequnmg the

property we may assume that the price paid for the building

and the machineiy was such that the following relations exist

between the charges to cost undei the old and new conditions

1 The building stood on the books of the owneis at $43,000

and has been acquired, as a going concern, for the increased

price of $50,000

2 The power plant, comprising building, engine, boiler, shaft-

ing and belting, stood at $3,000 and was tiansferred at this price

to the new organization

3 The machinery stood at $14,500 on the books of the original

lessors and was transferred to the new company at the same price

The new organization thus stands to meet a slightly higher

interest and depreciation on the value of the building, but the

same interest and depreciation on the value of the power plant

and the production machinery In all three cases the item of

profit to the onginal owners drops out of sight

New items of cost not Incurred by the little shops will be

salaries of manager, superintendent, clerk and transport man,
also minor items for stationery and postage

Operators’ wages are reckoned as $35 per week in all cases

The uniformity of wage rate is assumed m order to hold that item

constant m all the figuring More striking diffeiences in proc-

r== ro l phi dn.>c‘ w a ^ <•> ild, no lou’)' b*1 - •' \ k i <— m.ir.ig

' .im . i v oi ii l< Li . i nil il i- i r i
1

< h t iii'-r i'n i 11 b

non m-.K idog i/<>
1 that -’uh ui.Tm i u - a- > x> ii'i.i nothing

to do v h ( , « pi a ,g -
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Uncharged Service in Little Shops —The addition of salaries

to the costs may seem greatly to increase them, and it may be
asked how it becomes necessary to appoint such officials when the
original little shops managed to do very well without them
Apart from the fact that organization of any kind gives rise

to new forms of expense, the increased expenditure in this case

is due rather to the emergmg into light of items which existed

before but were unseen than to any extravagant charge for

orgamzation

In the case of the httle producers, there is no doubt that they
would spend a certain amount of their time m seeking new busi-

ness, in buying supplies, in unpacking and arranging them, in

packing finished product and in cleaning up the shop and equip-

ment But this is assumed to take place outside the regular

50 hr per week which is devoted to production

As long as the profits of each httle business belong to the actual

producer, expenditures like these cost nothing but time, and, as

long as that time is not takenfrom pi oduction, it costs him nothing

out of pocket This, however, is only equivalent to saying that

they are paid for out of the profits he earns in his capacity of

producer If it should happen that he had to take time off, so

that he worked only 45 instead of 50 hr
,
then they would begin

to cost him real money
But when the profits belong to the concern, then it is obvious

that the concern must provide these additional services, me
,

purchasing, selling transportation and office duties They will

then be a first charge on profits, because, as a matter of fact,

profits are not reckoned until these items (in the form of over-

head) have been added to costs The operator then remains

an operator and nothing else, and the other duties are undertaken

by specialists The net result should mean greater efficiency

and smoothness of working, but whether this is realized or not

depends upon successful management

The place of the superintendent is also explicable on somewhat

similar ground The individual operators are no leBS competent

than before, and we may even assume that they will be equally

willing to put forward their best efforts It is not so much in

the capacity of “boss” that the superintendent will be required

as a coordinator of efforts Instructions now proceed from one

source, namely, the manager who gets the business, and these

instructions need to be in such form and so subdivided that each

operator knows what he has to do*
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This cooidination, taking the shape of individual processing

orders, is supplied by the post ox function of superintendence

This assistance to production is, of course, assumed to pay for

itself It is obviously a pait of cost, though nothing exactly

corresponding was in existence under the lcguiu of the little

shops Eich producer then leceivcd his mstiuctions from lus

own customei instead of motiving them fiom a superintendent

The superintendent’s sal iry lepicsents the umcckoned cost of

time spent m getting these instructions

Net Result as Regards Overhead —When the figuies compni-

mg the costs of the two legimes ue compared, is they will be

later, it will be found that an mci eased oveihead of model ate

amount, about 13 pei cent of the ongmal sum paid out by the

little producers, will now be chaigeable Tins increase may,

meanwhile, be kept in mind when the cost st itemonts represent-

ing the consolidatid concirn aie being considuod

Overhead and Costs under the Consolidation —After the new
business had been running foi a month, a cost st itt ment would,

no doubt, be made out Assuming thit the oidmury methods

of making up cost weie m use, then the st vtcment in question

would take something of the foim shown m Pig 2

This cost statement discloses direct wages $2,520 and overhead

$1,757 The direct wages are due to the 18 operators who are

assumed to have worked full time, mz
,
200 hr m the month,

each operatoi being paid at the same rate, mz , $35 per week

It is now possible, with the figuies on this statement available,

to take out costs on either of the two oidinary methods, that is,

either on the hourly burden plan or by a percentage on wages

Figure 3 exhibits the result of the former and Fig 4 the latter

Processing Costs—The cost of perfoumng any one of the

twenty different processes assumed to be in use will, under the

foregoing airangements, be calculated as follows

Direct wages for 1 hr

Add, overhead 48% eta |
Cost of process, 1 hr

Or, alternatively, it may be reckoned as

Direct wages for 1 hr

Add, overhead 69 7 per cent
Cost of process, 1 hr

Either of these processing costs would be accepted as correct

m thousands of plants at the present time, and we may now
proceed to examine what happens when they are applied to
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Statement of Direct Wages and Overhead
j

Month 19— Expense Direct

Interest & Depreciation

Building $5 500 pei ann
Powei plant 480 “ “

Machineiy 2 077 “ “

$8,057 “ “

One-twelftli $ 671 48

Wages & Salaries

Managei *240

Clerk 80 320 00

Superintendent 220 00

Power man 120 00

Transpoit man
18 opeiatois @ $35 week

100 00

$2,520 0.

Sundry Expense

Repairs to loof 30 00
“ “ mach 8 15 00
“ “ “ 11 10 00
" " powei plant 12 00

Fuel and oil 146 00

Repans to stairway 20 00

Cleaning 40 00

Repairs to mach 20 18 00

Stationery and phone 14 00

Repairs to mach 16 22 00

Total Expense $1,757; 48

Total Overhead $2 520 00

Fig 2—Statement lor the new organization Consolidated shops

Oveihead
prorated on hours

|

Expense, as Fig 2 $1,757

Productive hours 3,600

Hourly burden

[otej

Oveihead

pimated on wages

Expense, as Fig 2 $1,757

Direct wages $2 620

Percentage |g9
7j

Note—These figures refei to the new organization

Fig 3—Overhead percentage Fig 4 •—Overhead hourly burden

estimating on a 30b, for the purpose of making a price to the

customer
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Processing Costs on an Estimate—It will be assumed that

a certain job is being quoted on, the processing tune on which

has been estimated by the superintendent to be as follows

Process No 10 11 15 20

Houis 30 ISO 45 200

making a total of 425 hr m all 1 he cost of this job will now
be calculated on both plans

1 On the Eouily Burden Pla?i—In this cast direct wages

at 70 cts per horn are calculated for each piocess, and then an
hourly binden of 48% cts per hour is added The results arc

presented in Fig 5

Process
Rst

hours

Wages (Hothead

Total
Rate,

cents
Amount

Bate,

ctR pu
hr

Amount

10 30 70 S 21 00 4RJ1 S 14 62 % 35 62

11 150 105 00 73 12 178 12

15 45 31 50 21 03 53 43

20 200 140 00 07 50 237 50

Total 425 "*297~60" $207 17~ $504 67

Fig 6—Job cstlmato on houHj burden basis

2 On the Percentage Plan—Here direct wages on each proc-

ess are calculated, as befoie, but, in place of an hourly burden,

69 7 per cent on the amount of the direct wages is added, as

exhibited m Fig 6

Process

Wages
|

Overhead
|

Total
Bst

hours Rate,

cents
Amount

Rato,

% on
wages

Amount

10 30 70 $ 21 00 1 69 7 $ 14 63 $ 35 63
11 160 105 00 73 18 178 18

16 45 31 50 21 95 63 46
20 200 140 00 97 58 237 68

Total 425 $297 50 $207 34 $504 84

I'm 6 —Job estimate on percentage basis
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The Two Results Compared —It will be obvious at a glance

that the results are identical on each of these plans Such frac-

tional difference as appears, amounting to a few cents only, is

due to the fact that the percentages have been worked out to

only one place of decimals Had they been worked out to two
or moie places, the results would agree to a cent

There is little doubt that in most cases such results would
be accepted as very satisfactory evidence of the accuracy of

the costs The two results seem to confirm and check each
other in a remarkable way, although the basis of calculation is

diffeient in each But as a matter of fact, we have here rather

a coincidence than a proof or confirmation, and the matter is

so important that it will be worthwhile to examine it more closely

Why the Two Results Coincide —While it is true that for

the particular conditions as set out in the construction of this

problem the two sets of figures do comcide, it is also true that

this coincidence is purely accidental, depending on one circum-

stance, and this circumstance would not, as a mattei of fact, be

likely to turn up m actual piactice

The two sets of figures agree because it was assumed that all

operators were paid at the same rate Consequently, if a given

amount of overhead is to be prorated, it is evidently a matter

of indifference whether we prorate it on hours or, alternatively,

on wages, because, in this particular instance only, wages are

themselves exactly proportional to hours The rate of all wages

bemg the same, the same amount is attached to any given hour,

on whatever process it was earned or by whichever man it waB
earned Therefore whether we prorate overhead on hours or on

wages, themselves directly proportional and evenly proportional

to hours, the result must be identical

Hourly Burden and the Average Wage Rate —An hourly

burden rate will always comcide with one wage rate in a number
of different wage rates, where such are m use, or if there should

not happen to be an exact correspondence with any one rate,

one will be closely approximated This may be demonstrated

by considering the case of a shop with 7 employees at rates from

15 to 45 cts per hour Figure 7 shows (1) earnings or direct

wages for month, (2) total productive hours for month, (3) aver-

age wage rate, which is 30 cts

An examination of the relation of hourly burden to this average

wage rate follows
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1 It oveihead is 152 10, th it is, 50 per cent on direct wages, then

$210 — 1,400 hi gives 15 cts pei lioui is bui den, which it

will be noticed is 50 pci cent of the avei agt wage i itc

2 If oveihead is $420, that is, 100 pu cent on duect wages,

then $420 — 1,400 hi gives 30 cts pei horn as bin den, which,

again, it will be noticed is 100 pu cent of th< avttagt wige rate

3 If oveihead is $630, that is, 150 pei cent on duect wages,

then $630 — 1,400 hi gives 15 cts per lioui as buidui, which is

150 per cent of the average wage l itc

Intermediate amounts would obviously ben the same i edi-

tions to the average late

It follows fiom this that whatevoi peiccntage overhead beais

to duect wages, houily buiden will also bcai to the avei age wage

rate It also follows that wage i ites below this aveiage me
getting a highei sliaie of burden than wage i itcs above the a\cr-

age, and me veisa, which m fact ib the compensating principle

for which advantage is claimed by the advocates of this system

Rate, amts 20 26 30 36 40 lot ll

Hows worked 200 200 200 200 200 200 200 1,100

Dir wage, dollars 30 40 60 00 70 M) 00 120

Dividing total of wage rates ($2 10) by 7 gives the a\ t rage wage into

as 30 cts pei hour

Total hours woiked in month taking hourly buiden, 1,400

Total direct wages, $420

Fig 7—Diroct-wago earnings and hours worked m a shop with 7 men at
different wage rates

When the Results Would Not Coincide —Refer)mg again

to Figs 5 and 6, it will now be clear why the two costs agree

It is because while overhead is 69 7 pei cent of duect wages,

the hourly burden, viz

,

48% cts
,
is also 69 7 per cent of the aver-

age rate per houi, mz
, 70 cts (69 7 pei cent of 70 — 48 %) and m

this particular oase only this one rate is in use From this it

follows that the burden taken up by work will be m proportion

to both wages and hours in equal degree, with the necessary

result that costs come out the same on both plans

But, if wage rates had not been assumed as the same for all

operators, and if some had been assigned rates as low as 30 cts

and some as high as 80 cts
,
then the estimates on the two

methods would not have coincided at all If the lower priced
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men had prepondeiated m the total of working horns, one set of

lesults would be forthcoming, and if the highei priced men
preponderated, a different set Under these latter conditions

it would be a matter of considerable investigation and argument
to decide which of the results would be nearer to the truth

Neither Result Is Correct—Notwithstanding that the two
methods gave results that appeared to confirm each other, we
shall now ask whethei either of them is correct As a pieliminary

to this inquiry, the costs of the same job worked out on the

independent shop rates (Fig 8) will be presented It should be

borne m mind, meanwhile, that the overhead for all the little

shops taken together was less than the total overhead under the

new, or factoiy, regime

PlOCOSS
Est

Wages
|

Piocess costs

Total
Rate,

Amount
Rate,

cents
Amount

10 30 70 $ 21 00 30 $ 9 00 $ 30 00

11 150 105 00 58 87 00 192 00

15 45 31 50 62 27 90 69 40

20 200 140 00 96 190 00 330 00

Total 425 $297 50 $313 90 $611 40

Fig 8—Same as Figs 5 and 6 at onginal process costs of the little shops

On comparing Fig 8 with Figs 5 and 6 it will be seen that while

the fiist piocess, 10, is somewhat less in cost, the other three

processes are considerably higher The total cost of the job,

instead of being $504 as under the percentage and hourly burden

plans, is mci eased to $611, no inconsiderable discrepancy and one

which would probably make all the difference between piofit and

loss on this job

These costs (Fig 8) are not properly applicable to the consoli-

dated business, but we cannot expect that, if calculated by factors

and process rates, the operations of the consohdated business

would show figures agreeing with Figs 5 and 6 If we assume that

the new management had a knowledge of the process costs of the

individual little shops before they were taken over by the new

orgamzation, it is probable that in these last results (Fig 8) food

for thought would be perceived At any rate, the costs provided
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by the percentage and houily buiden calculations would come
under giave suspicion

Basis of Process Rates in the Little Shops —It is probable that,

faced with this dilemm i, the now man ige me nt w ould encle ivoi

to asceitam the b isis of the piocess rates used by the little shops

before consolidation, and this inquiry will be entered on in the

next chapter



CHAPTER Y

DETERMINATION OF RENTS AND PROCESS COSTS
LITTLE SHOPS

One salient difference between the rents charged to the little

independent shops for space, power and hire of machinery and the

corresponding service factors which would be chargeable against

individual processes under factory conditions must not be lost

sight of The former include the item of an outsider’s profit

on each service, since the suppliers of such services do not deuve

any benefit from the profits arising out of the manufacturing

operations

On the other hand, when the little shops are consolidated into

one busmess and the individual producers become operators at

wages, then the corporation derives its profits from the processing

itself, and, consequently, the various services are charged against

such processes at cost

Service Factors Are Rents—The similarity of seivice factors

to rents otherwise is very close and, in the case of factois like the

space and power factors, is almost complete, minus the item of

profit It is not even absolutely essential that profit on the

service be excluded If, for example, we suppose that the build-

ings are owned and maintained by a corporation organized

separately from the busmess carried on in them, although the

shareholders were common to both, or nearly so, then the charge

made to the operatmg organization would be at one and the same

time a true rent, a space factor, and would contain the item of

profit

The same considerations apply to the power factor Condi-

tions may easily be imagined m which the power plant was oper-

ated as a separate organization, supplying current or other form

of power to other consumers, as for lighting a mill village or

delivering power to an allied but entirely separate factory along-

side the principal organization In such cases the power would

be bdled to the various outside consumers and the various inside

processes on their consumption and would include an item of

profit

43
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Oidmarily, howevei, such sen ices ue confined to the opeiatmg

organization, and, as the profits of such in oigimz ition uc

denved fiom manufacturing, the seivices would be supplied ut

cost, that is, without the inclusion of any charge foi piofit in

the annual or monthly chaige igunst production

Other service factois, such is those foi supenntc ndence, fi uis-

port, etc
,
although on exactly the same lines is those foi space

and power, cannot veiy well be considued as lented fiom the

outside m any case This, howevei, is a mattci of piactice and

not of principle It would be quite possible to conti act, foi

example, foi all the internal transportation of a fictory, and in

such case the bill lendeied monthly foi such tianspoitation w ould

be a transport factor ieady made The only diffi rence between

this and a tianspoit factoi ansing from the film’s own opeiation

would be that it would include an item of piofit to the peison

with whom the contiact was made
The fact that such services aie, m piactice, never rented 01

contracted for, does not m the least chstuib the pi maple, which

is that each of these seimces is a distinct and entnely separate

variety of activity
,
the cost of which is capable of being expi eased

as a rent 01 service factoi that has no relation 01 connection with

any other class of activity, and which can be assigned with con-

siderable precision to the different processesm propoition as each

process calls on each service

Determination of Rent (Little Shops )—We have now to

consider the form of accounting that is employed by the landlord

of the buildings, power plant and machinery (used by the little

pioduceis in then independent shops) which enables him to bill

each producer for his individual share of the total When this

side of the tiansaction has been examined, the furthei side, that

by which each producei tianslates these bills for lent into his

process cost, will be considered

Rent of Building Space (Little Shops )—Figuio 9 exhibits

the mechanism used by the landloid for ascertaining and dis-

tributing his rents

The first step is to ascertain the annual cost This is comprised

in the three items—interest, depreciation and repairs As othei

items, such as taxes, insurance, etc
,
are treated on the same

lines they are omitted from the discussion

1 Interest—The interest here charged represents the ordinary

interest on money which would be obtained if it were invested
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m cuirent secunties instead of being locked up m a building
It has no lefeience to the question of borrowed money, that is

to say, whether the amount $43,000 invested m the building

is wholly the money of the landloid oi whethei he has borrowed

Ira 8—Landlord 8 schedule

some oi most of it on mortgage makes no difference It is quite

possible that a large part of the amount ($2,580) charged for

interest does represent actual out-of-pocket expenditure, if,

as we may suppose, most of the money has been obtained on

mortgage, but whethei this is true or not does not affect the

fixing of the rent
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The reasoning of this statement will be quite clem if we con-

sider that, fiist, the owner must obtain a profit beyond the normal

intei est of money, 01 he would gam no ad\ uitige by risking it

m the investment, second, if we assume that it is his own money

that is invested and is producing him a piofit beyond the legulai

6 per cent, then if someone elst’s money p uti illy lepl ices his own

(that is, on the secunty of a moitgage) lie ought not to make less

profit on thit account The only occision on which he should

be prejudiced in this way is in the event that he has made so

poor a baigam in the borrowing of the money that the 6 pei cent

is not sufficient to covei it In this case the diffeience between

the regular interest (6 per cent) and the bon owing rate (say,

7 pei cent) is necessarily at his expense and comes out of his

profit

In general, howevei, one lot of money in the hands of A
should fetch in open muket the same interest as a simihu

amount in the hands of B Consequently, befoie profit can lie

leckoned, a sum must bo set uside which will provide inteiest

at the normal mniket late, and the fust item ($2,580) lopicsonts

this provision

2 Dept eciation—Little need be said about this item at the

present time The question of depreciation will be fully con-

sidered later It need only be pointed out that the amount
charged ($2,150) is 5 pei cent on the value of the building,

and we must assume here that this rate has been assigned by
expert advice, all the conditions of the structure having been

taken into account It is obviously a provision that must be

made and is not to be considered as to be taken out of profit

3 Repairs—Here we enter on more debatable ground

That the building will cost something foi lepair is obvious, and
that this amount must be provided foi in fixing rents is also

obvious The debatable consideration is the amount How
much should be reserved or provided foi in rent to allow for

necessary repairs during the year?

In the case in question, it will be observed on refeience to

Fig 9 that 3 per cent on the value of the building has been so

reserved A note is appended showing that some of this is

chargeable in view of changing tenancies Shops when vacated

require overhauling and making ready for a new occupier, and
this is a charge additional to the ordinary repairs which would

i otherwise be sufficient
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The basis of the charge for repairs is neeessanly judgment

and expei lence If the building has been let out in shops over a

series of years 01 if access be had to the accounts of similar

buildings, then it is a simple mattei to ascertain the amount

which will noimally covei both the ordinaiy repairs and those

due to change of tenants Tins amount has been expressed as a

percentage on the value of the building but must not be under-

stood as being asceitamed m that way A depreciation rate is

neeessanly a percentage on value, but an allowance for repair

is based on actual experience of the existing or some similar

building, and its expression as a percentage is merely a matter of

memorandum to give a general idea of the amount involved

4 Piofit—While it is necessary to consider the final item,

namely, profit, it is not requisite to discuss it at any length,

because, as above intimated, it is an itemthat is peculiar to service

taken from outside and will not be met with later when we come

to consider the service factors for factory work

In the case of the independent shops, the amount to be added

foi piofit will depend veiy largely on supply and demand for the

particular class of building in question But in any case it will

include an amount which is intended to cover the risk of empty

shops This, again, is a matter for experience and judgement to

fix It will vary m different places and even accoiding to the

prevalent kind of work earned on m the shops Whatever it

may prove to be, this item completes the tale of charges 1 making

up rent of the building The total amount, as given m Fig 9,

is seen to be $8,600 per annum The next question is the division

or distribution of this total over the twenty shops contained m
the building

Determination of Rents for Separate Floors—Having obtained

an annual total for the whole building, which total has to be

recovered m individual lents, the simplest solution of the ques-

tion of individual rent would be to prorate by the square feet

occupied by each shop This, in fact, is what is neeessanly

done when a space factor under manufacturing conditions is being

settled But in a commercial transaction like that we are now

considering, the selling value of space is not the same for each

square foot Space on the ground floor is more valuable than

that on the floor above, while top-floor space is less valuable still

1 As before stated, items like taxes, insurance, etc are omitted from the

discussion
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The leason for this Ins ulu idy ban discussed, ind, when it

is remembered that no elci atoi service ousts, it is sufficiently

obvious Therefoie, while the ivoi igo yeuly lent pel squme

foot is 60 cts
,
the lmdloid finds it comement to itt ich a rent

of 80 cts pei squire foot to the giound flooi, one of 60 cts to

the middle floor and one of 40 its to the top flooi No punciple

is involved except the familiu one of obliging vh it the ti iffic

will beai As will be seen fiom Fig 9, the result oi this differen-

tiation gives an assignment of SI,920 to be lecoveied us lent fiom

the top floor, $2,880 fiom the middle flooi and 83,840 fiom the

ground floor

Final Determination. Rents of Individual Shops—Having

now settled the rent to be chnged pei flooi, the only remaining

operation is to pimate the same over the shops on each flooi

Figure 10 is a schedule foi this puipose On eich floor, tiken

separately, the spice occupied by each shop is multiplied by the

square-foot rental foi thit floor, and the yeuly mil monthly

amounts payable are enteied opposiU each shop numbei
Bills aic made out monthly fiom this schedule

Differences between Rents and Factors —It h is iheadj been

pointed out that one impoitant difference between lonts foi

service from outside (such as the lent for space just discussed)

and factois suitable for factoiy opeiation is m regird to the

inclusion of piofits This, however, may not be the only differ-

ence As we have just seen, considerations of a commercial

character may influence the method of distubuting the total of

such lents among the individual useis Nothing coirespondmg

to this will be met with m factory piactice The difference m
the rental of space on the different floors really masks contin-

gencies that have no othei value assignable to them, but which

are implied m the diffcienco of lental In factoiy piactice noth-

ing of this kind occuis If greatci oi lesser contingent expense

to production is involved in a givon location, it will appear in

the accounts and be given its own place While it has been

thought well to dwell rather fully on these aspects of oidmary
rents, it must be remembered that, while the fixing of lents foi

the little shops is neither mysterious nor complicated, the setting

up of space factors for factory practice is simpler, because neither

questions of profit nor commercial considerations have any place

therein
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bchedulc foi bliop Rents

N()

P
ftq ft

V im
U lit

Month

! GOO S 240 S 20 00

2 100 lfaO 13 30

3 faOO 240 20 00

4 700 280 23 30

5 350 140 11 60
fa 350 110 11 70

7 850 340 28 50

8 950 380 31 60

Tot 4,800 §1,920 8160 00

0 720 $ 430 8 35 50

10 580 360 29 60

11 1,000 600 50 00

12 750 450 37 50

13 950 670 47 50

14 800 480 40 00

Tot "TsoF 82 880 8240 00

15 750 8 600 8 50 00

16 900 720 60 00

17 650 520 43 40

18 700 560 46 60

19 600 480 40 00

20 1 200 960 80 00

Tot TsotT 83,840 8320 00

Gd
tot

14 400 88,840 8720 00

'

Fia 10 1—Landlord a schedule for fixing shop rent Little shops

Determination of Power Rent (Little Shops )—Figure 11

presents the accounting scheme by which the owner of the small

power plant (who, we assume, is the landlord of the building)

ascertains (1) his power costs and (2) settles the amounts to be

billed to each individual little producer
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The annual and monthly charges arc made up of mteiest,

depreciation, rep uis and piofit is m the case of the building lent

But, additional to these are the items of attendance, fut 1 ind oil,

or, m other woids, the cun cut expenses of powu genei ition

Having asceitamed the cunent monthly chaige md the

noimal hoisepowei furnished m the peuod of 200 woiking hours,

Schedule for Determining Power Rents
|

Investment m engine, boilei, belting, shafting pulleys, tanks & build-

mg $3,000

Annual Monthly

Intelest 0% 180

Depreciation, 10% 300 $ 40

Powoiman $1,440

Fuel and oil 1,740

Repairs 180 280

Profit 060 80

Total $4 800 $400
|

Charge per Hp Hour

Shops take aggregate 9 hp for 200 hr pci month = ’

1,800 hp hr

$400 - 1,800 = 22 cts per hp hr

J

Charges to Individual Users

Shop
No Hp Amount

Shop
No

Hp Amount
Shop
No

Hp Amount

9 H $11 10 13 % $27 65 17 $27 75

10 H 11 00 14 H 22 20 18 33 50

11 l 44 40 15 Vi 66 60 10 % 33 60
12 % 16 56 16 h 38 85 20 77 80

Fio 11 —Landlord $ schedule for fixing pow pr rents I ittlo shops

individual rents are ascertained by multiplying each shop’s

rated consumption by the oharge per horsepower hour From
this schedule bills are made out for each producer

Determination of Machinery Rents —It is assumed that each
producer hires his machinery The charge made to him includes

maintenance of the machines in working order, that is, all repairs

are undertaken by the owners of the machines Figure 12 shows
the accounting meohamsm by which such owners fix the proper
rent to be charged to each consumer
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Monthly $
10

67
7
47
9
16

16

66

16

99

16

2S

14

05
5
63

20

99

12

49

15

43

10

30
1724 2811

12

66
6
74

1311 3198

1

Total chargeable

S

128

10

89

70

110

00

200

00

204

00

195

50

16875

103

50

25200
150

00

185

25

123

75

207

00

337

50

152

00

81

00

157

50

384

00

8

Add

profit

5%

$
30

50

19

50

27

50

40

00
4000

42

50

37

50

22

50

52

50

37

50

47

50

27

50

45

00

75

00

40

00

22

50

37

50

80

00

$725j00

1
S

9760
70

20

82

50

16000 16400

153

00

13125
8100

19950
112

50

137

75

96

25

16200

2b2

50

112

00

58

50

120

00

304

00 8' "

r

Repairs

Amount

S8SSSSSSggKS8S8SSS

1
858888888888888888 8

Interest §

Depreciation

Amount

§88888888888888888 g

l

1

^
8 10 6 10 12 8 8 9 10 7 6 8 9 8 6 5 7 10

Value

of SB

i

888888888888888888 8

£ 1 2 3 4 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 £

Note

—

Shops

5
and

6

having

no

machinery

do

not

appear

here
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As in the cast of the building, the items that intei into tin

mn nn.1 and monthly cliaigcs aie intei est, depiecntion and

lepairs To these out-of-pocket items an addition il unount foi

profit is then added, making up the total p ly iblc by the usei of

the machmeiy
Inspection of the schedule will show the det uls of this piocess

The fiist two columns indicate the shop and the value ot the

equipment m it The next twro columns give the depieciation

1 ate and the amount of depreciation cluigeible jeuly Each

set of equipment has its own piopei i ate of depicei ition Intei

-

est (at the same iate, 6 per cent, foi all equipment) comes next

In the repaus column each set of equipment is i ited at a figuie

which expei lence shows will covei the noimal mnual lepuis

Depieciation, inteiest and rcpuis, lepiesentmg out-of-pocket

expenses, are then tot illed, and to the tot il in each c ise is ulded a

fuitliei 5 pei cent on the capital value to npiesait the ownci's

profit A poition of this piofit may be regirded is ipiousion

against machines, returned to the ownus, lemaining unlurtd

The lemaming columns summamo the innuil md monthly

chai ges against each little shop Fiom the list column the

individual pioducei is billed month by month
Standardization Implied m All These Rents —Before con-

sidering how the little pioducer combines these bills to iscoitain

his process cost, it may be well to view these thice types of rent

at laige and observe their characteristics In all three types the

same principle is involved, namely, that which is now known
as “standardization," a principle which is genu ally supposed

to be quite modem but which really is as old as rents of any
kind, that is, as old as civilization itself

Whenevei it becomes dcsnable to assign a price to a sorvicc

for a limited period, and such sorvicc contains variable factors,

standardization becomes essential A depreciation into is, foi

example, nothing but a standardized chaige lepiesentmg a

somewhat vague fact, namely, the giadual decay of a building

or a machine That such decay is not necessanly uniform must
be apparent To consider the extenoi alone of a great public

building of which the life extends over centuries, it is obvious

that chmatic conditions will control the rate of decay to a large

extent Long-continued periods of storm, extreme winters,

heavy and exceptional snows, unusual spells of torrid heat

—

each of these has its own peculiar influence on the rate of
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decay of the building and is entuely unforeseeable by any human
effoit

In the case of buildings of shoiter life, such as those used m
mdustiy, ill of these conditions apply though their cumulative
({feet will be less, but in addition, the vicissitudes of internal

changes, dtc 1 itions, distinctive processes, unexpected weaknesses

in sliuctiue, etc
,

ill contnbute to set up a variation in the rate

of decay from ye u to yen
Nevertheless, it his been found feasible, m practice, after

close obscivition of different types of building under various

woiking conditions, to 1 educe all these variations to an approxi-

mate or stanchi dized rate of decay, which is teimed a "depre-

ciation late ” In the same way the gradual decay of various

typcB of machines m different industries has been observed to a

sufficient degioe to permit of applying a standardized chaige 01

annual depiecution late that will fairly repiesent the mannei
in which machines wcai out under oidmary conditions

Discrepancies in Depreciation Not Visible—The stand-

ards vtion of a chnge to lepiescnt decay has, however, this

advantage over others that we shall meet Errors m fixing the

standardized 1 ite cannot be detected ovei any limited period

such as enteis into accounting If a rate has been fixed too

low, it will take several years to demonstrate the fact It will

be cleaily proved only by the necessity for discarding the machine

when, for example, two-thirds instead of the full value has been

recovered through depreciation But when more definite classes

of expense are standardized, then it is necessary to scrutinize

the actual effect of the assigned rate and observe whether, in

fact, it does distribute the actual expense with sufficient accuracy

ovei a reasonable period, say twelve months

Checking Accuracy of Standardization—Thus, in the case of

rents such as wo have been discussing, the amounts charged

through such rents for an item like repaiis need close watching to

ensure, on the one hand, that sufficient reserve has been made

to meet current expenditure on lepairs, and, on the other hand,

to ensure that too high an assessment for repairs has not been

made This pnnciple applies in even greater degree when items

like the current expense of generating power are in question

The fixing of a power rent is, therefore, a more difficult operation,

or rather, demands more careful and precise consideration of

details than does the fixing of a building rent The assessment
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of a machinery hue rate stands piobably on much the same

footing as the rent of a building

In all these cases some simple mechanism has to be set up

to keep tab on the expenditure In the case of building rent

the payments foi lepairs, when totalled at the year-end, will, of

course, piovide the nece&saiy check Foi the rental of machinery

this would be amplified by analyzing the payments and posting

them to the different machines, so that the actual lepair incurred

by each machine separately would be known Hie power

station would lequire more elaborate accounting, inasmuch as

the fuel, lepairs, lubi leant, labor, etc
,
would each be liable to

over- 01 underestimate, and probably a monthly or weekly

conti ol might be considered woithwlnle m this mat nice

Individual Producer’s Process Cost—Having shown how the

owneis of the building, the powci plant and the machinery

determine their annual and monthly icnts, which aie then billed

to each of the little shops, we may now considei what use is

made of them by the lattei At the month-end each pioducci

will be m possession of at least tluee bills, namely, one foi his

shop rent, one foi his powci consumed, one foi his machinery

In one or two instances these may be supplemented by a further

bill for storage space rented, as explainedm the previous chapter

|

Shop 10 Process cost
j

Bill for rent $29 50

Bill for power 11 10

Bill for machine 8 63

Rent of storage 11 70

Total $00 93

Hr rate (200 hp per month) 30 cts

Fra 13—Individual producer s mothod of calculating his process oost

Figure 13 shows how each such producei deals with these

bills The example shown is for shop 10, the producer in which

also rents room 6 as extra stoiage The bills are simply listed

and aggregated, making a monthly total of $60 93 payable by
the little producer

Now, of what does this $60 93 represent the cost? If we
assume that the power supply is limited to 200 hr per month,

then it is obvious that a maximum of 200 hr production is implied
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in. the charge Dividing, therefore, $60 93 by 200 gives an
hourly-process cost of ^0 3046 or practically 30 cts per hour

If it is assumed that one article pei hour is turned out, then

the cost of this aiticle will be 30 cts for piocess cost, to which
must be added an amount representing the producer’s own wages,

say 70 cts pei hour, md, of couise, the cost of raw material,

if any

No Alternative to This Cost—It does not seem possible to

imagine any alternative figure for such cost As long as the

Shop No
Rent as

Fig 10

Power as

Fig 11

Machinery

as Fig 12

Total for

month

Hourly

rate,

cents

1 $ 20 00 $ 10 67 $ 30 67 15

2 13 30 7 47 20 77 10

3 20 00 0 16 29 16 15

4 23 30 16 66 39 96 20

5 11 60 11 60

6 11 70 11 70

7 28 50 16 90 45 49 23

8 31 00 16 28 47 88 24

9 35 50 $ 11 10 14 05 60 65 a36

10 29 50 11 10 8 63 49 23 630

11 60 00 44 40 20 99 116 39 58

12 37 50 16 55 12 49 66 54 33

13 47 50 27 65 15 43 90 68 45

14 40 00 22 20 10 30 72 50 36

15 50 00 65 60 17 24 122 84 62

16 60 00 38 85 28 11 126 96 64

17 43 40 27 75 12 66 83 81 42

18 46 00 33 50 6 74 86 84 44

19 40 00 33 60 13 11 86 61 43

20 80 00 77 80 31 98 189 78 96

Total $720 00 $400 00 $268 96 $1,388 96

Noth—Hourly rate for 200 hr per month (a) including rent of storage

6, (6) including rent of storugo 6

Pio 14—Tabulation of the prooesB cost In eaoh of the 18 productive shops

rents are maintained at the given figure and the maximum
working capacity stands at 200 per month, then Fig 13 must

represent the true and only cost of a process hour And, simi-

larly, Fig 14, which exhibits in tabular form the process costs

which would be obtained by all the shops, presents hourly-
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process costs that cannot possibly be lmigmed as diffeient on

any method of calculation It will be observed that these 1 ates

vaiy from 10 to 95 cts pel hour for processing costs alone

The Effect of Shorter Working Hours —If the pioducer in

shop 10 can produce at a process cost of 30 cts an houi when

fie avails himself of the full mannfactui ing facilities foi which he

pays by means of Jus diffeient i cuts, that is the figuic he would

make use of m bidding foi woik But let it be supposed that

from illness or a fit of idleness, he woiks only 150 hi m any

given month How is he to legaid the effect of this idleness

on his costs? Would it be conect for him to say th it his process

cost was greater on this account7 If he divides 160 93 (the

total of his month’s rents) by 150, i new piocess cost of 10 4062,

or say 40 cts an houi, results Is theie any meaning in this

latter figure, and would he be justified in applying it m his

calculations of cost?

There does not seem any occasion on which this new figuio

could be usefully applied to costing puiposes Noi is it probable

that the little pioducer would think of so doing Ho would

know quite well what had happened, namely, that i poition of

the manufacturing capacity for which he was paying lent had
been wasted Without doubt ho would say to himself This

month my output has been 150 pieces, which, at 30 cts an horn,

gives 145 I have wasted 50 hr
,
and the value of the time I

have wasted is 60 X 30 = $15 Used time ($45) and wasted

time ($15) makes up $60, the amount of my rents

It would, of couise, be easy for him to calculate that the 150

pieces he had produced were all he had to show for an expendi-

ture of $60, and, therefore, that each had cost him 40 instead

of 30 cts
,
as they should But it is difficult to see of what value

such knowledge would be to him It would be a puiely acci-

dental figure that depended on the actual numboi of pieces

made If next month he wasted 100 hr and produced only

100 instead of 150 pieces, anothei new figure would lesult,

namely, 60 cts each But neither of these results would have
any particular meaning, and it is almost certain that a little

producer of this kind would ignore any such calculations On
the other hand he would certainly recognize that failure to work
200 hr in the month meant wasted opportumty, which affected

his pocket but did not increase the cost of what was actually

made It would be of great importance to him to know the cost
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of his pi ocess horn b iscd on a full month of 200 hr
,
but vari-

ations of this b is< d on shoit time would be of no value to him

for bidding m foi my othei puipose

Composition of Process-hour Costs—While the tables already

given pim ide i < lo u pictuie of the way m which the lents paid

by eich little piodueei 'lie built up, it may be well to exhibit

the diffeicnt pioctss costs tluoughout the eighteen shops in the

form of a diagram (Fig 15) This diagram shows graphically

Fia 16

the difference in dimension of the various process rates and also

m what measure each is built up out of the three kinds of rents

heretofore mentioned The diagram shows the total monthly

debit against each shop and its composition Naturally, the

process hour is of the same composition in the same proportion

Conditions for Increased Cost Per Piece —While the process

cost itself cannot be considered as a variable, inasmuch as it

represents the price paid, foi manufacturing capacity by eac

little producer, whether he uses it all or not, the cost per piece

will, of course, vary m direct proportion to time occupied in
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processing If, for example, it requires only A hr to complete

the work on one piece, then the cost per piece will be as follows

Cents

Process cost H hr @ 30 cts 15

Wages M hr @70 cts _35

Complete cost per pieco 60

instead of $1 as before

Combined Process and Wage Rate —As in this case the same

rate of wages (70 cts ), is always associated with the same process

late (30 cts ), it is evident that the calculation of cost would be

simplified by consolidating the two lates The combined rate

would be $1 pei horn, and this figure would be used by the

producer for all purposes for which costs are employed, as in

bidding on new work

It will be noticed that the wage late also is really based on a

working time of 200 hr pei month, or, rathei, on one of 50 hr

per week On a preceding page it was mentioned that the

producers’ wages were fixed at $36 per week, on the idea that

if employed by otheis, this is the wage they would expect

The little producer is then m the position of expecting that his

work shall yield him, first, 200 hr X 30 cts or $60 which will

enable him to pay his three vaneties of rents, and, second, 200

hr X 70 cts or $140 which will enable him to fill his pocketbook

with notes to the same extent as if employed Whatever returns

he gets above these two amounts is profit due to his work as

entrepreneur or organizer, or, m other words, to his operations

as a “captain of industry” on a tiny scale

It will be observed that failure to work the whole 200 hr per

month has a similar effect both on his pocketbook and on his

indebtedness If he idles 20 hr
,
he loses 20 X 30 or $6 on his

rents and, also, 20 X 70 cts or $14 on his wages He fails to

utilize his manufacturing capacity to the extent of $6 and he

fails to utilize his own personal earning capacity to the extent

of $14 In each case the essential fact is wasted opportunity and

this leads to financial loss, but cannot be regarded as having

increased the cost of what work was actually done
True Cost Is Not Increased by Short-time Work—The notion

of rising and falling costs (percentages or hourly burdens) is so

firmly rooted that many persons may be found to argue that, in

point of fact, the little producers’ costs do actually rise and
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fall, that when he has worked 200 hr per month his burden is

30 cts per hour and when only 150 hr it is really 60 cts

While it is wholly improbable that a httle producer under the

conditions here set out would ever think m this way, because

the true cause of decreased output would always be known
intimately to him, there is anothei reason why these purely

arithmetical ratios cannot be regarded as true costs

Let us consider the case of a series of weeks, as exhibited in

Fig 16, grouped m 4-week months and of varied working hours

It can be demonstrated that while the true process cost is always

the same, the process cost as shown by an hourly burden method

will vary according to the position of the dividing line

Houis worked per week

Total

First month Second month Third month

6o| 4sj 50 30 5o| 6o| 6o| 40 5o|sO*| 5o| 20

175 190 170

* Cost of process for these 60 artioleB (1 per b
Prooess rate 30 cts Hours 60 Prooess

Hourly burden plan Monthly burden $60
“ 86 ots per hour

)

Prooess cost of SO pieoeB (1 hr each) - $1

Hour/worked in month 170 (00 + 170

7 50

Tig 16—Process cost (shop 10) on certain weekly outputs

The question to be investigated is What is the process cost of

the 50 articles made m the second week of the thud month
(marked by a star m the figure) ? On the basis of figures already

given, namely, one article per hour at a process rate of 30 cts

,

the cost of the 50 will be $15 Foi the whole month the little

producer would say that he had used 170 hr and wasted 30 hr

But on the hourly burden plan the process cost would be $17 50

(see figure)

Let it be considered that, with the same series of outputs per

week, the dividing line between 4-week periods came not after

the final week with an output of 20 but before it Under these

conditions, what would be the process cost of the above-men-

tioned 50 articles? The cost on the process-iate plan would be

as before, but the cost by the hourly burden plan would not

As shown by Fig 17, it now appears as $16 75, a difference of

$1 75 from the former hourly burden cost
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It is obvious that if a mere shift of the dividing line between

periods can give such very diffeient houily buidens for exactly

the same outputs, then theie is here something which is not tiue

cost (except by an accident il coincidence), but is a meie arith-

metical device aibitianly to connect burden with manufacturing

operations But the matter may be aigued also on othei

giounds

Homs worked per week

Total

Second month Thud month Fomth month

3o| 5o| 6o| 50 40
1

5o|50*| 50 H 1 1

180 190 Incomplete

* Cost of process for these 00 articles

Process rate cost as Tie lb

Hourly burden cost Monthly burdi n 400 Hours work d in month 100 (CO — 100
= 31 S cts ) Process oust of 60 pu era (1 hr < at h) SI j 7 1

Tig 17—Coat of samo output I1 manual period shifted on< wool to left

Process Cost Variations Not Retrospective —The most deter-

mined apologists foi peicentages md houily buidens do not go

so far as to asseit that the conditions under which work is done

today affect the cost of what was done last month If, then, since

the beginning of any given month, 60 hr have been woiked m
each of 3 weeks so that 160 hi have been worked m all and 160

pieces turned out, then all the working time will have been fully

employed, and the cost of the pieces done will be 150 X 30 or

$45 Let it be supposed, further, thatm this case it was custom-

ary to bill every 3 instead of every 4 weeks, then, as tho finan-

cial period would be 3 weeks, the cost of the work would be the

same by the process-rate method and the hourly-burden method
(working time having been 100 per cent)

If, now, in the next week the shop worked only 20 hr
,
not

even a percentage advocate would claim that the costs of the

previous period just closed were affected by this No stretch of

imagination would enable one to asseit that a failure to utilize

manufacturing capacity today had any effect on the cost of

Work which was done and gotten rid of m the previous period

But, if the 3-week period is extended to 4 weeks, so as to take

m this last week of which the working hours were only 20, then

for the 4 weeks there would be a working time of 50 + 50 + 50

+ 20 or a total of 170 hr
,
and, under these conditions, an hourly
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buiden system would give a figure of 35 cts foi all the work,

both that done in the fiist 3 weeks and that done m the fourth

week
But this implies that the hourly burden plan will give different

results according to the number of weeks taken into the working

period This corresponds to no useful or valuable fact m the

actual operations

The most significant feature of percentages and hourly burdens

is that until the end of the working period, whatever that may
be, no one knows what the “cost” of any article will turn out

to be In the case just cited, though the first 3 weeks production

was entirely normal and if considered by itself would give a

process cost of 30 cts an hour on either method, all this is

ignoied and everything must wait until the end of the fourth

week, which, owing to its particulai shortcomings, increases

the cost for the whole period to 35 cts

Little Shops Exhibit Fundamentals of Burden—The discussion

of primitive conditions as above described has been extended

for the reason that we have here the most elementaiy and funda-

mental exhibit of the relations of burden to process work that it is

possible to find No one can doubt that the bills received by the

little producer are his overhead, or that his hourly process rate is

anything but an accurate one It has been shown that the

cost of manufacturing capacity, as represented by the process

rate, is one single and unalterable figure It has also been shown
that any failure to utilize the whole of this capacity would be

recognized by the individual pioducer as wasted opportunity

which must be paid for out of his own pocket, but which has no

relation to the cost at which work can be done

It has been demonstrated that each of the eighteen shops

has an absolutely different and individual debit for burden and,

hence, a different process rate Further, it has been shown

that variations in process cost furnished by hourly burden

have no significant meaning and aie of no value for bidding,

estimating or any other usual cost purpose

In the next chapter we shall consider the same set of eighteen

shops brought under one financial control, with the partitions

thrown down and factory conditions established The question

will then arise as to how far the accurate process rates individual

to each production center (corresponding to the former shops)

can be preserved under factory conditions



CHAPTER VI

FACTORS AND PROCESS RATES IN THE CONSOLIDATED
SHOPS

Calculation of the various factors that go together to make up

the overhead of a factory is a somewhat simpler matter than

compilation of rent charges as exhibited m previous chapters

We have to considei only the standaid cost of services on the one

hand and how each production center skates m such services

These being settled, the only remaining question is the number of

hours that is to make up the standard month and year

Schedules of Service Factors Consolidated Shops —Figures

18a to 18/ represent the various standardized factor schedules as

arranged for the shops under discussion after factory conditions

have been introduced These will be dealt with separately

1 Buildings oi Space Factoi —The question here is to establish

an annual figure which will closely repiesent the actual cost of

maintaining the building in a condition fit for manufacturing

operations It differs from the landlord’s rent schedule (Fig 9)

in several points First, theie is no item of profit included

Second, the amount for repans is set at 2 instead of 3 per cent

The smaller amount is judged to be sufficient to cover the average

repairs, masmuch as theie is now no question of change of

tenancies with the corresponding need for doing ovei the shop

each time Third, a new item appears, namely, that foi cleaning

When the little producers were working on then own account,

their cleaning would be done by themselves out of working hours

It would, therefore, oost them nothing out of pocket, yet, in a

sense, would be taken out of profits if the time so occupied were

considered worth anything at all Now, however, profits are

taken by the concern, and, in this case, the cost of cleaning

necessarily falls on the concern itself Its annual cost must
therefore be mcluded m the schedule

The other items are similar to those on the landlord’s rent

schedule Interest at 6 per cent and depreciation at 5 per cent

62
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J

Fig 18a Buildings or Space Factor
|

Capital value $50,000

Squaie feet 14,400

Space factor

$6,980 14,400 = 48H cts per

sq ft per annum

Interest 6% $3,000 00

Depreciation 6% 2,500 00

Repairs 2% 1,000 00

Cleaning 480 00

$6,980 00

|

Fra 186 Pow er Factor
j

Capital value $3,000

Horsepower hours

9 hp 2,400 hr = 21,600

Power factor

$3,840 - 21,600 = $0 1777 pei

hp hr

Interest 6% $ 180 00

Depreciation 10% 300 00

Power man 1 , 440 00

Fuel & oil 1,740 00

Repairs 180 00

$3,840 00

|

Fig 18c Individual Machine Factors
|

Capital value $14,500

The calculation of the individual

factors is given in Fig 12 as pre-

pared for the independent shops

The three right-hand columns,

whioh include lessor’s piofit, are

ignored

Interest 6% $ 870 00

Depieciation 1,207 80

Repairs 426 76

$2,504 56

Fig 18d Transport Factor
j

Transport man $1,200 Services judged to be distributed

Top floor 33% $ 400 00

Middle floor 60% 600 00

Ground floor 17% 200 00

$1,200 00

Fig 18c Superintendence Factoi
|

Superintendent $2,640 Services judged to be distributed

Process 1-8, 20% $ 528 00
“ 9-14, 35% 924 00
“ 15-20,45% 1,188 00

$2,640 00

Fig 18/ Organization Factor
J

Managei $2 , 880 00

Clerk 960 00

Office expense 240 00

$4,080 00

Services Judged to be distributed

equally over all (18) processes

$4,080 + 18 = $266 66 for each

prooess

Figs 18a to 18/—Calculation of service faotors under the new organization
Consolidated shops
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are included, but the amounts are different in consequence of the

puce paid by the new concern being higher than the ongmal

value on the landlord’s books

The aggregate of these chaiges stands at SO,980 per annum
It should be cleaily undei stood that this is a slandaidized, charge

It represents the best judgment of what should be and will be

incurred foi the maintenance and upkeep of the building foi one

yeai (As befoie explained, ceitam items such as taxes and

insurance are ignored here to simplify the treatment ) It is

not mysterious or difficult but exactly the same kind of calcula-

tion that should have to make if, instead of using the building

for our own pui poses, we were preparing to lent it to someone

else, except foi the small vanation in items just mentioned

Having arrived at this total, the next step is to observe how it is

to be distributed between production centeis

The fiist step is to reduce this total to a squaie-foot basis

The entire woikmg space being listed, asm the landlord’s schedule

(Figs 10 and 19), an aggregate of 14,400 sq ft is found Divid-

ing this into the annual charge, we obtain a standardized annual

charge per squaie foot of 48H cts This is the annual space

factoi

2 Power Factor—This schedule coiresponds to the landlord’s

power-rent schedule (Fig 11) As the power plant was taken

over by the new concern at the puce it stood on the landlord’s

books, this schedule is exactly the same as that shown m Fig

11, with the exception that the item of piofit ($960) is now
omitted This deduction makes the new standardized power

charge stand at $3,840 per annum, and, as the consumption is

rated as before, viz
,
9 hp

,
we have a lowei annual charge per

liorsepowei The standardized powei factoi thus stands at

0 1777 pei horsepower hour

3 Individual Machine Factors —Figuie 18c corresponds to

the left-hand half of the machinery owners’ rental schedule

(Fig 12) up to and including the column headed Total The
machinery having been taken ovei at book value from the orig-

inal owners, there is no modification m any of the figuies, but,

of course, the figures at the right of the column Total no longer

apply, as they include the item of owners’ profit Figure 18c

summarizes the legitimate figures, which now stand at $2,504 65

for the annual charge to individual machines Distribution to

these machines will be discussed later
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4 Transpoi t Factor—We now come to an item entuely new
and not conespondmg to any expenditure incurred by the little

produceis when they were on an independent basis As in the

case of cleamng, it may be assumed that the handling of raw
material and of finished product, packing and unpacking of

goods, etc
,
was accomplished by the individual producersm their

non-working time, that is, out of profits Now, however, this

class of work must be undertaken by the firm, and the transpoi t

factor represents the annual cost of such work It is made up
of a single item, namely, the wages of the transport man employed

on the job

This part of the transaction presents no difficulty, as it is

self-evident, but the question of the distribution of this new
item among the different production centers demands careful

consideration No ready-made formula can be applied to solve

this and similar problems Careful observation of facts will alone

serve In this particular case observation is assumed to have

resulted in a record that one-third of the man’s time was spent m
serving the top floor, half in serving the middle floor and the

remainderm serving the ground floor His time (which represents

the transport factorm this case) is, therefore, allotted to the three

floors m the proportions of 33, 50 and 17 per cent, respectively

The manner in which these localized charges are passed on to

individual machines will be shown later

5 Superintendence Facial —This schedule (Fig 18e) also

contains but one item, that of the superintendent’s salary It

would, of course, in the case of a factory on a large scale, contain

many more The scope of the superintendent in this particular

case was discussed in a former chapter, all that has to be con-

sidered here is on what basis his salary, representing the super-

intendence factor, is to be distributed among individual

production centers

This again is not a matter of formula but of observation

In many instances it might be that observation would show that

each production center had an equal share in the labois of the

superintendent, and, m other cases, of which this particular case

is assumed to be one, it might be found that his work was more

concerned with, or, to put it another way, his time was more

occupied by, jobs proceeding from ceitain groups of production

centers than with those proceeding from others In this case,

observation is assumed to have shown that processes 1 to 8,
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took 20 per cent of his attention, processes 9 to 14 occupied 35

per cent and the remaining piocesses, 15 to 20, absorbed 45

per cent Within each of these groups the individual machmes

weie eonsideied to shaie alike, as will be shown latei

6 Organization Factor—All of the overhead expenditure

incurred in maintaining the factoiy as a running affair has now
been considered with the exception of the class of expense often

called "administrative” or “general” expense, representing the

salaries of office men, managers and their cunent expenses

Figure 18/ schedules the standardized annual expense of this

class under the title “organization factoi ” In this case the

salaries of the manager and clerk, aggregatmg $3,840 per annum,

and office expenses, such as phones, stationery, tiavehng expense,

postage, eto
,
are set down as amounting to another $240 per

annum

Buildings or space factor $ 6,980
Power factor 3,840
Individual machine factois 2,604

Transport factor 1,200

Superintendence factoi 2,640
Organization factor 4,080

$21,244

Fig 18cr—Summary of schedules 18a to 18/

In this particular case it is assumed that no one of the produc-

tion centers is concerned with this expenditure more than

another In other words, the total $4,080 per annum is to be

distributed pro rata among all the centers But this, of course,

is by no means necessarily true In a large business, divided

into departments, it does not follow that some departments would
not absorb more of the activity of the management than others

This aspect of the mattei will be dealt with in detail in latei

chapters, and it need only be noted at this stage

7 Making TJse of the Standardized Factors—We have now
assembled in schedule foim the standardized annual expenditure

of every kind that enters into maintaining the plant in running

order Figure l&g shows the factors that have been established

Aggregate of Factor Cost—What does this represent? Obvi-

ously, it represents the cost of the manufacturing capacity of the

plant as a whole for one year And as the “plant” is for all

practical purposes nothing but an assemblage of processes or
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production centers and the accessories and services that enable

them to produce, the statement implies that this $21,244 is the

cost of preparedness for production through and by the operation

of processes or production centeis If the working year is set

at 2,400 hr
,
then we may say that 2,400 hr manufacturing

capacity will cost $21,244, or about $8 85 per hour As there are

18 active production centeis, this would mean that the average

cost of manufacturing capacity per production center per houi

was in the neighbourhood of 49 cts This figuie is, m fact,

almost identical with the houily burden calculated from the

first monthly return (Fig 2) made by the new organization and
given in Fig 4

The object, however, is to dispense with averages It will be

quite evident, from what has already been said and fiom an

inspection of the chart (Fig 15), that any average of this kind

would give the same processing cost for production center 2 as

for 20, while the actual calls on service of the two centers is

vastly different Our next step, therefore, must be so to allot

the various service costs that each individual production centei

gets its own just share and that only This implies that for each

factor there is some special basis on which the allotment can be

earned out, and, as a matter of fact, this basis is but rarely a

simple arithmetical division

Calculation of Process Rates Consolidated Shops—Figure

19 presents a schedule by aid of which the allotment of factor

charges to individual production centers may be carried out

In the first column the production centers (which correspond to

the individual little shops of the former regime) are listed in

order The remaining columns deal with the allotments

1 Space Factor Allotment—The working space for each produc-

tion center was determined for the purpose of rent distribution

m the landlord’s schedule (Fig 10), and it is assumed that these

are unchanged It is then only necessary to multiply each work-

ing area by 48 5 cts
,
the annual space factor, in order to ascertain

the individual share of each production center It will be noticed

that the allotment results m a range of annual charges for space

varying from $194 for No 2 to $682 for No 20

2 Power Factor Allotment—The next two columns deal with

the allotment of the power factor Production centers 1 to 8

have, as before, no power The remaining centers are rated for

consumption as on Fig 11 (landlord’s power schedule) Against
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the rating of each centei is placed the cost of that centci’s power

for one year The total foi all centeis (13839 89) corresponds

closely with the total for the factoi ($3,840)

3 Machinery Factoi Allotment—The machmeiy having been

taken ovei at the book figuics of the foimei owneis, the schedule

piepaied by them (Fig 12) foi determin ition of then monthly

rents will also serve for individual machinery factoi s under the

consolidated legime, with the exception that now no piofit

is to be included The figures set against each pioduction center

m Fig 19 will, theiefore, be those which appeal m the column

headed Total in Fig 12 The items include interest, depieciation

and repairs, the two lattei items being individually calculated

for each separate pioduction centei as before explained The

total for all production centeis ($2,504 55) corresponds exactly

with the amount in the schedule (Fig 18c) which summarizes

the annual charge foi mdividual machmeiy factors

4 Transpoi t Factor Allotment—As explained above, obsei va-

tion of the woik of the tiansport man resulted in the fixing of a

differential share of his seivices as between floois in the piopoition

of 33, 50 and 17 pei cent, respectively This means that the

eight production centeis (including storage rooms 5 and 6)

on the top flooi have to absoib $400, which is $50 each Six

production centeis on the middle floor have to take up $600,

which is $100 each, while the six centers on the ground floor

take up only $200, oi $33 each These amounts are accordingly

set against the respective machines The total foi all centers

($1,200) corresponds exactly with the total of annual charge on

the schedule (Fig 18d)

5 Superintendence Factor Allotment—In the same way the

supeimtendence factor is made a diffeiential charge as between

groups of machines 1 to 4 and 6 to 8 (omitting, of couise, 5

and 6 which are stoiage rooms) take 20 pei cent, oi $88 each,

9 to 14 take 35 per cent, or $154 each, while 15 to 20 take 45

per cent, or $198 each These amounts arc set against the respec-

tive machines, and the total for all production centers ($2,640)

corresponds exactly with the total of the annual charge on the

schedule (Fig 18e)

6 Organization Factor Allotment—This factor, representing

the general expense of the business, has been judged to bear

equally on all production centers, and all that is necessary is to

divide the total of the schedule of annual charge (Fig 18/)
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by 18, which, gives 8226 66 per production center This amount is

set against each center, and the total, $4,079 88, corresponds

within a few cents with the total of the schedule

7 Yeaily Chaige against Each Production Center—Cross-

totalling gives the yearly charge against each center, with a

total of $21,248 32 for all centeis, which total is within a few

dollars of the aggiegate of all schedules (Fig 18d)

8 Monthly Charge against Each Production Center —Dividing

each annual charge (which represents 2,400 hr of production)

by 12, we find the monthly charge for 200 hr The total monthly

charge foi all centers amounts to $1,770 54 If this figure is

divided by 200 it gives an houily chaige of $8 85 for the whole

plant, as forecasted on a previous page

9 Process Bates—The monthly amount standing against each

production center being divided by 200 (hr ) gives the hourly

process rate foi each centei These lates vary fiom $0 262 per

horn m the case of gioup 2 to $0 872 per hour m the case of

group 20 The average hourly late which is found by dividing

$8 85 by 18 is $0 491, as already mentioned above This would

correspond with the hourly burden rate when all centers were

running the full 200 hi per month, but even under such full-time

conditions (which aie the most favorable conditions for hourly

burden or percentage systems), it will be seen that there is a

woeful failure to give any accurate picture of aotual process costs,

except m the case of those production centei s that happen to carry a

i ate which is near the average In this particular case, only one

center (19) which has a process rate of $0 495 can be said to be

closely represented by this average or hourly burden rate

Fresh Estimate of the Former Job on the New Rates—Having

now established piocess lates for all the production centers under

the consolidated business regime, we may now take the question

of estimating on the job (Figs 6, 6 and 8) and apply the new rates

to the different items

Figure 20 shows the resulting estimate It will be remembered
that the same job was figured before on various bases, with the

following results

On the percentage basis (Fig 6) $604 84

On the hourly burden basis (Fig 6) 604 67

On the process rates of the little shops (Fig 8) 611 40

To these we may now add

On the process rates of factory (Fig 20) 614 40

On the new hourly burden ($0 491) 606 17
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The last calculation ($506 17) is not shown m detail but is the

same as Fig 5, except that the new hourly burden (foi the con-

solidated shops) is substituted for the former hourly burden
The shght difference between the two hourly burdens is due to

the fact that the actual expenditure as recorded in the monthly
statement (Fig 2) does not correspond exactly with the standard-

ized amount m the schedules This will be referred to again

Interpretation of These Results—It will be seen that if all

of the overhead is averaged over the working hours, an average

rate, or hourly burden of $0 491 results, which gives a total

cost of $504 to $506 for the job, according as we take the standard-

ized or actual monthly expenditure When the overhead is not

averaged but allotted to pioduction centers in proportion as these

Est
Wages Process cost

Process Rate,

cents
Amount

Rato,

cents
Amount

Total

10 30 70 $ 21 00 48 7 8 14 61 8 36 61

11 160 105 00 66 3 99 45 204 45

16 46 31 50 63 2 28 44 59 94

20 200 140 00 87 2 174 40 314 40

Total 426 8297 60 8316 90 8614 40

Fig 20—Job estimated on process costs of the new organization (Compare
Figs 6 6 and 8

)

call on the various services which compose overhead, a quite

different figure, namely, $614, results The reason this job

comes out much higher on the process-rate method is because

those production centers concerned with it have rates much above

the average, with one exception, which is only shghtly below the

average

On the other hand, the close coincidence between the cost of

the job on the new process rates and on the rates used by the

httle shops is an accidental one Comparison of Fig 8 (little

shops) with Fig 20 (new regime) will show that some rates are

higher and some lower m the new regime Consequently, the

fact that these two costs have come out close together is accidental

and depends on the cancelling out of increases and decreases so as

to make an even sum This mstance, m fact, provides another

piece of evidence agamst too hasty belief m accuracy because
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costs on one method appeal to be confirmed by costs taken out on

another

The one significant deduction from comparison of the two sets

of figures is that, notwithstanding it has been assumed m both

cases that shops were working full time, the ordinary hourly

burden method has wholly faded to give expression to the truth

—

that the production centers concerned m this job cost more to

run, that is, the cost of then manufacturing capacity is considei-

ably greater than that of otheis not concerned m the job

Costs of Another Job Considered—In order to exhibit more
fully the lelations between process-hour rates and houily burdens,

Wages Oveihend

Process
boms Rate,

cents
Amount

Rate,

cents
Amount

Total

1 45 70 15 31 60 16 $ 6 75 $ 38 26

2 200 140 00 10 20 00 160 00

3 160 U 106 00 16 22 60 127 60

4 30 21 00 20 6 00 27 00

Total 42fT

~
$297 60 $65 26 $352 75

I ig 21a—Second job estimated at little shop rates

Est

hours

Wages Oveihead

Process Rate,

cents
Amount

Rate,

cents
Amount

Total

1 45 70 $ 31 60 48% $ 21 93 $ 53 43

2 200 140 00 11
97 60 237 60

3 150 " 105 00 73 12 178 12

4 30 21 00 “ 14 62 35 62

Total 425 $297 60 $207 17 $604 67

Pig 211)—'Second job estimated on hourlj burden

the case of another job, processed principally on the less impoitant

production centers, may be taken Figure 21a deals with this

job on the basis of the original little-shop rates Production

centers 1, 2, 3 and 4 are concerned, with rates of 15, 10, 15 and 20

cts
,
respectively Figure 216 deals with the same job at the

hourly burden rate (48% cts ) Figure 21c is concerned with the
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same job, but here the new process lates for the consolidated

business are used The results may be tabulated thus

On the original little shop lates $352 75

On the consolidated shops hourly burden 504 67

On the consolidated shops process rates 420 88

Process
Est

hours

Wages Oveihead

TotalRate,

cents
Amount

Rate,

cents
Amount

1 45 70 $ 31 50 31 4 $ 14 13 $ 46 63

2 200 “ 140 00 26 2 62 40 192 40

3 150 “ 106 00 30 7 46 06 151 05

4 30 “ 21 00 36 0 10 80 31 80

Total 425 $297 50 $123 38 $420 88

Fie 21c—Seoond job estimated at process rotes

Interpretation of These New Results—One feature in these

results will be noticed at once on comparmg them with the figures

of the precedmg job The costs of the former job ran m this

order hourly burden $504, little shops $611, new process rates

$614 But in the case of the job now bemg considered, the order

is different, namely little shops $352, new process rates $420,

hourly burden $504 In other words, the hourly burden cost

instead of being lowest is now highest

The reason for this is not far to seek It is simply that the

production centers concerned m this new job happen to have

process rates below the average They represent a less expensive

class of equipment as far as running cost is concerned Conse-

quently, hourly burden bungs out the cost of the job far too high,

even though m this case, as m the other, the shops are considered

as running full time If, on the contrary, they were not running

full time, the cost as calculated by hourly burden would be higher

still

Comparison of the Two Jobs from Another Viewpoint—It

will have been observedthat both these jobs, the old and the new,

took the same total time to process, namely 425 hr
,
although each

job was done by a different set of production centers While,

theiefore, the calculation of cost by means of process rates gives

the following

1st job, 425 hr
,
direct wages $297 60, process rates $316 90, total $614

2d job, 425 hr
,
dneet wages $297 50, process rates $123 38, total $420
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the calculation of cost of these two jobs by the houily bur-

den method gives precisely the same cost foi both, namely,

1st 1

and
|
425 hr ,

direct wages $207 50, houily burden $207 17, total $504 67

2d
J

it being remembeied that m ill of these cases full woilang time of

all pioduction centeis is issumed

Now, if the aiguments in this chaptei have been followed

by the reader, and if he will study, m paiticular, Fig 19 in which

the composition of the production center process rates is exhibited,

he will see how impossible it is to consider that the true process

cost of each of these jobs is identical Even if some of the details

may be considered as open to cuticism oi even modification,

theie still remains a gieat gap between the cost of processes

1, 2, 3 and 4 and those concerned m the first job, namely, 10, 11,

15 and 20 It is perfectly obvious how and why the houily

burden plan gives an avei age cost, but it becomes a grave question

of what possible use such an aveiage cost can be except to mislead

as to the actual and tiue cost of piocessmg In the absence of

any better method, it is, no doubt, better than no cost at all,

but that is the most that can be said foi it

Percentage on Wages Method —In the foregoing examples

it has not been thought worthwhile to make calculations of the

cost of the two jobs on the percentage method, beyond that

given m Fig 6 It has already been stated in a former chapter

that, of the two, the hourly burden method is sometimes the moie
accurate But in this particular instance, a unifoim rate of

wages being assumed foi all work, the percentage method would

yield costs piactically identical with those shown for hourly

burden All of the objections made to the one may be equally

well made to the othei, and, in addition, the percentage method
has some which are peculiar to itself Neithei of them is free

from the liability to give costs which are either much too high

or much too low, depending upon the accidental combinations of

production centeis which may have been engaged on particular

jobs

Conclusion—The substitution of process-hour rates under

factory conditions for the rates derived from monthly rents,

when each process was carried on as an independent business,

has now been shown Just as the former rents were necessarily

dependent on forecasting and standardization, so the new process
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rates are also standardized chaiges It follows, therefore, that

some mechanism must be established to observe how far such

standardization is accurate Further, the effect of short working

time (idleness of machines) has not yet been fully considered

These two important divisions of the subject will be dealt with in

the ensuing chapter



CHAPTER VII

VERIFICATION OF PROCESS RATES CONSOLIDATED
SHOPS

In the case of the independent producers no mechanism was
necessary eithei to eliminate the effect of idle time oi to control

the accuracy of the hourly lates

Havmg established an hourly late representing the cost of

manufacturing capacity foi the woikmg time, 200 hr per month,

it was merely a mattei of mental arithmetic to calculate how
much of this time had been wasted thiough idleness of the shop

If m shop 10 (see Fig 13) only 180 hr had been woiked and 20

hi wasted, the cost of the woik actually done was obviously 180

X 30 (this shop having a rate of 30 cts per hour) The amount

so charged ($54 00) deducted from the total of monthly bills

($60 93) leaves $6 93, the value of wasted capacity A calcula-

tion as simple as this does not require any elaborate recoids

On the other hand, verification of the accuiacy of the monthly

rents is obviously no affan of the producer But the landlord

and the owner of the machinery would, of course, have to set

up some such mechanism in order to observe that their figures

were reasonably accurate and that the amount set aside for profit

was bemg realized Little has been said about this mechanism, 1

beoause, as a matter of fact, it would be closely similar to that

to be described later in this chapter foi the use of the consolidated

business

The Factory Burden Account —Where standardized process

rates are m use, the factory burden account is the place where

the actual expenditure for the month, such as givenm the monthly

return (Fig 2), meets the amount charged to production, that is,

to jobs by means of process rates This implies, of course, that

all jobs and the charges to them for process rates are listed and

summarized, but the method of doing this need not be considered

here Figure 22 presents a burden account m which the monthly

total of overhead expense for the factory as summarized in Fig 2
1 See p 50, Chap V

76
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($1,757 48) is charged or debited, and against this on the credit

side is placed the total of process rates charged to jobs As it is

assumed that the shop has worked full time (200 hr ), it will be

clear that this amount must be that of the total of all process

rates for the month, which, as may be seen from Fig 19 is

$1,770 54

This latter figure is $13 06 more than the actual overhead as

shown by the monthly return, consequently, a balance is carried

forward corresponding to that amount Why there is such a

balance and why it is on the left side of the account must now be

considered

Burden Account Month 19— j

Actual Overhead

Expense as Fig 2

Balance forward

$1,767 48

13 06

Standardized oveihead

charged to production

through process rates

(full-time production) $1,770 54

$1,770 64 $1,770 64

Fig 22—Burden account Consolidated shops

Actual and Standardized Overhead—It will be remembered

that process rates were established on the basis of service factors

which were standardized themselves on the basis of annual

expenditure Consequently, it is not to be expected that the

actual expenditure for any one month will coincide precisely

with the standardized amount so allotted to each month Actual

expenditure depends, obviously, on just what kind of repairs, etc

,

are m hand at the moment One month may see a general

overhauling of buildings, another an overhauling of machines or

of power equipment Even if this is not the case, a breakdown m
one month may send up the overhead above the average, and, in

fact, the expenditure of overhead ib to a great degree controlled by

accidental happenings, as regards any one month It is largely

because these ups and downs in expenditure are reflected m
current costs, with which they have nothing to do, what makes

ordinary expense methods so unsatisfactory, apart from the fact

that they do not truly gives mdividual process cost at all

Now, overhead, whether applied by means of percentages and

hourly burdens or by the more exact method of process rates, is

made up of two classes or divisions, the difference between them
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being of great piactical importance, namely, the “annual”

and the ‘ 1 variable
” charges The annual chai ges are those which

are wholly annual m character, such as interest, depreciation,

salanes, etc, while the v triable chaiges are those which are

mcuired foi repairs, cleaning, laboimg and other cm rent happen-

ings The practical difference between these two classes of charge

is that the foimer, once calculated, do not requite monthly veri-

fication, while the lattei need to be compared, month by month,

with the standardized amount that has been charged into costs

Mechanism for This Comparison —Figure 23 shows the method

of effecting this comparison Each variable item is listed, class

Contiol of Variable Ovoiliead Items Month
j

Item btmdnid Actual

Standaid

more than

actual

Standaid

less than

actual

Building repuns

Power repairs

Powei, fuel, etc

Maoluneiy repans

Office expense

Cleaning

$ 83 33

15 00
145 00

35 66

20 00
40 00

$ 50 00

12 00

146 00

65 00

14 00

40 00

$33 33

3 00

6 00

$29 44

Total $338 89 $326 00 $42 33 $29 44

Standard more than actual $12 89
et

Standard less than actual

Fig 23—Comparison of oertam variable overhead expense with standardized
amounts

by class, such as building repahs, machinery repairs, etc The
standardized charge for the month is set against each item Then
the actual expenditure for the month is also set against each item

In the additional columns differences are set out, namely,

whether standardized charges are more or less than actual expendi-

ture Finally, the net difference between standardized and actual

is taken out

Significance of the Differences Found—It is of considerable

importance to understand just what these differences or balances

signify Taking the first, building repairs, it is found that $33 33

stands in the Standard More Than Actual column This may
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also be put another way, namely, that the actual expenditure on
building repairs foi the month is $33 33 less than that allowed for

m the standardized charge, which has been transferred to jobs

through process rates Power repairs and office expense have

similar balances of $3 and $6, respectively

On the other hand, machinery repaus have $29 44 m the

other column, and this case is an instance where the actual

expenditure for the month has exceeded, by $29 44, the standard-

ized amount charged through process rates

From what has been said above, the reasons underlying these

discrepancies will be leadily understood The amount not

expended on building and power repairs, etc
,
this month will

without doubt be expended in future months Similarly,

although in this month machinery repairs have cost $29 44 more
than was allowed for, it is to be expected that in other months

the actual expenditure will be less than standardized and so make
up for it

To ensure control of these variations, card ledger accounts are

kept for each of the vanable items, machinery repairs, etc

,

and the behavior of the balance or amount carried forward from

month to month kept steadily in sight It follows that if a cer-

tain class of expenditure were to show a steadily rising discrep-

ancy between actual and standard and if this were found on

inquiry to be legitimate and unavoidable, then the question of

revising the process rates affected would naturally arise

The net difference, when all variable items have been taken

into account, is found to be $12 89 In other words, the actual

expenditure on all items taken together is $12 89 less than that

charged to jobs through process rates It will be noticed that

this corresponds very closely with the balance earned foiward

in burden account (above) which was $13 04 The two amounts

are, indeed, theoretically identical, but the small difference is

due to the fact that (to avoid long decimal rates) the totals

of seivice factors, as distributed by the schedule of process

rates (Fig 19), do not exactly correspond with the totals as per

schedules (Figs 18a to 18/) In some cases $2 or $3 discrep-

ancy exists, and this explains why the two amounts just con-

sidered are not absolutely identical In this particular case the

difference amounts only to 17 cts

Recapitulation ofProcess Rate Control—Themethod of process

rate control may now be summarized as follows First, the expend-
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iture is classified into service factors (corresponding in the main

to the annual rents of the little independent shops as a whole),

and this expenditure is standardized or budgeted Next, the

shaie taken of each seivice by the production centers is deter-

mined and allotment made (This coiresponds to the individual

bills received by the little producers ) A total amount foi each

pioduction center is thus found, which lepresents the annual

cost of the manufacturing capacity of that pioduction centei The

next matter to settle is the noimal number of working hours in

the year, and this must be worked out with great care, allowance

being made for all holidays and other usual interruptions to

business Then the working hours for each month are worked

out Owing to holidays, Sundays, etc
,
the woikmg hours of one

month will raiely be one-twelfth of the total for the year, although,

for convenience, this has been assumed in the accounts lntheito

discussed The annual cost of manufactuiing capacity of one

production centei divided by the annual working hours gives

the “pioccss houi ”

The figures worked out, it is an easy matter to tabulate the

standardized cost of service factors foi each month and to set

against these the actual expenditure for the same class of items

This enables a close watch to be kept on the accuracy of the

service factors which are the keys to the accuracy of the whole

costing process

Service Factor Control Is Subsidiary—The accounts which

serve to compare the actual and standardized or budgeted charges

to service factors do not form part of the official bookkeeping

system They aie merely to be regarded as measures of accuracy

which point the way to modification of service factors and, there-

fore, of process lates when any determined discrepancy manifests

itself

Burden Account Is the Official Account—While m the case

considered above only one burden account for the whole plant

has been presented (and in such a small plant only one would be

required), in most cases the buiden account would be depart-

mental The service factois themselves would, first of all, be

departmentahzed, and the control accounts above described

would then be departmental also Subdivision of this kind

assists in maintaining accuracy, the scope or sphere of each service

factor being narrowed to one department and, therefore, bemg
more precisely determinable
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There is no special manipulation of burden account necessary

where process rates are m use Charges from the purchase

or voucher journals, the cash journal and from the schedules

of interest, depreciation, etc
,
are made m the usual way to the

burden journal or journals Orders that have been worked on are

listed and the total of all process rates is credited to burden

account, just as, in the case of houily burden, the amounts
charged against each older for hourly burden are totaled and
credited Any balance m the account is carried forward to the

next month
Thus far we have assumed that all the production centers

have worked full time We must now consider a case m which

this is no longer true While the full working time of the concern

remains 200 hr for the month, an instance m which some of

production centers, for whatever reason, make less than 200 hr

must be examined, and the influence of this on the burden

account explained

Production Centers Workmg Less than Full Time —To avoid

presenting a fresh set of accounts, only the result of this state of

T1 rdn 1 Month

Actual Overhead

Expense as Fig 2 $1,767 48

Chaiged per process

rates

Balance forward

$1,601 78

155 70

$1,757 48 $1,757 48

Fig 24—Burden account Short-time working

affairs will be now given It maybe assumed that, on listing

the oiders worked on during the month, it was found that instead

of the aggregated process rates amounting to $1,770 54, they

amount only to $1,601 78, a shortage of $168 76 due to the fact

(easily verifiable by other means) that production centers have

not, m all cases, been kept full of work The question now
arises What is the significance of this shortage and how is it to

be dealt with? Figure 24 represents the burden account as it

would appear under these conditions

The aocount is charged, as before, with $1,757 48, representing

the actual expenditure on overhead for the month Against this

is placed the $1,601 78 which was found on listing all the jobs

worked on during the month This leaves a balance of $155 70,

equivalent to unabsorbed burden or, m other words, the value of
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wasted manufacturing capacity to be earned foiward This

balance is not the same as the shortage above referred to, namely,

$168 76 The difference between the two amounts is $13 06

This difference of $13 06 will be recognized as the amount of

balance which lemamed m the burden account when it had been

ci edited with full-time process rates Now, however, it is swal-

lowed up by the loss mcuired by wasted manufactuung capacity,

and, though it acts as a conti a to the amount of this waste, it is,

of course, no longei identifiable But it can, for the puipose

of veiifymg the service factors as above explamed, always be

found by making up a burden account (Fig 22) credited with full-

time process lates

Disposal of the Balance in Burden Account—The balance of

$155 70 in buiden account is on precisely the same footing as the

$6 93 lefeired to on the first page of this chaptei, as being the

value of the wasted time m little shop 14 It represents the cost

of manufacturing capacity that was not used Consequently,

its ultimate destination, at the end of the financial period, is

profit and loss account, since it is an item that must be met out

of profits, if it is to be paid for at all

In percentage and hourly burden methods, a balance of this

kind never appears in burden account, because on these methods

there is no separationbetween utilized and wasted manufacturing

capacity, but the cost of wasted capacity is added to that of

utilized capacity and both are charged m one sum against jobs

In othei words, the true cost of jobs is increased by the amount of

such waste, with the result that profit is thereby diminished to an

equal extent In the end, therefoie, all methods reach the same
final, namely, that waste comes out of profit and loss The
advantage of the process-hour method is that, while reaching

the same ultimate result, wasted capacity is not allowed to get

mixed up with true cost of jobs, but is separated from the begin-

ning and earned to profit and loss account as a sepaiate and
cleaily identifiable item

Gantt’s Suggestion for Separation of Idle Time —After the

publication of the writer's “Proper Distribution of the Expense

Burden,” in 1910, the question of the separation of idle time from

time spent on jobs attracted general attention, and several

suggestions were made for the modification of percentage and
hourly burden methods so as to provide for this separation

Probably the best is that made by the late H L Gantt which

may be briefly outlined as follows
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If, foi example, in a certam shop the percentage of burden to

direct wages is 75 per cent when direct wages are at a maximum,
i e

,
when the shop is working full time, then, in the case of a

lessened total of direct wages, the burden on this lessened amount
shall be considered as 75 per cent, and the surplus charged as

wasted capacity to piofit and loss A similar arrangement was
proposed for hourly burden

This proposal cannot be regaided as affording a solution of the

overhead problem for two reasons First, there is no attempt

made to standardize the overhead This being true, there will be

fluctuations m the percentage even when the shop is working full

time, since repairs and other items are not expended m even

monthly sums, but, as has been shown, will sometimes be high

and sometimes low without reference to what the shop is doing

This means that it will be difficult to determine the true percent-

age when the direct wages are at a maximum It may be 75

per cent this month, but something else last or next month
It is true some kind of “average” might be struck, but this would

not present so sound a basis as that provided by standardization

of factors

Further, the chief dement of percentage and hourly burden

methods is not at all removed by this proposal The bearmg

of overhead on production remains as before There is no dis-

crimination between piocesses, so that, to take the example of the

consolidated business of the onginal little shops, all the processes

from 1 to 20 would be charged into cost at the same rate This

has been shown to be utterly discordant with the true facts of

production

Conclusion—The subject of process rates versus percentages

and hourly burdens has now been somewhat fully discussed on an

elementary basis, which enables the principles involved to be

clearly observed free of all extraneous considerations Two
important advantages stand out One is the advantage of so

dealing with overhead that, first, it is assembled in service factors,

capable of independent control, and, second, the allotment of such

factors to the different production centers m pioportion to the

use made of such services, thus giving rise to a process rate which

is a true representation of the cost of manufacturing capacity

The second advantage is the separation, from the first and with no

dependence on ratios or percentages, of the utilized capacity of

each production center from the residual wasted capacity
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Properly regarded, rt may be affirmed that a clearer picture

of what cost stgmfies and of what rt rs composed is afforded by

the process-rate method than by any othei The standardized

service factois themselves, with their close comparison with

actual expenditure each month, give a budgeted control of over-

head expense of the most intelligible kmd Once these are set

up, the idea that they are serving production centeis m varying

proportions wholly individual to each center becomes a familiar

one and the connection between such services and process cost

itself can be mentally followed without difficulty Finally, the

idea that process cost is the cost of capacity to do work enables us

to see that its non-utihzation does not affect the cost of its capac-

ity but is simply waste that must be met, not by arbitrarily and

meamnglessly increasing the cost of woik that was actually done

but by charging off to piofit and loss without permitting it to

mix with true cost

As far as these pages are concerned, the subject of hourly bur-

dens and percentagcsivjon wages is finished In no case do they

give more accurate results thm the service-factor and piocess-

rate methods In the great majority of cases they give inaccurate

results While the necessity of budgeting expenditure to provide

a basis for service-factor calculations may be considered onerous

by some, at least two reasons can be urged in its favor First,

that budgeting forces an intimate acquaintance with every

detail of the business, and in manufacturing it is mainly the details

that spell success 01 failure Second, budgeting is being more and

more adopted as a wise and necessary precaution, even where it is

not being (as it should be) made the basis of the costing system

In Part II we shall take up the question of standardization

and process rates m detail and shall examine their behavior under

various special conditions It will be assumed that the reader

is fully acquainted, at this stage, with the nature of a process

rate Although in the examples given hitherto both the factors

and the process rates are, so to speak, merely skeleton types, they

are the more compiehensible on this account In Part III we
shall consider what goes to the complete service factor and to the

complete rate, but, as this implies merely a more microscopic

examination of the detailed building up and as the complete

rates behave precisely as the skeleton rates hitherto considered,

acquaintance with the complete service factors and rates is better

postponed until their behavior under varying conditions has been



PART II

RELATIONS OF STANDARDIZED OVERHEAD
WITH PRODUCTION

CHAPTER VIII

SOURCES OF PROFIT AND OF LOSS

In the preceding chapters forming Part I, the general idea of

oveihead as service has been developed Further, the usual

vague character of overhead in relation to production has been

replaced by the principle that not merely service m general but

service of very distinct and definite kinds is implied These

services (which when assembled and tabulated are called service

factors) make up between them the total of all legitimate expen-

diture on production throughout the plant, with two exceptions

These exceptions are expenditures on direct wages and on direct

material, neither of which usually enters into overhead, although

the former may do so under special circumstances which will be

considered later

Supplementing the Outline —Up to the present, only a general

outline of the fundamentals of the subject of overhead has been

given The nature and working of service factors, process

rates and the division into utilized and unutilized capacity has

been briefly demonstrated in an elementary example This

outline will now be supplemented by a more detailed examination

into the relations of overhead and production, and particularly

into the influence of standardization, which will form Part II

of this work In Part III the practical steps m settmg up a

comprehensive system of service factois and process rates will be

given in considerable detail

Sources of Profit and of Loss —The first subject calling for

more detailed examination will be that of the influence of idleness

on cost of production, whether such idleness is temporary or

permanent It has already been shown that true cost is not
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increased by reason of idleness of pioduction centers, and what

actually does happen, when processes are not worked to then

full capacity as piovided foi by the service expenditure that has

been set up, may now be considered m more detail

The Tool Pomt or Delivery Pomt—In eveiy piocess earned on

m a plant theie is a tool point (as m the case of machine tools

and similai machines) 01 a deliveiy point (as in the case of a

vat, drying chamber, oven, winder, loom, etc ,) towaid which

material is passing and fiom which it will presently emerge

It is not even necessary that there should be a machine or

anything equivalent to a machine in order to constitute a produc-

tion center with a delivery pomt In hand industries the same

punciple is observable A cutting out bench, a soitmg table

or even an open floor area wheie sorting oi assembling is being

done may equally well be recognized as having a delivery point,

on one side of which the opeiation is incomplete and on the other

side complete, as fai as that production centei is concerned

Nor is it necessary that only one single operation shall be con-

cerned The delivery point may come at the end of a numbei of

separate but successive opeiations, piovided that the flow of woik

is continuous, and that no one operation is conducted at a faster 01

slower late than the rest A production center m such cases

is the whole chain of operations, which is virtually one process

and may, of course, be costed as such Such chains may be

wholly mechanical (as in machines which perform successive

processes on material within the machine itself) or may consist

of a number of hand opeiations following one another m regular

sequence and at a regular speed In the more primitive forms of

the fish-curing industry, for example, a long table on trestles is

set up on the shore, beside which stands a row of operators with

knives, the fish being passed along from one to another, each

cutting, splitting or lemovmg some particular piece or part of the

fish When the latter arrives at the end of the table, it is, natu-

rally at the delivery pomt, and the whole affair,—table, trestles

and the knives of the operators—forms one production center

with one delivery pomt
Delivery Point the Only Earning Pomt—Now, m a plant of

any kind wherein raw material is being worked on to form

finished product, there is often a great variety of activity All

sorts of duties are being peiformed Men are operating on mate-

rial at production centers, repairing equipment, transporting
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material from one production center to another, keeping costs,

supervising and mstiuctmg, stoking boilers, watching piessure

gages, inspecting work m process at vaiious stages, cleaning

floois or windows, making out production orders, controlling

the flow of work and, m fact, expending 1 money in fifty different

ways But the only way and the only place at which money is

being earned, the only place at which all this activity focuses

itself in reproducible value, is at the tool or delivery points of the

various production centers This is so important a truth that it

may be set out in the form of a basic principle, thus

There is no possible way by which manufacturing profit can be

made save by work traveling toward and past the delivery points of

production centers

This is equivalent to saying that profit is earned at the tool

point or delivery point of processes and nowhere else

Effect of Cessation of Processing—This being the case, it

follows necessarily that if and when work ceases to pass any

particular delivery point, the makmg or earning of profit at

this point also ceases In every possible circumstance this must

be true, but it is also true thatm most cases something more than

this happens Cessation of processing during normal working

hours implies that actual loss commences The few exceptions to

this rule (and, theoretically at any rate, they are not even com-

plete exceptions) may be considered first

Consider the case of the fish-curing process During one

hour of this work so much wages have been expended, so many
fish have passed up the table and have reached the delivery

point and have given rise to potential earnings Now let us

suppose that the supply of fish comes to a sudden and unexpected

stop The operators are paid off and go home, the empty table

remains What is the exact bearing on profit and loss of this

condition of affairs?

In the first place it is manifest that profit-earning operations

have ceased Material has ceased to move past the delivery

point of the table On the other hand, as all direct wages have

been cut off, there is no expenditure going on as regards that

process, because any fixed charges due to the table are too trifling

to take into account It might even be assumed that there was

no table, and that the operations had been conducted on a natural

platform or ledge of rock In this case the expenditure would
1 Or being tbe recipients of expended money
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absolutely have ceased, at least as regaids that particular

process

But m normal manufacturing opeiations the matter is not

by any means so simple as this It is true that the work on an

assembly floor or a sorting space approaches it as regai ds absence

of expenditure when the duect laboi is cut off It approaches

but does not quite leach it, because, even though the operators

have quit, the cost of space lemains The fish piocess was

established on free giound, butm a factory there is no fiee ground,

consequently, even an empty space that is normally occupied by a

process beais some oveihead

Geneially, howevei, it is not a question of empty space but of

the idleness of peihaps costly equipment and the waste of services

maintained foi the purpose of making the process function, which

services aie not being called on, though then expense continues

This aspect of the matter deserves some consideiation

Cessation of Processing Implies Actual Loss—If the cessation

of a piocess means that earnings have ceased and also that the

cost of processing capacity continues, then it is evident that a

leakage of actual money expenditure is taking place It may be

asked, then, how in some cases it is possible practically to cut the

loss on a process by simply ceasing to operate it, and in other

cases actual loss is said to be set m motion by the stoppage of

processing

The process cost of the fish process was wholly, or for all

practical purposes wholly, made up of direct laboi It was there-

fore possible, by one executive act, to stop entirely the cost of

processing at the same moment that the opei ation of the process

stopped But in the ordinary case of a factory process, all that

the executive act can perform is to stop the expenditure of

direct wages, and that is only part and sometimes only a small

part of the total cost of processing

The cost of the services which furnish manufacturing capacity

cannot be stopped or even diminished when one or even several

processes cease temporarily to operate, even though duect labor

on them is summarily laid off The labors of the fiiemen and
engineers m the power plant will not be diminished, cleaners

and laborers will still be drawing wages, repairing of equipment
and buildings will not cease, transport men will not be laid off,

supervisors and foremen will still be moving to and fro In fact,

nothing of the usual activity of the plant will be lessened because
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one or half-a-dozen of the production centers are idle, and material

is ceasing to move past their delivery points

Yet this activity has no other reason for being kept in motion

save to enable processing to be done at the idle production

centers as well as at the others No executive act can pare this

expenditure down a single cent because of that idleness It

must, however, be obvious that some of this expendituie is having

no useful result It is obvious that more activity is taking place

than is essential, yet it is of such nature that it cannot bo reduced

It cannot be cut off summarily as can direct labor

Temporary and Permanent Idleness—If 25 per cent of the

production centers were permanently taken out and the scale of

operations of the factory thus diminished one-quarter, then

a good deal of the overhead as represented by the various services

would be curtailed Less fuel and fewer men in the power house,

smaller expenditure on transportation of work in process, fewer

foremen, a curtailed cost and production staff, less repair work

on equipment—all of these items would necessanly and obviously

be reduced if the processmg were diminished permanently by

25 per cent

But on the other hand, if this cessation of processing were not a

permanent matter but arose from shortage of work or bad manage-

ment and instead of occurring at any one time or in any definite

period {eg

,

in the case of a plant working only 4 days a week)

the stoppage of processes were distributed durmg the day at odd

times, two or three hours here and two or three hours there, with

the net result that each machme had worked only 25 per cent of

its full time, an altogether different situation would arise It is

very questionable whether any possible saving or curtailment of

the cost of running or,m other words, of the cost of manufactunng

capacity could be made
In this case two entirely separate and distinct consequences

would result from the idleness of production centers First, the

earmngs of the plant would be diminished 25 per cent During

one-quarter of the working hours no material would be passmg its

allotted delivery points, and, consequently, only three-quarters of

the earning capacity of the plant would be employed Second,

an expenditure against which there would be no earnings would be

going onamounting m total to one-quarter of the ordinary expend-

iture This would be a dead loss and, obviously, could be met
only out of profits
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The expendituie would thus be divisible natuially into two

portions—one poition against which there were earnings to be

set, anothei poition against which there were no earnings to be

set, and this condition would continue until, one by one, the

vanous production centers were restored to full work When all

weie working full time, then against every dollai of expenditure

there would be assignable a dollar of processing, which is ulti-

mately lecovered through the selling price of the articles

manufactured

The Process Dollar—In a plant or shop which is nominally

working full time, the total expenditure on overhead per houi

may be regarded as passing into product, dollar by dollar, aB

such product passes the delivery points of the production centers

But as oveihead is only a collective name for separate services to

production centers maintained to keep them m full capacity for

doing processing, then it follows that every such dollar carries a

varymg proportion of each service (individual to each production

centei), so much for machine depi eolation, interest and repairs,

so much for space factoi, so much foi the cost of supervision, etc

If now matenal ceases to pass any dehveiy point, that is, if any

pai iicular pi odudion centei becomes idle, we may pictw e the process

dollar dripping, as it were, uselessly fi om the delivery point, thus

wasting so much supervision, so much cost of maintaining space and

machinery and so much of the other service factors concerned

The process dollar represents the cost of manufacturing capac-

ity of the particular process bemg discussed, and at any time it is

either beingincorporated into processed material or, alternatively,

is running to waste In the latter case there is no possible chance

of its bemg recoveredm the price of any item of product, since no
product is bemg worked on If it cannot be paid for by the sale

price of product, it must be paid for out of the accumulated

piofits of the business, that is, it must be oharged, like any other

unfortunate occurrence, to profit and loss account

Figure 25 shows m diagram form the utilization and wastage

of the process dollar Into the funnel, which represents a produc-

tion center, service cost of various kinds (factors) is bemg dis-

charged m a senes of steady streams In the funnel these lose

their identity and are merged into a smgle mixture (process rate)

which, in its turn, is bemg discharged through the spout at every

moment during the workmg day The spout may be considered

to represent the delivery point of a production center
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Past this delivery point jobs aie moving, and these jobs take

up or absoib the flow m proportion to the time taken m passmg
the delivery point (process time) When no job is passmg
through, then the flow falls to waste The diagram pictures the

third hour of the working day One 2-hr and one 1-hr job have

passed through and have consequently taken up 3 hr flow of

service cost At the moment pictured no job is actually passmg

and the spout is, therefore, discharging to the floor uselessly

Rivulets of Profit and of Loss —In a shop containing a number
of production centers, some of which are working on material

and some are idle, the situation may be pictured as affording a

number of rivulets of earnings trickling from the delivery points

of the centers at work, and also a numbei of rivulets of loss

proceeding from the delivery pomts of those which aie lying idle

The moment that the process dollar ceases to drip into work,

it drips into the accumulating pool of waste, that is, actual out-of-

pocket loss All kinds of services aie running to waste at every

idle delivery point, just as surely as a mixture of valuable chem-

icals runs to waste when the spigot of its contamer is carelessly

left open

Idleness of production centers is a far more serious matter

than a mere temporary cessation of earning power The slogan

“keep machines at work” acquires new force if the true conse-

quences of idle delivery pomts are clearly understood

Conclusion.—The prime division of all expenditure on produc-

tion is into two divergent classes (1) expenditure that has been

utilized for the purpose it was expended, namely, to manufacture

product, and (2) expenditure that has not been so utilized but

which has been wasted owing to the idleness of certain delivery

pomts

In any plant there is a large number of places at which money
is being expended either for direct production or for indirect

services to production, but only a comparatively few places where

money is bemg earned, namely, those dehvery pomts past which

at any given moment product is actually passing

As all legitimate expenditure on overhead, that is, on services,

is for the purpose of maintaining delivery pomts m a condition to

process product, it follows that when such dehvery pomts are

working 100 per cent of full working hours, then all overhead

(service) will be passmg into jobs as part of their cost But should

any delivery point cease to work, then the above-mentioned
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expenditure on overhead is being expended to no purpose, as fai

as that delivery point is concerned, and is becoming an out-of-

pocket loss

Every process dollar thus wasted is made up of fractions of

each kind of service which normally aie required to enable the

process to function, and this piocess dollai may be pictured as

falling into the pool of waste which collects all unutilized expendi-

ture on service The contents of this pool of waste must ulti-

mately be charged against piofit and loss and not allowed to

become mingled in any way with tiue cost of production



CHAPTER IX

VARIABLES CONTROLLING COST REDUCTION

In the preceding chapter it was demonstrated that while

the expenditure for maintaining the plant in a condition of

preparedness to do process work proceeds in a steady flow, hour

by hour, it does not follow that all this expenditure is utilized

or that work is actually done with it Some of it fails to be

employed usefully and may be said to drip into a pool of waste

instead of becoming connected with product in the form of legit-

imate process cost

We have now to consider that portion of this expenditure

which is not wasted, but which, on the contrary, flows through an

active delivery pomt to jobs In this connection it will be

convenient to include in the inquiry not only the cost of services

(overhead) as expressed m a process rate but also the cost of

direct wages which are expended on the job

Three Variables —When the total cost of a job is analyzed,

it is found that three distinct elements enter into it, any one

of which can he varied independently These are

1 Time,

2 The direct-wage rate,

3 The process rate

In considering a possible reduction in the cost of a job, the

following conditions will be found to control the situation

1 Time of processing being held constant, reduction may
be effected m the piocess rate, or in the direct-wage rate or in

both

2 Direct-wage rate being held constant, reduction may be

effected in the process rate, or in the time of processing or in

both

3 Process rate being held constant, reduction may be effected

m the direct-wage rate, or m the time of processing or in both

In setting about the reduction of a job cost it may be asked,

therefoie, first, whether the time of operation can be reduced,

next, whether the work can be done by a lower rated operator,

and, third, whether it is possible to reduce the process rate itself
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The number of answers to the problem does not end here

It may be asked, fuither Will the employment of a highei rated

operator lead to sufficient leductionm time of operation to justify

the cxtia wage late?

Similarly, it may be asked whether by alteimg the machine

(which alteiation involves an increase in the piocess rate and a

l educed time of opeiation) a net gam will lesult

Reduction of Time of Operation—If it is possible to reduce

(by means of time and motion study or otheiwise) the time which

is taken by the job to pass the deliveiy point of the process,

then the maximum of benefit is attained The gam will be of

three kinds, namely,

Less dnect wages will attach to the job

Less process cost will attach to the job

Both the man and the machine will be fieed to do othei work

This is equivalent to an mciease in manufactuung capacity with-

out extra cost

This may be studied m Fig 25 by imagining the belt carrying

the jobs to proceed moie quickly past the deliveiy point As the

drip of process-rate cost is uniform duiing the woikmg period,

it is evident that each job will get a less charge of it, or, m other

words, piocess cost will be reduced And as direct-wage cost

runs also by the hour, that will be reduced m like proportion

Space Power Other factors.—*-

factor factor

Reduction May Be Neutralized—From an mspection of

Fig 25 it will be mfeired that the possibility of retaining the

advantage which quicker process time gives is dependent on
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keeping up a flow of work past the delivery point If, for

example, in an 8-hr day we have a senes of jobs that each take

1 hr to process and if by improved methods of handling we cut

15 min off each job, a total saving of 8 X 15 = 2 hr will be

effected But unless we have at hand jobs which will utilize the

120 mm thus saved, it is evident that the drip will fall into

the pool of waste This waste may be sufficient to neutralize

the gam due to time reduction on the jobs, or at any rate to

diminish it considerably The following example will show how
this neutralization takes place

Process rate $1 pei hour

Wage late 0 40 per hour

Original tune of opeiation, 8 pieces at 1 hr each

Reduced time of operation, 8 pieces at 46 mm (0 76 hr ) each

Original Operation Speed Reduced Operation Speed

Process cost, 8 X 1 X $1 $8 00 Process cost, 8 X 0 75 X $1 $6 00

Wage cost, 8 X 1 X 80 40 3 20 Wage cost, 8 X 0 75 X 80 40 2 40

$11 20 $8 40

Cost, each % 1 40 Cost, each $1 05

No wasted capacity Idle time, 2 hr at $1 $2

The net result of the changes effected m processing time aie

seen to have resulted in a reduced cost of 35 cts per piece, namely,

from $1 40 to $1 05 per piece This new cost ($1 05) is the correct

and official cost of the job hencefoith,
since it has been done m

the time specified, and it may be assumed that it can be done m
similar time on a future occasion As far as the individual job

is concerned, therefore, there has been a drastic and permanent

reduction But as far as this occasion goes, the net gam of $2 80

($11 20 — $8 40) is largely neutralized from the viewpoint of

ultimate profit by a waste amounting to $2 due to the fact that

the 2 hr saved on the processing were not utilized for fresh

production, but the delivery point was idle for those 2 hr

The saving made on cost of the jobs has been largely lost by

failure to utilize the time so freed for more work This loss does

not fall on the jobs themselves but on the business as a whole,

because it represents an inefficiency Of course the ultimate

position will be that while profit and loss account will benefit

by an additional profit on the job of $2 80, there will be an offset

of $2 on the other side due to this failure to keep the machine

100 per cent busy
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It is assumed, m the foregoing, that the opeiatoi was laid off,

as could be done, but if this weie not the case and he weie idling

about waiting foi woik, then theie would be an additional 2

hr at 40 cts an hour to be charged up as waste This would

altogethei wipe out the saving on the jobs

Reduction of Direct-wage Rate —If, without mci easing the

time ot opeiation (and, of corn so, without prejudicing the quality

of the woik), an operatoi at a lower wage late can be employed,

it does not requue any demonstiation that the cost of the job

will be 1educed But, in fact, this simply amounts to a discovery

that hitherto a needlessly high-rated operatoi has been assigned

to the woik
On the other hand the assignment of a lowei rated opeiator

may lesult m an mcieased time of operation, and it then becomes

a question whcthei theie is a net gam m the tiansaction As a

general principle, mything that tends to increase an operation

time is to be avoided, since this is equivalent to diminishing

the total capacity of pioduction Under special cn cumstances,

and particulaily when theie was difficulty in maintaining full

work for the production centers, a net gun may lesult, piovided

that the process late is lower than the opeiatoi’s wage late and

that the mciease of time is very small The nairow margin that

exists may be gathered from the following example

Process rate, 20 cts Operator’s rate, 40 cts Time, 1 hr Joh cost, 60 cts

Now, if the operator’s rate becomes 35 cts and the time of

operation is increased to 1 1 hr
,
the figures will be

Process cost, 22 cts Wage cost, 38M cts Job cost, 601-1 cts

Though the process iate is only one-half the wage late and the

time increase in only 10 11, there his been a small loss on the

job Any higher process rate would mciease this Iosb, conse-

quently, it will be seen that we aio hero m a legion of no great

possibilities It may be said, m general, that increase in time

of operation can bo justified by lowei wage iate m only excep-

tional circumstances

Increase of Direct-wage Rate —A more intei estmg problem is

that of the assignment of an operator at a higher wage rate

to the job, with the result that his superior skill or application

leads to a reduction in time of processmg This is equivalent

to saying that more direct wages but less process rate will be

attached to the job Obviously, the possible gam will depend
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entirely upon the lelative values of the mcieased wage and
decreased process cost

The higher the process rate relative to the wage rate the more
certain is the gam, as is shown by the following example

Time, 60 mm Wage rate, SO 40 Process i ale, $1 Cost of job, $1 40

Now, we may suppose that an opcratoi at 50 cts an hour is

assigned to the job If he does not save any time, the cost of

the job will be increased by the additional amount of rate,

namely, 10 cts It will now be $1 50 To bieak even with the

lower rated man, therefore, the combined wage and process rates

must be reduced 10 cts by reducing the time of operation

The wage rate being 50 cts and the process rate $1, the com-
bined rate will be $1 50, which is 2y2 cts per minute The new
operator must, therefore, reduce operating time by 4 min to

break even with the old operator, and any reduction beyond
this will be gam, thus

Minutes Rate Cost

60 $1 50 $1 50

59 " 1 47

58 “ 1 45

57 " 1 42

56 “ 1 40

55 “ 1 37

50 “ 1 25

Next, it may be supposed that higher process rates are in

question This implies that smaller time savings will suffice

to break even, thus

Time, 60 mm Wage rate, 40 cts Process rate, $2 Job cost, $2 40

With an increased wage rate of 50 cts
,
as before, the new com-

bined amount will be $2 50 per hour, or 4 17 cts per minute

To save 10 cts will, therefoie, requne only 2 4m place of 4 mm
With a process rate of $2 50, the combination will be $3 pei

hour or 5 cts per minute Only 2 mm reduction of process

time will, therefore, suffice to break even

With a $3 process rate, only 1 8 mm will be requned to break

even

Higher Cost with Reduced Operation Time —In all of these

cases there is a certain pomt at which the new and the old rates

will bieak even, and beyond this point saving in the cost of the

job will be secured It must not be overlooked, however, that
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any reduction whatever m the time of operation means that more

work is passing the delivery point throughout the working day

This is equivalent to a laigei capacity foi pioduction, 01
,
lather,

to a liberation of pioductive capacity

This larger capacity foi production would show on individual

jobs as reduced ptocess cost, and does so, but, in the cases just

consideied, this reduction is masked by the increase m duect

wages It is possible, therefore, foi a Irnger volume of pioduction

to be accompanied by an inci eased cost pei job, a paradox that is

not understandable on the face of it The following example

exhibits this paradox

To begin with, we have a process late of $1 and an operatoi

at 40 cts who does a certain job in 48 mm
Time, 48 mm Wages, 32 els Process cost, 80 cts Total, $1 12

Next, a second man is substituted for the first at a wage late of

60 cts If he does the woik in the same time the lesult is

Time, 48 mm Wages, 48 cts Process cost, 80 cts Total, $1 28

Here there has been a loss on the change of operators, because

the higher wage rate has not led to more production But if

he succeeds in reduemg the time to 43 6 min the result is

Time, 43 6 mm Wages, 43 6 cts Process cost, 72 6 cents Total, $1 16

The result of this reduction of time is that

1 The cost per piece has increased from $1 12 to $1 16

2 The output pei 8-hr day has increased from 10 to 11 pieces

If attention is centered on the process rate, the paradoxical

character of this result disappears In the first case 10 pieces

are produced for a total of $8 process-iate cost In the second

case 11 pieces are done foi the same process cost Process cost

has, therefore, been ieduced But in the effoit to bung about

this desirable result, so much direct wages have been expended

that the larger output costs 4 cts per piece more than the original

output

Effect on Profits —Under some circumstances this result

might be quite acceptable Although the cost per piece has

been slightly increased, the effect of the greater output is to

give a larger amount of profit per day
If it is assumed that the articles thus produced have a selling

price of $2 each, then (not taking into account any question of

selling expense) the relative profits on a day’s output will be
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Sale price

Cost price

Piofit

10 pieces @ 88 cts

11 pieces @ 84 cts

First Operator

82 00

1 12

$0 88

Second Opeiator

$2 00

1 16

$0 84

88 SO

$0 24

The profit on the day’s output is 44 cts more with the second

operator and higher umt cost than with the first operator at

the lower wage rate

In tunes of brisk business with considerable pressure of

unexecuted orders, the higher price per piece might be con-

sidered as well compensated by the larger output and the

quicker turnover of a smaller profit

Influence of High and Low Process Rates—It will be obvious

that the result of applying a higher wage rate to secure a i educed

process rate cost will depend entirely on the relative sizes of the

two rates (direct wage and process) The higher the process

rate the less is the masking influence of the higher wage rate on

the ultimate cost per piece If, in the above example, the proc-

ess rate had been $2 instead of $1, there would have been nothing

paradoxical about the result It would have been a clear gam
on all counts, thus

Original operator, 48 mm @ 40 ctB Wages, 32 cts Process rate, $1 60

Cost, $1 92

Second operator, 43 6 mm 60 cts Wages, 48 cts Process rate,

$1 45 Cost $1 88

In this case the cost per piece is lower notwithstanding the high-

wage rate, and the additional advantage of an output increased

from 10 to 11 pieces per day is also secured

Variation in Process Rate —To reduce a process rate is a much
more difficult matter than to reduce time or wages, since it can

be done only bv lessening the call on service factors, which is

generally impossible

The only way in which a lower process rate can be apphed to

a job is (1) by doing it on a machine or production center with

a lower rate, if that is possible, or (2) by some fundamental

alteration of the machine itself so that it consumes less power,

or occupies less space, and is so changed in demand on service

that virtually a new machine with a new process rate results

This, however, is practically reverting to condition 1 Except

by discovery of an error in calculation, it is extremely difficult
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to imagine any condition undei which reduction of an individual

process rate could be justified, once it is regularly fixed

It is true that the cost of an entii e sei vice factoi might be

loweied, but such a change would affect all the production center

piocess rates in the whole plant or department If, for example,

a new and moie advantageous contract foi electric cunent weie

to be concluded, that would 1educe the powci factoi and, there-

fore, the individual process lates m piopoition as power entered

into then composition But no lowering of one rate by itself,

out of propoi tion to otheis, would occur

Effect of New Process —One of the advantages of the process-

rate method of costing is that it focuses attention on process

cost as apait fiom time reduction and direct-wage reduction

If in a given job the piocess cost is $17 and dnect-w ige cost $12,

and if the speeding up of the piocess woih his been earned as

far as possible, then the only hope of furthei cost l eduction is by
substituting a process, or processes, of lowoi late But this

will usually imply the substitution of a new machine, or machines

to do the woik On the othei hand it may be possible to design

a new machine which will have a much higher process rates but

which will do the work faster, or will either dispense with dnect

labor oi enable a lower piiced operator to be employed on the

work In either case a machine of new design is implied

It then becomes an mteiesting question to to know how fai

it will pay to substitute a machine of new design and capacity

for the one in use When process rates are in use, this can be

calculated with considerable exactitude If the new design

(while perfoimmg the process no slowei than befoie) occupies

less space, takes less power and is less costly in itself, then no
question can arise whether or not it would bo advantageous to

adopt it, because, under those circumstances, it is evident that

its process rate would be smaller than the one m use

But if the new design provided for a machine of larger capital

value, occupying greater space, taking more power and having

possibly a larger repair factor, but working either at much greater

speed or much more automatically (replacing skilled labor),

then the propriety of its adoption would not be self-evident but

would depend upon figures

Effect of Machine Substitution—The well-recogmzed tend-

ency at the present day to substitute machines of more or less

automatic character for skilled labor (or at least to eliminate
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the skilled portion of a job by mechanical means so that a less

costly giade of labor Is required) makes it more than ever essential

that process cost should be established on some much more
accurate basis than by percentages or hourly burdens The

process dollar tends, m fad, to become more important every day

than the direct-wage dollar, but whether this tendency has any
natural limitations has not been much discussed

It would seem that in any particular case the advisability

of substituting machinery for direct labor must depend largely

upon whethei the former can be kept steadily at work In an

industry with an intermittent demand there is this difference

between the process dollar and the direct-wage dollai, that the

latter can be cut off when conditions demand, but much of the

former continues to trickle into a pool of waste whenever opera-

tions are curtailed and howevei severely expenses are pruned

This aspect of the matter, though important, is somewhat out-

side the scope of the present inquuy, but some attention may be

given to consideiing the relations of the process dollar and the

wage dollar when substitution of a process with a high process

rate is made for one of lower rate It is, of course, implied that

certam advantages are obtained by the substitution and how
far these are reahzed in the cost of the product is the important

point

Higher Process Rate with Increased Output—It may be

assumed that a machine with a process rate of $1 an hour is

operated by a man at 80 cts
,
and that the maximum output

found to be possible is 45 mm per piece, thus giving process rate

per piece, 75 cts
,
wages pei piece, 60 cts

,
Total, $1 35 Now,

by alteration of the machine, or by substitution of a new machine,

the process rate rises to $1 50 an hour but the time per piece

falls to 30 mm Cost of the job will be 75 cts process rate, 40

cts wages, total $1 15 This, of course, justifies the substitu-

tion But if the substituted machine had a process rate of f?2

instead of $1 50, then the figures would be process rate, $1,

wages 40 cts
,
total $1 40, which is a higher cost than the original

machine gave

On the other hand, ifm addition to reducing the time of opera-

tion from 45 to 30 min
,
the new machine also allowed a less

costly type of labor to be employed, say at 46 cts an hour instead

of 80 cts —it being understood that under the new conditions

the skilled part of the process has been transferred to the machine
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and theiefoie no additional output can be obtained by a skilled

man—then the figures for a 30-mm opeiation would work out

as process rate, $1, wages 23 cts
,
total $1 23 This would be

less than the onginal cost and would probably be considered as

justifying the substitution

Effect of Idleness Magnified —It must not be oveilooked that

the necessity foi keeping the machine at work 100 pei cent of

its allotted time is now veiy much greater than was the case with

the original machine If the original machine stood idle, the

process dollar was leaking into the pool of waste at the rate of

SI an hour Now, however, it is double this Every idle hour

is costing S2 Moreovei, the maximum saving possible under

exceedingly short-time conditions might be considerably less for

the new machine, if the highei rate weie largely made up of space

factor and individual machine factor, both being items of rela-

tively laige capital outlay If, on the contrary, the power factor

was much higher m the second case than in the first, then greater

economies might bo effected undei very short-time conditions

Possibility of Calculating Results —While no simple foimula

can be deduced from these considerations, the possibility of

calculating m advance the effect of substituting a new machine

for an existing one is an important instrument m the hands of the

production engineer The service factois of a department or

shop being known, it is no difficult matter to calculate in advance

the process rate which would be allotted to the new machine

Then if the output of the latter can also be forecasted, no

further elements of cost of the new process remain unknown,

and it can be calculated with considerable precision Add to

this the wage rate which the degree of skill required for the new
machine calls for, and all the details of job cost are ascertained

Machine Not Fully Employed —It might happen that in

designing a new machine for a particular class of work, the

output would be so accelerated that not more than, say, 75 per

cent of the normal working time could possibly be utilized

That is to say, that in 75 per cent of the normal working hours

the new machine would turn out all the parts required to keep

ahead of other parts used in combination The calculation of a

process rate under these circumstances does not proceed on the

ordinary lines, since the 26 per cent of idleness is foreseen and
intentional The fixing of process rates under such conditions

will be dealt with m a later chapter
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Conclusion—From what has been treated of in this chapter

the following deductions can be made
1 The three elements of a cost, namely, time, wage rate and

process rate, can be varied mdependently

2 Reduced time of operation, without increase m the other

elements, is the clearest case of gam Cost is reduced and
capacity for production hberated

3 This gam may be neutralized if the time so saved is not

utilized for more work
4 Substitution of a lower rated operator leading to increased

time of processing may give a small gain if piocess rate is relatively

low, but there is also a loss of manufacturing capacity to counter-

balance such gam
5 If an operator at higher wage rate can decrease the time of

operation, the net result on the cost of the job will depend on the

relative amounts of the wage rate and the process rate The
higher the latter the larger the chances of a net gam, but in all

cases of this kmd a liberation of manufacturing capacity occurs

In certain cases an increased cost of job may follow an increased

output The results under given conditions can easily be cal-

culated in advance

6 It is impossible, in general, to reduce a process rate individ-

ually without making such alterations to the process that the

result is virtually a new machine

7 A new machine with a highei process rate may cheapen

production if (o) it reduces time of processing sufficiently, or (6)

if it permits of a lower rate of direct labor, or (c) both of these

together



CHAPTER X

STANDARDIZATION

I OF TIME AND DIRECT-WAGE COST

Time being a very impoitant vanable of cost, a great deal of

attention has been given to methods of asceitaming the reasonable

or proper time that should be consumed in performing a given

operation or piocess These methods, known as time and motion

study, are entnely outside the scope of this work, but a discussion

of the end at which they aim is perhaps an advisable digiession at

this stage of oui mquuy
Time and Motion Study—The pmne aim of time and motion

study is to determine the practicable minimum time in which

an opeiation may be perfoimcd But m some mdustiies, at

least, this also involves a study of the question What degiee of

skill is involved in the opeiation? This latter question is

answeied in terms of a wage late, so that the combination of

a “standaid” time with a "standard” wage rate gives use to a

standaid, or what is frequently teimed a "predetermined” cost

Predetermined Cost—This popular term, like many other

popular teims, is a misnomer, or lather it is a double misnomer,

fading to fulfil its promise m two directions In the first place,

as usually employed, it deals only with the duect-wage cost of

product, leaving the very important matter of oveihead to be

attached to each job on one of the old inaccuiatc methods In

the second place this piedeteimmed cost is not a cost at all The
only sense m whichthe word “cost” can be applied accuiatelyis m
the sense of something that has happened The cost of a thing

is what has been expended on it, and not a guess or estimate,

however accurate the basis, as to what it wdl or ought to cost

This objection is not merely a hypercutical one, since a false

impression of the scope and value of so-called "predetermined”

costs frequently arises from the use of this term to describe a

procedure which is, after all, only a method of forecasting results

On the other hand the term "standardized” may be used m
place of "predetermined” and this very fairly corresponds with

104
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the fact, namely, that a standard of attainment has been set up,

a goal which it appears there should be no difficulty m reaching

But even then it would be better to speak of standardized direct

cost and not merely standard cost when, as is usually the case, the

overhead to be connected therewith is not itself standardized

Accuracy of Standardization —In ordinary cncumstances stand-

ardization depends upon the possibility of building up a rate, or a

time, or a cost out of a considerable number of small elements,

the values of which are already known with some precision This

aggregation of infinitesimals will generally be a close approxima-

tion to the truth, even though some of the items may be more or

less incorrect, depending, of course, on the relative dimension

and numbei of the small items themselves lelative to the total

thus predetermined

Under the most favoiable conditions, a high degree of accuracy

m forecasting or standardizing the time element m cost can

profitably be realized But such conditions are not to be found

everywhere or m all industries, or even in all shops of the same

industry The most exact results are obtainable m those cases

where time and motion study can be applied to the machines and

the various items of product Such detailed studies, however, are

costly and can be economically applied only where production

itself is highly standardized, that is, where the same processes

on the same materials are carried out day after day and month

after month Good results are also obtainablem those industries

wherein processes are not variable in speed, or are only so variable

when workingon definite and well-understood varieties of material

i e
,
one speed for each kind of matenal

Machme-shop Conditions —Machine tools differ from almost

all other processmg machinery m that they are universal tools

capable of doing a large vanety of work at a large vanety of

speeds on a large variety of materials In many industries no

condition of this kind exists, machines can perform one operation

only and very often at only one speed

Moreover, all the great variety of machine tools exists in order

to perform much the same kind of operation, namely, the removal

of chips, and the selection of a tool for a given job is frequently a

matter of choice rather than of necessity Planers, shapers,

routers, profiling machines, Blotters, nibbling machines and mill-

ing machines all act m much the same way, while lathes and

drills and boring machines are also m some cases interchangeable
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Further, these machines may be applied to cast non, mild steel,

brass, copper and othei metals, to compositions and, some of them,

to materials hke ivory and haidwoods

Undei these circumstances, the pioper course of processing

a job is by no means a simple mattei to deteimine Which
type of machine shall be used requires consideration, the problem

of chucking 01 holdmg the work, the use of jigs and templets

uid othei auxiliary appliances must be woiked out, the nature

of the material considered with reference to the speed of working

and to the composition of the cutting point, and sundry other

mmor matters determined befoie the job gets to a machine at all

The complex cucumstances surrounding each job make the

need for a caieful survey of the proceduie imperative There

are so many opportunities to do not necess inly the wrong thing

but ceitunly the thing which is not the best and most efficient

Out of foui or five possible alternative ways of doing the work,

only two may peihaps be really inefficient and the others

more closely alike, but the selection of the most efficient can

very often be ascertained only after considerable study and with

the aid of fiist-class expenonce

Conditions hke these aie not found at all in the majority

of industries Elaborate methods of studying the capacities of

machines and the peculiarities of materials, complex systems of

production control and detailed analysis of time and motion on

individual jobs, though essential to machine shops, are out of

place in industries where these conditions do not exist

Time Studies and Cost Records—Time and motion studies

are used to attain two ends First, the elimination of unneces-

sary details of operation and the reduction of movements to the

minimum necessary, and, second, to set up a datum or standard-

ized time which shall represent the normal or proper time of

processing the job on the particular machine being studied

The lattei is, of course, simply derived fiom the former and is the

only matter with wliioh, from the costing viewpoint, we are

concerned

If, for example, after a tune and motion study of a certain

job, it is found that it takes 10 mm when all possible simplifica-

tion of motion and all possible speeding up of the machine have

been effected, then 10mm is the predetermined or standard oper-

ation time for that job Next, the question of the direct-wage

rate appropriate to the job has to be settled Let it be supposed
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that this is 48 cts an hour, then the predetermined cost of that

job is said to be 8 cts
,
without taking overhead into account

Predetermined costs are therefore, as pomted out above, nothing

but a forecast, presumably made on a very accurate basis, of

the time which should be taken to do the job, and with this is

associated a preindieation of the rate of wages properly payable

for the class of work mvolved They have no relation to the

important question of overhead expense or burden, which is

left to be added on any of the various possible methods
In other types of industry, wherein machines work at a

fixed speed, though some improvement may sometimes be

effected by time and motion study in respect to the feedmg and
removal of materials, reliance will, in general, be placed on records

of previous work on the job, if these have been taken out ovei

a considerable period with precautions to secure reasonable

accuracy Inspection of such records will enable a fairly

accurate standard or normal tune of operation to be fixed,

which will take the place of the standardized time obtained by
time and motion study in more complex mdustnes

Essential Feature Is a Datum—In using the above-mentioned

predetermined or standardized costs, their chief value lies in the

comparisons that it is possible to set up between such costs and

the actual time and wages consumed on each repetition of the

job Then any failure to perform the job within the standard

time or by means of the assigned rate of wages is considered as

inefficiency, which may be expressed as a percentage Thus, if

we have a senes of jobs in a given penod with a total standardized

or predetermined time allowance of 150 hr at a wage rate of

48 cts
,
then the total predetermined cost of these jobs (neglect-

ing overhead) will be $72 But if actually 162 hr at the same

wage rate were taken, this would amount to $77 76, or $5 76

moie than standard The ratio of standard to actual cost would

be as 100 108

It will probably have already been inferred by the reader that

the really essential matter m standardized costs of this character

is the setting up of a datum which is legarded as 100 per cent of

efficiency This is an altogether separate affair from the calcula-

tion or predetermination of such a datum In other words the

datum, so many hours at such a rate of wages, is one thing, and

the means by which this datum is arrived at quite another

If it is arrived at by time and motion study, it is probably
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quite close to accuracy If set on the evidence of carefully

kept cost accounts, it will lepresent the standaid practice of

the shop, though this does not by any means imply that it

cannot be improved If set by judgment of a foieman or late

settei, a thud grade of accuiacy is reached But however set,

the use of it remains the same, namely, as a convenient datum to

which future lepetitions of the job miy bercfened and compared

Use of Datum as Standard Efficiency Ratios —If, then, we
have assigned to all the jobs on which it is expected to work

dmmg the month a standaid time and wage rate (that is, a

standard duect cost), on some basis that appeals satisfactory,

it is open to a companson on the following lines

Standard time and wages on completed jobs, 460 hr $202 50

Actual tune and u ages on same jobs, 506 hi 222 75

Ratio of efficiency, standard to actual 100 110

This is equivalent to the stitement that costs have come out

10 per cent above expectation

Failure to leach standaid may, however, arise fiom two causes

First, the failure to peiform the job m the standaid tune oi,

alternatively, failure to turn out as many pieces in a given time,

which is the same thing put another way Second
,
the direct

labor engaged on the job may have been rated at a highei

rate than allowed foi by standard In the above example, the

ratio of hours (460 506) is the same as that of wages ($202 50

$222 75), namely, 100 110 in each case But if it be assumed

that the actual time and wages were as follows

Actual time 506 hr

Actual wages $232 87

then the ratios will be

Standard time to actual lime 100 110

Standard wages to actual wages 100 115

Significance of These Ratios —The latios thus calculated

point to one of three conditions (1) standards were wiong, or

(2) in the case of time, loss of efficiency has taken place
,
or (3)

m the case of wages, there has been either a loss of efficiency or

wage rates for the class of work have gone up
If the product under discussion were uniform, that is, if it

were a question of a shop turning out precisely the same product

day after day, these figures might be sufficient to indicate the
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cause of the discrepancy with very little further search, but if, on
the contraiy, a numbei of different jobs had been included in the

total, then this blanket ratio would need analysis to detect where

the discrepancy lay On further inquiry it might be found that

while many of the jobs were turned out m close agreement with

standard, others were way off, thus localizing the cause of the

trouble For the only use of such ratios is to indicate the place

and amount of departures from standard as a guide to the future

Revision of Standard—If any element of direct cost is found,

m actual practice, to be no longer identical with its corresponding

item m the standard cost, then the latter should be altered and
a new and revised standard set up Thus, for example, the wage

rate apphcable to the job may have permanently risen or fallen,

or some new auxiliary appliance (jig, chuck, feeding device, etc )

may have been mtroduced, giving rise to a shorter processing

time Or, especially if the standard time has not been based on

time and motion study, the assigned time of operation may prove

to be unrealizable m practice In all of these cases a new and re-

vised standard is called for

Value of Standardized Direct Costs—It may be asked of

what value a standard cost is when it is obviously open to revi-

sions of this kind and, in the nature of things, must tend, at any

rate eventually, to approach and coincide with actual cost by
reason of repeated revisions The answer is that, so long as

it is not made mto a fetish, standard cost is a valuable device,

because it provided a datum, departures from which can be

so tabulated that they leveal the cause of inefficiency by classes

In the case of direct-wage costs, these classes are only two

Either the job has been done m a different time from that allowed

m standard, or an operator at a different wage rate has been

employed It is quite valuable to be able to distinguish between

these two classes of disciepancy, and the more reliance is placed

in the standard (due either to its having been based on careful

time and motion study or on repeated revision in the light of

past performance) the more valuable this power becomes

Effect of Piecework or Premium—It must be remembered,

however, that m some industries, wherem the speed of operation

is not limited by machines, and in those cases wherem the sub-

sidiary operations (e g

,

gettmg machines ready, fixing tools,

jigs, etc
,
and feeding material) bear a considerable proportion

to the actual operation time, a variable element is mtroduced
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depending very largely on the opeiator In such cases, payment

by piecework oi one of its equivalents is common piactice, and

this implies a frequent variation in the operation time of the job

Thus 100 pieces at a piecewoik price of 45 cts each will always

coincide with standard wages, namely $45 per 100, but the time

of opeiation will vaiy in pioportion to the rate of earnings of

the opeiatoi, being diffeient probably on each occasion of the

job passing through the shops

Where premium systems aie m use, wherein savings fiom a

time allowance are paid for, then both time and wages may vary

from one passage through the shop to the next

Effect of Bonus Payments—In certain cases, particularly

where product can be leckoned m some convenient unit such as

yards oi pounds, a bonus may be offered to a shop collectively,

based on the numbei of yaids or pounds pioduced duung the

month above a certain fixed datum This is a separate and

additional matter to the standard time and wage fixed foi each

individual job As legaids any individual job or set of jobs,

the share of this bonus will naturally be a van ible quantity

Standardization of Piecework, Bonus, Etc —While it is possi-

ble to assign fixed houis and amounts to standard costs in respect

of piecework, premium and bonus payments, there seems but

little utility in so doing, inasmuch as each of these methods

carries its own measure of efficiency The direct-wage amount
in piecework and the hours allowed in premium will be always

standard, but as regards bonus there is little connection between

individual jobs and the resulting efficiency except arithmetically

In what follows, therefore, it is assumed that daywork is m
question, and reference to the influence of these three methods of

payment on the cost is omitted until later

Simplified Method The Averaging of Detail Costs—The
possibility of expressmg actual cost as a ratio to standard

cost has given rise to simplified methods of cost keeping which

must be referred to heie

If m the case cited above (p 108) it weie assumed that the

506 hr and $222 75 direct wages were spread over 50 completed

jobs, by the method now to be described it is possible to get

some idea of the cost of individual jobs without taking out this

cost m detail

The principle involved depends on an argument something

like this If a number of jobs have been done in a given time
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and if theie is a standard time for each of these jobs, then by
finding the ratio of the total actual time to the total standard
time, it may be assumed for all practical pui poses that this ratio

will hold for the individual jobs themselves And as with time so

with direct wages

As an example, if the standaid figuies were as before, 460
hr and $202 50 and the actual were 506 hr and $232 87, giving

a ratio for time of 100 110 and for wages of 100 115, then the

actual cost of any particular job will be its standard time and
wages multiplied by these ratios Thus, if a certain job included

m the fifty m question had standard time 12 hi and standard

direct wages $5 28, then its actual cost will be 13 2 hr and $6 07

direct wages

This method, which is claimed to make a “short cut” to indi-

vidual costs, has as its only advantage the small economy obtain-

able by avoidance of recording the individual costs In some
cases it is justifiable, m others it may easily be dangerous, as all

averaging methods are likely to be unless watched with great care

Limitations of the Method—Where a large number of insig-

nificant jobs are bemg worked on, as on the drilling machines

of some machine shops, the method offers advantages The scope

for individual errors of any significance is then very small, even

though the standard times are themselves only approximately

correct Errors in the standards will, in all probability, affect

certain jobs more than others, but where the total amount
involved is relatively small and the amount of detail required to

cost each individual change of job considerable, a saving is

effected and no great injustice is done in the long run

The matter is quite otherwise in proportion as these special

conditions aie departed from The longer the period over which

the averaging takes place and the higher the wage rates involved

and the greater the standard time on each job the more danger

theie is that erroneous standards may affect considerable sums,

and that some jobs will actually have been above the ratio and

some below to a serious degree The method, m fact, is closely

analogous to the distributing of burden by means of ratios, only

that here we aie dealing with hours and direct wages and not

with overhead It follows that all the drawbacks and pitfalls of

the one method are to be found m the other

Errors Due to Costing by Efficiency Ratios —The way in which

errors in the standard affects costs throughout the whole series of
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jobs included m one intio group-such errors being distributed

ovei every job in the group—may be seen from the following

example

Figuie 26 shows standaid time and standaid wages of six

jobs, the wages being at the 1 ate of 50 cts an houi foi all jobs

It is assumed tint these jobs have been earned through in a

certain period, 1,170 hr , at a cost for direct wages of $585 We
have, then,

Standard, hour?, 1,100 Wages, $5 r
)0 \ Ratio 100 100 36 for both lime and

Actual hours, 1,170 Wages, $585 f wages

Having aruved at the latio, the next step is to apply it to the

standard costs of the individual jobs in oidei to find then mdivid-

lob

No
>Std

bid

dnut
wages

Wagtfe

pei

ltttlO

Italic

Real Real

job

wages

1 100 $ 50 00 $ 53 18 Std wages, 100 $ 50 00

2 300 150 00 150 55 $550 330 165 00

3 100 50 00 53 18 Actual wages, 100 50 00

4 400 200 00 212 73 $585 440 220 00

5 100 60 00 53 18 Ratio, 100 50 00

6 100 50 00 63 18 100 100 36 100 50 00

Total 1,100 $550 00 $585 00 1 170 $585 00

Notb—Wage rate 50 eta per hour for all jobs

Flo 26—Errors in standard coat affect all costs in the ratio group

ual costs This is effected by multiplying each standard wage

cost by the latio 106 36 The insults being as the column

headed Wages per ratio As a check, the total $550 of standard

costs is also multiplied, giving $584 98, oi piactically $585, the

amount of actual wages expended on the jobs

It will be obseived that four of the jobs are costed at $53 18

and the othei two at $159 55 and $212 73, lespectively It must
now be seen if these are correct There is, of course, nothing on

the face of the figures to show that they are not

It is further assumed that the shop is 100 per cent efficient, that

is to say, the time actually taken was the lowest possible time,

but this state of affairs is not disclosed by the figures But if it is

assumed that the efficiency of the shop was 100 per cent, then it

follows that the increased total of time taken, namely, 1,170
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hr instead of 1,100, was due to an enor or errois in standard

time There is no possible way of finding this out, but it may be

said, constructively, that the error lies m jobs 2 and 4 both of

which are 10 per cent too low Bearing this m mind, the true

cost of the jobs may now be considered

If, instead of finding the individual cost of these jobs by ratio,

they had been costed separately m the usual manner, then the

time and wages would be as the two right-hand columns in

Fig 26 The four jobs that are correctly standardized would

come out at 100 hr and $50 each, which corresponds exactly with

standard, but the two jobs 2 and 4 would be

No 2
,
standard, 300

, hr
,
8150 wages actual, 330

,
hr

,

$165 ,
wages

No 4
,
standard, 400

, hr
,
$200 wages actual, 440

,
hr

,

$220 ,
wages

That is to say, the actual time and wages on these two jobs come
out 10 per cent above standard, while the remaindei of the jobs

are true to standard As it is assumed, constructively, that the

shop is 100 per cent efficient, it is evident that these last costs,

taken out separately, are the true representation of what took

place

Error Is Distributed over All the Jobs in Group —Now, if we
are using standard costs merely as a datum, an error of 10 per cent

would not be a very serious mattei, as we shall presently see, but

when standard costs are used as a “short cut*' to the costing of a

number of jobs m a group, then any error in standard mil give

erroneous costs for every one of the jobs, save in the unlikely case

that errors m opposite directions cancel out, m which case only

the jobs with the incorrect standards will be affected

This is shown veiy clearly by Fig 26, in which the 10 per cent

error m two important jobs in the gioup has the effect, first, of

making the costs of the correctly standardized jobs too high, and,

second, making the costs of the jobs which aie incoirectly stand-

ardized too low The four correct jobs have come out 6 36

per cent too high, and the other two 3 3 per cent too low

The serious matter about this condition of affaire is that, if

time and wages on individual jobs have not been recorded, there is

no possible way of finding out the truth There is not even any

check on the accuracy of individual standards All that is known
is that a certain group of jobs standardized at 1,100 hr have

taken 1,170 hr
,
but it is pure assumption to consider this as an

indication of inefficiency As m the case above cited, it may be
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wholly 01 m part due to mconeet standardization And there is

the fuithei mischief that, under such conditions, jobs which are

correctly standardized aie themselves costed incorrectly on this

method
Efficiency Ratios Based on Output—In some industries where

long luns of pioduct aie usual, executives aie moie accustomed

to look at the lesults of a day’s 01 a week’s output instead of

focusing attention on subdivision into jobs Though no new
principle is involved, the facts of pioduction aie seen from i

somewhat diffeient angle, and it will be well, therefore, to consider

an example of standardized dnect-wage cost based on output

Conditions of the Problem—We may assume a shop (Fig 27)

containing 20 operators and 20 machines, the workingmonth being

Standanl

output

Standaid

liouis

Aveiagi

wage r ito

Standaid

wages

Standaid

time p< l

plC( c

Standaid

want's poi

pu l c

12,000 4 000 30 cts $1 200 20 nun 10 cts

Iuq 27—Standardized output for 1 month

200 hr
,
thus giving a total manufacturing capacity of 4,000

hr All machines aie exactly alike and have an hourly process

rate of $1 05, though we have nothing to do with this at present

The average wage rate is 30 cts
,
which makes a total of $1,200 for

the 4,000-hr week
Preliminary study of operations has led to tho fixing of standard

time for doing the job on one piece at 20 min In 4,000 hi the

standaid output, theieforo, will be 12,000 pieces Conespond-

mgly, the standard wage per piece will be 10 cts

Output with One Variation from Standaid—In Fig 28 aie

shown the results of amonth’srecorded woik Only3,600hr have
actually been worked by the machines and 400 hi have been

idle, 9,818 pieces have been produced instead of 12,000, and wages
have been $1,080 instead of $1,200 What is the best way of

presenting these results in a significant fashion?

In the first place there has been a waste of 10 per cent of the

manufacturing capacity, but this does not affect the direct-wage

oost and will be considered in the next chapter It may be said,
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however, that the loss on this account amounts to $420 or about
4 3 cts per piece produced

It will be observed from Fig 28 that though the average wage

rate has remained the same, the average wage cost per piece has

risen This implies that a longer processing time than standard

Actual

output

Actual

hours

Average

wage rate

Actual

wages

Actual

time per

piece

Actual

wages pei

piece

9,818 3,600 30 cts $1,080 22 mm 11 cts

Fig 28—Actual output for 1 month One variation from 8tandnrd

has been incurred The monetary value of this increased time is

found, thus

Actual wage cost of 9,818 pieces $1 ,080 00

Standaid wage cost (9,818 @ 10 cts ) 981 80 1

Loss due to longer processing $ 98 20

1 If the standard wage oost per pi

output can be found thus

Standard wage X actual o

Standard output

ice has not been worked out the standard cost

= standard wage oost of aotuol output

of actual

It will be remembered that there are only two possible variations

of wage cost from standard One, as above, arising from a longer

processing time being incurred, and the other arising from a

higher wage rate being concerned As the average wage in

Fig 28 (30 cts ) is the same as the standard in Fig 27, it is evident

that this latter variation is absent in this example

The results of the month’s work may be expressed in ratios as

follows

Standard to actual time pei piece (20 22 mm ) 100 110

Standaid to actual wages per piece (10 11 cts ) 100 110

Loss due io higher time than standard $98 20

Standaid to actual output (12,000 9,818) 100 82 (81 81)

Utilized to wasted capacity (4,000 3,600 hr ) 100 90

Output with Two Variations from Standard—In Fig 29 the

results of a second month’s work are presented In this month

there is the same output in the same number of hours as in Fig 28,

but a higher total of wages Therefore, while the time per piece

(22 mm ) remains the same as m the last example, the wage cost
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per piece has risen from 11 to 11 73 cts How can the monetaiy

value of these two van itions from standard be found ?

First, find the value of the combined vanation

Actual wage tost of 9,818 pieces 81 , 152 00

Standard wage cost (9,818 ® 10 cts ) 081 80

Excess o\er bland ud 8 170 20

Part of this will be attributable to a highei wage late and pait to

longer time of processing These aie scpaiated as follows

Excess over standaid, as above S170 20

Deduct excess due to highei wage late (3,600 hr @
2 cts ) 72 00

Excess due to longu time $ 98 20

This last, of course, conesponds with the loss found in the case

of Fig 28, because the only difference b( tween Figs 28 and 29

Actual

output

Actual

hours

A\ aage

wage iatc

Actu il

wages

Ac tual

time pei

puce

\ctll il

wages pu
piece

9,818 3,600 32 cts $1,152 22 min 11 73 cts

Pig 29—Actual output for 1 month Two l ariations from standard

is in respect of a higher wage rate, amounting to an average of 2

cts an hour The results of this second month’s opeiations may
now be set out as

‘Standard to actual time per piece (20 22 mm ) 100 110

Standaid to actual wages pei piece (10 11 73 cts) 100 117 3

Lost due to longer lune of processing $ 98 20

Loss due to higher toage rate 72 00

Total loss due to higher direct cost $170 20

'Standaid to actual output (12,000 9,818) 100 82

'Utilized to wasted capacity (4,000 3,600 hr ) 100 90

1 ThoBe Items are the same in both weeks

The monetary value of loss due to higher wage rate and to

longer processing time must not be taken too literally It is

only an actual out-of-pocket loss if the standard times and rates

are absolutely correct, because that would signify that the work

ought to have been done at the standard price But further

experience might show that, m actual practice, 22 and not 20
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mm was the practicable working average time of processing In
this case the item $98 20 would not be a loss but a legitimate pait

of the cost of the job

The same argument apphes to the $72 loss arising from the

highei wage rate Is this a temporary and accidental or a
permanent condition? Obviously, if the latter, this item must
form part of legitimate cost, and the standard be modified

accordingly

Output Containing Lots—The above examples assume that

the product is uniform m chaiactei and m processmg, i e

,

that

all of the 12,000 pieces are alike and are treated alike Then, of

course, any one or any hundred pieceB taken at random would

have the same cost In othei words, it would be correct to

assume that the direct-wage cost ratio (100 110) held good for any

piece whatever

But if the product were being run through in lots or batches of,

say, 1,000 pieces, and one lot differed from another either in

respect of matenal or in the operations performed on it, then it

would be taking a long chance and making a quite unjustifiable

assumption if it were held that the efficiency ratio 100 110

applied to all lots alike As soon as lots differing however slightly,

one from another, arem question we come back to the conditions

discussed where jobs are being costed (p 112) It is, of course,

possible that the ratio 100 110 does apply to all equally, but

cost accounting has nothing to do with possibilities or “might

be’s,” and, m the absence of a record of processing time and wages

on the separate lots, there is no proof that certain of the lots and

others are responsible for the discrepancy with standard Some

of the jobs might, foi example, be 100 120 and others 100 92, but

unless time and wages are recorded for each lot, entire uncer-

tainty on the point must rule

Proper Use of Standardized Costs—The practice of trying

to leplace properly recorded costs by calculations derived from

application of ratios of efficiency to groups of jobs is only justified,

first, where, as m the case of the drilling machines cited above,

trifling individual amounts arem question, and, second, where the

standard cost has been proved to be accurate by repeated per-

formance of the job at the standard rate Even in the latter

case the taking out at least of the time on individual jobs should

be done regularly, so that the exact place and amount of individ-

ual departures from standard can be traced and examined
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The proper use of a standardized cost is as a datum, toward 01

away from which the successive recoids of actual performance will

move on each occasion of the job passing thiough the shops,

indicating either gieatei 01 lessei efficiency m such perform-

ance For this puipose absolute accuiacy of the datum is not so

important, and it may veiy well be denved fiom previous

recoids 01 fiom a brief time study of the puncipal featuies of the

operation

This aspect of standaid cost does not entei into the scope of

this book, foi its value lies wholly in the domain of the pioduction

engineer and not m that of the accountant The claim persist-

ently made by some production men that what they teim

“historical” costing, that is, actual and venfiable lecoid of what

did happen, is of no seivice and that this well-established practice

must give way to what aie termed “ piedoteimined” costs is

due to a complete confusion of tcims and to an ignonng of the

leal purpose of costs

So-called “piedeteimmed costs” aie not costs at all, but

only more 01 less accurate forecasts They have then value

to production, and, properly handled, it is a very gieat value,

but unless checked and pioved by accounting methods there is,

as has been shown above, great likelihood of considerable errors

being introduced, not only into the cost of jobs incorrectly stand-

ardized but also into the cost of conectly standardized ones as

well

Promptitude m Costing—Advocates of the plan of replacing

true records by piedetermined costs make much of the argument

that a recoid of what has happened (i e
,
what they teim

“historical costs”) is of no value to the production man who is

interested in reducing costs There is much to be said for this

complaint, where the oldei methods of costing are m vogue,

since by these methods costs cannot generally be made available

until the end of a financial penod, usually the current month, by
which time, they are, it must be admitted, lather stale

But on the other hand, neither can costs prepared by efficiency

ratios in groups be forthcoming as redhot as is desirable Delay

will vary according to circumstances, but, obviously, the ratio

itself cannot be calculated until the last job in the group is

completed

With modern cost methods, including standardized process

rates, there should be no delay m makmg known the cost of any
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job within a few minutes of its completion, if necessary, but as a

matter of regular routme not later than next day And such

a cost will be a real cost, with no guesswork about it, no depend-

ence on averages or ratios, or any other mathematical jugglery

Purpose of Costs —The purpose of costs is two-fold First, to

show whether the job has been done in reasonable time and at a

reasonable cost This reasonableness is determined either, as

formerly, by the judgment of the foreman or superintendent, or

by comparison with a datum or standard This standard, again,

may be an approximate one, fixed after a more or less close view of

the operation, or it may be derived from previous records, or,

as is the latest practice m some industries, by a very rigorous and

careful time and motion study But no true comparison between

actual and expected cost can be made save by an“ historical" record of

what actually took place m the utmost detail that is possible This

purpose of costs belongs to production engineering and has nothing

to do with the cost accountant, save as he provides the actual

cost data foi the comparison

The second purpose of costs is a financial one The profit

made by the manufacturing operations as a whole is built up

out of numerous small items of profit made on separate jobs 01

orders While profit as a whole will appear from the profit

and loss account and no cost accounts are necessary to give the

information, the profit on individual orders or jobs can be ascer-

tained only by means of settmg the cost of production against

the selling price This, of course, implies that if the whole

profit anses from 500 items, the individual costs of the 500 items,

set against the individual sale prices, will correspond exactly,

when aggregated, with the total m piofit and loss account

Need for Simple Truth—The use of percentages and the

calculation of loss by classes, though very valuable to the produc-

tion department, should not be allowed to gam entry into the

financial accounting, for the simple reason that once accounting

gets off the solid basis of fact and mto the region of suppositions,

the results it presents are subject to all kinds of qualifications and

reservations that do not appear on the surface Under such

conditions confidence in accounts would be seriously undermined,

and their value thereby almost nullified

Wasted Direct Labor—It was pointed out m a previous

chapter that a sahent difference between overhead or service and

direct labor is that while the former does not cease, or at best only
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ceases partially, when a machine is shut down, the lattci can be

and is cut off entncly

But this applies only to those cases m which a machine is

intentionally and deliberately shut down In many plants theie

is great wastage of duect laboi, though, as it is charged to one or

anothei job or included in the total of duect wages where costs are

based on output, this wastage does not come to light but passes

automatically into cost of job 01 output without anyone’s being

the wiser

This type of waste is due to what may be termed mtei missions,

the space of time between the completion of one job and the

beginning of the no\t, due to new woik not being leady or to

any one of several pieventable causes Even the most elaboiato

time-iecoidmg systems fail, as a lule, to catch this kind of item,

or to reveal the amount of money that is lost by leason of it

It is only wheie each machine is fitted with a lecoidmg device

showing the penods of actual opeiation that my recoid of this,

sometimes alarming, loss will be foithcommg

Inasmuch as in pinctically every case this type of loss is accom-

panied by a conespondmg loss of piocess-iate time (which also,

of course, fails to get recorded as loss), discussion of the matter

will be made m connection with piocess rates and the working of

production centers, and it will suffice at this point to note its

existence

Conclusion—It has been seen, m this chaptei
,
that standard-

ization, as it refers to direct-wages cost, consists of two elements,

first, standardization of the time of the job and, second, standard-

ization of the wage rate applicable to the work Combination of

the two piovides a standard-wage cost for the job

In piesenting results it is possible, where a variation fiom

standaid lias happened, to classify the extia expenditure m two
categories corresponding to the above elements The extra

cost due to longer processing time can be shown as an item sepa-

late fiom the extra cost due to a higher wage rate having been

applied to the work

It is also possible to express results as ratios of standard to

actual, and the observation of these ratios on successive occasions

affords a convenient method of watching the efficiency of opera-

tions, but this is a matter beyond the scope of the present work

The dangers of relying upon blanket ratios to afford guidance

to the true cost of jobs whioh have not been subject to detailed
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costing have been shown to be the same as those of the method
of applying burden by means of percentages or hourly buidens,

and to be subject to much the same inaccuracies

Though the whole subject of direct wages is somewhat outside

the proper sphere of this book, it has been judged well thus briefly

to discuss the subject, since the same term “standardization” is

applied to time and wages as described m this chapter and also

to the setting up of service factors and process rates But as a

matter of fact, the kind of standardization that leads to the latter

is quite a distinct class of operation and rests on quite different

principles, as will be shown m the next chapter

Another reason for including this study of direct-wage costs

is that, as such costs are necessarily part of the total cost of jobs

or outputs, there will be occasion, presently, to consider them in

connection with process lates and processmg time The ulti-

mate effect of standardization of cost cannot be understood with-

out refeience to that of time and wages cost, and though there

may be occasions when a cost contains process rates and no direct

labor, there are, on the other hand, no costs that are not based

on the element of time, which time may be standardized time as

considered above



CHAPHR XI

STANDARDIZATION

II OF OVERHEAD EXPENSE

All standardization is ultimately connected with and is based

on time In making a standardized wage cost, is discussed m
the pievious chaptei, we virtually piedict that in a given time

(standard time of opemtion) certain changes m mateual will

have been accomplished, and that dmmg this period a certain

rate of wages will have been unchanged, i e
,
will have been held

constant

In consideung the standardization of ovcihead expense the

time basis ih also all important By budgeting all overhead

items, classified into service factor gioups, we nsceitara the

cost of manufactunng capacity foi the plant, taken as a whole,

for one year Dividing this amount by the total woikmg hours

of the yeni gives an hourly rate which is the cost of manufacturing

capacity of the whole plant for one houi Next, a division into

departments is made, the annual cost of service m each depart-

ment being divided by the woikmg hours, giving the cost of the

manufactunng capacity of that depaitment as a whole for one

hour Sometimes it is necessary to go further, and obtain a

separate houily rato for each pioduchon center m the department

In all these cases we aio considering the incidence of various

forms of oveihoad on pioduction as mcasuied by what happens

in units of time

Overhead Related to Time in Two Different Ways —At the

outset the assembly of cost of manufacturing capacity is met by
a curious condition Certain of the expenditures that go to

make up overhead have no obvious relation and others have a

very close relation to working hours This division into fixed and

variable charges is one of the complications that have beset

the question of overhead from the beginning

The distinction between the two kinds of overhead may,
however, be roughly cleared up by considering that such charges

122
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as are by then nature annual, such as interest, depreciation,

certain salaries, etc
,
are divisible by working hours, while other

charges, such as laboi m all its applications, are to be multiplied

by working hours This is only a veiy rough and ready classifica-

tion, but it does bring out the essential point of difference between

the two classes in terns of time

Entrance of Service Factors —In this discussion we are,

however, maintaining the principle that indirect expense should

not be grouped into one sum and labelled "overhead, ” but that,

from the beginning, each item of expenditure should be allotted

to one of several classes (service factors) which lepresent the

cost of services to direct production or, m other words, the cost

of manufacturing capacity as built up out of such factors

A service factor repiesents virtually a separate business carried

on by the manufactuiei to assist pioduction, such as the business

of property owner, of power manufacturer, etc
,
and it is evident,

therefore, that we have to do two things first, to ascertain what

it costs to carry on the factor service for a year, and, second, to

find a basis for charging a correct portion of this total to produc-

tion as and when utilized

Expenditures on a service factor will, themselves, be made

up of the two classes of expense mentioned above Some items

will tend to become less per unit period of charge, in proportion

as the time over which the service is spiead is larger, and others

will tend to increase in total annual amount in pioportion as

longer hours are worked

With these varying elements of cost m most service factors,

it becomes necessary, in order to have any solid foundation

on which to build, to introduce the principle of standardization

into the construction of service factors

Service Factor Standardization—The standardization of

a service factor is virtually the same thmg as reducing it to a

rent This was exemplified as applied to small-scale production

in Part I Howevei much the scale of production may be

mcreased precisely the same principles are involved, although a

further development, that of “ departmentahzation, ” will now

come between the settlement of a rent and its reduction to ele-

ments of process rates We need not consider departmentaliza-

tion at present As a preliminary exercise the case of a

non-departmentahzed plant (which is the same thing as a plant

with only one department) will be discussed
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What is the salient featuie of a rent? It is the elimination

of the influence of local cxpendituies, a smoothing out of the

curve, so that such rent does not rise or fall m any shoit period,

such as a week 01 month, even though expendituies may have
been gientei m one such short penod than in anothei In othei

woids, expenditures aie standardized over a sufficiently long

penod to absoib local n regularities In one month the rent

receivable foi that month may be wholly spent on a lepan,

but in othei months nothing will be spent The tent for the

year is so standardized that the same amount is paid by the tenant

month after month

In the case of an ordinaiy lent, the basis of dividing the

standardized annual amount so as to deteimme the payments
by the tenant is very simple Usually it is a matter of simple

division by t lther twelve or fifty-two, according as p lyments are

monthly or weekly Nothing quite so simple as this can be

done in the case of service factois, because these contain ceitam

elements that arc not natui al annual charges

Annual and Period Charges —This point requires some
examination All ordinary rents aie built up of annual chaiges,

such as intei est, depreciation, etc Even repaus, though an
inteimittent expense, is reducible to a fair average annual total

It is always the cost of repaus for a year that is included in rent

Rent, therefore, contains only one class of expenditures, namely,

those which aie dmstble by a working period, which in this case is

a month or week
Service factors, on the other hand, contain all of these items

and also otheis, which are not of the natui ally divisible class

Divisible elements aie those of which the annual total is practi-

cally unaffected by tho length of working periods, within reason

Annual dopieciation, foi example, would be much the same for a

48-, a 50- or a 52-hr week Annual interest is wholly unaffected

by length of working horns Annual cost of building lepairs

would be little different whether the shortei or longei week were

used

But all that class of expenditure that consists of hourly service,

such as the work of transport men, subforemen and timekeepers,

if paid by the hour, laborers, etc
,
will vary m total amount m

close proportion to the actual working hours

On the other hand, not all indirect labor is expended m strict

proportion to working hours If a given shop is working over-
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time, it does not follow that all services have equally extended
operation

Natural Stages of Standardization —In setting out to effect

the standardization of overhead into service factors and m
applying these as process cost (i e

,
the cost of manufacturing

capacity), there are certain natural stages or halting places,

each of which finds the apphcation of piocess cost carried to

smaller and smaller groups of processes, until, finally, each

individual process may have its own individual process rate

First Stage—From what has been said as to overhead being the

cost of manufacturing capacity, it follows that the first stage is

reached when we set all overhead (classified into service factors)

against all capacity The annual total of all service factors is the

annual cost of all manufacturing capacity This annual value

may be, then, converted into an hourly value by dividing it by
the number of working hours m the year We have then the

hourly cost of manufacturing capacity for the plant as a whole

Only in very simple conditions would such an houily rate be

practically useful A small concern turning out only one article,

as one weave of cloth, one variety of soap or other chemical

compound, 01 a single variety of stamped piece, would be able to

consider its whole plant as a single process, and the combined

hourly value of all service factors (that is, of all overhead)

would be the hourly process rate of such process Under such

simple conditions it would sometimes not be necessary to carry

standardization into any narrower sphere of application

Second Stage—In very few plants are conditions as simple

as this For the most part operations aie diverse and are con-

sequently regarded as being separated into departments If

within the department there is no diversity of processing, then

such department may be considered as a single process But

m order to find the cost of the annual or hourly manufacturing

capacity of such departments, it is first necessary to assemble

all the local items of seivice expense arising within each depart-

ment, and to add to these the department’s pioper share of service

expense arising outside the department The two varieties,

together, constitute, of course, the annual and hourly service cost

(or cost of the manufacturing capacity) of the department

Then, when all departments have been thus arranged, the whole

of the oveihead will have been allotted to departments, and thus

is said to be departmentalized
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If the work done in the vinous depaitments is in each case a

single process (01 chain of piocesses), no fuither subdivision of

seivice cost is necessaiy The cost of 1 hour’s manufactuiing

capacity of the department is the piocess cost of the pioduct

turned out If there ne 20 machines in the depaitment and

they are all dike, and if the working horns aie, say, 200 in a given

month, then theie will be 4,000 piocess liouis in the month,

and if all the oveihead (seivice factois) aggregates at 86,000 for

the month, then the process late will be $1 50 per hour for any
machine

In a large vanety of industries no frnthei stage of subdivision

of service-factoi chaige is necessaiy A depaitment having a

homogeneous output which is piocessed it exactly similar

machines can have only one piocess rate Moreovei, even when
there are differences m machines, this will still be the case,

provided that machines aie airanged m sequences and that all

product passes through the senes m exactly the same manner
Each senes can be regaided as a single machine, and, if there aie

five or ten such sei les all exactly alike, they can bo i egai ded as five

oi ten piecisely similai machines, and no advantage would be

gamed by setting up individual machine costs The piocess

rate will be the same foi ill five oi all ten of the sets of machines

Third, Stage —If, howevei, product does not flow uniformly

through all machines but takes longer to pass some machines

than others, or if machines (not being in sequence) aie themselves

different one to the other, oi if pai t of product passes through some
machinery and not others, then it is obvious that uniformity

of processing conditions within the depaitment is no longei

obtaining If we have twenty machines and six of them foim one

gioup, three another, and the remaining eleven are all different,

then no one process rate will bo applicable to all of them Under

these conditions wo must undoitako the final analysis of service

and deteimmo how each seivice is absorbed by individual

machines or production centers We shall then have as many

different •process safes as ihete are diffeiences between the type and

duty of production centers

This is the ultimate possible subdivision When every produc-

tion center has its own individual process rate we know all that

it is possible to know about the cost of manufacturing capacity

If knowledge of the cost of manufacturing capacity of the plant

as a whole, or of the output of individual departments as a whole
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is too vague and general, then, by completing the third stage, the

utmost precision m costing processes is reached, since by this

means the process cost of every single piece or lot of pioduct on

whatever machine it may have been worked is known in final

detail

What has been done here is, m fact, the carrying out of depart-

mentalization as far as the individual production center As
departments must have homogeneous processing to enable a

single process rate to be applied to their work, m the piesent

case we have narrowed down the application of service factors so

Cost of manufacturing capacity of production center

Fig 30

that each machine oi production center can carry on an individual

type of processing and yet be costed with equal precision But,

as remarked above, this final refinement is unnecessary so long as

we can divide up manufacturing operations into departments of

homogeneous processing It is only when it becomes necessary

to mclude m one depaitment several types of production center

or varieties of product which are not all processed ahke that the

hourly process rate must be worked out foi each such center

Diagram of the Three Stages of Standardization—In Fig 30

the foregomg stages of standardization are exhibited in diagram

form First, the separate service factors are consolidated m one
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total, which lepiesents the cost of manufacturing capacity (pre-

paredness) of the plant as a whole This stage can rarely be uti-

lized, inasmuch as most plants need deputmentalization

Next, foui depaitments (A, B, C and D) aie shown, and in each

appeals that depaitmont’s shaic of each factoi The consoli-

dated total -would be the cost of manufactuiing capacity of that

depaitment In many cases this is as fai as standardization need

be earned, as, foi example, when the pioduct is homogeneous
and the department’s output can be c\pi essed in thousands,

yards, pounds, etc Process cost is found by dividing the

standard numbei of woilang hours into the total cost of manufac-

turing capacity

The final stage is reached, as shown for two departments

(A and C) in the diagiam, when standardization is earned as fai as

the individual pioduction centeis {foui shown foi Dept A and
three foi Dept C) Each such center takes up its own individual

shaic of each factoi, and the consolidated tolal divided by
standaid woiking houis gives the houily piocess 1 ite for the

production center On this plan, the process cost of eveiy dif-

ferent job, m whntevci lespcots it may resemble oi diffoi fiom

other jobs, is accurately found Such job may consist of one,

or a thousand, 01 a million units, and take half an horn 01 seveial

days, without piejudice to the accuracy of costing

Accuracy of Standardized Factors —In the last chaptei

attention was called to the difficulties surrounding the use of

standardized direct cost It may be very well asked why and m
what degiee standardization of seivice factors can be said to be

more reliable than standardization of direct time and wages on

individual jobs If a certain amount of distrust is justifiable in

the one case, why not in the other?

Both classes of standardization are leally made on the pnnciple

of infinitesimals In the case of standard operation time, based

on time and motion study, the standard is built up out of a large

number of small movements, so that errors in one 01 two of these

will not make a senous error when all are aggregated The
larger the number of elements studied and reoorded, which means
the smaller the individual observations, the greater will be the

chance of reasonable accuracy, because the smaller will be the

amount of an individual misreading or error

In the same way the setting up of service factoi s is based on

observation of a large number of small items, each of which is
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made as accurate as observation will allow, and the value of these

observations for a whole yeai is made the basis of standardization

Process rates are usually houily, that, is, they amount, usually,

only to about one twenty-four-hundredth part of the annual charge
to the process, and, consequently, to produce a senous error in an
hourly rate quite a considerable amount of inaccuracy must
have existed in the computation of the annual service charges

But this computation is not merely that of a vague expenditure

known as “overhead” The division of all expenditure into

service factors enables the scrutiny to become far more precise

than it would be if merely an assembly of annual expenditures in

a general way were m question It enables the mind to form a

clear picture of different classes of activity, because expenditures

are seen in groups and in relation to the ends to be effected In

tabulating the expenditure of the powei factor, or of the super-

vision factor, or of the storekeeping-transport factor, the essential

or necessary character of this 01 the other item of expenditure is

easily reviewed Consequently, when some hundreds of items

are assembled m perhaps seven or eight factors, though an item

here or there may have been misjudged, the final result should be

very close to actual figures, provided conditions are unchanged

Control of Accuracy of Service Factors—In the case of stand-

ardized time and wages cost, as referred to in the last chapter,

it is pointed out that the justification of a standard was actual

performance of the work within or at the given hmits The more
frequently the performance is repeated and the standard reached

the more confidence in the accuracy of the standard will be felt

In the same way, confirmation of the accuracy of standardiza-

tion of service factors can be brought about only by regular

comparison of standard figures with actual figures Of course,

a considerable portion of the items which make up annual service

factors, such as interest, depreciation, insurance, taxes, salaries,

fuel cost, etc
,
are very httle subject to alteration to a hurtful

degiee dunng the twelvemonth, and when such alteration takes

place it is known at once and, if necessary, new service factors

put mto operation

The items which arise from hourly labor, and such items enter

mto most service factors, demand the most careful scrutiny

It is one of the merits of the service-factoi method that it forces

careful forecasting or budgeting so subdivided (by factors and

by departments) that unauthorized increase m any item is seen
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at once Such inci oases me eithei temporal y 01 permanent

If the foimei, they may m genei il be ignoied If the latter,

modification of the factor miy be necessaiy, if the amount is

sufficient to affect the houily lates

The most difficult item to conti ol is that of lepairs The
amount allotted to repms mnuilly in each factoi should, of

couise, be based on expencnce But, even so, theie will be m
genei al no coirtspondence between the amount actually expended

m any one month and the paiticulai amounts scheduled or fore-

casted, as explained above when consideimg factors as rents In

many cases, howevei, there will be a lcpau staff, the size of which

is based on the progiam of lepairs foi the yeai, as assembled

in factors This implies th it e\ eiy month a given amount will be

applicable foi lcpuis, and, if this sum is compaied with the

total actual repaiis for all factors, a fair conti ol is obtained The
amount budgeted against any miclune 01 individual piece of

equipment, building, etc
,

is controllable only by comparison

at the end of the yeai, but the total allowance foi lepairs can be

compaied with actual, month by month, and should agiee with

reasonable closeness

Repair allowances m budgets will, m general, be maximum
limits When, therefore, it is seen early m the year that such

amounts have been attained 01 passed, it is a danger signal

and shows evidence for inquiry This matter will be discussed

moie fully m a later chapter

Conclusion—The general idea underlying standardization

of overhead will be undeistood from what has been said above

to include

1 Segregation of all non-processing opeiations into certain

gioups or factors, each of which repiescnts a definite kind of

business, giving a diffeient kind of seivice to production

2 Within each of these factor gioups an assembly of annual

expenditures is budgeted, ceitain of these bung natuial annual

amounts, which are divisible by working hours, and otheis being

built up amounts which tend to increase in proportion to or are

multiphable by working hours

3 Items like repairs are based on what experience gives as

the annual cost of such work and are budgeted separately against

each class of equipment hable to repair within each factor

4 Standardization is carried out m at least two and frequently

three stages First, the aggregate of all service factors is assem-
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bled and set against the total of hours worked This gives the

cost of manufacturing capacity for the whole plant, considered

as one department and one production center Second, mstead

of having the total of each service factor in one sum, it is divided

into departmental portions, each department being budgeted

separately Setting this forecasted amount against the total

hours worked m a depaitment gives the cost of manufacturing

capacity for that department In many cases no further sub-

division of factors is necessary

A third stage is reached when the operations of a department

are not homogeneous In this case each seivice factor is given

the extreme of departmentalization, namely, as far as the individ-

ual production center Each production center virtually becomes

a separate department for costing pwposes, and its output is

costed with entire independence of what other production centers

may or may not be domg
5 Control of the accuracy of factors and, therefore, of proc-

ess rates, depends on accuracy of forecasting or budgeting and

is based on the principle of infinitesimals, which gives a reasonable

chance that errors will not be unduly serious This is safe-

guarded by comparisons between actual and budgeted figures,

factor by factor, each month Any permanent discrepancies will

be considered m the light of their quantitative influence on pioc-

ess rates At any time process rates may be recalculated, and,

if this is done on a modern electric arithmometer, a very small

expense is involved even when a considerable number of process

rates are to be refixed



CHAPTER XII

STANDARDIZATION

III OF SERVICE FACTORS

While it is not very often, m piactice, that the whole plant

can be treated as one depaitment, it is possible with a single

homogeneous pioduct foi this to be the case Such a plant

affords, of course, the simplest example of stnndai dization of

overhead, and foi that leason provides a suitable model for

study In the piesent chapter such a plant is assumed to be

undei discussion

Setting Up Service Factors—The fust step in establishing

process latcs will always be a decision on what service factors

are present Ceitain of these aie piesent in all plants, but

there are sometimes special su vices, such as, foi example, com-

pressed-air service, tool-room service, gas production, chlorine

production, making of special dopes, etc
,
which aie individual

to single industries or even to a single plant At the present

stage, however, we are not interested in these special factois,

as they aie meiely additional, and the principles on which they

are set up will easily be understood from the examples of oidmary
servioe factors heie consideied

The usual service factors piesent m practically all plants may
be enumerated as follows

1 Land~biiildmgs (Space) Facial —This factor represents, in

the mam, the function of the manufactuioi as property oionei or

landlord Most of the expenditure included in such a factoi

coiresponds exactly to that which would be included if, instead

of using the property for manufacturing purposes, it were rented

to someone else For convenience, however, certain items are

included, such as cleaning, lighting and heating, which bung
up the factor to the status of a standardized charge for the prop-

erty maintained ready for use or, m other words, m a state of

preparedness for production Of course, if the property were

rented to someone else, these last three items would usually fall

on the rentee

132
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In some instances it may be more convenient to include lighting

and heating as part of the power factor but this is mainly a

matter of the most convenient treatment of figures As will be

seen later, the end attamed is the same whichever method is

employed

In the simplest case, namely, where the building is rented,

the space factor will consist mainly of this rent, plus taxation

and the annual cost of cleaning, lighting and heating On the

other hand, where it is owned by the manufacturer, charges

for interest and depreciation on the capital value, for insurance

and an estimated allowance of the cost of annual repans will

be substituted for the rent payable to the landlord As this

and all other usual factors will be considered at length m later

chapters, further detail of what should be included and how
will not now be discussed The principal pomt to observe is

that the whole of the expenditure for the year, being aggregated,

forms a grand total which is one element, and a very clearly

defined and separate one, of the cost of manufacturing capacity

of the plant for twelve months

2 Power Factoi —This factoi represents the function of the

manufacturer as owner of a power station, whethei the power

plant furnishes 50 or 50,000 hp It is, as a rule, a more complex

factor to set up than the land-buildings factor, because power is

frequently used m more than one form and is applied to more

than one use It is usually arranged to include not only the

cost of upkeep of the power plant itself but also of all the trans-

mission apphances wherever used, such as belts, shafting, motors,

mam and subsidiary wiring, meters, pipmg for steam or hot

water, and so forth

This is equivalent to saying that the power factor represents

the cost of power m any of its forms, e g ,
current maybe at

more than one voltage, steam, exhaust steam, hot water, etc
,

delivered at the 'point of consumption At its simplest, the power

factor may be made up simply of the annual bills for current

from the pubhc service mains, plus the upkeep and repair, inter-

est and depreciation of such motois, mam and branch wiring,

meters, etc
,
as are used for distributing the current to points of

consumption within the plant

When power is generated m the plant, the items that go into

power factor are such as would be so charged were the power

plant being maintained as a pubhc service station for supplying
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curient to someone else, plus charges for internal equipment

as indicated m the ease of current pui chased from outside The
dividing line between the powei factoi and all othei oveihead

is thus fairly clcai, but it must not be overlooked that a poition

of the annual land-buildmgs factoi will be chaigeable to the

powei plant m lespcct of the space for fuel stoiage and the build-

ing 01 buildings occupied for powei geneiatmg purposes

When these items have been aggiegated mto an annual total,

this total represents the cost of piepaiedness to maintain delivery

of so many kilowatts of cunent 01 so many pounds of steam, for

one year, at the points of consumption This forms another

cleailv defined element of the cost of manufacturing capacity of

the plant for one yeai

3 Supei vision Factoi —The title of this factoi is self-explana-

toiy, but its scope will vaiy according to the size, variety and

intei nal oiganmtion of the plant It is entitled “supervision”

rather than “management” because it is confined to segiegating

the cost of the intern il supei vision of the plant as distinguished

from the general expenses of admimstiation It therefoie

includes the maintenance of the plant manager’s or supeimtend-

ent’s staff, the pioduction and inspection staff, foiemen’s salanes

and that of their assistants or subforemen and, m fact, every

expendituie that is incurred in the course of supervising, directing

or guiding production

In a small plant such as is assumed here, the supervision

factor would be small, butm some kinds of industry, particularly

m the highly involved machine types, it becomes largely expanded

and lequnes some study to arrange satisfactorily This aspect

will, however, be treated at length m later chapters For the

present it need only be noted that we have heio a third clearly

marked group of activity, and that the aggregate annual cost of

this group of expenditures represents the maintenance of the

supeivision function in a condition of preparedness to supei vise

and control output This function has, of course, no analogue

in any outside or purchased service that might be represented

by a common rent, but it is an obvious and unmistakable ele-

ment of the cost of processing just the same
4 Storage-transport Factor—In every plant the movement,

handling and storage of material takes a great part, involving

a variety of expenditure This factor is practically a double one,

dealing on the one hand with the purchase, receipt, care and stor-
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age of raw material (and sometimes of manufactured parts), and
on the other with its movement between processes until final

dehvery into warehouse of finished goods

While the stoiage-tiansport factor is perhaps the most tiouble-

some to set up when a departmentalized plant, or one in which
departmentahzation is earned as far as the individual production

centers, is m question, since the problems arising from proper

distribution or allotment of amounts are sometimes complex,

yet there is very little difficulty m collecting and segregating the

items that belong to it, which is what we are deahng with at

present

Expenditures attributable to the storage-transport factor

are in general fairly obvious They include annual cost of space

for buildings or areas occupied by raw and half-manufactured

material, mterest, depreciation, insuiance, etc
,
on the value of all

shelving, weighing machines, bms and other stores equipment,

the wages or salaries of purchasing and storekeeping staff,

mterest and insurance on current stores balances and similar

items On the transport side the expendituies include interest,

depreciation and insurance on cranes, conveyors, overhead ti av-

elers, tractors and trucks and the power charge involved in these

,

wages of transpoit men, including transport foieman and any

other items having relation to the movement of goods In both

classes allowances for repair of equipment will also be included

When all of these charges are aggregated into one annual

total, they represent the cost of preparedness to store, handle and

move material and, as such, are an obviously distinct and separate

item of process cost, making the fourth group which is capable of

being distinguished as an independent factor of such cost

5 Productive Equipment Factor—All the foregoing factors

represent the annual cost of maintaining certain definite classes

of service to production in a condition of prepaiedness to produce

a given output The present factor is concerned with the annual

cost of maintaining the actual productive equipment itself, that

is, the machines, benches, floor spaces, etc
,
which form produc-

tion centers with dehvery pomts, as explained in Chap VIII

In the present instance, wherein we are considering the plant

as a whole, the only steps necessaryto set up the productive equip-

ment factor are, first, to list all production centers, and, sec-

ond, to set against each the capital value concerned Then,

for each such production centei, the annual charge for mterest,
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depreciation, insurance and taxes is calculated and set down An
annual chaige for lepairs, taking into account the cncumstances

of each case, is then made against each centei, and also a chaige

lepresentmg the annual cost of sundnes, such as lubi icating oil,

cotton waste, etc ,
is m ide up In some cases a fui ther allowance

is set up for the annual cost of cleaning the machine

It will be obvious that all of these are localized charges individ-

ual to the production centeis themselves They oannot by
any stretch of imagination be considered as having any 1elation

to anothei production center, 01 to the processing work done on

any other such center When, theiefoie, they have all been set

up and an aggregate total made, it follows that we have heie the

annual cost of maintaining production centeis m a condition of

prepar edness, and that this cost is entuely independent of any

othei factor and is an obviously separate element of cost

6 Organization Factor —Most of the usual expenditures of a

modem plant have now been taken up and assigned to one or

another service factoi All have very close relation to production

and arise foi the most part within the shops Theie lemams,

however, anothei class of expenditure, which corresponds to

some extent with the classification “general expense,” that

usually figuies prominently in older methods of burden

distribution

The organization factoi represents the annual cost of such

parts of the annual organization as have not been previously

assigned to a definite factor It includes, therefore, salaries of

higher officials, of accountants and time and cost clerks, order

offices, watchmen and the stationery, books, etc
,
used by them

It also will include a portion of space factor on account of office

buildings, and inteiest, depreciation and maintenance of type-

writers, calculating maohines, furniture and office appliances

This foims, foi the most part, a fairly clearly defined group of

expenditures, but, before these values can be assigned definitely

to the organization factor, a preliminary scrutiny has to be made
m regard to many of them, arising from the fact that m many
offices, and to a certain degree in all offices, the work pertains not

only to production but also to selling It is necessary, therefore,

to divide up such expenditures so that production is charged only

with its fair share of the total The method of doing this will be

discussed later, at this stage it is only requisite to call attention to

the principle
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The net result of the foregoing will be that we have now
an annual total representing the cost of administrative and other

office sei vices to production, which is, m effect, the cost of

maintaining such organization m a condition of preparedness to

take care of the productive transactions

Use of Service Factors —When the foregoing factors have been

set up we have (in the absence of any special factors additional

to these) the entire total of overhead expense arranged m six

definite groups, which are entirely independent The efficiency

of one of these groups is not related to that of other groups, but may
be regarded on its own merits As the total of overhead expense

has been defined as the cost of the manufacturing capacity of the

plant as a whole, it is evident that each group or factor is the

cost of maintaining the service it represents m a condition of

preparedness to contribute to that manufacturing capacity, thus

The land-buildings or space factor is the cost of preparedness

of buildings ready for use in the standard working period

The power factor is the cost of maintaining power supply

adequate to furnish power for the standard workmg period

The supervision factor is the cost of providing the necessary

supervision in a state of preparedness to deal with the operations

of the standard working period

The stores-transport factor is the cost of maintaining a supply

of material and of transporting it to and fro m quantity sufficient

to constitute preparedness to handle output during the standard

working period

The productive equipment factor is the cost of maintaining

machines or other forms of production center m a state of pre-

paredness to do processing during the standard workmg period

Finally, the organization factor is the cost of maintaining an

administrative and office organization in sufficient amount to

represent preparedness to handle the transactions which will

arise during the standard working period

Having assembled these factors, the next question is their

relation to the expected output This, as already pointed out,

is based on time AH the factors have been assembled at their

annual value, and a considerable proportion of the items entering

into them will have been calculated on the basis of an expected

number of working hours If it is assumed that this basis was

2,400 hr m the year, then by dividing each factor total by 2,400

the value of each such factor for one hour is found
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If then these (six) houily amounts are added together, a sum

is m rived at which repiesents the cost of all factois, taken

togethei, for one houi

In othei words, this is an houily piocess late

Hourly Process Rate —Undei the conditions heie assumed,

namely, that the plant consists of a single deputment with a

homogeneous product, such as, foi example, one size and vanety

of food product, or a packeted mixture of ehennc ils, such as a

fungicide or disinfectant, 01 one variety of cloth or other textile

material, then the total cost of the output ot that product, on the

basis of 1,000 units pei houi, will be,

Piocesi mte, 1 hi S60

Direct laboi, 1 lu 30

Total cost of piocossing S90

^ qqq
= 9 cts pci unit (package, i ard, pound, etc )

These figuies are, howevei, only ipplic iblc if the plant contains

a single stieam of pioduotion m it Inch the i iw miteml pisses,

stage by stage, through a senes of michmes m a continuous

stream It may happen, however, that moie than one such

stream exists Instead of having a single machine at each stage

of operation, theie may be, say, six such machines all alike In

this event there will be not one but six delivery points to be

considered, any one of which may be working or not woilang

independent of the others

Under these cncumstances, if the hourly process late foi the

whole plant is $60, this must be divided by six to find the houily

process rate for each delivery point, namely, $10 If, now, each

delivery point has an output of 1,000 per houi, the piocess-rate

cost per unit will be $10/1,000 oi 1 ct

Stage Reached by Standardization—It may be well at this

point to review what has been effected by the airangements

described The question may be asked What has been standard-

ized, and what end has been attained by this standaidization?

In the first place, the collective term “oveihead” has been

exchanged for the idea of seveial independent gioups of expendi-

ture, each of which has its own separate efficiency and its own
separate relation to the cost of manufacturing capacity of the

plant as a whole

In the second place, these groups or factors have been set up

on the basis of a given capacity for output, or, more exactly, on

the basis of a given number of workmg hours in the year
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Combination of all the factors represents, theiefoie, the cost

of maintaining certain services duimg a given number of hours m
the year If production is actually maintained through this

number of hours, then utilization of the manufacturing capacity

thus provided will be 100 per cent If, on the other hand,

production falls short of this number of hours, then some of the

manufacturing capacity provided will have been wasted
The problem which has thus been attacked and settled is this

Given a certain number of working horns per annum, per month
and per day, what is the cost of maintaining the whole oiganiza-

tion in a state of preparedness during those penods? To
facilitate accurate forecasting of the cost in question, we have

considered the question from six different viewpomts, and from

each of these have asked, What items are legitimately to be

included m this service? Knowing that no expenditure is legiti-

mate unless it is the price of a service to production, it becomes a

matter of no insuperable difficulty to tabulate the different items

that should enter into each service

When the existence of an item is recognized and allowed, its

annual valuo is ascertained In a considerable number of cases

(mteiest, depreciation, repairs allowance, salaries), the annual

value is evident on the face of it In other cases it is built up

by considering its hourly value and how much of it will be con-

sumed m the course of a year

The end of the determination is reached when we have, on the

one hand, a standardized number of working hours pei year,

and, on the other, the legitimate expenditure required to keep

things moving in a productive sense durmg those hours When
a satisfactory tabulation of items has been effected, all that

remams is to divide the total by the working hours to find the

cost pei hour of the manufacturing capacity of the plant

Dividing Utilized from Wasted Capacity—The cost per houi

of manufacturing capacity has obviously no relation to the amount

of output, any more than the purchase of a heavy winter overcoat

has to the number of times it will be worn m the season That

will depend on the temperature of the winter days and is a matter

that cannot be forecasted

In the same way, though we can forecast with considerable

accmacy the cost of manufacturing capacity for 2,400 hr per

year, it is impossible to foresee whether this will actually be

utilized to the full Even m the case of a simple plant with
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only one department and one stream of product continually

passing, it is not certain that unforeseen circumstances may not

pievent the working of the full 2,400 hr A bieakdown might

occur, or a shortage of matenal, or a shoitage of orders Suppose

one or moie of these accidents to happen, how is the standardized

cost of capacity affected 9

It is, of couise, not affected at all, just as the puce of the ovei-

coat is not affected by its gieatei oi lesser use Standardized

process cost represents the cost of a maximum that should be

realized under normal and reasonable conditions It is, therefore,

the cost at which work can be done If, howevei, unforeseen

hindrances pievent its full utilization, it means that some of the

capacity has been wasted, not that the cost at which work can

be done is any higher The cost of the woik which was done

is not affected This will bo more fully discussed in the next

chapter

Effect of Economies on Wasted Capacity—If tlieie is any
consideiable failure to leach standard working hours, or, in

othei woids, if a condition of “short time” exists, it will fie-

quently be possible to lay off some classes of seivice labor and

thus effect economies in overhead

The question now arises What relation has this economy
to the cost of unutilized capacity on the one hand and to the

cost of utilized capacity on the othei ?

Though this will be discussed in more detail later (as will

also the reverse question of overtime), it may be said now that

the only effect of such economies is to reduce the loss on wasted

capacity The cost of output, that is, of utilized capacity,

is not affected m any way, for it cannot be supposed that such

economies have made the piocess cost of what was actually pro-

duced any cheaper While the proof of this cannot be offered

here, a moment’s reflection will show the truth of the statement

The standardized process rate should represent the minimum
reasonable cost of work If it does not, then this implies that

items have been included m the standardized factors that were

not legitimate, and that, as a matter of fact, less service would

have produced the same result But if the economies m service

have been possible only because less service was wanted, because

of slack work conditions, then it follows that these economies

have been made from the portion of capacity that was wasted,

and not from the portion that was utilized
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The results of a working period may, therefore, be shown as

divisible mto two portions

1 Output at standard process rate

2 Loss due to unutilized capacity, which will amount m value

to the difference between total cost of capacity and utilized

cost, less any economies effected

Thus, if in a given month there were six machines (or sets

of machines) of which the standard hours were 200 per month
at $10 per hour, the total cost of manufacturing capacity would

be

200 hr X $10 X 6 = $12,000 for 1,200 hi

And if in a given month production fell short by 400 hr which

led to the reduction of service to the extent of $500, the results

would be presented as follows

Actual pioduction, 800 hr @$10 $8,000

Wasted capacity, 400 hr @$10 4,000
Less economies effected 500

Net loss $3,500

If, on the other hand, this wasted capacity were due to ineffi-

cient management, that is to say, to idleness of individual

machines part of the time while the nominal working houis of

the plant weie still 200 per month, the idleness being distributed

a few hours at this machine and a few hours at that, then it is

probable that no economies could be effected The various

servioes would have to be mamtained at full stretch, even though

much of them were runmng to waste The results would then

have to be presented as follows

Actual production, 800 hr @ $10 $8 , 000

Loss due to idle machines

400 hi @$10 4,000

Economies none

Relation of Wasted Capacity to Standard Cost—It will have

been seen that the inefficiency discussed here is altogether of a

different nature to that discussed in Chap X In that chapter

we considered cost from the viewpoint of a standard time of

operation and a standard wage rate It was found that varia-

tions were of two lands (1) a longer or shorter time of operation

might ensue, and (2) a higher or lower wage rate might be

employed Now, m regard to process rates, we have also two
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diffeient kinds of efficiency to note The standaid piocess tost

will be affected by oiu and not by the olhei

As regal ds the cost of piocessing, there can be only one

vanable, provided that the work is done on the production

center indicated, since the hourly piocessing late is fixed But
it is possible foi the standaid time of pioccssmg to vaiy from

standaid, in which case the cost of processing will be moie oi

less than standaid The other kind of inefficiency, namely,

waste of manufacturing capacity due to idleness of deliveiy

points, does not affect the cost of piocessing the job, but, as

already explained, is to be regarded as a loss and charged ulti-

mately to piofit and loss

Combined Variations in Wage Cost and Process Cost—The
case of a job standnidized as to tune, w ige rate and process rate

may now be considered fiom the viewpoint of the effect of varia-

tions on total cost

A single-department plant will be issuined with one delivery

point, that is, only one stieam of pioduct, which deliveiy point

has an houily rate of $10, lepiesentmg the savico cost of the

entile chain of processes th it culminate it such deliveiy point

The aggregate of wage lates on the ohun of piocesses amounts

to $4 per houi The standardized cost of a certain job may
then be stated as follows

Time of piocessing 26 hr

Standard wage cost, 26 X $4 $100

Standard pioccas cost, 25 X $10 260

Total cost of processing $360

It may be assumed that when the job was put m hand on this

occasion a rise in wages had taken place (namely, to $5 per houi)

since the standaid was fixed Also, that instead of the job being

processed in 25 hr
,
30 hr were consumed on it The results

will be stated thus

Actual Ratio

30 100 120

(@ $ 6) $160 100 160

(@ $10) $300 100 120

$460 100 128 6

The figures show an increased job cost of $100 This may be

analyzed as to cause of variation, thus

(standard

Time taken on the job, hours 26

Wage cost of job (@ $4) $100

Process cost of job (@ $10) 260

Total cost of job $350
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Actual cost of job

Standard cost

Excess over standaid

Deduct excess due to highei v age rate (30 hr (g> $1)

Excess due to longer time

This excess due to longer time arises, of course, partly from

wage cost and partly from process cost It is, therefore, analyzed

further, thus

Wages, 5 hr @ $4 $20
Piocess, 5 hr @ $10 50

Excess due to longer time, 5 hi $70

These excess amounts can be summarized

Excess ovei standaid due to highei wage rate $ 30

Excess ovei standaid due to longer wage time 20

Excess over standard due to longer process time 50

Total excess over standaid $100

In considering these results and comparing them with standard

cost, a decision as to whether the standard needed modification

would be based on judgment as to which of these excesses were

permanent and which were reducible to standard In this

case it is probable that the increase due to rise m wages would

be of a permanent character, and this would imply that the

standardized cost should be increased by revision of that item

The new standard cost would then become

Standard time 25 hr

Standard wage cost, 25 @ $5 $125

Standard process cost, 26 @ $10 250

New standard cost $375

Conclusion —The geneial aim of standardization of service

factors is, (by means of collecting all normal overhead into several

gioups of which the annual value is then worked out), to find

the cost of the manufacturing capacity of the whole plant for

one year This annual value is made up of some items that are

divided by the standard number of working hours that has been

fixed for the year and of other items that are multiplied by the

standard hours The annual value bemg thus obtained, the

hourly value is derived from simple division of the total by

the working hours

Ratio

$450 100 1281-2

350

$100

30

$ 70
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This houily value is the process late lepiesentmg one hour’s

manufactuiing capacity of the whole plant, 01, in other words,

the cost of maintaining a state of prepaiedness to do woik This

houily late is then the cost pei hour at which work can he done

Eveiy deliveiy point has its own houily piocess rate, but

under the conditions here assumed, namely, that the whole

plant is one depaitment woiking on a homogeneous pioduct, there

can be no diffeience between such rates They aie arrived at by
dividing the numbei of deliveiy points into the hourly rate for

the whole plant

In the usual couise of opeiations it is possible that some
delivery points will be idle put of the time In this case, as

described in Chip VIII, the houily expenditure incident at

such points dups into i pool of waste The deliveiy points past

which product is flowing continue to charge cost with the

standaid houily chaige, mespective of what othei delivery

points aie doing

In relation to standaid piocess cost of a job, standardized

hourly lates can piovide only one vanable Eithei the job

is performed m standard time or it is not If it is, then standard

piocess cost lcsults If more or loss time is used, then process

cost will be higher or lower

Where direct wages are chaigcd to a job separately from

process lates (as is the usual course, though an alternative will

be considered later), then three variables appeal Variation m
time of processing may cause mcrease 01 deciease of both wage

cost and process cost, and also a different rate of wages may have

been employed from that called for by standard The value

of these three variations both in peicentages and dollars and

cents can be shown separately m the cost statement



CHAPTER XIII

EFFECT OF CURTAILMENT OF PRODUCTION

Curtailed pioduction may arise from two sources It may be

deliberate, as when orders are scarce and it becomes necessary

either to cut down the working day or to work fewer days per

week, or it may be involuntary, as when, from one reason or

another (the reason is of little importance in this connection),

some or all of the delivery points are idle when they should be

working Of the two cases, the former is, of course, the more
important, as dealing with larger values, but the latter is also very

often much larger than anyone beheves It will be necessary,

however, to consider each case in considerable detail, so as to

determine what really happens to costs and to profits in either

instance

How Far Process Rates Apply—The first and most interesting

point will be the discussion of how far, under the circumstances

both of dehberate and involuntary curtailment of production,

our standardized process rates aie to be considered applicable

to the costing of product We are not concerned just now with a

condition of 'permanently curtailed production, as m the case

of a product the demand for which is no longer sufficient to make
it worthwhile to maintain production at full A permanent

curtailment of this kind is m the nature of a catastrophe and,

obviously, puts an end to all current arrangements, which must

be entirely revised and reorgamzed to meet the new conditions

The curtailment which is referred to here as being dehberate is

assumed to be of a temporary charactei, that is, it is hoped that

conditions will revert to normal within a longer or shorter period,

and it must, therefore, be discussed as an unavoidable aberration

from a normal condition

It will be the object of this chapter to demonstrate that under

conditions of dehberate and involuntary curtailment of produc-

tion the process rate itself is unaltered and is properly applied to

output just as though full time were being worked

Process Rate as a Measure of Something—If we consider

the essential nature of a process rate, which has been built up,

146
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as oxphined m pievious chapteis, out of various seivice factors

each of which is rcpiesentcd by a diffeient imount of service,

the 1cason why temporary abcnations from noimal production

do not disqualify such ixtc from being used foi costing output,

whethei cuitulment is delibci ito 01 lnvoluntaiy, will be seen

A piocess iate, from the principles of its eonstiuction, is a

measuie of the value of time, and the paiticular tune of

which it is the value is one horn of normal operation of a produc-

tion centei under full-time conditions But this is only one way
of looking it it When normal conditions exist, the piocess rate

is the measuie of actual seivice, it represents a condition that is

leally present If it dischaigcs $2 m 1 hi into the cost of a

job being done, it is because the $2 aie actually being expended,

houi by hour, as the upkeep of that process Unltss a senous

enor has been made m the calculation of service factois, it would
be impossible to imagine that any othci sum than ,$2 w is being

expended pei houi is the uplccc p of the production centci Undei
full-time conditions, as assumed, if till the houily piocess l ites are

aggregated and multiplied by the working liouis, then total at

the end of a week oi month would coincide with the actual

expcndituie on "oveihead” as shown by the financial books

In this case, theiefoie, the process iate is a real and actual sub-

division, based on time, of a leal and actual expenditure

But m proportion as production is cui tailed, it is obvious that a

disturbance of some kind has enteied into this perfectly fitted

and balanced system The question then arises, if undei such

circumstances we retain $2 an houi as the process rate, what
happens Are we intioducing a fictitious measure to asceitam

costs, and, if so, will this lead to a fictitious element being

introduced into these costs?

The answer to these queries is that a piocess rate is not only

a real and actual cost per houi undei full conditions It is also

a measure of the cost of manufacturing capacity, of the powei to

do, under normal and reproducible conditions We have, in fact,

set up a measuiing rod the value of which is quite independent of

the continuance of the conditions on which it was based It is a

measure of what can be done rather than of what actually is

being done As long as the conditions undei which it was fixed

are reproducible, its value as a measure remains unimpaued
Reproducible Conditions—What, then, are these conditions

that must be reproducible? Obviously, as the process rate is
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100 per cent correct when shop operation is 100 per cent of

maximum, then the condition towaid which we must struggle is

that of full-time operation of all the production centers m a shop

But this condition is precisely that which it is the aim of business

operations, and particularly that of the selling department,

to maintain If then, we are bidding on a job and making use of

process rates for the purpose of estimating cost of production,

what kind of lates would we natuially choose, if there were a

choice? Surely those which obtain when full time is being

worked, because that is the condition we wish to bring about by
the bid

To test this proposition let it be supposed that undei short-

time conditions new process rates had been calculated, so that

all service factors were taken up by the shortened number of

working hours in a new and higher rate If this were, say, $2 50

instead of $2, what would result if we made use of this increased

rate in bidding? Obviously, the estimate would be increased

also It would now represent not the cost at which the work

could be done when the shop resumed full time but a higher cost

Apart from the fact that such an estimate would probably fail

to be turned mto an order, it is evident that our modified process

rate has resulted in an estimated cost that has no relation to the

cost at which work can be done, but only to that at which it would

be done under one accidental and temporary condition of shoit-

time working

Actual Process Cost under Varied Conditions —It may be

objected that the foregoing argument has to do with estimating

or bidding and not to actual costing of a job We may then

consider the application to costing under varying conditions

First, when working hours are 100 per cent of maximum, the

process rate, say $2 an hour, is obviously correct, for the reason

stated above Now, let it be supposed that we have a condition

m which some 10 per cent of the total normal working time is

producing no work, through idleness of delivery points

This would probably be an involuntary curtailment, and would

involve httle or no alteration m the cost or amount of service

required to keep the shop moving Separation of wasted capac-

ity from utilized capacity, as outlined m previous chapters, gives

us a picture of certain delivery pomts from which service cost is

being discharged on to jobs, and others from which, being idle,

service cost is dripping into a pool of waste In this case there
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are no economies of service to consider Charges to the shop

bui den account ue the same, and these charges are being guided

by piocess rates oithei to jobs or to waste Charges and credits

being unchanged by reason of the cuitailment, all we need note is

the division into wasted md utilized c ipacity The pi ocess rates

themselves aie obviously unaffected and are functioning normally

It is a somewhat different matter when we have to consider the

second case, namely, that of deliberate cuitailment of produc-

tion, which we may assume amounts to 25 pei cent m a given shop

Such cuitailment may take one of two forms, either shoiter

working houis per day or fewer days per week Both of these

conditions have similai effect, as either of them will permit

economies in service

1 Shoitci Woi king Time —It is one of the tragedies of manu-
facturing that cost of seivice cannot be cut down to anything like

the same extent as can the cost of direct labor Seivice is a

mitter of oigamzation, and usually any ittempt greatly to

leduce its cost means the impairment of its efficiency not only

at the moment but also latci when full time is rcstoied More
than this, theie is a ceitam limit below which service cost cannot

be reduced at all, unless the plant is shut down altogether These

unfortunate facts are well known and need not be enlarged upon
heie All we are concerned with at present is the influence of a

reduction of service cost, under short-time conditions, on process

cost

We may assume that while production has been reduced

25 per cent it has been possible, by severe economies, to reduce

service cost 16 per cent

2 Repaiis—It should be noted, however, that all reduction of

cunent expenditure does not imply reduction of service In the

case of repaiis, which entei into several factors, a certain annual

total is arrived at, expenditure on which is distributed through

the twelve months of the yeai Unless curtailment of production

existed over a consideiable fiaction of the year, it is not probable

that the necessity foi such lepans would be greatly diminished

But on the other hand the current expenditure on repairs m a

time of depressed trade might be cut off entirely as a matter of

financial urgency This would imply, if the item of repairs has

been correctly allowed in the service factors, that on resuming

full-time working the interruptionm repair work would have to be

made up by increased activity in this direction
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In other words, expenditure on this item of seivice cost, though
cut off for the moment, must be regarded as merely postponed to

a more convenient season, not as having been evaded altogether

as an item of expenditure

3 Salaries —Unless the depression is veiy severe, no great

decrease in salaries may be expected Some part of the clerical

force may be retrenched, and, in severe depressions, salaries them-
selves may be subjected to a cut, but m ordinary short-time con-

ditions, when the depression is not expected to last very long, the

general tendency is to preserve the organization unimpaned as

far as possible No very considerable reduction is then possible

under this head

4 Intel est, Depreciation, Insurance, Taxes—All these items
are annual and do not diminish, that is, they are not subject to

reduction on account of shorter working hours

5 Hourly Labor—A good deal of service cost is made up of

so-called “indirect labor” Consequently, if services arc cur-

tailed some of this can be laid off Less cleaning would be done

,

fewer firemen and laborers would be wanted in the power house,

the number of helpers in stores, transport men, etc
,
would be

cut down, possibly some subforemen would return to the bench or

machine, and so forth In this class the most important reduc-

tions would be made
6 Service Materials—Beyond economies effectedm the smaller

varieties of material, such as oil, waste, etc
,
a certain economy

might be expected in the powei factoi by leason of a lessened

consumption of fuel Materials used on repairs would be reduced,

but the remarks made above on the subject of repairs apply to

material as well as to labor employed on repair activities

7 Electricity—If power were obtained from public supply

mams, the question of economies might rest on the nature of the

contract If an open one, current being purchased as and when
used, then economies could be made But if a given total of

kilowatts had been contracted for, and the normal consumption

of the plant did not pass this total, then a lessened consumption

would not yield any economies, since the contracted number of

kilowatts would have to be paid for whether UBed or not

8 Effect of Combined Economies—If the foregoing are com-
bined, it will be seen that it is quite impossible to reduce expend-

iture in anything like the proportion of reduced hours Certain

items are not reducible at all, others only slightly, so that even
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though the rcnmmdci won leduuble in piopoition to shortened

woikmg time, the combined effect would be much less

Significance of Reduced Expenditures —If the i eduction

of woikmg houis amounted to 25 pei cent and the 1 eduction of

seivice costs to 15 pei cent, it may be asked how far this reduction

of expendituie affects piocess lates The nominal total or

aggregate of ill process lates lenummg the same, and the services

lepiesented by them having been reduced in amount, how far are

the process rates themselves subject to reduction oi alteiation

on this account?

Process lates are wholly unaffected, because they still repiesent

the cost of what capacity to pioduce lemams If, with a ? educed

expenditure all machines weie still opeiated to 100 pei cent of

standaid woikmg houis, then, of course, it would be obvious

that actuil conditions weie no longci represented by existing

pioccss lates If we have, foi example, ten production centeis,

or dclivciy points, lited it $1 pei houi and a noimil working

penod of 200 hi m a given month, the normal ingoings and out-

goings could bi stated, thub

Norm il post of suviie (full Chained to tost, 2,000 hr

time woik) $2,000 @ $1 $2,000

Then, if as assumed above, working time weie to be reduced

25 per cent and expenditures on service factors 15 per cent, the

account would take this foim

Normal cost of service $2,000 Actual working houis 1,500

Chaige to cost, 1,500 hi

Less economies (16 pei cent) 300 ® $1 $1,500

Present cost of service $1,700 Balance 200

$1,700

This balance ($200) represents the net drip to the pool of waste

after all possible economies have been effected Fiom these

figures it is obvious that the total loss duo to failure to work the

full 2,000 hi would have been $500 and not $200 but foi the

fact that economies in service had been effected amounting to

$300

But if, when economies amounting to $300 had been effected,

it weie found that full working time had been worked, thus

Cost of seivice $2,000 Charge to cost, 2,000 hr

Less 15 per cent 300 @ $1

Reduced cost of seivice $1,700

$2,000
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Then it would be obvious that something was wrong, inasmuch as

$300 more has been charged mto cost through process rates

than was actually expended We should, m fact, be faced with a

condition m which the original total capacity would exist and be

applicable to production at a less cost than standard It would
imply that process lates were calculated at too high a figuie

through more service having been allotted to production centers

than was required to keep them in action 100 pei cent of standard

working time This would be a very unusual thing to happen
Example with One Factor—The relation of reduced service

to reduced production can perhaps be studied more clearly by
confining attention to a single factoi, say the power factor

Horns Chaige Plod centci Utilized Wasted

1 S 2 00 10 wlcg @ 20 cts $ 2 00

2 2 00 8
“ “ “ 11

1 60 $0 40

3 2 00 10 « « « « 2 00

4 2 00 10 a « « «
2 00

5 2 00 Bieakdown 2 00

6 2 00 8 wkg @ 20 cts 1 60 0 40

7 2 00 10 " “ " “ 2 00

8 2 00 10 « u „ „
2 00

Total $16 00 $13 20 $2 80

Fig 31 —Power factor utilized and wasted standard day (8 hr

)

A case may be supposed m which the cost of power for a working

day of 8 hr was $16, (Fig 31) and when, by reason of depression,

the working day was temporarily reduced to 6 hours (Fig 32),

the cost of power was found to be $13 98 per day There were 10

production centers or delivery pomts each rated at 20 cts an

hour (power factor share of process rate)

In Fig 31 the proceedings of the day, hour by horn, foi a

standaid day of 8 hr is shown In the first, thud, fourth,

seventh and eighth hours the whole of the 10 production centers

were working In each of these hours, therefore, powei to the

value of $2 was consumed and charged mto pioduct through

costs In the second and sixth houi, two of the centers were

idle and only eight working In these hours, therefore, $1 60

worth of power was utilized and charged mto costs and $0 40

worth wasted In the fifth hour a breakdown (e g ,
mam motor,

etc ) took place, and service was not restored to the centers
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foi a whole houi Nevertheless, no leduced powei generation

in the powei plant was feasible, is, from nnnute to minute, the

breakdown was expected to teinnnate The charge foi powei

was, theiefoie, the same as in othei houis, but w is wholly wasted

,

$2 is theiefoie chaiged m wisted column

In Fig 32 the condition of affans when working hours had

been ieduced to 6 is shown The total expense foi power foi

i 6-hi day was found to be $13 98 (instead of $16 foi 8 hr

)

We aie, thorefoie, at libeity to say that the cost of powei for

any single houi was $2 33

Though some saving has been effected in powei generation

owing to the shoitei woiking diy, it is not m piopoition to the

Hour Chiu gc
j

Prod ccntois I'tili/ul

j

Wastid

1 2 33 10 w 1 r @ 20 ( ts $2 00 SO 33

2 2 33 S “ ' “ “
1 00 0 73

3 2 33 10 “ “ “ “ 2 00 0 33

4 2 33 10 " " “ “ 2 00 0 33

5 2 33 Bmikdown 2 33

0 2 33 10 wkg © 20 eta _2 00 0 33

Total $13 % $0 00 $1 3b

Tia 32—Power factor, utilized and wasted sliort-tnni daj (0 hr )

working hours m each case A smallei total charge for the

day has resulted, it is true, but when this smaller total is divided

by the shorter working time (6 hi ) it is seen that the cost of

power pei unit (such as an hour’s supply) is higher than normal

The general effect of this is that a more wasteful condition exists

To return to Fig 32, we have 4 hr in which all 10 centers

were at work In each of these hotus the same amount as for-

merly ($2) is charged into coBt through piocess lates, and the

surplus cost pei hour ($0 33) is chaiged to waste The roason

foi this must bo fully understood

1 Why $2 and Not $2 33 h Charged to Production—Here

we have a case in which $2 33 is, as it were, proffered to us as

the cost of power for an houi We accept $2 of it and l eject

$0 33 Why is this? The fundamental principle of process

rates is here seen m action, and it can be usefully restated with

this example in view

The $2 rate is the actual cost of power per hour for the 10

production centers in question when full or standard workmg
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hours are m force It may be considered as having been vouched
for and proved by actual conformity of service cost with service

factors over a sufficient period This imphes that it is a repro-

ducible rate, whenever shop conditions correspond with normal
It is, therefore, the rate at which work can be done And, if it

is the cost at which work can be done, it must be the cost at

which work is being done even though this tiue cost is masked
by higher prices for service, due to such service being spread

over fewer hours and not being reducible m proportion to such

hours

But if $2 is the cost at which work can be and is being done,

then it must be inferred that the highei price of service is some-

thing separate and distinct from the cost of doing work, and this

inference is confirmed by observing that such higher puce wanes

and vanishes as normal working hours ate attained again The
$0 33, which was rejected as part of true cost, is, m fact, an

arithmetical ratio and represents nothing but a failure to save

a portion of the cost of service which would noimally have been

expended on the seventh and eighth hour

2 Failure to Save—This expression “failure to save or econo-

mize” is really the key to the existence of the $0 33

If we were able to save all the cost of service beyond the short-

time period of 6 hr
,
then the cost of 6 hr and of 8 hr would be

the same per hour If the process late were $2 for the one, it

must necessarily be a similar amount for the other This may
be demonstrated by an example

In Figs 31 and 32 ten production centers are in question If

under the normal conditions of an 8-hi day we find a charge of

$16 for power, this means (as each centei is assumed to take an

equal amount of power) a power rate of 20 cts per hour per

machine

If under short-time conditions, when the working day is

reduced to 6 hr
,
it were found possible to take up all the slack,

so that the power supply foi 6 hr amounted to $12, this would

mean $2 per day, and this daily charge divided among ten

machines would be 20 cts an hour, as before

This is just what would happen if power were being taken

from the mams on an open contract and only such power as

was actually consumed was paid for On an 8-hr basis there

would be a charge of $2 per horn, and a consequent rate of 20 cts

On a 6-hr basis, $2 per hour would again give a 20-ct rate
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But for the two houis in which no woik was done toe should pay

nothing at all In othei woids theie would be no superfluous

sei vice to pay for

3 Superfluous Sei nice—The thing which ve have failed to

save oi economize m ly then be defined as the cost of superfluous

service That is, the cost of such seivice as is still going on,

but which is beyond the needs of the production actually taking

place This seivice is not wanted foi the pui poses of pioduction

but, foi one reason oi another, it cannot be cut off Definitely,

it is that poition oi amount of service which is left when the

total cost of production, as deteimined by process rates actually

chaiged to jobs, is subtiacted fiom the actual cost of service

as shown by the financial books What is thus left over is so

left because no use has been found foi it It has, in fact, been

dripping mto the pool of w iste

If a piocess late is U2 an horn, and if pioduction is i educed

25 per cent md sen ice (asm the case of the powei chaige referred

to above) is reduced 25 pei cent also, then, obviously, the pioc-

ess lemains unalteied at $2, because its shoitei dischirge mto
woik will accumulate a ciedit that will exactly equal the cost

of the shoitei penod of powei seivice But if we cannot reduce

service 25 pei cent but, say, only 15 pei cent, it is perfectly

obvious that process woik actually being done cannot be fairly

visited with a higliei cost (piocess rate) because we are obliged

to allow more service to enter the shop than we lequire

What Becomes of Superfluous Service —The ultimate des-

tination of the cost of supoifluous seivice can be lllustiated by
refeience to the case of the powei supply taken fiom public

mams, referred to above, as contrasted with the case wherem
power is geneiated m the plant powei house

In tho fiist case, wherein the plant pays only foi what it con-

sumes, power is chaiged m strict propoition to consumption

by production centers, and as each center consumes the same

quantify per hour on a short-time day as on a normal day, there

is no superfluity as far as the plant is concerned But this is

obviously not all the story The cost of generatmg power at

the public service station will certainly not be reduced pro rata

as the plant demand for current ceases Even though short

time takes the form of shutting down two days a week, it will

not be possible for the power station to economize to the extent

of the revenue it loses on those two days
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What really happens when we open the mam switch and so

cut all loss on power for the day is that the whole question of

superfluous power is thereby shifted from the plant to the power

station And, if as is fairly certain, the power station cannot
economize to the extent of the lost revenue, then the net difference

must be charged to its pj ofit and loss account

Now, m the other case, wherein powei is generated in the

plant’s own power house, we have virtually the same series of

happenings When production centeis cease working, we may
picture the act of opening the switch as cutting off the loss on
power from the shop and transferring it to the power house

If the latter, as is practically certain, cannot economize to the

extent of the lost charges which it would have otherwise made
to the shop, then the net difference is loss But, of course, in

this case as power house and shop are owned by the same business,

the loss in question must go against the profit and loss account

of the business itself

In either case the procedure is the same Production is

charged as usual and at the normal rate for what it actually

consumed on jobs, and the loss due to unconsumed power is trans-

ferred to someone’s piofit and loss account—either that of a

public service company 01 that of the film itself

Application to Other Factors —The power factor affoids the

most convement demonstration of what happens when produc-

tion is reduced, inasmuch as the idea of “cutting off” power is

familiar to everyone, as is also the idea of such a service being

supplied from an outside source But that the same series of

happemngs takes place in regard to other factors will be under-

stood when we consider that the nature of the service has nothing

to do with its utilization or waste Anything m the nature of

a service that is measurable by time (process-rate hour) can

obviously be treated in the same way, as regards its monetary

value It is true that m the case of power there is something

like a physical difference between utilization and non-utihzation

In the one case actual current is flowing through the mams and

feeders, in the other the current does not entei the shop or the

production center A space factor does not at first sight seem to

afford a parallel case, but for all practical purposes it actually does

This is most easily seen if we consider a 6-hr day For the

last 2 hr of the normal 8-hr day, the shop stands idle and silent

Yet the building is still there Moreover it is still there m a
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condition of 1 cadiness 01 ptepaiediuss foi pi eduction Tins con-

dition is the lesult of expenditures, putly made up of amounts

such ismteiest, depiedition, msuiance, taxition, etc
,
which aie

not m the slightest degiee 1 educed because of the iccidental

cucumstance that the shop is idle in the seventh and eighth houi

Some slight reductions of expense may be made to meet the

condition Hourly wages of sweepers uid cleaneis will be cut

off In wmtei the hourly cost of light and heat may be 1educed

but much the gieiter part of the expenditure remains, or, m
other words, exactly as m the case of power, economies cannot

oveitake expenditure

Thus we have failed to save just as with the power factor, and

the idle building, standmg leady for pioduction but not being

utilized for production, may be legarded as lepiesenting super-

fluous sei vice, for which at the moment we can find no use The
net loss on this superfluous service must find its way, as in the

case of powci, to piofit and loss account

Application to Process Rates—If the pimciples of failure to

save and of supeifluous service aie applicable to each of the service

factois as has been shown, then it follows necessanly tint they

apply also to process rates as a class Process lates aie only the

arithmetical total of the service factors enteung into the main-

tenance of processes, consequently, they must follow the law of

the service factois themselves When a process stops working

and no product is passing its dehveiy point, then any service

proffered to it is a superfluous service, whether this takes the form

of power, space, supeivision or other seivice And the destina-

tion of all superfluous service is not cost of product but piofit and

loss account

Conclusion—It has been demonstrated m this chaptei that

when an hourly rate accuiatoly repiesents the coat of a seivice or

services per horn when the shop is running 100 per cent of its

standard working hours, it also repiesents the cost of the same

services as consumed m production when the shop is running less

than 100 per cent of standard workmg hours

Under short-time conditions it is possible foi the cost of the

power service to be entirely cut off, and, when this can be done,

then the hourly power charge to such centeis as are working will

necessarily be unchanged on any possible theory But in this case

the saving of the loss on lessened service is transferred to the

public service station
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Where the plant has its own power house, a similar loss,

though eliminated from production centers, must be met within

the business It may be considered as transferred to the power
house, and this means that eventually it will be charged up to

the profit and loss account of the business It is more usual,

however, to consider that it is charged to profit and loss from

the department concerned This is merely a matter of account-

ing convenience and does not affect the principle

Finally, the effect of curtailment of production may be stated

as follows

1 Process rateB remain unaltered, whether the shop is working

100 pei cent of standard working hours or any less number of

hours

2 When the curtailment of pioduction is small and involun-

tary, production centers being idle half-an-hour here and half-

an-hour there, there is usually no corresponding saving in service

The cost of services remains the same as though all delivery points

were giving 100 per cent delivery of product Under these

conditions there is merely a division of results into “utilized

capacity,” which is charged to jobs, and “wasted capacity,”

which dnp into the pool of waste from the delivery points of such

production centers as are idle at any moment
3 When curtailment of production is official, based on fewer

working hours per day or fewer days per week, then savings or

economies in service will usually be possible, but these savings

will not overtake the loss due to the shorter working periods

4 Under these short-time conditions there will be two varieties

of loss First, the ordinary wasted capacity, due to individual

production centers being idle during the new working hours, and,

second, the cost of “superfluous service,” namely, that portion

of service m excess of the current needs of production which

cannot be cut off or reduced

5 The ultimate destination of both wasted capacity and super-

fluous service is the profit and loss account
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EFFECT OF INCREASED PRODUCTION OVERTIME

Like curtailment of production, overtime may arise fiom more

than one cause Peihaps the most frequent case is where it is

called foi on a few days toward the end of the month in order to

brmg up output to schedule, 01 to get out some specially impor-

tant or uigcnt orders

In other instances oveitune may be worked steadily for a moie
or less lengthened penod as a matter of deliberate policy These

two v incties of oveitime ue not exactly the same as legal ds the

incidence of buiden Whore oveitime is worked week m and

week out, it amounts to the setting up of a new standnid of work-

ing houis, unless it has been foieseen and taken into account

when the seivice f ictois md process late weic being fixed

Effect of Overtime m General —Before considering these two
varieties in detail, the geneial aspect of the oveitime question in

relation to cost may be examined Oveitime has, of course, an

exactly opposite effect to that of curtailment Annual charges

are, as it were, spread thmnei Instead of being divisible by, say,

2,400 hr
,
they may be divisible by 2,800 hr in the year Houily

charges, on the conti ary, tend to increase in direct pioportion to

the amount of overtime worked The problem is also the exact

opposite of cuitailment m the respect that there is no mnnmg
ahead of seivice cobt ovci production On the contrary, from a

process cost viewpoint
,
oveitime tends sometimes lathei to an

apparent increased efficiency than to a diminished efficiency

This follows fiom the nature of the conventions we set up when
standaidizmg factors and rates A ceitain annual total is arrived

at, which represents the annual cost of manufacturing capacity

for an assigned numbei of hours in the year Overtime tends to

increase this number of hours, and, therefore, to lower the

amount per hour This new and lower hourly rate is, however,

not realizable by simply dividing the annual amount by the

increased total of horns, inasmuch as certain items of hourly

service increase along with the increased working time The
158
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true amount per hour is, therefore, always something more than

would be found by a straight division of annual amounts

In the case of curtailment of production, the principal effort

was directed to cut down service cost as much as possible by
eliminating such hourly service jobs as could be dispensed with,

even though with inconvemence In the case of overtime, the

prmcipal attention is given to preventing increase of hourly laboi

items beyond normal, which is, of course, a much easiei task

Process Cost Relation to Overtime—Thus, from the viewpoint

of process cost alone, overtime presents no veiy alarmmg prob-

lem In industries wherein machinery is heavy and costly,

consuming much power and occupying consideiable space, the

more overtime is woiked the greater is process cost efficiency

The confirmation of this statement may be found in the considera-

tion that process cost necessaiily diminishes from an 8 hr day

to a 16-hr day and is at its minimum in a 24-hr day, that is,

when three shifts are continuously employed While these

efficiencies are not proportionate, inasmuch as, to cite one

example, depreciation for a 24-hr day would be more than that

for a 16-hr day and considerably more than that for 8 hr
,
still,

on the whole, it may be said that the thinning out of the annual

charges tends to give a lower process rate the longer the working

hours up to the maximum of 24 hr per day

Effect of Temporary Overtime —If m a certain shop all

production centers have operated 100 per cent and the woiking

hours for the month have been 220 mstead of the standard 200,

thus having operated during 10 per cent of overtime, then, when

the shop burden account is made up at the month-end, there will

probably be a balance m it which will repiesent a credit to profit

and loss This, of course, is the precise opposite of what happens

when production is curtailed In that case there always will be a

balance m burden account which is a charge, or debit, to profit

and loss

Standard factois $2 000 Charged to job

2,000 hi @n $2 000

Fig 33 —Burden account no overtime Production 100 per cent

Figure 33 shows normal conditions Production centers having

worked 100 per cent of standard time, the factor charges are met

exactly by the charges to jobs Consequently, there is no

balance in burden account
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Figuie 34 shows the position when overtime to the extent of

10 pei cent has been woiketl dunng the month The same stand-

ard factor cliaiges aie applicable, but addition il to these theie are

certain extra houily sei vices, tiansport men, laboreis, firemen,

engineers, and so foith, which have been found necessary The
extia cost of those items was $75 The amount chniged into

costs will, liovevei, have been $2,200 (instead of $2,000) and this

will be $125 moie thin the stmdaid seivice chtiges ($2,000) plus

the new hourly charges ($75) This $125 is ova dish ibuted service

charge and, as before lenmilced, becomes a ciedit to piofit and
losb account

Standard faitois

Additional sorvuo

Bnl ( rcdit to P A, L

$2 000

75

125

$2 200

Chaiged to job

2,200 hi <p\ $1 $2,200

lot ll $2,200

tin 31 —Burden account 10 per u.nt overtime Production 10(1 per tout of

possible time

Nature of the Overdistnbuted Amount—It is somewhat

important to undeistand just what this $125 overdistributed

represents Without going into great detail, its nature may be

inferred fiom what was actually done to make up the left-hand

side of the account First was chaiged the normal factor charge

for 2,000 hr As pioduction centers weie considered as having

been at work 100 per cent of full time, this normal charge repre-

sents the normal cost of the first 2,000 hr worked Then, on

account of the additional 200 hr it was found that actual debits

were $75 above noimal It is obvious that this $75 is added to

items of like class m tho normal factoi chaige, representing

increased aotivity m those items

From this wo may infor that it is not items of this class (hourly

service items) that are ovordistributed, since, as a mattei of fact,

we had to add more of them The amount ($125), still ovei-

distnbuted, must represent the thinning out of annual charges,

which, instead of bemg spread over 2,000 hr
,
are now spread ovei

2,200 And, as we have distributed on the basis of 2,000 hr

through process rates, $125 worth of annual charges have been

overdistnbuted

This can be more readily seen if actual figures are studied

Let it be assumed that the $2,000 service-factor charge was,
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m fact, made up of annual and hourly charges in the following

pioportions

Annual chaiges $1,260

Hourly chaiges 760

Total $2,000

When 10 per cent overtime has been worked and the standard

process rate of $1 per hour has been maintained, the lesults will

be as shown in Fig 35 When the first 2,000 hr has been worked,

if the shop were shut down there would be no difference between

this month and any normal month But in keeping up produc-

tion for another 200 hr (overtime), we have, on the one hand,

no more annual expense to be charged, as the whole share for the

Noimal

conditions

Overtime conditions

First Overtime Total

Hours 2,000 2,000 200 2 200

Annual $1,260 $1,260 S $1,376

Hourly 760 760 76 826

Total $2 000 $2 000 $200 $2,200

Noth —The amount |$126| is a credit

Fig 36—How overdistnbution is made up

month has already been charged against the first 2,000 hr
,
on the

other hand, the continued charging mto costs of the process rate

for the additional 200 hr results in a charge to production of $125

more annual charges than we have any value to charge It is

precisely this $125 that appears as a credit to profit and loss in

the burden account above Fig 34 and is denved from a 10 per

cent addition to the $1,250 which is the normal annual oharge

for the month The $75 is the amount paid out for additional

hourly services

Significance of This Overdistnbution—The problem has

to be regarded from two aspects First, as to the correctness

of costs, and, second, as to justification of the credit to profit

and loss The viewpoint of our examination will be that of

how far these proceedings reflect the facts of production
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1 TT liy Pioiess Rate Is Maintained Unchanged —It will have

been obsuved that, m the examples given above, the amounts

cliaigod to jobs by wiy of process lutes aie unaffected The
standard process rite is chnged both in the oidinny period and
also m the overturn penod One letison foi this is th it, whether

the cost of piocessing duiing ovcitnne houis bi gic iter oi lessei

than at other tunes, the individual job should not beai the burden

of this variation of cost If the uonnil diy is 8 hr and the ovei-

time day 11 hi
,

it would be ibsurd to siy that a job done in

3 hi cost moie (or less) if done m the fust 3 hr thanm the middle

3 oi the last 3 In othei woids, individual jobs must not be

penalized because they hippen to hive been worked on in an

oveitime period

Morcovei, the object to bo attained is the costing of pioduct

at standard, and the tiansfeiance of inefficiencies that may arise

fiom unusual oi tempoi uy conditions to special iccounts and so

ultimately to piofit and loss If it is piopoi to do this undei

cucumstancob (cui tilled pioduction) wheie the amounts so

lemoved from cost pioper are he ivy, it is at It ist tqu illy appio-

pnate to cost pioduct at stmdnid process costs under circum-

stances (oveitime) wheie the imounta aie smill and in the

opposite dnection The tiue cost of piocessing is the same under

all conditions, ind the maintenance of the standard process late

serves to sepaiate out charges due to exceptional conditions

and keep them out of tiue cost

2 Ci edit to Pi ofit and Loss—The balance in burden account

consists, as has been shown, of the difference between actual

annual chaiges charge ible to the shop in the month, and that

portion of the process rate which lepresents annual charges, which

latter have been charged for 220 hi instead of 200 hi What fact

of pioduction does this amount lopiesent? By virtue of a

temporaly and unforeseen condition wc have made an economy m
annual charges Aftei ohargmg production at standaid process

lates we have found something over We may icgaid this as a

tempoiary and accidental supei efficiency, like m chaiacter but

opposite in sign to the infraefficiency which results when some
accidental and temporary condition leads to increased expenditure

over standard As the latter is chargeable, not against the

jobs which happen to be running through the shop but to profit

and loss, so, likewise, the advantage arising from this supereffi-
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ciency (which is anyway only a bookkeeping superefficiency) is

properly applied to relieve profit and loss

3 Magnitude of the Items Involved—If we assume that there

are 2,400 working hours in the standard year, then 1 hr will be

one twenty-four-hundredth of the annual value, and, if the annual

chai ges are 50 per cent of the total, then the annual charges por-

tion will be one foity-eight-hundredth Similarly, if in a given

month overtime to the extent of 10 pei cent is worked, that is,

20 hr over the normal 200, then the full hourly rates concerned

will be less than one per cent of total annual value, and the annual

charges portion will be less than one-half of 1 per cent The
relief to profit and loss account by reason of a moderate of over-

time being charged into cost at standard process rates will be

very small, and, m general, may be ignored as affecting accuracy

of the accounting even though the view is held that actual costs

of jobs should be credited

Diagram of Overtime Relations—The foiegoing paragraphs

on the relations between annual and hourly charges as compo-

nents of the process rates may be illustrated diagrammatically

In Fig 36 an imaginary sliding scale is shown The smgle bar,

inscribed with hours, is considered the fixed member, and the

upper portion, consisting of two bars attached to a common
upright, is the movable member In the position shown in

the figure, the standard day of 8 hr is the period for which the

scale is set Each of the hours has above it xji for annual charge

and x$ for hourly charge If we consider each x as $1, then the

combined amounts will be $2 per hour for each and every hour

of the working 8 hr

1 Effect of Overtime—In Fig 36a the movable member has

been drawn out to the right, so that now the space between

the two uprights represents 11 hr
,
that is, 3 hr overtime are

being worked The way m which annual charges behave as

contrasted with hourly charges is very clearly shown by the
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fact that, while the lattei mcieasc pio rata with tno working

hours, no moie dollui ($) signs (lepresentmg annual chaiges)

aic present on tho uppei scale than before The act of extending

woiking hours his biought into the working field moie dollar

signs representing homly charges, but the signs lcpiescntmg

annual chaiges aic unaffected The white space to the left on

the upper bar is not, of com sc, actually connected m any way
with the fiist 3 hi

,
but the dollai signs on that bar may be con-

I $ | $ 1 $ 1 $ U h i

$"[$"

1 U I 3~l 4 I 5 lb I 7 |8 I 9 1 10 1 11

1

u
Fiq 30a

sidered as now spaced equally The geneial effect of extension of

woikmg houis is thus seen to be a vnallei cost pel houi, since

the total diy’s charges aie 111 the piopoition of 16 8 m Fig 36

and m the proportion of only 19 11 m Fig 36o

2 Effect of Standaid Pi oca? Rate—In Fig 366 we have the

same conditions as in Fig 36a, but the situation will now be

discussed fiom the viewpoint of ]obs being charged at standaid

process rates If we assume that one job pei hour is being

SOB 1 $ 1 $ 1 $ 1 $ 1 $1$ 1$ 1$ I
$ 1 $T$|

IHrs 1 I 2 I 3 1 f 1 5 I
b

| 7 I 8 I 0 1 10 1 11 1 12 |

worked on, that is, the process m question takes an exact hour

to complete one job, then it will bo seen that in hours 4 to 11

perfectly normal charges to jobs are taking place Each hour

is chargeable with $1 + $1 = $2 But in the case of the first 3

hr
,
it will be seen that the dollar sign is white on a black ground,

and that these white signs occupy the position which was blank

m Fig 36a What do we intend to signify by this symbolism?

In Fig 36 the normal working day of 8 hr was shown The

dollar signs on the upper and lower movable bars then represent
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not only the actual incidence of the two varieties of overhead on

hours but also the incidence of the standard process rate, since

this corresponds with normal conditions Now, returning to

Fig 365, if we apply the normal process rate to each hour,

the results will correspond exactly with the dollar signs m hours

4 to 11, and, if applied to hours 1 to 3, an exactly similar result

will follow, since process rate contains $1 of annual and Ul of

hourly charge in its composition The white symbols represent,

then, a charge to jobs through process rate of an amount which was

not actually expended, This amount, as described above, is

what is credited to profit and loss as representing a saving or

economy due to overtime production

Economy in Annual Charges May Be Neutralized —While

this process of thinning out annual charges duiing overtime is

important to understand, m practice it may not actually lead

to a credit to profit and loss account In most cases, today,

overtime labor is paid for at increased rates, and this applies not

merely to direct labor but to all labor, including that which is

providing service This would mean, referring again to Fig 36,

etc
,
that the lower movable barm 36a and 366 would be increased

m value The dollar signs on that bar would repiesent $1 25

or $1 50 instead of $1, and this would very quickly overpower or

even reverse the total effect As the process rate charges only

$1 for hourly charges per hour, a surplus of, say, 26 cts per hour

would be left undistributed and this would, of course, be a charge

to profit and loss But combined with the credit arising from

the thiee white symbols, the total effect might be practically

neutral The net result would piovide neither a credit nor a

charge to profit and loss, or only an insignificant one In such

cases actual expenditure and process rate charges would be almost

identical again, though the grounds of agreement would be quite

other than those of normal working The practical results is

the same but the method of arriving very different

Significance of This Coincidence—Ihe user of a system of

costs, based on process rates, who was not familiar with the

principles of the method would be very apt, on finding that his

process rates were distributing burden as closely under overtime

conditions as under normal conditions, to think that this was due

to some singular faculty of adaptation of the process rate to div-

erse conditions If educated under the old theories of burden dis-

tribution, it is possible that he would find great comfort and
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satisfaction m finding Ins butden ch uges thus, as it were, mopped
up and charged to jobs without leaving any balance to go

elsewhere

Actually, however, such a coincidence is puiely accidental

md does not arise fiom my mheicnt pimaple It is no virtue of

the process i ite tint would give use to such a result The
process rate, on the contiaiy, goes steadily on its wiy, costing

each job it stmdard cost, but it so hippens, in the special

conditions outlined ubo\e, thit savings in one item are closely

balanced by losses in another, so that when all is counted up,

there is nothing left to be transferred elscwheie What has been

gained by thinning out annual charges has been lost again by
highei rate of pay for overtime labor on sei vice The ti ue cost of

the job li is nothing to do with either of these accidental amounts,

and should they neutrilize each othei 01 should one of them
preponderate is i matter of no significance whatever from the

viewpoint of tiue cost of jobs

Overtime of a More Permanent Character—Hitlioi to we have

been lcgaulmg the question of ovatime is bung a temporaly
condition due to some unexpected prcssuie on production It

has been shown that i ciedit to piofit and loss due to the thinning

out of annual chaigcs takes place, but that this may be paitially

01 wholly neutralized by the incieased rate of pay to service

workers when oveitime is worked We have now to consider

the case where oveitime is part of the settled policy of the concern,

eithei due to seasonal pressure or to the acceptance of a large

contract, to the cairying out of which the normal output of the

plant is inadequate In this latter connection we have also to

consider the question of bidding or estimating, and what process

rates should be used to secure such a contiact

A long-continued period of oveitime is equivalent to the

setting up of a longer woikmg yoai If, during 3 months every

year, it is foieseen that 10 pei cent overtime will bo worked, then

the calculation of seivice factors will proceed on this under-

standing, and the annual total of each factoi, instead of being

divided into 2,400 hr amounts, will be divided by, say, 2,460,

thus including 3 months m which working hours will be 220

instead of 200 If this is properly carried out, then complete

distribution of all normal burden should be effected each month,

provided production centers were working 100 per cent of the

allotted or standard hours
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Process Rates Based on Overtime Working —How far process
rates set up on this understanding will differ from those which
would have resulted if only a normal 2,400-hr year had been
figured on will depend entirely upon local circumstances,

paiticularly on the proportion of annual to hourly charges m the
rate In general the influence of the thinning out of the annual
charges, particularly where large, costly and heavy machinery
is m question, should more than counterbalance the increased

cost due to extra rates of pay for overtime No rule can be laid

down, and only actual settmg up of service factors will determine
the relative amount of process rates under the two sets of

conditions

Example of Year’s Working with Overtime—The influence

of considerable overtime on process lates can be more readily

undei stood if an example m actual figures is studied We may
suppose a certain shop m which last year 2,400 hi were worked
and in which any particular service factor amounted to $2,400

This gives a process late (or rather a factor rate) of $1 per hour
Now, in the coming year it is mtended to take up a line of work
which will necessitate woiking 20 pei cent oveitime m the first

two quaiteis of the year The question then arises How will

this affect the rate?

Figure 37a piesents the ordinary conditions without overtime

In each quarter 600 hr are worked, and in each such quaiter the

Quarter 1 2 3 4 Year

Working hours 600 600 600 600 2 400

Annual chaiges

Hourly chaigos

$300

300

$300

300

$300

300

$300

300

$1,200

1,200

Total factor $600 $600 $600 $600 $2,400

Fig 37a—Year s operation, without overtime

service in question costs $600, the factor being composed half

of annual and half of houily services The resulting factor

rate would be $1 per hour

In Fig 37b the first two quarters show a total of working hours

of 720, the remaining quarters 600 hr as before The annual

charge ($1,200) is, therefore, now divisible over 2,640 instead of

2,400 hr
,
while the hourly chaige increasesm some proportion to

the working hours This leaves the service factor at $687 for
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the quaiteis in which oveitime is woiked, while the other

quaiteis stind at 8573 The new and highei total foi the yeai

(82,520 instead of 82,400) when divided by the new working

liouis (2,640) gives a new factoi late of about 80 955

The new ute lepicsents, of couise, the combined effect of

an mcitase m the amount of hourly seivicc to the extent of 240

oveitime horns with the thinning out of the incidence of the

annual cluiges, which aie now spieid ovci 240 hr moie than m

Quintet 1 2 3 4 Year

Working hours 720 720 600 600 2,640

Annual chugts $327 $327 $273 $273 $1 200

Hourly (lunges 360 360 300 300 1 320

Total fiw toi
~~$087 $087

~~
$57f~ $573 $2,520

I in i7h -\ ear's operation with deliberate* overtime.

the first instance The net effect is a late of $0 955 pei hour

msteid of $1

Moieovei, this nnv rite, if applied quaiter by quaitei to pio-

duction, yields a sum that entirely cleais up the seivice charges

foi that quartei This is shown by Fig 37c wheiein the new
late multiplied by 720 hi for the overtime quaiters gives a

charge to production and a credit to burden of $687, and m the

non-overtime quarters $573 in each quarter By comparing

Fig 37c with the bottom line m Fig 37b it will be seen that these

sums exactly equal the service charges for the respective quarters

j

Houis © $0 955
||

$887
|

$687
j

$573
|

$573
Jj

$2,520
j

tin 37c—Hold of now process rate, by quartern

While, foi simplicity, it has been assumed in the above illustra-

tions that only ono factor is concerned, exactly the same results

would, of courso, follow if the complete process rate weie studied

The latter is merely the authmetical total of seveial factor

rates, and what is true of the part is also true of the whole

Further, while we have spoken of a “shop” m relation to the

charges and credits, which would imply a single department

with only one delivery point, the argument applies equally to

subdivisions of such a shop, namely, to the individual production
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centers if there should happen to be such In this case what is

true of the whole is also true of each part

Estimating on Work Involving Continuous Overtime —It

will now be seen that, where carefully budgeted service factois

are m operation, it becomes a compaiatively simple matter to

ascertain process costs undei any particulai set of conditions

that may be postulated If, for example, it were a question of

bidding on a long-term contract which would necessitate over-

time over several months, then, as demonstrated by Figs 37a,

37b and 37c, the process rates applicable to the work could be

calculated m advance, and any guesswork as to the outcome of

overtime conditions ascertained before the bid was made In

this particular case a reduction of nearly 4 cts perhour was shown,

but, as before mentioned, this would be increased or diminished

accordmg as the annual charges preponderated or not

In making such calculations of cost the question of mci eased

rates of pay for direct labor would, of course, also be taken mto
consideiation, but, as we are here dealmg only with process

cost, that is, with what is usually termed “oveihead,” this aspect

of bidding or estimating cannot be discussed further

Double and Treble Shift Working —These differ from ordi-

nary overtime not only in degree Annual charges are spread

out thinner, but some of them, such as depreciation and repair,

would be subject to considerable increase Where either double

or treble shifts are worked, paiticularly the latter, a wholly new

set of conditions is created, and the factor budgets made up foi

normal or moderate overtime working no longer apply On
the other hand, there is no special difficulty m making up new

service-factor budgets covering the new conditions and in settling

new process rates in correspondence Such process rates would,

generally, be lower than those set up for normal working How
much lower depends on local circumstances in each case

Conclusion—The essential feature of overtime as it affects

process cost is the thinning out of annual charges, such as interest,

depreciation, insurance, taxes, salaries, repairs, etc
,
in their

incidence on working hours This reduced incidence tends to a

lower process cost, but, on the other hand, the saving (per hour)

on annual charges may be masked by increased rates of pay to

hourly workers (service workers) during the overtime hours

Where overtime is a considerable feature, new process rates

should be set up, but short and sporadic periods of overtime
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do not require this The sim.il saving on annual charges is

passed as a ciedit to profit and loss, wheie it may be consideied to

offset mefficiences in othei months

Double- and treble-shift working dem and, on the othei hand,

the most Gainful survey and budgeting of seivice iactois to

lepiescnt such conditions Not only houily seivices will be

mci eased but also ccitam of the annual chaiges themselves will

bt highei undei such conditions Each type of woikmg will

necessanly have a diffeient set of process lates

Piocess lates lepiesent, at all times, standud conditions

It is evident, theiefore, that w hen any considerable change takes

place m such conditions, as when consideiable oveitime or

double and tioble shifts aie being worked, the amounts contained

in each service f ictoi will be affected, and the old ones will no

longei be rcpicsentitive of what is taking place New factors

and rates do not, howevei, picsent any difficulty, noi does it take

vuy much tune to lecast them m accoidancc with the new facts

In geneial, whenever oveitime cau be foreseen, it should be

included m the annual totil of woikmg houis



CHAPTER XV

SEASONAL OPERATION

In some industries the possession of a fully equipped factory

does not necessarily imply that it can be operated at all times

Where a plant is equipped, for example, to handle the packing

of some particular crop, a supply of the crop is just as essential

as the possession of the plant And it may happen that such

supplies are forthcoming only in a certain limited period of the

year

In many plants of this character the distribution of working

hours thioughout the year is apt to be very irregulai At certain

times production will be pushed to the limit with double shifts,

or possibly 24-hi working At other times the plant will be

running but a few hours a day, or a few days per week And
during several months it may possibly be entirely shut down to

await the coming of next season’s crop

Two Varieties of Seasonal Plant—The foregoing type of plant

is one in which, by reason of highly specialized equipment,

it is impossible to expect any other utilization of the plant in

the off seasons But a second type also exists wherein, although

the product actually bemg made has a maiked seasonal period,

it is possible that other products might be produced with the

same equipment in the slack seasons As the process costs of

these two types demand different treatment, the first or purely

seasonal type will be discussed first

Production of Purely Seasonal Type —From what has

been said above it will be understood that we are now facing

altogether different conditions from any we have as yet met

Hitherto it has been assumed that if a plant has a normal 50-hr

week, the plant will be running 60 hr m each and every week of

the year, with the exception of such weeks as happen to include

public holidays Failure to run such 50 hr is to be considered

as a departure from efficiency, and our standardization is based

on just this consideration In ordinary manufacturing this

view is justifiable If enough business cannot be obtained to

keep the plant running 100 per cent of its standard working hours,

171
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losa ensue s The cost of wh it is ichuilly made does not increase

but the expenditun foi supeifluous seivicc thit takes place

o\ei md ibovc this st md ud cost is wholly wasted md is charge-

able to profit and loss If a condition of mediae ncy of the land

exists, it is to be 1 eg tided is i tempoiaiy imsfoitune If it

proved to be pemiancnl, the plmt would piolnbly have to go

out of business

But, m the kind of business we aie now consideimg, a wholly

different fundunentil condition exists The limits of produc-

tion aie set not by the equipment ilone but by the equipment

plus the supply of law mitt rial The output of goods at the

penod of maximum prcssuie is limited, of couise, by the equip-

ment, but at all other times the limiting condition is that of the

supply of nntenal This may arise because of the fact that

ci ops cannot be gathered 01 fish caught at all bousons of the yeai,

md that then ainv il on the m ukit vines both as to dates and

quantities

In a few cases the limiting condition is not the supply of

material but a highly spasmodic demand testing on weather

conditions or otlioi unfoiesceable cncumstanccs

The icoions fox season il woiking are not, however, of much
impoitance compand with the facts Instead of having a

fanly umfoim production thioughout the woiking year, violent

fluctuations aie forced upon us, varying fiom peihaps double-

shift working m the busiest season to complete closing down in

the slackest months As these conditions are m the nature of

the mdustiy, they must be recognized m whatevei mechanism
for the Bettlmg of standard cost wo elect to set up

Standards m Seasonal Operation —On the voiy slippery

ground piovided by seasonal opeiation, the election of standards

must be effected by other means than those applicablem ordmaiy

manufacturing The first standard will bo that of the annual

output, and our subsequent opeiations must bo based on

this lather than on any question of manufacturing capacity

It usually will be possible to set up a reasonable standard for

the quantity of output during a coming season, based on experi-

ence in the industry This quantity, the rate of processing

being known, can then be expressed in terms of so many working

hours in the yeai

The next step is to distribute these working hours over the

months m which the plant wiU be operated This also is a
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matter for experience to decide While the distribution of work-
ing houis is often a matter that cannot be controlled, as it depends
on market conditions of law material, a fair and reasonable

forecast usually can be made
Having now set up a schedule of working houis, it only remains

to set up a coiresponding schedule of service factors, consisting,

as usual, of two mam classes of expenditure, namely, that

which is annual and that which is hourly

In settmg up service factors the expenditure on hourly seivice

m the periods of maximum production will be very carefully

observed and budgeted before proceeding to the examination of

the remaining periods

The Working Year—The annual manufacturing capacity, as

has already been remarked, will be distributed very irregulaily

throughout the different months There will be, frequently, a

period of very high pressure, preceded and followed by periods of

less pressuie, and at other periods the plant may be closed down
altogether, thus (Fig 38)

Month 1
1

2
1

a 4
1

7 8 •1“ Ii|i2 Total

Working hours
I 1

200 30o|400 400 300
|

20
°l 1 1

1,800

Fig 38—Distribution of working hours

The activity of the plant being confined to six months, it will

be evident that any expenses mcurred in the first three and the

last three of the year must form fart of the annual charges which

must be incident on the six months which are active

When all service factors have been set up, we may consider

that process rates (assuming a simple plant with only one

delivery point) are constituted thus (Fig 39)

Month 4 5 6 7 8 9 Total

Annual chaiges

Hourly charges

$400

300

$ 600

460
$ 800

600

$ 800

600

$ 000

460

$400

30o!

$3,600

$2,700

Total faotor $700 $1,060 $1,400 $1,400 $1,050 $700 $6,300

Fid 39—Distribution of servioo ohargoB

The total of all service factors ($6,300) divided by total of

working hours (1,800) gives an hourly process rate of $3 60
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Departures from Standard—This standaid yeai may fail

to coriespond with actuil opu itions in two directions First,

while the stunt, numbci of totil liouis is woiked m the season,

they miy bo distnbuttd di (faintly unong the months The
penod of miMmuin piessuit mat be shifted to light or left,

01 the beginning md end of the se ison m ly be lie u lei or lighter

than stmdaid, but with the find lesult tint when it is ovei

the usud oi stindud woiking hours hue been reached

Second, some of the months may coriespond exactly with

standard but of hois may not, with the lesult that at the end of

the season a different numbci of walking houis wall have been

leached In this list case costs foi the whole season will obvi-

ously be more divcigcnt fiom stindaul than m the fiist case

1 Standaul and Attual Hows Agi cc—In this case theie

should be no divcigcuci between stmdaid cost and actual

charges If, however, llicie me scvnul pioduction centeis or

delivery points ind one or moio of thun inn sluntei houis

than tlicj should, then theie will be wuiste of manufacturing

capacity of the usual kmd, w'hich is oh irgeablo to piofit and loss

2 Attual Winking Hows Less than Standaul — In this case

all the innual chaigts assigned to the month will not be taken

up and chaiged to cost tluough process rates, even though

hourly charges may have been reduced pro lati with working

hours In any c ise theie will be a balance m burden account

representing superfluous service, consistmg mainly, if not wholly,

of annual chaiges

3 Actual Working Houis More than Standaul—In this case

the annual charges assigned to the month will, of course, be

thinned out over more houis As a result, actual hours at

standard process rate will distribute to cost moie annual charges

than arc present in the month’s allowance This gives a credit

balance to piofit and loss, as wo have made an economy m annual

charges

Result of Season as a Whole—In tlm class of industry

seasonal activities are difficult to control or to foiecast, as

regards the distribution of pressure m particular months More-

over, the important question is that of the final result of the

season's operations It has already been pointed out that

normal manufacturing capacity has m these cases little to do

with the actual capacity of machinery, because a wholly different

fundamental condition exists to that m ordinary manufacturing
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It is rather normal output that must be kept m view, and this

on the basis of comparison of one year with another In other

words, such plants may be considered as having a normal annual

output, from which, if taken as standard, mcieases 01 decreases

may be measured, and this noimal output takes the place of the

normal manufacturing capacity of ordmary plants

In entermg on a new season, what should be kept in view?

Obviously, the first question will be How are costs coming out

as compared with standard? Assuming that service factors

have been correctly scheduled and that material is passing

delivery points at the normal speed of processing, then any

discrepancy between actual charges and standard cost will be

due to difference (if any) between standard hours, as assigned

to the month, and actual working hours

In ordmary manufacturing the economies or losses thus

brought out would not be consideied as affecting true cost,

because that is based on maximum capacity conditions But in

the present case the operations of the season must be considered

as a whole, consequently, until the season closes, the actual

relations between standard and actual cost cannot be known
For this reason the discrepancies each month, if any, are not

chargeable to profit and loss, but a new device must be made

use of to enable us to observe this relation from month to month,

cumulatively or progressively

Progressive or Cumulative Supplementary Rate —The opera-

tions of a seasonal industry partake to the nature of a single

prolonged operation in a sense that ordmary manufacturing does

not We are not so much interested in what has happened in

any particular month, therefore, as in what has happened to

date, i e
,
since the beginning of the season While the standard

hours allotted to each month indicate what may be expected, on

the other hand, various causes may check or increase actual

productive hours as compared with standard Consequently,

an ordmary supplementary rate, which marks variation from

standard, might be plus or minusm any given month Although

this information is of value, it would be more convenient if the

supplementary rate represented deviation from standard from

the beginning of the whole series of operations to the present

moment
Let it be assumed that standard working hours were fixed as

Fig 38 and service factoi charges as Fig 39 Now, let it be
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furthei assumed th it tlu acta il working houis m the so ison came
out as below

,
owing to ci op conditions or other conti ollmg circum-

stances tint could not lie foi ( sun

Month
j

1 | •>
]

ti

I

7
|

s 1 0
|
|

Total

Working hour-.
j

l*i0
1

»*»0

j

too
j

400
j

3*50
J

J50
j

1.S00

In this case it will be seen th it the crop was1 1 ite, giving rise to

lighter production m th< first two months md he ivia production

m the two hst, but leaving the totil woikmg hours m the

year unaltered

With the same e\penclituio as m Fig 30, it is obvious that

the cost of the production, taking the whole st«6on into account,

would be the same as before, that is, i process rite of S3 50

would lnve distnbtiled all of it without iem under

But at the beginning of tlu season this final igieemcnt between

standard and actual woikmg hours could not h no been foiotold

Consequently, it becomes desirable to sc t up some mechanism by
which cost at standard is computed with total cost But to

do this foi each month sepaiutdy would give little assistance

What is wanted is standaul cost of all output to date compared

with total cost of operation to dale In other words, the figures

must be cumulative fiom the beginning of the season, each month’s

results being added, month by month, to those of the preceding

months
First Month—Figiue 40 shows the lesults foi this month As

the standard piocess rate is 13 50 and 150 hr have been worked

instead of standard 200, the charge into cost is only 1525

instead of $700 (as m Fig 39) Actual ohaigo to bunion account

wilL, however, be less than $700, because, although annual

charges are the same ($400), the hourly chaiges will bo loss,

namely, $225 instead of 300 The final result is that after

costing output at standaid rate, a balance of $100 is loft This

is about 19 per cent additional on standard cost Figure 41

shows how this affects the cost of a single case

Supplementary Cost Only a Memorandum—-This supplemen-

tary rate of 19 per cent is applied to true cost by way of a mem-
orandum, not as official cost, which remains at standard It

serves -merely to point out that expenditure, at the end of the

first month’s operations, is 20 per cent ahead of standard cost
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The actual balance of $100 is carried forward to the next month
and consolidated with the results of that month, thus givmg a

new result to date

Standard hr 200 Actual hr 150
To end of

first month

Charged to pioduction 160 hr @ $3 50 $526

Burden account chaiges

Annual chaiges per schedule $400

Hourly charges 150 hr © $1 60 225

Balance, undistributed (19%) 100

$625 $626

Fig 40—Cost of production to end of first month

Cost of case of goods taking

3 hr to piocess

Standard process cost

3 hr @ $3 60

Supplementary coBt

19% on standard

$10 50

1 99

Total $12 49

Flo 41 —Cost of case end of first month

Second Month—Figure 42 shows the results of the working

to the end of the second month, 250 hr @ $3 50 were charged

into cost, and a balance of $200 now stands undistubuted This,

of course, mcludes what was undistributed at the end of the

first month What does this $200 represent?

It represents what is still undistributed after all expenditure

to date since the beginning of the season has been assembled

and set against all production at standard cost since the beginning

of the season That is to say, after having charged all of the

product at standard cost, we have, at the end of the second

month, a portion of our actual expenditure not charged to cost

The question then arises What percentage of total production

does this now represent? Total production is

First month, 150 hr @ $3 50 $ 526

Second month, 250 hr @33 50 $__875_

Total production at standard to date $1 ,400
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The 3200 iindiHtiilmted it tin end of the mhoiu! month ib about

14 2") pt r < ent of the* 81,100

The cost of i ( iso of geioels uineh takes ,1 hr to pmccss m then

shown bj lug H kpplymg the n< w supple went tuy i ite

(14 25 pci cent) to th< sfuidtuel cost of the e iso, we have a

new melusn < cost of 812 oi ibout 40 ets li ^ s than tin 1 puce

c ilcul ited for the pieMous month In other winds, ovu ictual

tost is appunimatuig tou tint st inda.nl cost

standard hr KM) Vitudlu 250
lo i ml of

second month

Charged to pioduction, 250 hr (rn 3 i 50 3 375

Burden ai count charge a (hi ,
month)

Brought foiuard 3 100

Annual (lunges pci schedule tiOO

Hourk ilurgiB, 250 Ur (») SI 50 175

Balance, uudistulmtc d (l

l

1
1

(

,
1 200

31 075 Sl"078

I m 12 ( oh l of |irtitlut turn to < ml of hi i outl mouth

Cost of c use of goods t iking

3 hr to proe c ss

Standard piot ess cost

3 hr ©S3 50

feupplomcntan cost

14 14% on standard

*10 50

1 50

$12 OO"Total

I to 4 i— ( out of Cano < nd of w ( omt month

Why Supplementary Costs Are Only Memoranda - The reason

why the so-called “inclusive coBt” found by adding supplemen-

tary cost to standard is only a memorandum or uulicatoi and

not an official part of cost will be understood from what has

been shown to have happened above The same case (we may
assume it to be the same case) has only one standard cost, namely,

$10 50, in each month but two inclusive costs, namely, $12 49

and $12 The first of these is the inclusive cost taking into

consideration only the first month’s working The second is

the inclusive cost taking into consideration two months’ working
In this instance the figures may be considered as encouraging,
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inasmuch as the tendency is to approach standard cost The
supplementary cost is, in fact, merely a guide to what is happen-

ing from month to month For a single month it has no phenom-
enal value, but as an mdicator of the cumulative trend of the

operations it has great value and interest

Remaining Months—The table (Fig 44) will be sufficient

to demonstrate the behavior of the rate from month to month
until the end of the season The third and fourth months were

normal, that is, they conformed to standard m all respects No
more undistributed burden was added to that already piled up

But as the output at standard cost was at a maximum during

each of these months, the $200 undistributed when placed over

against cumulative pioduction necessarily gave rise to a smallei

percentage, namely, 7 and then 4 34

Month
Std Actual

hours

Actual

expend

Standard

cost
Balance °T

1 200 150 $ 625 $ 525 100 19

2 500 400 1,600 1,400 200 14M
3 900 800 3,000 2 800 200 7

4 1 300 1,200 4,400 4,200 200

5 1,600 1,550 6,525 5,425 100 1 8

6 1,800 1,800 6,300 6,300 None None

Fib 44—Cumulative results one to six months

In the last two months actual working hours were above

standard, consequently, a saving on annual oharges would be

made, and this begms to wipe out the undistributed balance

which, at the end of the fifth month, has fallen to a mere 1 8 per

cent of the standard cost At the end of the sixth and final

month, all of the balance is wiped out, and standard cost and

actual expenditure tally completely, because standard and actual

hours for the whole season agree

Reading the Monthly Results—This approximation of stand-

ard process cost to inclusive cost is not the only matter which

would require scrutmy from month to month In order to

exhibit this feature clear of all others, it has been assumed that

it contained the only variable quantity In practice this

would not, of course, be the case Other variables exist and

must be kept m view
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1 Rate of Processing—While $3 50 per hour is the standard

process rate, the quantity of material processed m the hour is,

of couise, one of the most important vanables of cost It

was assumed above that 3 hr was the actual piocessing time for

a case of goods But this is naturally a matter of recoid The

number of cases, cans, or other measure of goods ready for market

produced per hour is an important variable in cost

2 Standard and Actual Service Factois—It was also assumed

above that actual expenditure m any month conesponded to

standard service factors m proportion to hours worked This

might not be absolutely the case Variation is, however, unim-

portant unless companson of the two shows that new and unfore-

seen items have come into the actual expenditure and are not

represented in the factors In this case the factors should be

revised, a very small operation in this class of industry

3 Direct Labor—The process late in this type of plant might

very well include direct labor That is to say, an additional

service factor may be set up which assembles all direct labor

just as any other class of expenditure is assembled Each pro-

duction center (if more than one) is then charged with an hourly

sum equal to the normal wages of the operator employed at

such center By this means the separate accounting of direct

wages is obviated, and where unskilled labor at about the same

rate of wages is employed on the same class of work, it is the

better plan Where, however, piecework is used it cannot be

employed

4 General View—In the progress of operations from the

beginning of the season toward the end, it should be the aim

to get a general impression or sense of what is going on, as well

as definite costs per unit of goods produced As remaiked above,

the true unit of this class of production is the season, and the

most interesting query will naturally be, at all times How is

the season coming out? And this implies How is it coming out

in reference to some ideal we have in mind? In other words

How is it coming out in reference to standard service factois and
standard process rates? The actual speed of production, i e

,

rate of passage of materials past delivery points, is also very

important, but is a much more manageable matter and less

liable to get out of hand than any of the other variables

By scheduling each factor separately, any observed increase

is quickly located and its significance ascertained Is it legiti-
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mate or not? Is it permanent 01 not? These queries can be

very quickly answered when the purpose of every item of expendi-

ture has been scrutinized m advance

Assummg that scheduled factors and actual expenditure agree,

we may infer that the season is going on all right m that respect

The next question will be whether standard process rates are

transferring all factor service as actually expended mto cost

If the actual woilang hours for a month are different from those

assigned as standard, this will not be true By applying the

supplementary rate we are enabled to measure the amount of

this discrepancy and observe its relation to standard cost, as

far as the season has yet advanced If it shows a diminishing ratio

(as m examples above), then it may be inferred that the season

is progressmg satisfactorily m this respect also

The question of how much product is passing delivery points

per hour has, of course, nothing to do with the season It has

no seasonal aspects at all For this reason it need not be further

considered It is a variable wholly independent of other vari-

ables, and its alteration, if alteration is needed, is a matter of

technical investigation

Second Variety of Seasonal Industry—We have now to con-

sider the type of industry m which, while the main product is

seasonal, the equipment is of such nature that it can be utilized

m the off season, at least to some extent Or again, while the

original equipment cannot be so used, other equipment is brought

into operation, served by the same service orgamzation and

operated by the same operators Thus, for example, a concern

manufacturmg ink, which cannot be transported in cold weather,

may take up the manufacture of pens, thus occupying their

orgamzation and operative force, although usmg, of course,

quite different productive machinery in the two cases

Under these conditions we have virtually two separate busi-

nesses, not operating simultaneously but in sequence When

one finishes the other commences its activities, and vice versa

The simplest method of dealing with such a condition is to treat

each class of production separately Service-factor schedules

will be divided mto two halves, each deahng with one portion

of the year, and, from these, process rates will be apphed separ

rately to the two kmds of production, it being then a matter of

indifference whether the same or different productive equipment

is used for each kind
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While the principal production will be arranged on the lines

suggested m this chapter, it is probable that the secondary pro-

duction (in the off season) will be of an ordinary character That

is, it will be based on a steady output of, say, 50 hr per week
This being the case, ordinary factors and process rates will be

set up, and the usual routine of costing followed



CHAPTER XVI

INTERMITTENT EXPENDITURES

The greater part of the items entering service factors are

derived either from annual sums which have to be divided over
standard hours, or from hourly sums which are proportional

to working hours Outside of these there exists, however, a
third class, which may be termed "

intermittent” expenditures,

inasmuch as they are derived neither from natural hourly

amounts nor from natural annual amounts On the contrary,

such expenditures occur at different times, arem varying amounts
and have no close actual relation to the necessities of production

The cost of lighting and of heating, which varies according to the

season, temperature and weather, and the cost of all kmds of

repairs, which may be earned out continuously or spasmodically,

or may even be shut off altogether for a term, can be taken as

illustrative of intermittent expenditures

Relation to Factor Cost—The general solution of intermittent

expenditures is to reduce them to an annual amount which is

then treated like any other amount In Fig 45 the upper bar

I I I I II. I 1...1J ..1—1

Fig 46

represents intermittent expenditures of various magnitudes

scattered over 12 months The lower bar represents these

same amounts reduced to even incidence on each month It is

these latter amounts which are charged into factors In prac-

tice, however, the matter is not quite so simple as this and will,

therefore, be considered m some detail

Expenditure on Lighting as Example —The lighting of factories

is a convenient example of intermittent expenditure, inasmuch

as it varies from month to month independent of production

In Fig 46 the distribution of lighting service throughout 12

183
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months is shown The first column gives the number of hght-

hours per month, and the second, the budgeted cost of such

lighting

The cost of lighting for the year is SI,650, and, if the standard

working hours for the year are set at 2,400, this gives a lighting

factor rate (if a separate lighting factor is set up) of $0 687 per

hour

We have now to observe what happens when production is

charged each month at $0 687 per hour uniformly through the

year, it being assumed that each month has 200 working hours

Month 1 2 3 4 6 6 7 S 10 11 12 Total

Houis
60

$260

60

$250

40

$200

30

$160

20

$100 _
20

$100

30

$150

40:

$200

60

$260
330

$1,650

Fio 46—Lighting distribution

In the fiist foui and last three months, actual bills for lighting

will exceed credits thiough process rates, thus

The combined total of these balances is 8487 50, which represents

an excess of chaiges for lighting, during these particular months,

over the amounts chaiged into cost through process rates

In the middle months (five to mne inclusive) ciedits through

process rates will exceed bills for lighting, thus

The combined value of these last balances is $487 50, which

represents an excess of charges to production thiough process

rates on account of lighting over actual expenditure as per bills

It will be observed that these two sets of balances exactly

cancel each other, so that, at the end of the year, all bills for

lighting will be represented by charges to production through

service factors and process rates, assuming that working hours

have been utilized to the full

An intermittent or seasonal expense, therefore, which in this

instance is of the hourly class, can be so included in process

rates as to distribute itself to jobs evenly throughout the year

Departures from Normal Working Hours —It would be

practically impossible to argue that the lighting factor described

in the last paragraph is not fairly and accurately charged to

production under the conditions given As long as normal
conditions hold, the year’s production is evidently bemg charged
with its actual share of lighting facilities
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It is now necessary to consider what happens if the normal

or standard woiking hours are departed from The most extreme

case of this would be if a contract involving heavy overtime in

the winter months were being considered In this case, as

explained m Chap XIII, it is evident that we are deliberately

enteung on a penod m which conditions, as standardized,

no longer exist New process rates to meet these conditions will

obviously be lequired But departures from standard working

hours may be temporary and accidental, or at any rate not

foreseeable The behavioi of expenditure, factors and process

rates under these circumstances will now be considered

In the examples given above it was assumed that lighting

was obtained fiom pubhc mams and that billing was in strict

proportion to supply consumed For this leason theie is no

charge whatever m months 6, 7, and 8, although in practice, even

if current were taken from mams, some small charge for interest,

depreciation and maintenance of interior wiring and lamps

would be applicable all through the year, as an annual charge

It will be seen later that the above assumption is the most

unfavorable that could be made, inasmuch as if power were

generated m the film’s own plant, reduced service m winter

months would not mean proportional reduced charges as is

assumed here

It will be evident that shorter woikmg hours m the summer
months will have a different effect than m wintei The charges

into cost will, of course, be absolutely the same, namely, at

standard process rates, but the effect as to balances will neces-

sarily be different It is the significance of these differences

and how we are to regard the balances that must be analyzed

1 Short Time m a Summer Month—In month 7 (Fig 47)

there was no billing for current, but there waB a charge into

Month 5 6
|

7 8 9

Actual bills $100

Charged in process rates 137 60 $137 60 $137 60 $137 60

$100

137 50

Balance $ 37 50 $137 50 $137 50 $137 60 $ 37 50

Fid 47 —Months m which lighting charge is overdistnbutod

cost and, therefore, a credit to burden account of $137 50 was

made Now it will be assumed that only 150 hr were worked
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in this month, and that, consequently, the amount m question

became $103 05 Here we have a leduced credit to the extent

of $34 45 What is the precise significance of this $34 45?

Considering the year as a whole, an unforeseen happening has

led to fewer workmg hours than anticipated Certain services

will, therefore, be provided m amounts some of which will be

superfluous Of the total annual lighting charge for the year,

$34 45 has become supeifluous, because there is no production

corresponding to it Hence, this amount cannot be charged into

cost If production had been normal in this month, $137 50

would have been so charged, but, as it is, of the total amount

allotted to the month by hghtmg factoi, only $103 05 can be so

charged Burden account is charged with $137 50 for the month,

and only $103 05 is ciedited to burden The balance, represent-

ing superfluous service, is, therefore, legitimately charged to

profit and loss

2 Shoit Time m a Winter Month—In the twelfth month the

position is quite different A bill for lighting amounting to

$250 was charged into burden, and, if full time were worked in

this month, a credit of $137 50 would have been made This

would leave a balance of $112 50 (Fig 48) which, if full time

had been worked m all the previous months, would exactly

cancel previous balances, so that all lighting charges would

have been charged into cost

Month 1 2 3 4 10 11 12

Actual bills

Charged in

3260 $260 $200 $160 $160 $200 $250

prooesB

rates 137 60 137 50 137 50 137 60 137 50 137 60 137 60

Balance 3112 50 $112 60 $ 62 50 $ 12 60 $ 12 50 $ 62 60 $112 50

Fio 48—Months in which hghtmg charge is underdistributed

But if we assume that only 150 hr were worked m this month,

and that the 60 hr thus lost were precisely those calling for

artificial hghtmg, then there would be no charge for hghtmg to

be debited to burden account, but a credit of $103 05 for the 150

hr actually worked This would imply that a certain amount has
been charged mto cost for which there was no actual expenditure

How must we regard this condition of affairs?
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Regarding the year’s production as a whole, it appears that,

owing to unforeseen circumstances (curtailment in the twelfth

month), we have made an unexpected economy m lighting service

Obviously this economy m the twelfth month cannot be expected

to affect the cost of what has been produced m months 1 to 11

Nor does it seem logical to consider that the jobs which were

done m the twelfth month, under conditions which rendered it

unnecessary to use artificial hghtmg, should be considered to

have been processed cheaper than those of othei months Much
the more logical conclusion is that all jobs throughout the year

have been done at standard cost and that this unexpected

economy m the twelfth month should be allowed to go to the

credit of profit and Iobs

3 Peculiar Character of Lighting Charge—Lighting factor

charges were selected for discussion because they afford an

example of quite peculiar character and difficulty In a sense,

lighting is both an annual and an hourly charge Actual ex-

penditure is confined to certain months, in proportion to hours of

darkness, but it is obviously necessary to spread the charge

over all production for the year There will thus be credits

from every month but actual expenditure only in the winter

months Other annual charges, such as salaries, depreciation,

etc
,
bear evenly on all months (provided they contain the same

number of hours), charges and credits being equal at full time

in every month But m the case of hghtmg, short timem winter

months cuts the charges but not all the credits, and this affects

the whole year to some extent, since the final effect is that the

total annual expenditure is different

In practice, however, the problem is fairly simple The

saving owing to curtailed production in the winter months

would simply be offset against losses on other factors The net

result would be that inefficiency due to curtailment would come

out less than if no such economy had been made Standaid

costs would be unaffected, as they are based on maximum capac-

ity conditions, but the charge to profit and loss would be less

than it otherwise would be

Curtailed production in the summer months has the effect that

part of the hghtmg charges are not charged into cost This

is simply an ordinary case of superfluous service and does not

require any further discussion The unused or excess portion

of the service is charged to profit and loss, as usual
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The maxim that unforeseeable and accidental losses or savings

are not a part of legitimate cost justifies the relations heie

observed between actual expendituie, factors and process cost

Expenditure on Repairs—Repairs also form a peculiar class of

item, masmuch as the annual charges represented in the factors

may be expended very irregularly throughout the yeai, and,

moreover, have no necessary relation to the hours of production

actually worked m any shorter period, such as a week or month

That is to say, that though production may be curtailed even to

the closing down point m a paiticular month, it does not follow

that the expenditure on repairs will be cut down at all Further,

though repairs may be scheduled to take place between certain

dates, or during certain periods, they may be actually carried

out at othei times as convenience dictates

1 Annual Expenditure and Monthly Factor Charge—Assum-

ing months of equal hours, say 200, then the lepair item m any

factor will be the annual total of such item divided equally

between the months In Fig 49, an annual repairs charge of

$600 is shown divided into monthly amounts of $50, whilo

the actual expenditure on the repair work is considered to be

made at the rate of $100 per month m the fourth to the ninth

month

Month 1 2 3 4 • 8 • 11 12

Factor charge for

repairs $50 $50 $50 $ 60 $ 50 $ 50 $ 50 $ 50 $ 50
!

$50 $50 $50

Actual

expenditure 100 100 100 100 100 100

Fig 49—Scheduled and uotual expenditure on repairs

In the event of the plant working full time throughout the

year, it is evident that all the cost of repans will be charged

into cost through process rates at standard

2 Shifting Time of Repair—If, instead of being carried out

between the fourth and ninth months as forecasted, they are

done in the second to eighth, or fifth to tenth, or even broken

up so that they are only carried out on alternate months, no
eSect is produced on the ultimate relation of factor charges and
actual expenditure In any of these caseB, the result will be
that, at the end of the year, $600 will have been expended and
$600 charged into cost by standard process rates
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3 Effect of Curtailed Production—If, however, it should

happen in the fifth and sixth months that production was cur-

tailed to the extent of 25 per cent, but repairs were carried out

as usual, this would result in charges into cost, through process

rates, being only $575 m the year, while repairs remained at

$600 This implies that $25 ($12 50 for each of the two months)

lemams as a balance, there having been no production to absorb

it We have, therefoie, to charge $25 to profit and loss

It may be asked why this $25 is not a part of legitimate cost,

just as it would have been had we foreseen the euitailment

beforehand and had thus based our factoi charge on 2,300

instead of 2,400 hr This query may be answered by a counter-

question If it is proper to mcrease standard cost by this amount,

what particular jobs among those done during the year should

be selected for this mcrease?

It would be very difficult to assert that any one job should

suffer increase of cost on this account Obviously, the fact

that m the fifth and sixth months production was curtailed

without a corresponding curtailment of repairs is a purely

accidental condition Exactly the same final lesult would

occur if the repairs had been curtailed in those short months and

earned out m later months However, the repairs were distrib-

uted and wherever the shortage of woiking hours had taken

place, at the end of the year we should have the same story,

namely, the $600 expended for repair would be set against a

shorter numbei of working hours than was included m the

standaid factors

4 Vndei Hourly Burden Method—If an hourly burden method

were being used m these circumstances, costs would be increased

just where the shortage of workmg hours overtook the expendi-

ture on lepairs That is, they might be increased in the fifth

and sixth months, or, if repairs were postponed, then in any

latei month This, of course, means nothmg The selection

of certain jobs for mcreased cost has no justification, smee

the selection of the particular jobs will shift from month to month

until the arithmetical discrepancy is satisfied No facts of pro-

duction are expressed by this performance

5 Facts of Production—On the other hand, it is evident that,

considermg the whole year, there has been a failure to utilize

maximum manufacturmg capacity Consequently, as all manu-

facturing capacity has to bear part of the cost of repairs, among
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other things, it is evident that the poition which was attached

to the hours wasted is now set afloat, as it were, and cannot be

consideied as part of the cost of any job In other words,

it must be a charge against profit and loss Standard cost thus

remains unaffected The true facts of production are thus

represented

Repairs of an Extensive Character —It may be explained here

that such repairs as are charged into cost thiough factors and

rates are the ordinary yearly repans For example, if it should

happen that very extensive repair and oveihaul of buildings

were undertaken m any year, and that such expenditure was in

the nature of renovation and, therefore, greatly exceeded ordi-

nary repairs, then such unusual expendituie should be held m a

suspense account and distubuted over the next few years in

reasonable amounts This aspect of the matter will be dealt with

more fully in a later chapter The point to be noticed here is

that the factors which determined cost should be kept as near

normal as possible The cost of accidents and catastrophes

should not be permitted to entei, foi to do so would increase

costs unduly, and no corresponding increase of sale price can be

made The customer cannot be made to pay for them An
extensive renovation implies the concentration of expenditure m
12 months which would otherwise be spread ovei several years

The cost of such renovation should, therefore, be permitted to

enter factors only m such a way that the future years which

benefit are charged with their just share, instead of charging the

whole amount in the year the expenditure happened to take place

The same argument applies m other ways Departures fiom

normal should not affect standaid cost If pait of the working

year is lost, the cost of the manufacturing capacity so lost

(including, as above, the item of lepairs) should be charged to

profit and loss No higher price can be obtained because we
have lost part of our capacity to produce, and it is, therefore,

absurd to increase cost on that account

Conclusions—When expenditures on any item entering into

a service factor are mtermittent in character, the final result

will depend on the relation of its annual total to the annual

total of working hours If both of these quantities correspond

with the amounts scheduled m the factors, then the actual

distribution of the expenditure m different months does not
affect the final result
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Jobs will have been charged at standard cost, and at the year-

end no surplus or deficit of the item will be left to be dealt with

in any other way
At the end of the year, however, if working hours have varied

from standard, or actual expenditure has been more or less than

that scheduled m the factors, a balance will be left over

This balance may represent an economy or a loss, according to

the actual circumstances, and is ordinarily earned to profit and

loss

In the case of repaus, having m view that the life of the build-

ing or equipment benefited extends over many years, it might

be considered advisable to carry forward any balance so left

to the next year This is, however, a matter of judgment

In general the amounts so to be dealt with will be small and

no substantial injustice is done by clearmg them up m the current

year by charging 01 crediting piofit and loss with the amounts m
question

Exceptionally heavy repairs, amounting to renovations,

should not be charged at once in the current year, but should be

divided over two or more years and the amounts chargeable to

succeeding years held m a suspense account
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LEGITIMATE OVERHEAD

Items of manufacturing expenditure, i e
,
overhead items,

can be charged out m one of four ways (1) to sales expense,

thus passing out of the sphere of this book, (2) through

burden, i e ,
through factors and process rates, into cost of jobs,

(3) direct to the job without passing through a factor, (4) not

to any job but direct to profit and loss account

Methods 1 and 2 are, of couise, loutine piactice Method 3

is only employed when some special outside expense on a job

has been mcuired, such as the sending of a man to customer’s

plant to take measurements, etc This case need not be

further consideied There lemams method 4 which is the case

to be considered in this chapter The question to be discussed is

whether there aie such items, and if so, why they should be

charged direct to profit and loss instead of thiough factors, rates

and costs in the usual course

Characteristics of Normal Overhead—When the term “nor-

mal overhead” is used it implies that the usual, ordinary and

current expenditmes of the business are in question Although,

as we have seen (Chap XVI), some of these charges may not

flow equably from hour to hour but are intermittent m their

nature, considered from the viewpomt of a whole year, they are

regular enough and can be charged into cost on an hourly basis

It is also a natural outcome of the characteristics of normal
overhead that it is forecastable It can be budgeted m advance

with considerable piecision But this again implies that it does

not include what may be termed “catastrophic” items, that is,

sudden and heavy outlays of an unforeseeable nature

The operations of manufacturing are those of a steady routme
Even though the same items of product are not concerned, the

shops do, as it were, go through the same motions day by day
and month by month The more regular and automatic the

operations of the shops, the closer they attain to efficiency The
more irregular the flow of product the greater the number of

m
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breakdowns and interruptions the less the efficiency This is a
platitude, but the inference from it is of some importance It

follows that production at its maximum efficiency is a smooth,

steady process, and that, consequently, normal overhead (which

is the cost of maintaining the plant m a state of preparedness

for production) must also be smooth and steady, and can contain

only such items as contribute to the upkeep of steady production

From these considerations it may be further inferred that

normal overhead consists of recurrent items, that is, items

which in their facilitation of a steady routine of processing

occur periodically and are repeated over and over again That
this is the case is not obvious at fiist sight, but it will be seen that

all normal overhead is so resolvable

Recurrent Nature of Normal Overhead—A large proportion

of overhead consists of depreciation, interest, insurance, taxation

and similar items These are annual charges, but when reduced

to an hourly basis may be said to be recuirent Hour after

hour they are repeated, so that each hourtakes up an equal amount

of them Salaries are closely similar m effect They may be

considered as bearing equally on each of the standard working

hours thioughout the year All indirect wages (service wages)

are obviously recurrent m nature Whatever service is per-

formed, say by transport men, is performed horn after hour in

lecurrent fashion The cost of repairs appears at first to make
an exception to this rule, but the necessity for repairs is due to

the gradual wearmg out of buildings and equipment, which may
be pictured as takmg place hour by hour, even though the

effects are visible only at irregular intervals Similarly, though

actual expenditure on repairs may be intermittent, it may be

considered, both theoretically and practically, as being made

hour by hour concunently with the wear and tear it remedies

It was shown m previous chapters how, in practice, intermittent

expenditure can be reduced to an hourly chaige, and the reason

is now seen It is a mamtenance of efficiency, the converse of

which (wear and tear) can be regarded only as takmg place

steadily, hour by hour, m some close ielation to actual working

hours

We may picture production, therefore, as a series of operations

which are much the same in one hour as m any other Similarly,

the expenditure (overhead) which maintains the plant in a

state of preparedness for this production must also be regarded as
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doing its work hour by hour, much the same degree of mam
tenance bemg required m one houi as in another throughout

the year Normal overhead is then expenditure on the ordinary

routine of production Such overhead is obviously a legitimate

charge to cost on all methods, and its subsequent division mto

utilized and wasted or mto utihzed and superfluous service has

no bearing on the matter It is the cost of preparedness for

regular even production, and whether all the preparedness is

used for production is a subsequent consideration that does not

affect the collection of the items which constitute legitimate

overhead

Expenditure Not Legitimately Chargeable in Cost—Having

now defined legitimate oveihead, it remams to consider whether

there are other classes of expenditure that do not represent the

cost of regular even production, and, if so, their destmation and

m what way they affect cost and profits

In the first place it will be evident that items like those indi-

cated as belongmg to class 3 on the first page of this chapter

are not pait of legitimate overhead If extra help has to be

hired to handle an exceptionally heavy and awkward casting

belongmg to a customer’s order, or, as in the mstance cited

above, someone goes on a trip m connection with the business

of a particular order, the expenditure m these cases is not of a

general nature It has nothing to do with maintaining a general

condition of preparedness in the plant Obviously, then, it is

an item of overhead which is chargeable not to any factor or

service but to the individual order that has benefited by the

expenditure

Expenditures of class 3 come between those of classes 2 and 4

They are not a part of legitimate seivice overhead, neither are

they chargeable to profit and loss Their destination will be

sufficiently obvious, namely, as a special charge to the order

itself But this means they form part of the cost of that order

and thus ultimately diminish the profit on the order by just so

much as they amount to

Special cases of this kind having been eliminated, we are left

with a clear field for the inquiry What items of expenditure

must be charged direct to profit and loss?

The nature of these items can be inferred from what has been

said above They must be exceptional, irregular or even catas-

trophic in their nature They can have nothmg to do with
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maintaining a regular and smooth condition of preparedness

for production, nor can they be chargeable to any particular

order In other words, they must be of such nature that if we
were to include them in cost, no further increasem selling price

could be obtained on that account They are of a class of

expenditure for which no customer can be expected to pay
What the Customer Pays for,—The necessity of limiting

normal overhead to the ordinary, steady and recurient items of

expenditure will be understood when the relation of cost to selling

price is considered

What determines selling price? Exceptm the case of monopo-
listic industries, the obtaining of business is determined by
market competition If two plants are m competition, one of

which charges into cost (and, therefore, into its quotations or

bids for new business) only the normal and legitimate items of

overhead, and the other mcludes exceptional and catastrophic

items, it will be difficult for the latter to complete So far from

paying for the illegitimate items by including them in cost,

it will fail to fill its plant with work and thus neither the illegiti-

mate items nor all of the legitimate ones will be covered Not
only does the inflation of costs hamper the getting of business

but also it endeavors to get out of the customer what should be

paid for out of our own profits If the customer is offered goods,

elsewhere, at a price based on the normal and regular expenditure

on production, he will take them m preference

But if the plant is not filled with business, it will not be possible

to pay for the exceptional charges at all If it weie filled with

business on the basis of normal expenditure, there would have

been a fund of profit which would then be diminished to a net

amount by paying for the exceptional charges In the absence

of busmess, no fund of profit will be available for this purpose

In all cases the customer pays for production of a regular

and normal character He will not pay for anything else

This principle is generally recognized m Its most decided mani-

festations, as, for example, if we have a fire and a portion of

our plant is put out of busmess for a time, we do not expect to

raise the selling price of our product on that account We
understand that the customer will not pay for our fire We
cannot add our loss into costs and base our price on the enhanced

cost When we resume production the customer will go on

paying the same price as he would pay to our competitor who had
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no fire The cost of the fire must be met by us out of profits

In othei words, a catastrophe of this character obviously comes

under class 4 as being no part of legitimate productive overhead

but as a charge to profit and loss direct

While this principle is generally recognized m the case of a

serious catastrophe like a fire, it is very often not so recognized

m less catastrophic items Nor is it always clearly understood

why such catastrophic expenditure cannot be recoveied m cost,

though the practical impossibility may be clearly undei stood

Why Catastrophes Are Not Legitimate Overhead —It would

be easy enough to gather up the various expenditures mcident on

the occurrence of a fire and consider such total as spread over

cost through overhead duimg, say, the coming year As it is

generally recognized as piactically inadvisable to do this, there

must be a theoretical principle to support this pi acticalviewpoint

If legitimate overhead be defined as that which conti lbutes to

the maintenance of preparedness for production, and if, without

including catastrophic item, such preparedness is fully maintain-

able, then its presence is obviously not requned To include it

would be to add somethmg beyond the ordmaiy, necessary and cur-

rent expenditures which are sufficient to maintain preparedness

We should have, therefore, m our costs, not only legitimate

expenditure on mamtammg production but also an additional

and foreign element which is not contributing tn any way to service

Its inclusion would not give any extra productive capacity, nor

would its absence dimmish such capacity in the slightest

degree

Although the cost of the catastrophe has eventually to be

paid for out of profits, either past or future, to deduct it from

profits by increasing costs simply leads to introduction of a

foreign item mto such costs, thereby inflating them and making
them practically valueless for their principal purpose, namely,

the fixing of selling price By eliminating such items from

overhead and by charging direct against profit, we can perceive

exactly what we are doing and all confusion is avoided

Items Not Part of Legitimate Overhead—That catastrophic

expenditures are not part of legitimate overhead has now been
demonstrated, and the next consideration will be whether there

are other items that do not add anything to service and should,

therefore, not go mto overhead but be charged directly against
profits
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When service factors and process rates are employed for

costing, the presence of a foieign item m oveihead is much more
quickly and easily discoveied than if all expendituie is lumped
together as overhead or burden For the first question on
considermg any item of expenditure will be To what factor does

this belong?

Unless an item of expendituie is foi the purpose of rendering

a service to production, that is, unless it assists m the mainte-

nance of the plant m a condition of preparedness, it has no place

in legitimate overhead

Among the items that aie chargeable direct to profit and loss

on this account may be mentioned the cost of a heavy breakdown
In former days when slow-moving condensing engines with

enormous flywheels were m use, it sometimes happened that

such flywheels burst, scattering destruction fai and wide The
expenditure thereby incurred served not to facilitate production

but merely to restore the condition of prepaiedness obtaining

before the accident happened In the same way, boiler explo-

sions, collapse of chimneys, etc
,
belong to the category of

catastrophes, and the cost of lestormg normal conditions does

not form part of legitimate overhead

Unexpected and sudden expenditure of any kind, which

rarely can be said to serve production from the very fact that

such expenditure is spasmodic and not legular, must be treated

in the same way If, for example, the plant is closed down for a

day, owing to the death of the president of the concern or to an

occasion of public mourning or pubhc rejoicing, the loss thereby

incurred must not be chaiged into cost, that is, not into legiti-

mate overhead No service to production is implied It must

be met out of profits

These are fairly obvious cases There are others, however,

m which the distinction is not so obvious, inasmuch as it is

possible to argue that production is benefited indirectly if

not directly In this class are expenditures on what may be

called “betterment work ” When a plant is being placed on a

modern footmg by the mtioduction of production control, cost

systems, time study, etc ,
the expenditure here incurred, although

it is undertaken m the expectation that production will be

increased or cost reduced, is obviously not a part of the regular

and steady cost of production On the contrary, it is distinctly

terminable m character, even though it should last for two or
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more years in installation Of course, any additional expendi-

tuies of a 'permanent character which are set up by such

reorganization, such as salaries of production men, cost clerks,

etc
,

will be mcluded in legitimate overhead, since these are

recurrent and directly serve current production

Likewise, expenditure m the way of providing playgrounds,

clubs, entertainments, Americanization classes, etc
,
should be

met out of profits, though it may be argued that production is

benefited in an indirect way, and the object of the expenditure is

so to benefit production Still, it is perfectly obvious that such

items are entirely optional and not by any means essential

to production In other words, they do not foim an integral

part of the productive opeiations If, therefore, it is the policy

of the executives to provide these auxiliary benefits, it should

be done out of profits, and the cost of goods should not be

increased on this account

Modernization of Equipment Obsolescence—Another kmd
of expenditure, and one of great mterest, is that which arises

from the replacing of existing machines or equipment by more
modern and advanced types Ordinary wear and tear is assumed

to be taken care of by depreciation, and this, of course, is a

normal and ordinary item of legitimate overhead But the

replacement of equipment long before it is worn out, so that,

after deducting the residual value which may have been recovered

by sale of the old equipment, a loss of importance results, is

another matter The question is How is this loss to be dealt

with?

Three ways are available The amount so lost may be (1)

added to the cost of the new equipment and treated as an addition

to value It will thus eventually be charged to cost through

depreciation (2) It can be included in overhead and charged

into cost that way, or (3) it can be written off to profit and loss,

either at once or m the course of two or more years

The first method is that commonly followed in the case of real

estate and the buildings erected upon it The tearing down of an
old building and its replacement by a new one is, practically, an
addition to the capital value of the occupied site But m this

case the operation is masked by the rising value of the property

due to outside causes Nothing m manufacturing has any
Similarity to this condition, and, therefore, method 1 is not

apphcable
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On the second method the loss is tieated as if it were a part of the

cost of production Under hourly burden or peicentage systems

it would be applied to burden m general, but under the sei vice-

factor and piocess-rate method it would be necessary to deter-

mine what factoi is chargeable We may assume that the

transaction consisted m the replacement of the entire productive

machmery of one department working as a single unit with one

delivery pomt The productive equipment factor is, therefore,

the only one affected and, moreover, only as regards that one

department It would be necessaiy to mcrease this factor by the

amount of the loss, and this, m turn, would lead to an increased

process late Cost of product would be increased or diminished

according as the net influence of higher process late and shorter

process time mteracted (c/ Chap IX) The actual influence

of the amount added on account of loss might, therefore, be

masked in the net lesult

To isolate the effect of including loss we may suppose that the

object of the new equipment was to produce a more perfect article

as regards quality, and that process time was unaltered by the

substitution In this case inclusion of the loss in the factor and

rate would obviously be to increase cost, since the time would

be as with the old equipment, but the rate would be higher by
the amount of the loss Is this mcrease of cost to be considered

legitimate?

The answer to this query can be sought form relation to selling

price If we suppose that our firm were m competition with a

new concern which had been equipped with the new and improved

machinery, it is evident that, by mcludmg the loss of replacing

our old equipment in cost, we are handicapping ourselves in

competition While the new concern would realize a normal

profit on its cost when selling at a determined price, we should

not be able to make a normal profit at the same price, because our

costs would be inflated by the cost of the substituted machmery

loss

The third method may now be considered m reference to this

particular case If the loss incurred by replacing the equipment

were charged to profit and loss, either during the current year or

suspended over two or thiee years, then the product would

compete on the market on exactly the same terms as that of the

new concern Part of the profit resulting would be set aside to

pay for the replacement and the rest would be available for
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dividend The fact is that the necessity for replacement is in

the nature of a catastrophe, very similar in effect to that of a fire

m which the department machinery had been wiped out In

that event the new machineiy would be placed on the books at

its cost value and would be depreciatedm the usual way and, thus,

enter factors, process rates and costs, but the loss due to the fire

would not be so entered That would be wiped off the slate and

be met out of profits

Exceptional but Legitimate Items —It may be confessed that

the dividing line between legitimate overhead and expenditure

chargeable to profit and loss is sometimes rather fine and indefinite

While for instance, as stated above, so-called “paternal” under-

takings, clubs, playgrounds, etc
,
are no part of legitimate cost,

other services, such as fire bugades, medical service, rest rooms,

etc
,
may be consideied as legitimate, because they have an inti-

mate connection with the efficiency of production They are,

m fact, a contribution to preparedness Moreover, they comply

with the definition m that they are recurrent Nevertheless,

the inclusion of such items, or any items that do not clearly and

manifestly assist directly m creating a condition of preparedness

for production, should be made with caution Where all com-

petitors are on much the same footing in these respects, inclusion

in overhead works no haim, but if some firms are providing such

services and some not, then the effect of including these classes

of expenditure in legitimate overhead must be very carefully

watched as regards their influence on costs

Conclusion—All expenditure must be met out of the revenue

received by the sale of goods This levenue is divisible mto two
parts, namely, that which replaces cost, and that which is surplus

or profit With a given revenue, when cost is moie profit is less,

and, contrariwise, when cost is less profit is moie Conse-

quently, whether or not any given item of expenditure goes mto
cost or is charged mto profit and loss makes no difference in the

long run The net profit left after all deductions have been made
will be the same whichever plan is adopted But as cost is a
very important matter from the viewpoint of price making and

competition, it is desirable that only legitimate overhead should

enter mto it

Legitimate overhead may be defined as the expenditure which
directly and recurrently contributes to preparedness for process

work It is essentially confined to expenditure which promotes
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the productive process houi by horn It cannot, therefore, be

considered as including any expenditure that is catastrophic in

character, or which merely contributes to the restoration of

impaired productive conditions Nor can expenditure which

is of a temporary character, such as the cost of reorganization or

betterment work, be included, though any permanent expenditure

arising out of this, such as additional clerical work, is to be

considered as legitimate overhead

The essence of legitimate overhead is that it is expenditure on

the ordinary, regular and normal routine of production



CHAPTER XVIII

TYPES OF DEPARTMENTALIZATION

Very few plants are of such a simple charactei that their

operations can be earned on without departmentalization

While the general idea comprised in the word is commonly well-

understood, it is necessaiy to distinguish between the different

objects attained by dividing the productive process into

departments

Definition of Departmentalization—Theie are two or three

aspects fiom which departmentalization may be regarded

First, there is the question of administrative unity From this

viewpoint a department is a division of the busmess sufficiently

individual to require a foreman’s attention The department

thus becomes the limit of one foreman’s jurisdiction

But this usually implies that as between departments there

is a pronounced difference in the processes carried on m them
In this respect a department becomes the place wherem a special

process or group of processes is carried on

Still another viewpoint may be used In this a department

is a single process of importance or a group of processes which

forms a separate unit for costing purposes

These three definitions are not mutually exclusive On the

contrary, they may all be present at one time and, perhapB,

usually are But of course exceptions may occur Thus, two
departments for costmg purposes might have only one foieman

who supervises both of them More rarely, two departments

with sepai ate foremen may form one costmg umt, though, in

general, such officials would be subforemen with a geneial fore-

man over them, who, however, might also have jurisdiction

elsewhere

As we are dealmg here with questions of cost and not of

administration or production engineering, it is evident we must
concentrate our attention on the third viewpoint, namely, that,

202
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for costing purposes 1 a department is a separate unit of the

plant

Departments as Units of Costing—In general, the division

of the business mto departments for costing puiposes will follow,

of necessity, its division foi administrative purposes, this latter,

as has already been mentioned, bemg for the most part dependent

on the convenient groupmg of processes under foremen
Usually a department is physically separated from other

departments Eithei it is housed m a separate building or on a

separate floor, or is a definite area of a building or floor which
it shares with other departments It is usually easy, therefoie,

to allot the proper share of space factor to each department

Havmg thus physically isolated the department, it is a mere
matter of figuring on obvious bases to allot the proper share of all

other factors, and so find the total of all overhead which must be

borne by the department

This procedure provides for the collection of space and all other

factor charges pertaining to a department, but, as departments

are of varied internal arrangement and may contain from one

to twenty or more separate processes within their confines, it is

evident that the connection of service factors (overhead) with

the process cost of jobs is altogether a different matter and

must have some close relation to the way in which processes

are laid out But this leads us to the position that, while

departments are units for assembling overhead (factors), processes

are the units for connecting overhead with work This latter

operation is effected by means of process rates

We may assume for the present that the service factors for a

given department have been assembled and totaled, and proceed

to consider the various types of department from the viewpoint

of the arrangement of processes and observe the different disposi-

tions of process rates which are thereby made necessary

Internal Arrangement of Departments—Departments may
be classified by their internal arrangements according as they

include one or several different processes, i e

,

“single ” or “ plural ’ ’

1 The teim "department” is sometimes applied to a separate branch of a

large business Thus, in an engineering works, there may be an “airplane

department” a "marine engine depaitment” and a "weighbridge depart-

ment ” It would be better to speak of such groups as "divisions,” inasmuch

as each of them will generally have several "departments” m the sense as

defined above
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types The single-type department may again be subdivided

into those with one machine or one chain of machmes with a

smgle delivery point (sirigle-benes type) and those wherein the

productive machinery is duplicated, triplicated, etc
,

several

ranges of identical machmes bemg set side by side with corre-

sponding delivery points (single-parallel type)

Plural-type departments may also be considered under two

heads The first is that in which productive machmery is

made up of two or more groups or sets of identical machmes, say,

five milling machmes all alike and six planing machmes all

alike, or it might be that the machmes were all of the same kind

(all milling machmes) but that they were giouped by sizes or

capacities Each machine has its own delivery point, and all

machmes withm a group have the same process rate (plural-

group type)

Finally, we have another plural-type department in which

eveiy machine is different from every other, either m kind or

size Each such machine has its own intake and its own delivery

point and works on product quite independently of other

machmes As each machine makes a different call on service

factors, it follows that every machine has a different process

rate This is the machme-shop type of department, and,

although the modern tendency toward specialization leads

away from the practice of mixing all kinds and sizes of machmes
in the same shop, instances of this type (plural-ultimate type) are

quite common As each pioduction center and its delivery

point is furnished with its own individual process rate, it will be

evident that we have virtually extended the principle of depart-

mentalization as far as the individual production centers When
each center differs in one or several respects from its neighbours,

this ultimate type of the plural department is forced on us, as

there is no other way by which the true cost of individual processes

can be found

Mixed Types Feeder Machmes—It may happen that a

number of machmes working in parallel with individual dehvery
points are served or fed by a fewer number In an envelope

plant one gumming machine may serve several folding machmes
The arrangement may however, be more complex than this In a

certain shop makmg the small metal stamped parts of umbrellas
the course of work was this At the back of the shop large sheets

of steel were passed through rollers which cut them into smaller
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strips A furthei stage was effected by a set of machines that

cut these strips into narrow ribbons These ribbons weie fed

mto power stamping machines which perforated and cut out

portions while still m the strip The strip was then cut across

at certain points giving small rectangular pieces Finally, these

pieces were fed mto machines which bent them mto the finished

shape desired

Each set of machines was not equal m numbei At the back

was one machine domg the first slitting of the large sheets At

the front was a long range of small machmes doing the bending

process Intermediate machines increased m number toward

the delivery point of the process

Such a shop does not fall very obviously into any of the defini-

tions yet made But some idea of the way to deal with it from

the costing viewpoint may be gathered from the consideration

that the labor involved is almost entirely that of transporting

material from one kind of machine to the next in series If we

suppose this to be effected by mechanical methods, then the whole

shop would be one large automatic machine, consuming steel

sheets and delivering finished stampings at several delivery points

In other words, it would form a single-parallel type of depart-

ment notwithstanding that the number of machmes in successive

stages was not identical But the output of each stage is identical,

giving a continuous and steady flow of product ending in a number

of parallel delivery points, each exactly alike

Steps or Stages m Production—The more closely a depart-

ment represents a definite step or stage in production and that

alone, the simpler is the costing of the process, because there is

only one delivery point to consider and, therefore, no detailed

allotment of service factors to a number of individual production

centers is required The next simplest condition is where the

single-parallel type is found, that is, where the single process is

simply duplicated or multiplied, being otherwise precisely similar

The working hours of all such duplicate processes being thrown

together, the effect is the same as though only one delivery

point had been at work for a longer period Thus, if we have

three parallel processes working 200 hr m the month at a total

service factor cost of $6,000, this is equivalent to a process late of

$10 per hour, which is the same thing as regarding one such

process as working 600 hr m the month It is, however, essential

that each parallel process shall be exactly identical m all respects,
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otherwise we should have three dissimilar machines, which would

transfer the classification of the department to that of the plural-

ultimate type, requiring individual process rates for each process

1 Processes mth More than One Step—On the other hand, the

changes wrought on material within one department may con-

stitute more than one actual step An automatic lathe, for

example, may carry on several changesm series on a piece without

removal fiom the machine Continuous machinery of many
kinds is commonly found wherein the raw material entering at

one end undergoes several distinct steps of manufacture before it

emerges from the dehvery pomt But m these instances the

intermediate stages may usually he ignored foi costing purposes

The change that is costed will be that which extends between the

first form and the last

Whenever the whole output of a machme passes to another

machine, it usually forms part of a connected process which may
be costed as a smgle process, even though such process actually

includes two steps For cost purposes the two machines are one,

and the cost represents the stages between the mtake of the first

and dehvery of the second

In the case of the stamping shop above cited, though not a

continuous machme, the flow of material is so continuous and so

homogeneous that only the first and last stage need be recognized

for costing purposes Such a department consumes steel sheets

and delivers bent and perforated smgle parts If, then, we know
how many hours the dehvery points have worked and the entire

cost of all service factors consumed by the shop, an hourly

department process rate is easily calculated

This process late will be the hourly cost of the process between

the stage of steel sheets and that of finished parts

2 Non-continuous Processes—If a department consists of

several production centers each of which works independently,

then it will generally be the case that each such centei performs a

separate and distinct step or stage of manufacture Under these

conditions no departmental process rate can apply, because we
are now deahng with a variety of starting and finishing stages

The only thing to do m such a case is to extend the depart-

mentalization to the individual center by providing it with a

process rate of its own Then each step or stage of manufacture
can be costed on its own merits, quite independently of what is

going on elsewhere in the department
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It will be noticed that, by thus providing each center with its

own process rate, we reduce the complex department to a number
of simple departments and bring it within the above definition,

namely, that a departmental cost is the cost of one definite stage
in the progress from raw matenal to finished goods
Diagram of Departmental Types —Figure 50 shows m graphic

form the different types of depaitment above described, namely

A, single-senes type

B, single-parallel type

C, single-feeder-parallel type

D, plural-group type

E, plural-ultimate type

An additional diagram shows the virtual departmentalization

effected by individual production center process rates These
different types will now be considered in some detail

Single-senes Type—In this type of depaitment (A m the

diagiam) there is only one delivery point The woik may,
however, pass through more than one step or stage before reaching

this point In Fig 50A the rectangle representing the process has

three dotted rectangles mside These latter represent possible

separate steps constituting the process Provided that each of the

machines represented by the dotted outhnes delivers the whole
of its output mto the next m series, so that a uniform movement
of product fiom the intake of the process to its delivery point is

produced, then such steps may be ignored for costing purposes

and the process costed as a whole

All service factors for the department having been assembled,

they are divided by the standard working hours of the depart-

ment, thus giving an hourly process rate for the whole process,

namely, all the changes which have been wrought between the

department intake and its delivery point

In handling product, one of two conditions may exist First,

when the process is tnvariable m speed, all product being passed

through at precisely the same rate Second, when the process

vanes m speed according to the nature of the material that is

being passed through or by reason of varying degrees of skill m
the labor operating it When the process is invariable in speed,

it is not requisite to record the time of mdmduallots orbatches of

product, since such time will always be proportional to the quan-

tity or weight in the lot But when the process speed is variable,
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then a record of time taken on individual lots is necessary Such
time multiplied by the hourly process rate will, of course, be the
process cost of that lot or batch

In some cases direct labor may be included m the process
rate in this type of department This, however, will be discussed
at length m a future chapter

The single-series type of department affoids the simplest
kind of costmg We have only to assemble the departmental
service factors (overhead) and divide by the standard working
hours of the department to find a departmental process rate

Preventable idleness of machines means wasted capacity, as

explained m former chapteis While running on woik, each
process dollar is connected with a given amount 01 quantity of

work, and this may, as remarked above, include direct labor
The cost of output for a month will be (Fig 51)

Service factors (overhead) total $2,600
Standard working hours 200
Houily departmental process cost $ 13

Actual worhng hours 190 @ $13 = $2,470, cost of actual output
Preventable idle hours 20 @ $13 = $130, cost of wasted capacity

Fro 51—Cost of output

If 247,000 yards or pounds of product weie processed (atinvan-

able speed) in the month, then $2,470 divided by this figure

gives a process cost of 1 ct per yard or pound
Single-parallel Type—This type of department (B m the

diagram) is in all respects similar to the single-senes type A
except that there are two or more precisely similar sets of produc-

tive equipment, with their own delivery points, thus duplicating

or multiplying the output

The only points needing discussion will be the effect of this

duplication on the costmg method Up to the point of finding

the departmental hourly process rate there is no difference,

except that mstead of dividing the total of service factors by,

say, 200 hr
,
it must be divided by 400 (for two sets or ranges)

600 for three sets, and so on As each range of equipment has

its own delivery point, it is evident that the total standard woik-

ing hours which will be reached by all of them together must be

the divisor Practically the same result will be attained by
finding a departmental process rate as for one range and then
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dividing it by two, three, or whatever is the number of parallel

ranges (Fig 52)

Service factors (oveihead) total $6,000
Standard hours (200 X 3) 600

Hourly process cost for one dehveiy point 10

Actual working hours 570 @ $10 = $5,700
Preventable idle hours 30 @ $10 = $ 300

Fig 52—Coat of output

The final effect is that each lange has a piocess rate, and, of

course, these two, three, etc
,
rates will all be exactly alike

They may or may not include direct labor

As each lange is independent of the others, one lange might
be used for variable piocesses and others for a mam product

which was processed at invariable speed In this case the time
of individual lots oi batches would need recoidmg only at one

delivery point Preventable idleness would be recorded for all

machines, preferably by an automatic recording device

At the month-end, if there were three machines parallel (as

Fig 50B), then results would be If 741,000 yaids or pounds were
processed (all at invariable speed) in the month, this amount
divided into $6,700 would give 0 77 cts pei yard or pound

If some work weie done at different speed, the results would
be in thiB form (Fig 53)

Pounds 1

i

Hours Cost
Rate,

cents

Order 34267 50,000 36 $ 350 0 70
“ 34275 180,000 135 1,350 0 75
“ 34296 17,000

1

20 200 1 17

Normal speed
247.000

494.000

190

380

$1,900

3,800 0 77

Total 741,000 670 $5,700

Fig 63—Cost of output

The first two orders done at special speeds were below normal
cost and the other considerably above it

To enable a department to rank as an example of the single-

parallel type (with its simple cost method) each of the parallel
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processes must be precisely similar in all respects, and any one

lange must be indiscriminately usable for any portion of product

The speed of processing may vary, because that does not affect the

process rate itself but only its transfei to pioduct If any

difference exists between the ranges 01 machines, then the

uniformity of conditions which is presupposed would not he present,

and instead of two, thiee, etc
,
machines or ranges of machines, all

similar and having the same process rate, we should actually

have a department of type Em which every machine (pioduction

center) is different, thus necessitating an individual process late

for each

Smgle-feeder-parallel Type—One variety of this type of

department is represented on the diagram at C The general

plan is that of the stamping shop above described, but with fewer

steps From a cost viewpoint the problem is treated as though

each of the machines with dekveiy points (four in the diagiam)

had its own chain of machines behind it The fact that these

anterior machines are shared between the dehvery points will

not affect the costs, provided that the flow of product is uniform

throughout This is equivalent to regarding the first machine x

as havmg a capacity equal to supplying the four dehvery points,

and each machine y as havmg a capacity equal to supplying

two such pomts In other words, though x is physically only

one machine, it may be regarded as equivalent, from the view-

point of output, to four smaller machines And so with the

next step y
This reduces the department, from the costmg aspect, to an

ordinary case of the single-parallel typeB just discussed Process

cost will be for the entire series of changes between the intake of

x to the dehvery pomts of z

Smgle-feeder Type (Reversed) —From an examination of the

diagram C it will easily be seen that the flow of work can be

considered as proceedmg from right to left just as well as from

left to right That is, the mtake may be at the four machines

zzzz and the dehvery pomt after step x The same reasoning

applies in this case as before The four machines z may be

regarded as one machine of four times the capacity, and machines

y y as of double the capacity Then the output at eaoh step

would be the same, and, from the cost viewpoint, we have what is

virtually a smgle chain of three machines between mtake and

dehvery pomt The fact that the first machine m the series is
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physically divided into four and the second into two does not

affect the principle

In this case the department is reduced to an ordmary case of A
(single-senes type) which is the type of department having only

one dehvery point The corresponding process cost includes all

three steps, from the intake at z to the delivery at x

Variations of Feeder Type—The feeder type of department

is somewhat important m view of the mcieasing use of auto-

matic and semi-automatic machineiy for process work It

will be understood that the ariangement shown in the diagram is

only one of many that may be made For example, there might

be only one machine at each end of the cham of steps, and several

intermediate steps, each of which was performed by several

machines simultaneously In all such cases what we have to

consider is whether such groups of machines are performing the

work of a single machine of capacity equal to the intake and

dehvery If the flow of product is smooth and continuous from

first to last, then, as a general thing, the mtermediate steps may
be ignored and the process costed eithei as a single-senes type

(with one deliveiy pomt) or, if there is more than one dehvery

point, as a single-parallel type

As soon as the exact type is determmed, the problem of costing

is a matter of applying the regular routine for the type m question

Plural-type Departments—Hitherto the types discussed have

been those which are concerned with only one process, although

such process may be made up of two or more steps Neverthe-

less, in any of the departments of the smgle type, there can be no
variety of operation If there is more than one delivery point,

each of them delivers identically processed produot The only

possible difference is that in some cases product may have been

piocessed at different speeds, but the processing itself is always
the same

Now we have to consider cases in which a plurality of processes

exists, that is, at least two different processes are carried on in the

same department, and these processes are not m sequence That
is, they are not, as m the case of the smgle departments above
discussed, mere steps m a continuous process On the contrary,

each machine has its own intake and deliveiy point, and if one
process is served or fed by the others, it is on a wholly independent
basis If one piece or lot passes through two processes, each must
be costed separately
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Plural-group Type —In the diagram (Fig 50) the plural-group

type is represented by D Five machines are shown, and it is

assumed that two of them (la and 16) are identical, while the

other three aie diffeient (2a, 26, 2c) though identical among them-

selves It will be observed that each of the machines has its own
independent intake and delivery pomt Though for costing

purposes they are grouped, this grouping has no bearmg on the

work they do Each machme may work on entirely different

material and at any speed required

It will be evident that we have here a condition which is

virtually equivalent to two departments of the single-series type

But as, for admimstiative or other good reasons, they form

a single department, this must be faced and the costmg methods

adapted to the actual circumstances

The first step will be to collect the service factors for the whole

department Having assembled these, they must be so divided

between the two groups (la, 16 and 2a, 26, 2c) so that each group

bears its own proper share of the services provided In other

words, two independent process rates will be required, as a single

department process rate would no longer apply to all the machines

indifferently If there are three groups, three rates will be neces-

sary, and so on The method of allocation is described elsewhere

Within the gioups the process rates will be identical, inasmuch

as the machines are all precisely alike and, therefore, must have

an identical call on service Thus la and 16 will have the same

process rate and so will 2a, 26, 2c But the rate of la will not be

the same as that of 2a (It might happen so by an accidental

combination of circumstances, but m general each group would

have a different rate )

As an example, we may assume that the total of standard

service factors (overhead) for the whole department was 12,000

for 1 month, and that this was found to be allocable between the

groups thus

Group 1 $060 Group 2 $1,060

If the department’s workmg hours aie 200 for the month, then the

total workmg hours m each group will be

Group 1, 200 X 2 = 400 hr Group 2, 200 X 3 = 600 hr

The hourly process rate for each individual machine will be

In group 1 $ 950 — 400 hr «= $2 376 per houi

In group 2 1,060 — 600 hr = 1 76 per hour
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The results of a month’s working may be stated as follows

Gioup 1 worked 100 per cent of standard time, viz
, 400 hi

Group 2 worked 93 3 per cent of standard time, viz
,
560 hi

Group 3 wasted 6 6 per cent of capacity by idleness, mz
,
40 hr

In teims of cost the results would be

Cost of jobs done by group 1 machines 400 X $2 375 = $ 960

Cost of jobs done by group 2 machines 560 X $1 76 = 980

Cost of wasted capacity (preventable idleness)

m gioup 2 40 X $1 75 = 70

$2,000

If the cost of individual jobs or lots were required, which would

depend on time taken on each job, then the usual time record

at each machine would be kept

Plural-ultimate Type —-When there are a number of dissimilar

machines of all kinds and capacities in a department, as is fre-

quently found m machine shops, then each machine will require

an individual process rate In the diagiam, E represents a

condition of this kmd There are five machmes, each of which

is different from the others, and each of which has its own intake

and its own delivery point It thus works with complete indepen-

dence of all other machmes and may be considered as virtually

forming a subdepartment in itself, as far as costs are concerned

In a department of the plural-ultimate type it is obvious that

there cannot be any departmental process cost, since there is no

uniformity in processes but the greatest possible diversity It is,

m fact, the ultimate or final diversity and no greater degree of

diversity between processes can be found In the same way
there can be no group piocess rates where every machine is

different from its neighbours, and, should two or three of them
happen to be alike, they may be considered as diffeient, though,

when the individual process rates are worked out, similarmachmes
will have similar rates, provided they are similar m all respects

In this type of department the total of service-factor charges

(overhead) is divided among all the machmes in proportion to the

call of each on each separate service Instead of a departmental
total which is divided by departmental standard hours to form
a standard departmental process rate, we now have a set of

individual totals, one for each production center (machine)

which, when divided by the standard working hours, gives a

process rate entirely individual to one such center As all the
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departmental overhead is divided up in this way, it follows that

we have virtually spht up the department, for costing purposes,

into as many subdepartments as there are separate production

^enters

Figure 50 at E 1, E 2, E 3, etc
,
shows the general effect of this

procedure The machines 1, 2, etc
,
which are mingled indis-

criminately m one shop at E are now, in theory at least, each set

in a separate department of its own, E 1, E 2, etc But if we

compare this arrangement with the diagram at A, it will be seen

that what we have done is to reduce the mixture of machmes to

separate single-process departments, each with its own department

late and each capable of working at any desired speed, with sepa-

late intake and dehvery point, just like any other single-process

department

Comparison with Little Shops—In Part I the case of a primi-

tive type of industry was considered, beginning with a number of

independent httle shops, each with its own separate cost system,

and then proceeding to consideration of what happened when all

the httle shops were consohdated into one concern, with the sub-

stitution of hourly burden or percentage methods of costing for

that originally used, and the final organization of a cost system

in which each separate production center (representing the foimer

separate little shops) was again placed on an independent footing

for costmg purposes by the introduction of individual process

rates

It will be understood from the foregoing discussion of the

diagram (Fig 50), that, to begin with, the httle shops were

actually in the condition exhibited by the machmes E 1, E 2,

etc By reason of the consolidation they were thrown into a

conglomerate similar to those in E, and then were restored to the

condition E 1, E 2, etc
, by dividing up all the overhead by means

of service factors, thus enablmg hourly process rates for each

separate production center to be restored

Effect of Departmentalization on Costs —In the example given

in Part I, the whole of the plant was considered as forming one

department with eighteen dissimilar machmes No depart-

mental subdivision was made But to a certain extent the sepa-

rate floors might have been considered as so many separate

departments, and, as a matter of fact, the calculation of the trans-

portation and superintendence factors was made on a basis which

took into account differences between the floors To avoid
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complexity, this question of departmentalization was ignored,

but it could not have been done if it were the fact that depart-

mentalization makes any difference to the final calculation of

process rates

It does not As Jar as costs are concerned, depaitmentalization

is merely a device for the much easier collection and the closer

control over items By narrowing down the assembly of service-

factor charges to individual departments, they take on a much
moie conciete and practically controllable form Moreover,

certain items are m themselves stuctly depaitmental m origin

and scope, such as the salaries of foiemen and other depaitmental

employees It may happen also that internal changes take place

in a department that affect merely local calculations and do not

disturb those of other departments For these reasons, and

because departments are natural subdivisions of a plant that are

understood by everyone (that is to say, executives and others

generally think in terms of departments), departmentalization is

a most valuable assistance m the organization of a cost system

Though it can be dispensed with, it is only at the expense of

greater complication in accounts and considerable loss of ready

control over the inteipretation of what the figures of any period

reveal

In the case of single-process departments, there is no possible

escape from departmentalization The process being naturally

isolated, it would be the height of foolishness to intermingle its

accounts with those of any other process The above remarks

are intended to apply lather to those types of plant m which

dissimilar machines are found, and most departments contain

them In such cases departmentalization can be ignored, but it

is by no means good practice to do so

Process Rates Represent Uniform Conditions—Study of the

diagram (Fig 50) will show that the number of process rates

requiredm a given department will depend on the degree to which

uniformity of conditions exists If service factors are shared

equally by all machines, as for example, if each production centei

occupies the same space, takes the same amount of power, etc ,

then only one process rate will be required, namely, that of the

department as a whole divided by the total working hours of all

machines

In the single-senes type A, as there is only one producton

center with one delivery point, uniformity is at its maximum
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There being no other production centers to sharem service factors,

there can be no question of any dissimilarity of call on service

Theie can be only one process rate m such a department

In the single parallel type B each production center being alike,

then call on services must be alike Consequently, then rates

must be alike, and (with three machines) each rate will be one-

third of what a departmental rate would be if one were calculated

Perfect uniformity exists between the individual share by each

machine of any particular factor, and their shaie of all factors

together must necessarily be similar

In the plural-group type D dissimilar conditions appear

Group 1 does not make the same call on every factor that group

2 does The dissimilarity may be confined to a single factor,

as for example, if group 1 machines took double the amount of

power compared with those of group 2, though in all other

respects they were similar As soon as dissimilaritym the call on

services makes its appearance, then more than one process rate

becomes necessary, since no departmental late can be subdivided

to meet the case

Finally, with the plural-ultimate type E dissimilanty arrives

at the maximum Each and every machine makes its own
individual call on each service Consequently, there are as

many process rates as machines Again, this dissimilarity might

be confined to the call on a single kind of service Each machine

might differ as to the space occupied, or as to the amount of

power used, etc
,
while uniformity might exist in all other respects,

but, generally, m this type of department more than one factor

will be affected, although whether this is actually the case is a

matter of no importance whatever

Conclusion—The subject of departmentalization has been

dealt with at some length, not only on account of its importance

but also because the influence of the layout of pioductive machin-

ery (or rather its grouping) on the form m which cost should be

expected has received very httle attention From all points of

view the isolation of processes by departments leads to the great-

est simplification m costing arrangements With the single-

senes or single-parallel type working at a constant processing

speed, there is only one variable to consider, % e ,
utilized capacity

Either the full standard working hours have been employed in

processing or they have not In the latter case the value of the
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wasted capacity is found by simply deducting utilized hours at

standard rate from actual ovcihead m burden account

If the speed of processing is not constant, then it will be

necessary to record actual time on each lot, job or order, and the

total of such time deducted from total overheadm burden account

leaves the value of preventable idleness No simpler costmg

methods than these can be found

With the inclusion of dissimilar production centers m one

department, comphcation m costmg begins At least two
process rates must be substituted for the simple departmental

rate, and, in the case of the pluial-ultimate type, a large number
of separate rates may be necessaiy if accurate costing of each

process is desired This implies some considerable calculation

as compared with single departments, but that is not the chief

drawback The more dissimilai machines there are m a depart-

ment the more likely is it that changes may take place upsetting

all the process rates and necessitatmg fresh calculation It is

not to be understood that such calculations are difficult or that

they consume much time to make, but if they can be avoided so

much the bettei

If there is a large number of really dissimilar machmes, there is

nothing to be done but accept the situation, but if many of them
are alike, and the exigencies of the busmess permits such similar

machmes to be grouped, so as to give rise to departments of

single-parallel type B, then by so much will the costmg be sim-

plified and economized



CHAPTER XIX

INCLUSION OF DIRECT LABOR IN PROCESS RATES
CONSOLIDATED RATE

The discussion of how far productive labor may be made into a

special service factor and thus mcoiporated as an element m the

process rate may be divided into three heads First, the case in

which there is an operatoi at daywork attached to each machine

Second, where the said operator is paid by piecework or its

equivalent Third, where operators are employed m a single-

parallel type of department (B, Fig 50) and are working m a

group or gang and not attached individually to definite machines

This kind of woikmg is sometimes termed “semi-direct” labor

Advantages of Consolidation—Before considering the condi-

tions under which a consolidation of direct or semi-direct labor

with the process rate is possible, we may discuss the advantages

to be obtained by so domg If, for example, a certain process

has an hourly rate of $1 and the operator (on daywork) has an

hourly wage rate of $0 70, then, if direct labor is consolidated

with the other factors, we could have a combined rate of $1 70

as an inclusive cost for the process That is to say, such a rate

would mclude every item of productive cost that can possibly

be considered as legitimate

It may be said at once that the principal advantage accruing

from a consolidated rate of this kmd is convenience and economy

in accounting (except in the case of group or semi-direct labor,

wherein other advantages accrue) In costing we have only one

hourly rate to multiply by the hours worked on each job, instead

of two For estimating purposes this is also true In the

preparation of an estimate a good deal of calculation is obviously

saved if there is only one multiplication for each item instead of

two separate ones The detail is, in fact, saved just where it is

most numerous and least significant There is exceedingly httle

advantage gained by sphtting cost mto two parts when it can be

avoided, and the practice has no doubt arisen from the old view-

point of considering direct labor as the one definite and reliable

219
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element m cost and all othei elements (oveihead) as being simply

not direct

But as a piocess rate is a perfectly definite and exact measure

of that portion of total cost which is included in it, namely,

overhead as represented by service factors, there does not seem

any advantage to anyone in makmg a distinction between process

cost and direct-wage cost No particular value foi estimating

purposes seems to be secured by the knowledge that out of a

total process rate of $3 70, 70 cts is for direct labor and the

remainder for other services We are speaking heie of the use

of the informationm relation to costs, not in regard to production

engineering For the latter purpose this knowledge is of value,

but not m relation to particular lots of work The production

engineer would always have at hand the composition of the

machine rate and would know it contained 70 cts worth of direct

labor If he were considering the question of substituting cheapei

labor, all the information would be at hand m that respect But

for accounting purposes the important matter is that $3 70 is

the inclusive cost per hour of a particulai process and no advan-

tage follows from splitting the amount into two portions

Standardization Involved—It must not be overlooked, how-

ever, that if direct labor is to be included in process rates, it

must, like all other service factors, be made the subject of stand-

ardization The standardization of rates of wages for particular

kinds of work is, m recent years, not an unknown practice The
underlying idea is that foi work of a certain character there is a

certain natural rate of wages dependmg on the conditions set

up by the work itself Skill, endurance, exposure to unpleasant

surroundings, etc
,
are the elements which enter mto the question

of a propel standard of pay for the work m question There will

be a normal rate foi unskilled labor on ordinary work and this

will form the point of departure We are not concerned here,

however, with the calculation of standard pay, but only with the

fact that it is becoming a recognized practice, and there does not

seem any good reason why all work of an ordinaly recurrent

character should not be standardized

Two Kinds of Standardization—In Chap IX the subject

of standardization of direct-wage cost was discussed at some
length It will be remembered that such standardization was
therein shown to be of two kmds, one referring to the wage rate

appropriate to the job and the other to the standard operation
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time it should lequire Combining the two we have a standard-

ized direct-labor cod

In the present discussion we aie concerned with only one of

these standardizations, namely, that which refers to the appro-

priate wage rate Whether or not the further step is made does

not affect the present argument Moreover, the lelation of wage
rates to the job is not under discussion The standardization

now being considered is the association of a particular wage
rate with a particular process, that is, a particular machine in

most instances This wage rate, as remarked above, will

naturally have relation to the degree of skill or othei special

qualification involved m performing the work
Problems Arising from Consolidation—Assuming that the

rates of pay appropriate to each production center have been

standardized, we have now to consider what new problems are

thereby created The behavior of the consolidated process rate

under various circumstances must be studied, as well as the

normal behavior under ordinary conditions

Among these circumstances will be the following preventable

idleness, short time working, overtime, and the case wherein an

operator is temporarily assigned to a process at a rate of pay

highei or lowei than standard We have also to consider what is

to be done m those cases where an operatoi receives a higher rate

of pay due to causes apart from his skill or other special qualifica-

tion, e g ,
increased rate of pay for length of loyal service, etc

1 Normal Routine—No difficulty arises under ordinary

conditions, when the department isworking 100 percent of stand-

ard working hours The process rate representmg standard fac-

tors (overhead) being simply consolidated with the standard wage

rate, say $3 and 70 cts
,
respectively, each hour of work sees

these amounts charged to jobs, the $3 being set against depart-

mental overhead and the 70 cts against payroll

2 Preventable Idleness—If the departmental standard hours

are, say 200, and a particular center woiks only 185, the 15 idle

hours bemg distributed an hour here and an hour there, the

lesultmg effect depends upon what is actually done about the

direct labor If due to a temporary breakdown, the operator

may be laid off for the idle period In this case there will be no

charge from the payroll to the departmental account and no

credit, inasmuch as no job is being worked on This accurately

represents what has happened
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More often, however, the direct labor will not be laid off but

will simply be idle like the machine In this case the wages for

the idle period will be charged from the payroE to the depait-

mental account, but there wdl be no corresponding credit This

is also in accordance with facts, since the balance thus left m
departmental burden wdl be chargeable against profit and loss,

as it represents waste

A third case is where the operator is assigned to some service

job, such as cleaning up the machine, in order to keep him at

hand untd a new job is leady This implies that there wdl be a

charge from payroE, but no conesponding credit, just as in the

last instance The resulting chaige to waste is justifiable on the

ground that the employment assigned is m the nature of unsched-

uled and superfluous service, i e , it is not reaEy necessary but is

performed for reasons that have nothmg to do with efficiency

In aE of these cases it wdl be seen that the portion of consoli-

dated rate which comprises direct labor falls into its own place

automaticaEy and presents no embarrassment under cncum-

stances of pieventable idleness

3 Overtime—The question of overtime is complicated, when
consolidated process rates are in question, by the usual practice

of paying extra, say, time-and-a-quarter, for the work done in

overtime hours This does not, of course, affect the service

factor ($3) portion of the rate, but it does affect the direct-wage

($0 70) portion It is evident that, if the rate is charging 70 cts

into cost whde actually the payroll wdl stand at 70 + 17% or

S7% cts
,
there wdl he left a balance m departmental burden

account of just this \7% cts In other words, the extra rate of

pay wdl not be charged against the job but agamst profit and

loss

Quite apart from the question of process rates, the plan of

charging the extra expenditure on direct labor to a general

fund of some kind, instead of permitting it to increase the cost

of the particular job that happens to mcur it, is favored m many
quarters In this case the amount of the extra pay is coEected m
one account and may be distributed along with other burden

on any of the usual methods It is thus spread over aE the

jobs current in the period instead of confined to the unlucky job

that happened to be processed m the overtime hours

With process rates this procedure can be foEowed only if

overtime is predetermined in amount over a Considerable period
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(c/ Chap XIV) Under such circumstances it would be possible

to set up a special factor increasing the rate of such processes as

were affected But m cases where overtime is sporadic, that is,

occasional and accidental, due to a desire to clear up arrears, etc
,

we may very well regard the extra pay rate as waste, since under

these conditions overtime involves a loss of efficiency compared with

standard Instead of charging against particular jobs, it can,

without substantial injustice, be chaiged to profit and loss direct

But, when overtime is prolonged and deliberate, arrangements

should be made to modify the process rates concerned

4 Temporary Assignment at Highei Wage Rate—If the stand-

ard wage included m the process rate is, say, 70 cts and, for

reasons unconnected with efficiency, an operator at 75 cts is

temporarily assigned to the process, the charge from payroll

to burden accounts will be 5 cts per hour mote than the corre-

sponding credit by costs The 5 cts will, therefore, be charged

against profit and loss This is m order, since the wage rate was

in excess of standard needs, and, therefore, to the extent that

standard is exceeded, can only be regarded as waste

5 Extra Rates for Seniority—In some plants wage rates may
be somewhat unequal for the same class of work, owing to certain

operators receiving higher pay in recognition of length of service

or other special cause for reward If such operators are perma-

nently assigned to certain processes, it is an easy matter to include

the actual wage rate in the process rate, by which procedure the

job would be charged with the full amount of the operators’

wage, including the extra payment for seniority

If, however, operators are for any reason frequentlymoved from

one process to another, then each process rate must necessarily

be based on the ordinary wage rate of the class This would

result m the extra payment for seniority being left in burden

account and not transferred to any job Theoretically, there is

much to be said for this latter method, since it can be argued that

such extra payments have nothing to do with the standard cost

of jobs and should, therefore, in any case be borne by profit and

loss The payments of this kind usually do not amount to

anything considerable and no substantial injustice is meurred

by allowing them to go to profit and loss instead charging them

to an individual job

Consolidated Rate with Piecework—Hitherto we have been

considering the simple case of a department m which each
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process has its own opeiator, paid at a day rate, and the con-

solidation consists merely m addmg the wage late, say 70 cts
,
to

the standard process rate, say $3, making a consohdated rate of

$3 70 We have now to consider othei combinations of operators

and processes, the first of which will be that of the opeiator paid

by piecework or premium

We may suppose a case m which the process rate is $1 and the

operatoi’s wage rate 60 cts
,
making a consohdated rate of 351 60

pei hour For a ceitam job we may consider the piece price to

be $5 If the job is actually completed in 6 hr the wage cost will

be $3 60 and the balance earned $1 40 With a consohdated

rate the burden account entries will be

Service factor charges $ 6 00 Charged into cost

Payroll charges 3 60 6 hi @ $1 60 $ 9 60

Payroll balance earned 1 40 Diffeience 1 40

Total $11 00 Total $11 00

This difference is obviously that of the balance earned, which is

not distubutable through the consolidated rate If tins balance

is separately posted to the cost of the job, the two sides of the

account will balance

The operator, however, may make a loss on the job instead of a

profit balance If, for example, the job has taken 9 hr
,
then the

wage cost will be 9 X 60 or $5 40, a loss of 40 cts The burden

account entries will then be

Service factor charges

Payroll charges

Loss balance

Total

$ 9 00 Charged into cost

6 40 9 hr @ $1 60 $14 40

0 40 Difference (minus) 0 40

$14 00 Total $14 00

This difference is again the amount of the balance, but, as this

is now a loss mstead of a gam, it is to be deducted from the cost

of the job instead of being added to it

These two examples serve to show that while a consohdated

rate may be used in connection with piecework, it is necessary

to calculate the wage cost of the job just as usual, and then add
or deduct the balance from the job m the ordmary way Where
piecework is m general use, it is questionable whether a consoh-

dated rate offers any advantages, but, on the other hand, where
such rates are m general use they can be retained m those cases

where piecework is employed Whether the process rate and the

wage rate are separate or consohdated, exactly the same result is
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obtained, namely, an inclusive cost of $11 for the first job and of

$14 for the second

Group or Semi-direct Working—It often happens that a

department may consist of several identical production centers

(single-parallel type) which are opeiated by a group of men
whose work may be spread over the different centers indiscrim-

inately The kettle floor of a soap factory or the bleach room of a

textile plant are examples A set of automatic lathes or screw

machmes with a tool man and seveial assistants also come under

the same category

In these cases, though the operators are in a sense workmg
directly on salable product, the nature of their duties is such that

it would be impossible to keep a record of the tune spent by each

operator on particular work Further, the number of men in the

group may vary accordmg to the number of parallel machmes
being operated but not in direct proportion Consequently,

the relation of such direct workers to actual output is vague and

difficult to establish by the ordinary time-sheet methods But

by the use of a consolidated process rate a satisfactory solution

is easily attained

Let it be supposed that there is a group of six machines, vats,

kettles or other variety of production center which is rated at $1

pei hour each for straight process rate It may be further sup-

posed that this department is operated under full-time conditions

by a group of 4 men whose aggregate wages amount to $2 40 per

hour The consolidated rate for the department as a whole will

then be $6 + $2 40 or $8 40 per hour, and for each individual

machine $8 40 — 6 or $1 40 per hour

1 Group Workmg at Maximum—The principle on which our

costing rests is that of maximum productive capacity To main-

tain all six machmes in full work during standard workmg hours

takes $8 40, of which $6 is incurred for service factoi charges and

$2 40 for group labor If all six machines are working 100 per

cent standard hours, then burden entries will be

Service factor charges $6 00 Charged into oost

Direct labor (payroll) 2 40 6 hi @ 1 40 $8 40

Total $8 40

It is obvious that the six machmes may all be engaged on one

job, or each on a different job, or the work may be broken up mto

a considerable number of small jobs In the latter case the time
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taken on each such 30b multiplied by the consolidated rate

($1 40) will give the individual cost of the job

2 Group Working with Idleness—Next it may be assumed that

instead of working 100 per cent of standaid time, only 80 per cent

has been worked The resulting entries will be (if no reductions

m service or labor have been made)

Service factor chaiges $6 00 Chaiged into cost

Direct labox (payroll) 2 40 4 8 hr @ 1 40 $6 72

Total $8 40 Wasted capacity 1 68

Total $8 40

The amount ($1 68) chargeable to waste is obviously made up

partly of wasted service-factor charges and partly of wasted

group-labor charges The combined cost of manufacturing

capacity was the same asm the fiist example, but the actual hours

of operation were 20 per cent less than standaid, and, therefore,

the cost of 1 2 hr of capacity, provided but not utilized, has drip-

ped mto the pool of waste, as described in a formei chapter

The 4 8 hr charged mto cost may, as before, have been

expended on one large job 01 divided among a number of small

jobs pro rata as their time of opeiation This cost is exactly the

same as that in the first example The jobs actually done have

not cost more because some of the capacity has been allowed to go

to waste

3 Group Working with Curtailment—In the case of deliberate

short-time working (curtailment of production), the situation is

much the same asm the last example, except that some economies

will have been effected m the chaiges appearing on the left side

of the account Thus, if the 20 per cent curtailment is deliberate

and has been provided for, perhaps 10 per cent of the charges due

to service factors may have been saved On the other hand, it is

quite possible that for a small curtailment of this kind it would not

be possible to withdraw any of the group of operators, especially

if each of them had care of some particular aspect of the work

In this case the figures would appear as

Service factor charges $6 40 Charged into cost

Direct laboi (payroll) 2 40 4 8 hr @ SI 40 86 72

Total $7 80 Wasted capacity 1 08

Total $7 80

By reason of the reduction of service-factor expenditure, the cost

of the wasted capacity due to curtailment is reduced to $1 08
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instead of $1 68 as when no economics had been effected Cost of

jobs remains the same as before

True Field of the Consolidated Process Rate—These examples

show that the consolidated process rate has its true field m dealing

with conditions such as those just discussed The vague class

of semi-direct or group laboi is made mto a separate service

factoi (this of course, will be confined to its own department)

and thus made part of the process rate It then takes its place

along with all other services to production and, like those, is

capable of division mto utilized and wasted, whether or not

economies have been effected to offset conditions that give rise to

waste

There is very little difference between group direct laboi of this

kind and some service labor The peculiarity of group labor is

that it is confined to a definite set of pioduction centers, but

certain kinds of service labor are similarly confined In the trans-

portation factor, for example, an overhead traveler service with

its operator may be confined strictly to a small group of large

lathes or boring machines, but no one would regard it as anything

but service on that account Similarly, though several operators

forming a group or gang may be actually manipulating product, it

is still merely a service that is being rendered to production and

there is no necessity to regard it as “direct,” especially when,

as in this case, considerable practical advantages are secured by
not so regardmg it

Sharing of Process Rate Savings in Piecework—It has been

proposed to give the pieceworker a share of savings from the

process rate as well as from the wage allowance The idea is that

savings on service factors (overhead) are to be shared on a 60 50

or 66 33 basis between operator and employer in addition to a

similar sharing of the saving of direct-wage cost The formula

for effecting this is somewhat complex, and it is difficult to see

what advantage is gamed It is far simpler, and much more

comprehensible by the average operator, to give him the whole

of his savings (piecework or premium balance) and allow the

savmg on process time to go to the credit of the firm

In the example of piecework under consolidated rates given

above (p 223) the piece price for the job was $6 As the oper-

ator’s wage rate was 60 cts ,
this implied a time allowance of 8 333

hr for the work If the full time were aotually taken (i e ,
if

no savmg were made by the operator) the results would be
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$ 8 33

5 00

$13 33

and if the time taken were, asm example, namely, 6 hr
,
the results

would be

Piocoss late, 6 hr @ $1 $6 00

Wages, 6 hi
, @60 cts 3 60

$9 60

There has thus been a total saving of $3 73, of which, undei

ordinary conditions, $1 40 is given to the operator and 82 33

retamed by the firm This $2 33 is the amount of the difference

between 8 333 and 6 hr of process late

This latter amount (12 33) will varym proportion to the process

rate That is to say, if the operator’s wage late and the piece-

work price were as m the above example, the amount ($2 33)

will be greatei or lesser according as the process rate is larger

or smaller than $1 an hour It is observable that the operatoi

has no conti ol of or influence on this difference It depends

entirely on the machine or other production center at which he is

workmg The same amount of extra skill or energy exhibited by
him will bring him the same monetary results whether he is workmg
on a $3 machine or on one rated at only 80 cts But to the firm

there will be a much greater saving accruing from the saving of

time on the $3 machine

The only deduction from this that has any practical

importance is that the larger the process rate the less the

objection to the operator making a very large balance, because

this only implies that the saving to the firm is becoming greater

and greater With reasonable accuracy in rate fixing, it is the

opinion of the writer that straight piecework is the simplest,

most comprehensible and most satisfactory method of payment
by results If rates are fixed for the average man, then large

balance earnings are due to individual and peculiar adaptability

to the
j
ob The payment of such balances should not be grudged,

smee it is impossible that all the advantage should be on one side

The firm must m any case gam m two directions

1 Saving in time of operation means saving m the amount
of process rate attached to the job The higher this rate the

more saving accrues to the firm

Process late, 8 333 hi @ $1

Wages, 8 333 hi @ 60 cts
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2 The quicker movement of jobs past the dehveiy point is

equivalent to an increase of the total capacity of the machine or

production center without extra expense

It may be aigued that the operator should share m these

additional advantages, and this is the position taken by the

advocates of sharing process-iate savings as well as wage savings

This is all very well m theory, butm practice all we are concerned

with is a stimulus which will be psychologically effective It

will matter very little to the operator whether his balance of $14

comes from a combined savings formula or from a straight

piecework balance, but he will certainly understand and probably

respond better to the latter Notwithstanding the theoretical

points in favor of complicated schemes of rewaid, it would appear

that the old piecework price method is still to be preferredm most

instances

There is also much to be said for departmental bonuses on

production, but these are altogether outside our present inquiry

and will be dealt with elsewhere

Conclusion—The possibility of consolidating any given process

rate with the wage rate usually associated with it has been shown,

but, except in one instance, the advantage of so doing is confined

to simplified calculation

On the other hand, where group working is employed m a

department m such a way that a number of similar production

centers are served by a group of men, working at large, the

method of throwing all such semi-direct labor into a labor factoi

and making it part of a process rate is considerable Costing

of this character can be done m no other way so simply and

satisfactorily

Proposals to share savings on service factors (overhead) as

well as on direct wages under piecework oi premium working

have been considered, but the plan has been shown to offer

no particulai advantages from a practical viewpoint, while

it is necessarily complicated to apply



CHAPTER XX

CHARACTERISTICS OF THE PROCESS DOLLAR

The relations of the process rate to overhead and to production

and its behavior under varying conditions of business having

been considered in some detailm the preceding chapteis, a general

summary of the theory of piocess cost—or as we may term it by

way of emphasis the process dollar—will now be m ordei

Modern Manufacturing—Two fundamental principles exist

in modern manufacturing One of these refers to the way m
which operations aie divided up into sepaiate and distinct

processes The other refers to the fact that these processes are

repetitive In pure craftsmanship neithei of these principles is

found The old time shoemaker carried out his woik by a

series of separate operations, of course—outtrag out is necessarily

a distinct operation from sewing or attaching trimmings—yet

not only were these steps earned out by thesame hand but also it is

doubtful whether they were thought of as more than stages,

dovetailing mto one another, in the gradual upbuilding of the

finished article

Isolation of Processes—Under modern conditions the unit of

manufactunng operations is the process While this corresponds

somewhat closely with the old formula of the division of laboi,

the stress is more propeily put today on the process itself rathei

than on the labor that enables it to function Division of labor

formerly implied subdivision of skills, but today it imphes, m
most cases, division among a senes of special machines In

such cases the labor is very often, and to an increasing extent,

practically unskilled and can be shifted from one subdivision of

the process to another indiscriminately Special skills are more
and more being transferred to special machines

Modern manufactunng, then, consists of a senes of separate,

distinct and isolated processes, for the most part earned on by
types of machine individual to each process Even where this

latter condition is not wholly present (as m certain types of

machine-shop work wherein a series of, say, milling machines may
230
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be carrying out different operations on the same product) there
will frequently be some special jig or attachment to each machine
which assists in differentiating it from its neighboi, so that, after

all, each machine has an individuality and could not without
alteration of somefixture or accessory be used for the next processm
the series

This being the case it is not too much to say that what con-

stitutes a particular industry is the whole scries of processes set

up for the transformation of raw material mto finished product
Each industry has its own processes, though two or more indus-

tries may have similar processes, differently combined to produce
different effects, working on different material In general,

however, the statement is true that an industry is recognizable

by its processes and by nothing else All plants have buildings,

consume power, contain storage, have arrangements for moving
material to and fro, employ administrators of several grades,

make use of offices and office forces, and to know that this is the

case in any particular instance does not give us any key to what
the industry is

But as soon as we come to enumerate the processes carried on

—

if we speak of soap kettles and tallow tanks, or of mercerizing

machines and dye vats, or of gun lathes and tempering pits, or

even of milling machines and shapers— some measure of identifi-

cation of the industry appears at once and has only to be earned

into more detail to make the identification complete Processes

are the keynote of modern manufactunng and this, and not any

question as to the division of labor, is the viewpoint that should

be adopted m considering the facts of modern production

Repetition or Recurrence—The most significant fact about

the employment of processes is that, for the most part, they

perform exactly the same operation over and over again Even

though a diversity of matenal may be worked upon, what is done

to it by any one process will be a change in its status that will

be of similar character Thus, a steam hammer or a forging

press may work on a billet of steel or a bar of wrought iron,

a soap kettle may boil a mixture for a coarse household soap or a

fine toilet soap, a dye jigg may be working on a thm voile or a

heavy duck, a milling machine may be used on an iron or a brass

casting, but in each of these oases the process itself is identical

It may take a longer or shorter time for one of these materials

than for another to pass a similar stage of manufacture, but
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otherwise there will be, usually, no diffeience in the call on

service factors

Further, hour after hour of process work on a machine sees

nothing but repetition of the same detailed performance Today,

or a year hence (provided that no change in the process has been

made meanwhile) an observer watching the process will see a

precise repetition of the movements, the same call on space,

power, transport and other service factors, the same procession

of work past a dehvery point, and, m short, an unchanged succes-

sion of events, whatever these may be, that constitute that

process

Recurrence of Expenditures—In the present inquiry we are

not so much interested in the repetition of technical operation

details as in the fact that such repetition implies a recurrence,

period by period (te, m the last analysis, hour by hour), of

precisely similar items of expenditui e in precisely similar amounts

In other words, the cost of running a machine m a condition of

preparedness to do process work is the same m any one hour

during the year as m any other hour

It may be asked How are we assured that the kind and amount
of service is the same? The answer is that if it were not so, an
alteration in the process must have taken place If service

equivalent to the value of $1 is sufficient to maintain the process

in one month, it must be sufficient to maintain it in any other

month, provided the cost of space, power, etc
,
has not increased

in the meantime And if such an increase in service factor cost

(overhead) had occurred, all piocesses would be affected and not

one only

Hence, if a process rate is determined accurately for one
portion of a financial period, it is good for any other or all portions

of that period, while the process remains unchanged and no
alteration in service cost has taken place affecting all processes m
the department

Different Plants Have Different Process Costs—It does not

follow that because a ceitam process is found to have a process

rate of $1 55 in one plant, other plants with a precisely similar

process must also rate it at $1 55 It will rarely be found to be

the case

Consider what such an agreement would imply The cost

of each kind of service would have to be the same to begin with

The space factor, for example, would have to be built up of
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similar expenditures, or at least to a similar total, yet the elements,

cost of land and buildings, or rent of same, the cost of heating

and lighting, of labor for various purposes might be quite different

in two instances The same would apply to the power factor,

wherein the cost of fuel, water, and labor, a different type of

power equipment and different methods of transmission would
bring out quite different power-factor rates The other factors

would not, perhaps, be hable to differ so widely, but sufficiently

for the total result to be unlike that of a competitive plant

In all competitive undertakings the chances of a new plant

entering the field may usually be summed up algebraically

That is to say, some conditions will be more favorable than those

of existing plants and some less The net sum will determine the

success or failure of the new undertaking In computing such

chances the classification of all overhead expense by service

factors will be of considerable assistance, particularly where \

other plantsm the same field have adopted the same method and

the average figure in each case is known
The Process Dollar—These interrelations of the (overhead)

service factors may be symbolized by what we have termed the

process dollar The process dollar is the emblem of all that class

of expenditure that does not come under the description of

“direct” labor or material As will be seen from Fig 54, it is
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composed of aics or segments representing the different seivice

factors, the arc occupied by each factor being m proportion to the

relation of that factoi to the total Wherever the process

dollar is considered, whether as issuing fiom the delivery point of

a single process depaitment 01 from the dehveiy point of individ-

ual production centers m a pluial ultimate-type department, it

has the same constitution, but the proportions of the various

factors will, m general, be different

Omitting the question of direct material (and, as has been

mentioned, there are several examples of industries which have no

direct material m the cost sense), it may be said that the process

dollar and the direct-wage dollar, between them, comprise all the

recurrent, that is, all the legitimate expenditure on production

In the past the attention of the manufacturer has been focused

almost entirely on the direct-wage dollar and veiy little on what
is represented by the process dollai This is quite natural,

inasmuch as the relation of most of the remaining expenditure

(indirect) to cost of production was vague and hard to peiceive

Direct wageB, and m particular the leduction of direct wages,

became the principal subject of meditation whenever the neces-

sity for more economical production made itself felt, and a cost

was commonly said to be “reduced” when some lessened amount
of direct wages became attached to each unit quantity

This frequently erroneous viewpomt was assisted by the errors

introduced by the ordinary percentage systems of burden dis-

tribution, which m so many cases simply falsify the true relations

of overhead to cost of product

A more correct way of regarding the facts of production cost is

to consider that, m every process wherein there is any direct

labor at all, the process dollar and the direct-wage dollar are side

by side and entnely independent Either of them may be
increased or diminished without affecting the other, but with
close connection with the cost of unit product

Origination of the Process Dollar—If we consider the plant as

a whole, it will be recognized that the whole cost of each service

(factor) required to maintain the plantm a condition of prepared-
ness for production can be set against each segment or arc of the
process dollar, and the total cost of manufacturing capacity thus
obtained will be the full circle This will represent the constitu-

tion of the process dollar, that is, the proportion m which the
various services are intermingled, for the plant as a whole
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Similarly we may assemble the percentage of factois for each

department m the same fashion, and this will give the constitu-

tion of the process dollar for separate departments This constitu-

tion. or “makeup” of the dollar will usually be quite different as

between departments and also as between departments and the

whole plant

Finally, m the case of plural departments the process dollar

for each separate production center may be set up (Compare
Fig 56, which shows that these constitutions of the process

dollar differ m some respect for each such center

)

As all of these different percentages of service, when reduced

to monetary values, give rise to different total values, different

hourly rates are originated Consequently, a single process

dollar will represent very different amounts of time, according as

we are considering its value for the plant as a whole, for a depart-

ment, or for individual production centers in a plural department

As applied to the plant as a whole, one process dollar may repre-

sent only a matter of seconds of operation As applied to a

department, it may be equivalent to minutes of opeiation, and,

as applied to individual production centeis, it may represent

anything from a few minutes to an hour or more of process

opeiation

Time Value of Process Dollar—Figure 55 exhibits this aspect

of the process dollar A small plant is shown which is divided

into four departments, two of which are single-process depart-

ments and the other two plural ultimate-type departments having

a process rate for each production center

To begin with, the plant as a whole is absorbing service at the

rate of $50 an hour, which is equivalent to 1 2 min pioduction for

$1 Unless the product were perfectly uniform (such as one

kind of paper), no useful connection between process cost and

output can be made at this stage And even if the product were

perfectly uniform, such a plant process cost would throw no light

on the cost of departmental processes

The next stage at which the process dollar appears is in depart-

mental cost The four departments absorb service as follows

Dept

A
B
C
D

Per Horn

$ 6 20

15 00

8 80

20 00
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The $50 per hour absorbed by the whole plant is thus absoibed m
different shaies by each of the four departments

Departments B and D are single-process departments In

one case 4 min of processing are given for $1 and m the other

case 3 min No furthei subdivision of process cost is possible m
these two departments

In departments A and C, on the contiary, the department

cost means nothing, just as the whole plant cost would mean
nothing save m the case specified above It means nothing

because processing is actually carried out through four dehvery

points in each instance, and each of these has a different piocess

Whole Plant

All services

aggregate

$60 per hour

VMm J

Dept A /Q7 \ Subdivided
Services

( j
to 4

aggregate $6 20\™vy centers

per hour as below

Ratel 00 1 40
|

1 80 2 00

Dept C /ro \ Subdivided
Services

(

68
)

to 4
Aggregate \Mm/ centers

$8 80 per hour as below

Rate 2 50 1 80 |
3 00 1 50

3 \ / 33 \ /30\
VMiny VMiii/ \Mm/ \Mnj/

AAAA
\Jto/ \Min/ \Min)

DeptB /7\ Dept D /"tx
Single > (

4
)

Single W 8
]

process
j
\Miy process

/
\Min/

$ 16 per hour' $ 20 per hour J

Noth*—It is assumed in this diagram, that all departments have the same number of
standard hours

Fig 55

cost For the departments, as units, 9 7 and 6 8 mm
, respec-

tively, of processing would be given for $1, but the actual

amount of time given at the dehvery points for $1 vanes from 30

to 60 mm m the case of department A and from 20 to 40 mm in

the case of department C
Leaving the whole plant rate and the department rates foi A

and C out of account, it will be seen that the amount of time

given at delivery -points for one process dollar ranges from 3 to 60

mm in this plant In a great many cases the range will be very
much greater than this

Process Dollar and Waste—We may picture the dnp of

process dollars from dehvery points at the end of each number of
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minutes, as indicated by the figures within circles in Fig 55

For the whole plant a process dollai drips eveiy 1 2 mm
,
but

from the dehvery point of production center 1 m Dept A, an
mteival of 60 min between the drips takes place As above
explained, the whole plant has no dehvery point, except under
very special circumstances which aie infrequent, and, therefore,

we need consider only the individual production centers in Dept
A and C and the single process Dept B and D There are,

therefore, 10 dehvery points m all, the process rates for which
vary from $20 to $1 per hour, or, alternatively, give from 3 to

60 mm processing operation for $1

It was pointed out m a former chapter that the dnp of process

cost from each delivery point had two destinations Either it

fell on to jobs and became cost of product or it fell uselessly into

Dept D Dept C 4 Production Centers Dept C
Fio 56

what was termed the “pool of waste” In this latter case it

became a dead loss and must find its way sooner or later into

profit and loss account Regarding Fig 55 from this viewpoint,

the practical deduction is easily made that m surveying all the

dehvery points m a plant there is a very great difference in the

degree at which waste takes place when such dehvery points are

idle Three or four minutes idleness m some cases produces as

much waste as a whole hour’s idleness m another case The
necessity for avoiding idleness has, therefore, different degrees of

urgency The shutting down of Dept D for a single hour leads

to greater loss than would arise from the shutting down of all the

four production centers in Dept C for 3 hr

Constitution of the Process Dollar—Figure 56 shows the same

plant as dehneated m Fig 55, but a general view is given of the

makeup or constitution of the process dollar, according as it
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represents a departmental or an individual production center

expenditure

It will be understood that this diagiam does not deal with the

amounts of capacity lepresented by each process dollar but only

with the way m which the vanous services are combined all over

or throughout the plant so as to provide maintenance of manufac-

turing capacity at the various delivery points

The pnneipal deduction from this diagiam is that the propor-

tions in which the different service factois enter into the constitu-

tion of any given process dollar is only one of the elements of

cost The space factor, for instance, may be 20 per cent of the

whole, but the actual value of this space factor is a quite separate

matter and will depend (1) on the amount of space actually

occupied by the department oi production center and (2) on the

annual cost of this particular aiea In other words, the process

dollar is not a mere arithmetical latio but is a uoss-section of the

flow of semce into the department, or center, of which the inclu-

sive value is one dollai

A process rate and, consequently, a process dollar may have a

very different constitution and yet be equivalent or nearly

equivalent to another rate or dollar Thus, for example, we may
have a department (or center) m which there is

Large space occupied,

Small power absorption,

Large individual equipment factor,

and another department (or centei) m which there is

Small space occupied,

Heavy power consumption,

Moderate equipment factor

Although the composition or constitution of these two rates

is very different, the actual total, when all services are sum-
marized, may be equal or neaily equal

In the same way two centers having different lates may be

made up of closely similar percentage compositions, but the

actual amounts or values of servicem the two cases may be very

diverse,

Conclusion—From what has been said it will be understood

that the process dollai is, m a Bense, the converse of a process

rate While the rate concerns itself with the price of the com-
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bined service factors entering a department (or center) for one

hour, the process dollar measures the number of minutes of

service provided for one dollar

In practical calculations, therefore, the process rate is the unit

that is commonly used, and it may be asked What is the impor-

tance of setting up the conception of a process dollar if its piac-

tical functions are discharged by the rate? The answer is that

the process dollar piovides anothei way of observing the facts of

production A diagram of a plant arranged as m Fig 55 gives

an interesting picture of what is obtained in the way of process

work for one dollar at every delivery point throughout the whole

plant Coupled with diagram Fig 56 it furnishes an instructive

picture of the waym which the various services permeate all the

productive processes and emphasizes the importance of consider-

ing process cost as a definite and important element, just as

definite and important an element as direct-wage cost

Nothing has been said in this chaptei as to the cases in which

direct wages are consolidated with the process rate If, however,

it is imagined that another sector or arc is included m the process

dollar for the plant as a whole and alsom the dollar for the depart-

ment m which tho consolidation has been effected, the place of

such an arrangement will be understood In such cases the direct

labor so combined becomes a service factor exactly like other

factors, but its application as a component of the process dollar

is, of course, confined to such departments as actually are organ-

ized on this plan It does not affect the other departments or

centers at all



PART III

PRACTICAL DETERMINATION OF SERVICE
FACTORS AND PROCESS RATES

CHAPTER XXI

THE TIME BASIS

In the foregoing chapters the geneial or theoretical hnes of

overhead treatment have been discussed m some detail In

Part I the broad principles involved were illustrated by examples

taken from a comparatively undeveloped type of industry The

role played by service factors and process rates and the manner

m which they differentiate between processes so as to give rise

to true individual process cost was illustrated by numencal

examples Comparisons were also made with the results which

would be attained by use of the older methods of burden

distribution

In Part II the principle of standardization as applied to both

direct-wage and piocess costs was discussed, and the response of

the process rate to varying conditions of business was studied m
considerable detail This part, in other words, dealt with the

practical conditions which have to be met by any method of

connecting overhead with processes, and it was demonsti ated that,

for each type of variation, the piocess rate either lesponded or

could be so modified as to lespond to the given conditions

In Pait III we shall proceed to the discussion of the practical

steps to be taken m setting up service factors and process rates

under the conditions of modern industry Theie will then be

left for study the question of verification and control of the stand-

ardized figures as compared with the actual expenditure, month
by month, and the application of piocess rate cost to the purposes

of bidding and estimating These latter subjects will be dealt

with m Parts IV and V
Standardized Working Hours—Before proceeding to consider

particular service factors, one element which is common to all
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and forms the basis on which they all rest must receive attention

It has been explained in previous pages that overhead in any form

is an expenditure undertaken for the maintamence of manufac-

turing capacity m a condition of preparedness to do work

Before we can take any steps to ascertain the forms, % e
,
separate

service factors, m which such overhead may, for the purposes of

cost accounting, be collected and segregated, it will be necessary

to obtain a definite idea of what capacity we are about to deal

with, 01
,
m other words, how many working hours during the

year shall be considered as the standard working capacity of the

plant

The Two Varieties of Overhead—It will be remembered that

overhead consists of two types of expenditure, originating at two

sources and having opposite relations to working hours Certain

so-called "fixed” charges, as discussed m Chap X, are divisible

by working hours, other kinds of expenditure aie m proportion

to working hours As both of these types of expenditure entci

into all factors, it become necessary to determine exactly what

number of working hours shall be consideied as making up the

standard year, otherwise it will be impossible either to divide the

one class or multiply the other so as to satisfy the demand foi

standardization of all expenditure

Forecasting Standard Hours —One difficulty may arise at the

very beginning The standard working hours in all departments

of the plant may not be the same Ceitam departments may,

from the very nature of the processes concerned, operate either

24 hr a day, oi on double shifts, while others are run on the basis

of a 48-hr week It will, therefore, be evident that no one figure

can be obtained which can be called the “standard working hours

per year” foi the plant as a whole where this is the case

Departmentalization—This, however, is of little consequence

inasmuch as service factors are built up department by depart-

ment If in one such department the working houis are, say,

2,400 in the year, and m another they are, owing to continuous

operation, 7,000 in the year, thenm the first case annual charge

for depreciation, interest, etc , will be divisible by 2,400 and in the

second case by 7,000 Similarly, all hourly expenditures will be

multiplied by 2,400 and 7,000, respectively

Working Hours in the Week and Year—The number of

working hours in the year is not arrived at by multiplying the

normal week, say, 48 hr
,
by 52 Such a calculation would give
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merely the nominal working hours per annum This nominal

total would have to be diminished by the amount of all public

holidays and other interruptions to business The proper

proceduie, therefore, is to go thiough the entue year, with the

aid of a calender, to ascertain the actual working hours foi each

month and for the whole year 1

Where it is known that overtime will be worked during certain

periods, or if it is expected, on the basis of former experience,

that such will be the case, then this extension of working hours

should be included m the total (see Chap XIV)

Similarly, if it is known that m a certain penod production will

be curtailed, only the actual expected hours and not the full

nominal hours should be included (see Chap XIII)

Seasonal Operations—The cases in which the working hours

must be based on the season’s operations, owing to the fact

that working hours are subject to violent fluctuations from the

very nature of the business, have been dealt with in Chap XV
and need not be further discussed here

Completion of Standardization—When the field of working

hours has been carefully gone over m the way described, we shall

be in possession of schedules foi each separate department which

show the actual working hours which are expected to be worked

in each month of the year In other words, we shall have listed

the expected manufacturing capacity of each department The
expenditure on overhead as represented by the total of all service

factors chargeable to each department will be the cost of keeping

the department’s processes in a condition of preparedness for the

specified number of working hours We have, therefore, arrived

at a standard cost of manufacturing capacity foi each department

Calculation of Service Factors—Ceitam elements of each

service factor, namely, such items as interest and depreciation,

insurance and taxes on equipmentm the department, salaries not

on an hour basis, etc
,
will be chargeable to the department factors

from the data on the financial books Other items, including all

those arising from hourly employment, such as wages of indirect

workers, will be calculated on the basis of the standard hours for

the department Combination of the figures from these two
sources will provide a total of annual expenditure, for each factor

and all factors together, which will be the cost of manufacturing

1 A suitable calender is suggested in Chap XXXV, time-basis control
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capacity of the whole department for one year’s manufacturing

capacity as based on the standard working hours

Conclusion—In the ensuing chapters the building up of the

service factors common to all manufacturing plants will be con-

sidered m detail These include

2 The bmfdmgffacto! }

Combination of 1 and 2 forms the space factor

3 The powei factor

4 The storage transport factor

5 The supervision factor

6 The oi sanitation, factor

7 The productive equipment faotoi

8 Factors additional to the above, which are found only in some plants

All of these factors, as has already been pointed out, rest on the

previous settlement of what standard manufacturing capacity is

concerned Together they are the price or cost of that manufac-

turing capacity for each department as a whole It is, therefore,

a fundamental necessity to settle, first of all, just what manufac-

turing capacity, as represented by working hours in each depart-

ment, is to be used as a basis The practical operation involved

will be described in a later chapter (XXXY)



CHAPTER XXII

LAND-BUILDINGS OR SPACE FACTOR

I LAND

All manufacturing operations necessanly require land and

practically all require buildings as well Provision of a site is,

therefore, antecedent to all other steps in setting up an industry

Great Variety m Character of Sites—The amount of land

required by diffeient industries varies greatly Some aie content

with a city building of limited space or even with one or more

floors m a “loft” type of building Others require single-story

buildings of great extent, with either monitor or saw-tooth light-

ing And, apart from the extent of factory buildings, many
industries demand much land space for storage, seasoning or

ripening of materials, for very large coal piles, for huge oil tanks,

railroad sidings or spur tracks, industrial railways or tractor

roads and other purposes which are in the nature of services and

not directly concerned with actual manufacturing processes

Umt Value of Sites—It follows that the unit value of sites

may vary within wide limits In large cities, especially, the cost

of land and the heavy expenditure on what may be a cramped

and unsatisfactory site, allowing of no easy extension, frequently

amount to a noticeable burden on manufactuie The high

assessments and heavy burden of taxation on such city sites have

given rise to a marked tendency to remove important industries

to open country where land can be acquired at something, like

agricultural values New industries, also, which anticipate a

somewhat quick rate of expansion, seek sites where ample provi-

sion may be made for future extensions This tendency persists

in spite of the disinclination of skilled labor to hve away from the

pleasures and excitements of the city

Where premises are merely rented or leased m a city, a high

unit-site value is not as important as where, on a costly site, new
and permanent buildings are set up for a manufacturing purpose

In the former case removal from the expensive conditions is much
more easily effected than in the latter, since it may prove difficult
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to dispose of buildings suitable for the original purpose but less

satisfactory for any othei that offers In general, caution should

be exercisedm tying up to a site that does not permit of expansion,

and of which a high unit cost is not compensated by other

advantages

Low Umt Value Not the Only Consideration—It must not

be overlooked, however, that low umt cost of site is not the most
important matter when selecting a location A site that is

inaccessible is obviously barred Access to raw materials is

essential and nearness to markets equally important The
pressure of these conditions naturally varies according to the

nature of the industry proposed to be earned on In the case of

“heavy” industries, wherein transport plays a controlling part,

they are more important than m, for example, an airplane factory

or one devoted to the manufacture of light mechanism carrying

much value in little bulk

Much also depends on the character of the labor to be

employed Some classes of business, requiring the proximity of

large reserves of unskilled labor to be drawn on at short notice,

cannot be earned on away from crowded centers ot population

The scale of operations and the degiee of access to capital are

also important influences on the choice of site A comparatively

small plant must of necessity locate itself in the neighboihood of

an existing town where housing and maiketing accommodation

for its employees can be obtained, though it is true that the cheap

automobile has greatly widened the area falling within this

demand But, m any case, a concern about to be established on

a very large scale, with ample capital, is more independent, as

regards its choice of site, than any small enterprise can be

Such a concern can, and frequently does, provide not only its

own manufacturing erections but also undertake the function

of a speculative landowner by erecting a model village with all

necessary housing and marketing accomodation and the adjuncts

demanded by the social life of a modern community

It is no part of the present enquiry to consider the pros and

cons of site selection further than to note some of the different

elements that may enter into a mature judgment Interestm the

matter commences when the site has been acquired and the value

it represents has been placed upon the books Whether this

value is high or low, whether it represents a simple building site

or is a great tract of land to be used for many purposes makes no
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difference to the manner in which it is related, ultimately, to

production cost, because the first care will be to map out its

actual uses, whatevei these may prove to be

First Step in Setting Up Land Factor—The fust distinction,

therefore, in commencing the determination of the land-buildings

or space factoi is between land used for bona fide manufacturing

purposes and all othei uses

1 Resei-veLand—If a large area of open land has been acquu ed,

it will be fairly certain to include some purchased m view of

future developments but not yetm occupation for manufacturing

purposes of any kind The acquisition of such reserve land is m
the nature of a prudent investment, even though not immediately

a productive one It may even happen that such land retains its

agricultural or horticultural value for grazing, truck farming or

similar purposes, in which case it would, of course, produce a

small revenue It is obvious that a land area of this kind must

be made the subject of a separate accounting Interest on the

capital investment and the taxation on the area will be set

against any income that may be derived by letting it for agricul-

tural 01 othei purposes, but none of these items should be

mingled with the manufacturing accounts Only when such land

is actually taken over for some manufacturing -purpose can it be

permitted to enter into a service factor Until this happens any

net outgoings on the land in question are a charge against profits

but are certainly not any part of manufacturing expenditure

2 Community Land—In the same way the value of all land

areas which are devoted to housing schemes, parks and play-

grounds, etc
,
should be ngoiously segregated In cases where

these features are extensive it is advisable that estate develop-

ment should be handled by a separately organized corporation,

under which circumstances no confusion in accounting is likely

to arise Losses are frequently incurred in such schemes, which

losses may be unavoidable and even, in a sense, for the good of the

concern, but they cannot be regarded as m any way chargeable

against production They must be met out of profits directly

and not in the indirect way of first charging them into any form

of overhead and thus into costs

3 Service Areas—Having eliminated all such areas of land

as are not directly occupied by productive activities of some kind

or other, the next step -will be to distinguish between areas occu-

pied by actual processing, such as the space covered by a foundry
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or a machining department, and areas taken up for service pur-
poses, such as a coal pile, a yard for storing steel billets, a lumber
pile, all roads, tracks and runways, and space occupied by service

departments, such as a power house These service areas must
be carefully mapped out so that the acreage devoted to each
particular service purpose is separately ascertained

4 Processing Department Areas—Usually when the foregoing

three varieties of area have been separately considered, what is

left will be occupied by actual processing departments Such
areas will, in general, be occupied by buildings, but m some cases

piocessing areas will be occupied by pits, sunken vats or tanks,

open air racks, etc
,
m which certain varieties of process work are

earned on Whether buildings or other erections aie occupying

the area is of no consequence at the present stage, inasmuch
as all that is required to consider is the use to which the area is

put, namely, whether for actual processing or not

Land Schedule —When the whole area belonging to the

firm is thus mapped out, we are m a position to construct a land

schedule, which is, in effect, a form or blank on which the dimen-

sions and capital values of the different areas are set down and

against each the amount of annual outgoings (mainly interest

and taxes) is calculated

Land values may be said to be the simplest kind of property

that enters mto manufacturing accounting Items which bulk

considerably in the case of other property do not enter into land

values Land, for example, is not subject to depreciation

or obsolescence, does not require expenditure for maintenance

and repair and entails no particular supervision On the other

hand, these conditions apply chiefly to land which has been

purchased outright, that is, of which the freehold has been

acquired by the concern Where land is held on other tenures,

certain comphcations may present themselves which must be

discussed before the actual compilation of a land schedule is

described

Tenures Other Than Freehold—Though, as has been pointed

out, the land factor contains fewer elements than any other

factor when freehold tenure is in question, other tenures involve

questions of quit rents or chief rents, ground rents, mortgage

interest and amortization of leases that sometimes give rise to

troublesome questions Some of the principal varieties of tenure

are as follows
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1 Quit Rents 01 Chief Rents —This class of tenure is more

common in European practice than m the Umted States It

comprises practically a perpetual leasehold at a fixed rent For

all purposes of ownership the tenure is the same as a freehold,

provided that the annual payment or quit lent is regularly paid

In other words, the land is acquired in perpetmty subject to an

annual rent which is not subject to alteration or increase undei

any circumstances

In dealing with this tenure fiom an accounting viewpoint, the

items of expenditure or outgoings are precisely the same as those

pertaining to a freehold, except that the annual lent must be

reduced to an annual charge per unit area (square yard, etc

)

and added to taxation, interest and other umt-aiea chaiges

2 Leaseholds Ground Rents—In the case of a leasehold

tenure, there are two important features to consider First, a

considerable sum has been paid out for the purchase of the lease,

and second, during the purchaser’s occupation of the property

there will be an annual giound lent to be paid Virtually, a

leasehold tenure is equivalent to the payment of lent in two por-

tions, one a large payment representing a term of years rent paid

m advance and the other an oulmary annual rent The latter

will be a much smaller sum than would be paid for the property

on an ordinary annual tenancy

From the viewpoint of the land-factor accountmg, a leasehold

presents more complication than a freehold It is property,

inasmuch as the usufruct of the land is complete during the term

of years covered by the lease, but every yeai brings nearer the

date when we shall have no further rights In other words, the

property is of a wasting character This peculiar character

must be reflected in costs

In addition to the usual outgoings on a freehold property, such

as taxes and interest on investment, and in addition to the

annual charge arising from a quit-rent tenme we have, in the

case of leaseholds, to provide for amortization Amortization is a

kind of depreciation, for, as the term of the lease is a limited one

and as at the end of that time the property reverts to the original

owner, it will be obvious that a fund must be accumulated to

replace the capital outlay by the time the lease terminates, which
is, in fact, precisely equivalent to depreciation on a machine or a

building Though the land itself does not decay, the leaseholder’s
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right to it diminishes in value year by year as the end of the term

approaches

3 Simple Lease without Ground Rent—The term "lease”

is also applied to what is a simple contract to rent premises or

land for a term of yeais at a given annual rent In this case the

only significant feature is the rent, since nothing has been paid

out on account of the lease Here the lease is only a mutual

agreement to let the premises for the purpose required, on the

one hand, and to pay a stipulated rent for a term of years, on the

other Nothing m this differentiates the transaction from an

ordinary annual rental

4 Mortgages—While mortgages are more common on

improved property than on simple land areas, it may be well to

consider here the effect of a mortgage on the accounting, if it is

supposed that the pui chase of the land on a freehold tenure

has been made possible by the giving of a mortgage for a consider-

able part of the total purchase amount

Briefly, whether a mortgage exists or not has nothing to do

with the land-factor accounting If it be assumed that a site

has been purchased foi $20,000, of which $8,000 was paid by a

mortgage bearing 6 per cent interest and the remaining $12,000 in

cash, it is obvious that this is intended to be a temporary expe-

dient and is a matter of finance and not of pioduction The land-

factor value ot this site would be entered as $20,000 and interest

at 6 per cent would be charged into costs on this amount The

fact that part of this interest goes to satisfy capital that is in

other ownership is no affair of production It is precisely the

same as divided ownership, that is, as though $12,000 were held

by one person and $8,000 by another If later the mortgage is

paid off, then the whole $20,000 becomes the pioperty of one

person (that is, of the firm itself), but these arrangements do not

affect production and, consequently, are ignored in making up

land factors

5 Mortgages at High Interest—The foregoing is the simplest

case of mortgage accounting in connection with factors It

may happen, however, that while 6 per cent is considered a fair

rate of interest to be includedm all matters of costs, the moitgage

in question was raised not at fibut at 8 per cent It will be evident

that the arguments m the previous paragraph do not altogether

apply to this case, and, though the annual value of the difference
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is small, theie is obviously a principle involved that demands a

little discussion

The point m issue is this While the principle laid down in the

previous paragraph holds good foi 6 out of the 8 per cent involved,

the question of whether the extra 2 per cent is pi operly chargeable

to the land factor or whether it should be considered as a financial

mattei and so transferred to profit and loss account is still open

The definite problem is Are we to consider the charges to land

factor as 6 per cent on $12,000 and 8 per cent on $8,000 or as

simply 6 per cent on $20,000 as before? And, if the latter, what

becomes of the $160 which is the annual difference between 6

and 8 per cent on $8,000?

To solve the problem we must distinguish between the actual

and permanent and the accidental circumstances as they affect

production It is obvious that the mortgage is a puiely inci-

dental handicap, removeable at any time and having no real or

permanent relation to cost of manufacturing The payment
of a higher rate of intei est on a mortgage during the life of that

mortgage is a matter that stands on a totally different footing from

the purchase of a site at a high price The latter is a permanent

burden that has to be carried and cannotm any way be remedied

It is, therefore, perfectly propel and legitimate to allow the

influence of such high price to enter costs In fact there can be

no alternative

While no amount of argument will serve to reduce the amount
of expense incident on any particular area when this is due to a

high purchase price, there are good reasons for the assumption

that the extra mortgage charges in question are not really incident

on any particularly area, nor, in fact, on any area at all The
raising of capital m a particular way has no real connection with

the way or with the purpose for which such capital is used

Let us consider, for example, the position of the concern at the

commencement of its operations It had, we may assume,

$132,000 of which $120,000 was required for buildings, equip-

ment and working capital, leaving only $12,000 available for the

purchase of the land This seems to connect the shortage (and,

consequently, the extra expense for Interest) definitely with the

cost of land, but another way of looking at the facts will serve to

dissipate that view

What really happened was that the firm had prospective

use for capital up to a total of $140,000, of which it had only
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$132,000 in hand For reasons of convenience, this shortage was
overcome by giving a mortgage on the land for $8,000 at 8 per

cent, but it does not require much consideration to infer that this

method of raising the money has nothing to do with the land, as

land The placing of the mortgage on the land was merely

accidental The additional amount required might just as well

have been raised by a bond issue or debenture security bearing

on the whole business and not on any definite unit of its propel ty

This example shows that mortgage interest, although it may
actually be incident on particular items of piopeity is, as regards

factors and costs, exactly the same as bond interest which is

necessarily paid out of profits We may adopt the principle,

therefore, that payment for the use of capital made by the

firm to outsiders is one thing and interest on working capital

values as used m production quite another The essential and

permanent feature m this case is the purchase of the land at a

certain price It is this price which is to be treated as the capital

value of the land for factor purposes In what way it is paid for,

whether m cash or by a mortgage, is no concern of production

but is a financial arrangement which will be adjusted when
profits are available

Bearing of Site Value on Production—In the case of a new
plant erected on a site that has been specially purchased, the

outgoings on land account will be considered as bearing equally

on all portions of the area On whatever tenure it has been

acquired and whatever the nature of the outgoings, no one

portion of the land can be considered as supporting a heavier

incidence of charges than another—it being always remembered

that unoccupied or reserve land does not enter into the land

factor, although bearing, of course, its own portion of the expend-

iture Every square yard of the land area which is devoted to

manufacturing purposes is thus chargeable with exactly the same

total of annual charges, quite irrespective of the use to which it is

put, namely, whether to service or to processing uses

1 The Case of Extension—These very simple and obvious

conditions are not always present In open country where a

large and sufficient area can easily be acquired, they are generally

to be found, but, when considering the case of plants located in

crowded areas, more complex conditions frequently exist A
plant may, for example, have made extensions at various times,

some of which have proved to be (as regards the site value) more
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costly than others How are these additional areas to be dealt

with when they come into use? Are they to modify the unit

values obtaimng already m the older portions of the plant, or are

they to beai their own burden and represent by means of a higher

land factor the costly conditions prevailing when they were

brought into use?

2 Consolidation of Areas—The question is a difficult one and

cannot be answered offhand It must be considered at some

length, as the same principle is involved with regard to other

factois besides the land factor At first sight and regarding

the plant as a single unit, it may seem absurd not to consider a

costly extension as increasing the land factor as a whole It

might be argued that a redudio ad abswdum would ensue if

the same process were being carried on in both the old and the

new portions of the plant If a higher land factor had been

established for the latter, then to that extent the cost of process-

ing would be higher in the new portion than m the old for

exactly the same process Although this lesult is perfectly tiue

and represents what has actually taken place, it is also true, from

a practical working viewpoint, that it could not be accepted

Unquestionably the difference in value should be pooled m such

a case, so that the process would cost the same m both places

3 Areas Kept Separate—On the other hand, there are cir-

cumstances m which it would be both just and wise to allow the

higher factor due to a costly extension to remain independent

This is particularly the case where the extension has been

acquired for cairying on a different class of manufacturing process

from that earned on in the older portion of the plant Suppose,

for example, that the firm decides to make its own castings and,

for that purpose, purchases an adjacent site at a much highei

pnee than had been expended on the original parcel of land

Two courses are open in respect to the land-factor charges

(1) the old and new areas may be consolidated and one factor

rate established throughout, oi (2) the old portion may continue

at the old rate and a new and considerably higher rate be set up
for the extension area The objection to the first course is that

the production costs of the old departments will be raised for a

purpose by which they do not benefit and with which they have

nothing to do It would not be fair to burden existing production

with an extra cost because a new productive field is entered On
the contrary, there is every reason why the higher factor due to
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the extension should be confined to the branch of business carried

on in it If it should fail of success, its closing down should not
distuib the older type of production It would obviously be
absurd to reduce the cost of that production because the new
department had been discontinued and the site of the experiment

resold

4 General Principle—From these examples a working princi-

ple may be mfeired which may be stated as follows Where
different basic circumstances give rise to factors of diffeient

value and there is no pressing, distinct and practical advantage in

consolidating and averaging them, such factors should be treated

separately Unless some anomalous and distinctly impracticable

lesult would follow from their being confined to the site to which

they belong they must be so confined

Land Factors of a Complex Site—An actual example of the

working out of the land factor will be more useful if a case is

(A)

(B)
16,000 sq ft

Fieehold, subject

6000 sq ft

to mortgage 60 year

Leasehold
(01200
sq ft

Rented

Fio 57

taken wherein more than one tenure exists, such as is not infre-

quently the case in city sites when a plant has been established

many years and has been subject to a slow rate of expansion

Figure 57 exhibits a diagram of such a plant in which the original

portion A was purchased outright on freehold tenure In after

years, an extension being required, it was found impossible to

acquire more land on freehold, but an area B was obtained on a

fifty years lease at a certain ground rent plus a sum down as the

price of the lease It is assumed that portions A and B contain

integral portions of the same series of processes, so that they may
be regarded as one area A moitgage of $10,000 has been placed

on the fieehold area A
Finally, we may assume that it was desired to add a new and

separate department, say a forge, and that this new department

required only cheap iron buildings to house it In this case it was
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found impossible either to purchase freehold or even to obtain

an adjacent site on a resonably long lease, so that the new

extension area C was simply rented at an oidinary yearly rent

As this department is entirely distinct m its nature from the

remainder of the plant it is considered foi factor purposes as a

separate area, not to be consolidated with A and B
In setting up land factors for this plant the first step will be

to find the unit value of each separate area, afterwards combining

the incidence on A and B and treating them as a single area

The last extension on rented land C is to be treated independently

Note—Areas A and B = 20 000 sq ft Annual charges » 6H ots

Fig 58—Calculation of land factor

Figure 58 exhibits the form of this calculation The first

column contains totals of the amounts concerned, while the

three next show the distribution over the three areas Taxation

is, of course, found in all, interest only m A, since the interest

on the capital sum ($2,500) paid for the 50 years lease of B is

contained m the next item, amortization, which applies to that

area alone Ground rents, which are consequent on the lease,

belong to B alone Ordinary annual rent is confined to the small

area C A total annual expenditure of $1,466 results m portions

of $950, $360 and $156, respectively These latter amounts
divided by the square feet m each area give the annual rate per

square foot, namely, $0 063, $0 072 and $0 13, respectively

Consolidating the areas A andB gives a square-foot rate of $0 065
for these combined areas

We are left, then, with two areas, one of which carries double
the land-factor rate of the other, and this may be considered as
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representing the actual conditions under which production is

being carried on m this plant Should the rented area C be
given up, its disappearance would not affect the factor rate of the
other area A-B
Bases of Above Calculations 1 Area A —The only possible

complication in the case of A is m respect of the moitgage It

has already been explained that the fact that a certain portion

of the purchase of the land has been settled by the giving of a

mortgage has nothing to do with production or costs It is a
purely financial transaction equivalent to the pledging of any
other piece of property on account of money bon owed It

might, for instance, be the case that the advance was secured by
giving a bill of sale or a chattel mortgage on a numbei of machine
tools No one would venture to assert that this hypothecation

of the productive equipment should affect the cost of the work
done by this equipment while the debt remained unpaid Any-
one would realize that such a transaction was a purely financial

matter and that the interest on the debt must be met out of

profits The same argument applies with equal force to a debt

secured on land or buildings, and, consequently, the capital

value of the land to be taken into accountm the land factor is its

purchase price and that alone The mortgage is ignored In

the case of area A, this leaves us with only two items, namely,

interest on the capital investment and taxation

2 Area B—The tenure of portion B is not freehold but lease-

hold A payment of $2,500 was made for a 50-year lease, subject

to an annual ground rent of $200 In this case we have to provide

for three things

a The ground rent of $200 per annum
b Interest on the capital investment of $2,500

c Replacement of one-fiftieth of the capital investment which

disappear every year

That this last provision c is required will be manifest from the

consideration that at the beginning of the lease it was worth

$2,500 and could presumably have been resold for that amount,

while at the end of the fiftieth year it will be worth nothing

at all, the leaseholder’s usufruct of the area having expired and a

fresh capital payment being necessary if a continuance of occu-

pancy is desired

In practice it is not usual to take the items of interest and

depreciation of lease value separately, but to consolidate them
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m one amount known as an amoitization charge This is done

by means of an amortization table which calculates the two

items together and resolves them into fifty annual sums of equal

amount The principle of amoitization may be briefly stated as

this Each year a sum larger than the annual interest is set aside,

sufficient to leplace (at compound interest) the original capital

at the end of the given term

The total annual expenditure for area B is therefoie made up of

ground rent (a) and amortization (

b

and c) to which must be

added the annual taxation incident on the area

3 Aiea C—This area presents the simplest problem of all,

as the land is rented at a simple annual lent When to this

rent is added the amount of taxation incident on the area, the

land factor charges for C are complete

Demolitions—In acquiring a bite somo piepai ation of the

ground is usually necessary to fit it foi manufacturing purposes

Leveling has to be done, marshy ground filled m, etc In the case

of a site acquired in or neai a town 01 city, it is not mfiequently

already occupied by buildings 01 elections of some kind, all of

which have to be demolished and carried away before the site

can be utilized for the new purpose The question then arises

From the viewpoint of the land factor, what is the proper way of

regarding this expenditure on demolitions?

Two courses are open First, the cost of preparing the site can

be added to the purchase price and so become part of the capital

investment on which the land factor will be based Or, second,

if the concern be sufficiently solvent, the extra cost incurred may
be written off at once to profit and loss

1 When Included m Capital Investment—The arguments foi

this course are based on the consideration that the cost of the

site plus the cost of the demolitions is the actual amount of the

investment While it is true that what has been done is merely
to restore the site to the condition of usable land and, as a matter
of valuation, the cleared site is possibly worth no more than it

was befoie the demohshed buildings were first placed on it,

its present worth is strictly conditioned by the fact that it is now
usable Instead of purchasing the land and making its own
demolitions, the firm might have rented or leased the site con-

ditionally on the same being first cleared by the lessor In
such a case the rent paid for its use would certainly be based on

(1) the value of the site and (2) the cost of the clearance For it is
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evident from the circumstances of the case that if the demand for

that particular piece of land is so urgent that it will pay to eleai it,

then its ultimate value is a monopoly value, as is not infrequently

the case m city sites, of which the constantly rising values are

often, m part at least, due to demolitions as new and improved
types of stiuctures are in demand

2 When Written Off at Once —It must not be forgotten that

the effect of adding the cost of demolitions to the capital value of

the site will be to increase costs This will be true whether
we treat the new site separately or whether it is consolidated

with the old areas already in use for manufactuung purposes

If the financial condition of the firm is equal to the sacrifice, it

might be considered feasible to write off the cost of demolitions

out of profits at once, or, alternatively, hold it m a suspense

account and write it down out of profits from time to time as

opportunity offered Either of these courses keeps the additional

expenditure out of costs

Occasional and Recurrent Expenditure—In all cases of this

kind, where an alternative exists between so tieating an item

that it will find its way into costs and so treating it that it is

met out of profits, it is better, provided, it is not a recurrent expend-

iture of any kind, to write it off either at once or by degrees with-

out letting it enter overhead, that is, any one factor Increas-

ing cost means putting a handicap on competitive power, so that

m the end less profits will be made and less available for any
purpose, including the writing off in question If an obstacle is

met and an expenditure of some amount can clear that obstacle

from the normal manufactuung operations, and if then this

amount is written off out of profits, the productive forces are

put on the same footing as though the obstacle had not existed

at all And as it is possible that competitors will have met
with no such obstacle, the firm is putting itself back on the

same footing as its competitors Under such conditions it

would seem advisable to meet the enhanced cost out of profits,

if possible

But it is obvious that the expenditure m question must be an

accidental or occasional one, that is, one which arises out of an

exceptional circumstance and is within option to make or avoid

If it were of a kind that is periodic or recurrent, even though at

long intervals, it is then doubtful whether it could be legitimately

written off, since it would be a part of the regular and foreseen
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expenditures which necessaiily form part of overhead and have

to be taken into account in reckoning the cost of production

Catastrophes—There are cases, however, where laige expendi-

ture may be incurred, which obviously cannot be said to add

anything to the value of property or to be in any way considered

as part of the legitimate cost of production Catastrophes moie

commonly affect other piopcrty than land (e g ,
fires) but land is

sometimes subject to one variety of catastiophe, namely, to

floods, which may occur at very long mtei vals and do considerable

damage to land surfaces quite apart from damage to buildings or

structures on the land itself

The cost of restoring the condition of land which has been

subjected to flooding must obviously be met out of profits

Production has not been benefited in any way, since when the

expenditure has been made conditions aie only the same as before

and not improved Similarly, the value of the piopeity has

neither been increased or diminished, if we assume that the

expenditure has simply restored pievious conditions It may
be taken as a safe rule that all catastrophic expenditures must be

written off out of profits either at once 01 as soon as the financial

condition of the concern permits this course They must not be

allowed to pass into overhead, that is, to become part of any
service factor

Conclusion—We must leave the fuither consideration of the

land factor at this stage since more definite details as to the

accounting methods will be dealt with m the next chapter, which

will take up the second portion of the land-buildings or space

factor, namely, buildings It is more convenient to use one

schedule to cover both land and buildings, since, although some
land areas have no buildings on them, there are no buildings or

elections of any class whatevei that do not occupy land areas

In accounting foi the one class it is very little extra work to

account for both The example of a land schedule given above
will serve to assist the leadei m following the disposition of

similar entries when exhibited on a combined land-buildmgs
schedule



CHAPTER XXIII

LAND-BUILDINGS OR SPACE FACTOR

II BUILDINGS

The term “buildings” as used m connection with space factor

accountmg is employed m a very broad sense It includes not
only wood, brick, stone and steel buildings with walls, windows
and roofs but also all erecttom, however slight, that may be

constructed on a land area for some purpose of manufacturing

Nor is it essential that such erections shall be above ground or

even m sight Pits, underground tanks, tunnels, wells and
drainage trenches must all be included m the definition “build-

ings” for the present purpose

Difference in Treatment between Land and Buildings—It

was shown in the last chapter that, normally, land-factor charges

are uniform over all poitions of a site, except sometimes m cases

where extensions have been made foi setting up new varieties of

production, such extensions being more costly as regards site

value than the ongmal area The uniformity of land-factor

charges remains throughout the life of the plant, under ordinary

circumstances This is explained by the consideration that the

incidence of land charges is beyond control It cannot be reduced

by any improvement or change of policy There is nothing

individual about the various portions of a level site and, conse-

quently, nothing that can be modified or reorganized A piece

of land is a piece of land, that is, it is merely space on the surface

of the earth, and it is because it is space and not because it

presents a surface of sand, clay or rock that it is usable for the

purposes of industry In fact it does not begin to be useful

until something is placed on it, that is, until it is occupied

Moreover, whatever is done to it, whatever is erected on it,

removal of added works leaves it just as before, merely space

ready for occupancy, just as good as ever

But when dealing with artificial structures or arrangements,

altogether new conditions will be set up While it is true that one

square foot of land area is precisely like another, the very oppo-
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site is the case when contemplating the vanety of erections

included m the definition of buildings Not only is the cost per

square foot enormously different but also the moment construc-

tion is completed such erections begin to decay, and to decay at

lates which vary greatly Moreover, while land never grows

old and out of date, all types of erections have that tendency,

so that their useful life is frequently much shorter than their

possible physical enduiance

These considerations alone will suffice to lead to the inference

that every separate building represents a wholly individual

outlay and upkeep, and, therefore, that the accounting, which

ultimately is to bring this outlay and upkeep into relation with

the cost of processing, must be based on the principle of isolating

the cost and expenditure incurred on each such building or election

and steering it into the appropriate set vice factor con esponding to

the purpose for which the building has been built or the erection

constructed It is the object of the service-factor method to

localise the costs of service from the ground up, and thus gi adually

build several groups of service cost This is an entirely different

and much more feasible method than would be the attempt to

analyze a great array of figures drawn from the records of current

working

Ultimate Aim of Space Factor Rented Space —While the

consideration of rented space (which may be a simple floor m a

loft building or a factory of several shops, power house, etc

,

within its own fence) will be considered later, it may be desirable

to observe at this stage that the aim of a land-buildings factor is

to reduce all annual expenditure on buildings to simple rents,

such as would be paid to a landlord if the item were rented instead

of being the property of the firm engaged m manufacture It

was pointed out in Pait I that all rents are composed of elements,

some invariable and some based on careful forecast When
lent is paid, it is really paying for a number of elements which,

taken together (including of course landlord’s profit), make up
that rent A land-buildings factor is simply doing for the firm’s

own use what a landlord necessarily does when he fixes a rent that

he is prepared to accept The landlord may not go into as great

detail for the purpose as it is necessary for the firm to do, because
he has a margin (profit) to go on, and any error that creeps in,

as for instance m annual cost of repairs, is taken up by this buffer

amount
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In setting up service factors it is required to ascertain with
close accuracy for each sepaiate building, the annual expenditure
corresponding to landlord’s rent, and additionally, m some cases,

the cost of lighting and heating, etc
, which are not commonly

included in rent The inclusion of the latter items in the land-

buildmgs factor is by no means essential They might be made
the subject of a separate factor or even included in the power
factor In general, however, the definition of “ready for occu-

pancy” seems to mark a convenient stage or boundary and, there-

fore, such items are included here This, however, is the only

respect m which the space factor differs from a landlord’s rent

if we ignore the question of piofit

Elements of Building Factor —Having in view the wide

range of erections to be included under the term “buildings,”

it will be evident that the elements entering into the factor charges

for any given set of buildings are likely to vary both in number
and amount In general, the buildingfactor is intended to represent

the annual expenditure on the building maintained m full efficiency

for the purpose it is supposed to fulfill Thus, in the case of a

processing department, the building factor represents the annual

cost of such building, heated, lighted, kept in repan, whitewashed

or kalsommed, cleaned and m all other lespects leady for occu-

pancy But it does not include any expenditure on occupancy,

such as watchmen, messengers, lavatory supplies, etc

Such a department exhibits the buildings factor at its maximum
of development From this maximum we may sometimes have a

series of erections each of which becomes simpler and possesses

fewer elements of expenditure, until we reach the case of an iso-

lated explosives hut or a pipe trench m which such elements of

cost are at a minimum
Land-factor Charge —As all buildings, whether a solid con-

crete and steel shop, or a flimsy roof ovei rough storage, or an

underground tank occupy land space, it will be evident that the

first element of a building factor is m all cases an appropriate

portion of the land factor corresponding to the dimensions of the

space occupied This, as shown m the previous chapter, may be

compounded in various ways, according to the tenure by which

the land is held, but m every case is finally represented by an

annual charge per square foot of surface occupied A land-factor

charge representing the annual cost of the site occupied is, there-

fore, the first element of a building-factor charge
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Capital Investment Charges —While the land-factor charge

usually will be the same for all buildings, depending only on their

dimensions, the charges depending on the buildings factor are

individual That is to say, that even where two buildings

represent an identical value of capital investment, it by no means

follows that then annual building factor would be identical also

While the items entering into a building factor are not always

the same, ceitam items are practically always present, and among

these will be the varieties of charge based on the capital value of

the erection These are (1) interest, (2) depreciation, (3)

insurance, (4) taxation Before considenng these, the nature

of the capital investment itself may be worth some examination,

particularly m legard to the differences which exist as compared

with an investment m land

1 The Capital Investment Itself—There is one fundamental

difference between value as repiesented by land and that repre-

sented by practically all other kinds of tangible property In

popular language the value of a land investment “stays put ”

A freehold purchase of land does not deteriorate m value, unless

in very exceptional circumstances As far as the land itself is

concerned, it cannot be said to deteriorate or depieciate naturally,

at any rate durmg use While special circumstances sometimes,

and usually temporarily, may depiess the value of individual

lots of land, it is generally true that land values either remain

steady or else tend to rise without any effort on the part of their

owners

But this cannot be said of any other tangible property Cer-

tainly it cannot be said of any building or other structure as

employed m industry Every stiucture of human origin begins

to decay as soon as it is completed And this implies that the

values m question are wasting values It is exactly as though
a pile of silver dollars slowly evaporated, one by one, until after a

longer or shorter period, the space they occupied was empty If

a structure is worth $20,000 on the day of its erection, it is worth
much less 10 years later, and, m many instances, would be worth
nothing at all, or, worse still, m 50 years be regarded as a costly

encumbrance to the space it occupies

This wasting value gives rise to numerous complexities m
computmg charges that are based on the capital investment
For, after the first year of service has been completed, the

question What is the capital value? is not by any means as simple
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as it looks The only thing we can be absolutely sure of is that

it is a smaller value than it was on the day of completion 1

2 Necessity for Equalizing Charges—It was pomted out m a

former chapter that production is essentially a smooth progression

of events and that process work consists m constant repetition of

the same movements under the same conditions and, theiefore,

for equivalent amounts of expenditure If, theiefore, any item

exists m which the expenditure, though continuous or recuirent,

is irregular m its incidence, then measures must be taken to

equalize such items so that their incidence is made to run con-

currently with working time

At the outset we have encountered an item of very great

importance, namely, the capital value of buildings and erections,

which is not constant but is subject to reduction from year to

year It will be obviouB that if, say, 6 per cent interest were to

be charged on the capital value the first year and if this capital

value had become less the second year, the mteiest charge would

also be less In other woids, there would be introduced into the

factor a diminishing charge year by year, although the service

represented by such charge was being maintained in full use and

efficiency This would mean that, m regard to this factor, costs

would be diminishing year by year which would be an absurdity

and contrary to fact

It is, therefore necessary, to deal with the diminishing value of

buildings much as the diminishing values of the 60-years’ lease

was dealt with m the previous chapter In other words, a mech-

anism must be set up which will effect these operations

a Interest must be charged each year, not on the original

capital value but on the depreciated value

b Depreciation must be charged at such a rate that the annual

installments at compound interest will replace the capital value

at the end of say, 60 years

c The capital value must be written down, year by year, so

that m 50 years the whole is written off

d In giving effect to these requirements the mam aim is to

charge production with an equal amount each year during the whole

life of the building On the other hand, it is not of great impor-

tance how the capital values are written down, provided that the

whole is written down by the end of the fifty years

1 That is, apart from market valuation A revaluation, at the end of the

first year might show an increase in value during a penod of rising prices
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3 Combined Interest and Depreciation Rate —The mechanism

by which the charges are equalized is known as an amortization

i ate, the use of which was referred to in the last chapter in con-

nection with the writing down of leasehold values Before

discussing this form of rate it may be well to study the way m
which values change over a series of years by means of graphic

representation m oidei that a clear picture may be formed of the

manner m which amortization works

Figure 59a lepresents the decreasing value of a building of

which the life is estimated at 20 years, with a residual or scrap

value of 25 per cent of the original cost The day of completion

sees the value of the building standing at $8,000, while by the

last day of the 20 years this value has fallen to $2,000 This

method of depreciation, which leaves a lesidual value, is not now
much in favor, the more common practice being to continue the

curve to zero, which gives a somewhat longer life with no residual

value

Figure 596 represents a case of this kind Here the life of the

building is estimated at 50 years with no residual value Con-
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000-|«^_

$20,000
-

' —
$10,

000-

Years 0 5 10 15 20 25 30 36 40 45 50

Fig 50b

sequently, the value which stands at $30,000 on the day of com-
pletion falls to zero on the last day of the 50 years Considering

how very problematical residual values must be, this latter

method is a more convenient and satisfactory one, especially as

it makes calculations somewhat simpler
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If interest is chargeable year by year on the remaining capital

value of that year, it is evident, from the form of the above

curves, that every year the amount so chargeable becomes

smaller But, on the other hand, theie must be something,

somewhere, that is getting largei, something that is replacing the

diminishing value, and this something is, of couise, the amount
which is being set aside for replacement by means of a deprecia-

tion rate Figure 60 exhibits the shape of this curve, which it

000
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Fig 00

will be observed is the exact complement of the curve of diminish-

ing capital value

The interest curve must necessarily be of the same shape

as the cuive of capital values, since it is at all times the same

percentage of the current value If, therefore, an interest curve

and a reversed depreciation curve are fitted togethei, it is evident

that the sum must be somewhere near a constant value, year by

year, which is the value required
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Figure 61 exhibits this arrangement The life of the building

is assumed to be 30 years A regular charge of S500 a year is

made and this is divided between interest and depreciation in such

a way that (1) each year is charged with its proper amount of

interest, and (2) by the end of the life period of the building the

depreciation fund will amount to the full cost of replacement
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The interest is a diminishing and the depreciation an increasing

amount, while the total of the two is held constant and so is

chargeable to production at the same rate yeai after year

3 Insurance and Taxation—These items need little or no

explanation An insurance rate and a tax rate are both definite

amounts and a very simple calculation suffices to make known

what their annual value is for each building on the schedule

While taxation, at any rate, and, in some cases, insurance are

variable amounts from year to yeai, this is m the nature of things

and cannot be helped Taxation is, m general, an item that tends

to increase and, therefoie, represents a tiue rising cost of produc-

tion Local taxation is subject to spasmodic reductions, at times,

but such efforts are usually neither large in effect or permanent m
nature The irregularity thus introduced is not commonly
sufficient in amount to cause any embarrassment m comparmg
the costs of different years

Repairs and Alterations—The question of repairs is a difficult

one, and, as it is of great importance and applies to all equip-

ment and not only to buildings and is, moreover, mixed with the

question of depreciation, it will be dealt with in a special chapter

later But it is desirable to consider here some of the difficulties

which beset the problem as they apply to buildings

Bearing in mind the desirability of reducing all irregular

expenditure to a smooth and regulai rate of charging to service

factors, it will be understood that the very nature of repairs

runs counter to this aim Repans depend on influences wholly

beyond anyone’s control In addition to the slow wear and tear

and decay which besets all structuies under the most favorable

conditions, industrial buildings are subject not only to the usual

vicissitudes of storm and tempest, excessive heat and abnormal
cold spells but also to stresses and strains due to vibration and to

the necessity for changes in the structure to suit new productive

methods

Moreover, as the general tendency of human nature is to put off

domg a thing until it is inevitable, expenditure on repairs is

commonly made much less uniform than it might be Instead of

closely watching for evidence of weakness or decay and repairing

before they get a chance to become sources of further trouble,

it is too often the practice to wait until conditions become intoler-

able, or at any rate very noticeable, before taking them in hand
As a result repairs are apt to take the form of occasional extensive
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opeiations, general oveihauls which call for a heavy expenditure

over a relatively short period

Changes and alterations are dictated by the necessities of

production and their irregular happening cannot be remedied in

any way, since they are not usually foreseeable for any extended

period m advance

In repairs we have, therefore, a class of expenditure that

exhibits great fluctuations, not only from month to month

but, what is much worse, also from year to year It is expendi-

ture, moreover, so entirely depending on local circumstances that

an attempt to reduce it to something like a depreciation rate is

rarely made
Some Repairs Excluded from Service Factors —We may,

however, make progress by keeping m mind the principle that

all catastrophic expenditure is payable out of pi ofits and not through

costs If, for example, a shop is unroofed by a whirlwind, or a

heavy motor truck runs into and damages a wooden building, or a

fire burns down part of the plant, none of the expenditure thereby

incurred has anything to do with the regular repairs charge to

production Production is not in the least benefited by any of

these catastrophes, and nothing can be included in service factors

that does not benefit production in some way When restoration

of the damaged erections has been made, production is only

just as well off as it was before the catastrophe—its facilities have

not been bettered

The same argument applies also to changes and alterations

earned out on account of some improvement in method, unless

such changes have added permanent value to the building It

may, for example, be desirable to install machinery that does not

fit m well with the existing spacing of columns If the latter are

of the concrete variety, nothing can be done, but if mill construc-

tion or open-steel columns are in use, then it is quite feasible to

change the spacing, making suitable provision for bearing the

strains and thus accommodating the new machines But an

arrangement of this kind, though quite costly, cannot be said to

have mcreased the value of the structure It is, as a structure,

performing no more service than before, regarded as a shelter or

working space for productive equipment The cost of a change

of this kind should not, therefore, be charged to capital or to any

service factor but directly to profit and loss To do otherwise

would be to handicap the production of the new machines in
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comparison with those of a competitor who had installed them m
a propelly spaced building at the commencement

Repair Items Legitimately Chargeable —If we take the life

of a given building at, say, 50 years, it is evident that during this

peuod there will be, exclusive of catastrophes and alterations due

to changes in method, a ceitam sum expended from first to last,

which sum has served to maintain the building as an adequate

shelter for the work earned on m it If such a sum could be

calculated m advance, nothing would be easier than to divide it

into fifty parts and charge one such part every year Apart from

alterations, expenditure on repairs is likely to increase towaid

the end of the hfe of the building, while in the early years but

little such expenditure would be incurred Theoretically, with

a sufficient area of experience to draw on, it would be possible to

make a uniform rate for the whole period which would accumulate

the unexpended amounts in the early yeais and so fonn a fund

for the later years

An arrangement of this kind, while having very close likeness to

a depreciation rate, is nevertheless never made It is not perhaps

so much the difficulty of fixing adequate lepair rates as that the

perspective is too long for the average executive To look 50

years ahead demands a certain pressuie or necessity that is not

usually felt m this connection A repair rate for the life of the

building is, therefore, not to be expected at the present time

The next best thing is the establishment of a rate which will

hold good for a single year The amount of repairs likely to be

required on a given building (omitting alterations and catas-

trophic expenditures) can easily be forecasted with fair accuiacy

by one familiar with the history of the buildings and the accounts

of past years If it should happen that a periodical overhaul of

any particular building is due, giving use to an abnormal repair

expenditure foi the yeai, it can be arranged to carry over a

poition of the amount for one, two or three years, according to the

importance of the sum m question It is obvious, of course,

that this expenditure should have been made and charged into the

previous years during which the decay occasioning it was taking

place, but, in the absence of a repairs rate for the life of the build-

ing as suggested above, the present method is the best available

Maintenance Items Other than Repairs —The cost of painting

and kalsomming or whitewashing buildings is reducible to an
annual charge if not actually annual in fact If done, say, every
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three years, then one-third of the expenditure should be charged

each year

In regard to cleaning of windows and floors, there is no diffi-

culty m ascertaining the normal expenditure on such items

The cost of cleaning windows will bear some relation to the aiea

of glass and that of cleaning floois to the flooi area But, as

between buildings, the cost of cleamng per square foot will

vary greatly according to the nature of the work carried on in the

building Foi this reason cleaning is sometimes considered as

belonging to the organization factor and not to the building

factor It does not greatly mattei where a doubtful item is

placed, provided it is always placed m the same factoi, and

cleamng cost does bear a somewhat close relation to occupancy,

% e
,
it comes well within the definition of an item expended to

maintain a building “ready for productive or service operations
”

Heating —The same objection might be applied to inclusion

in the building factor of a charge for heating Occupancy

certainly affects this chaige Some shops may, for example,

utilize heat as part of the processing and so much may escape into

the shop that no artificial heat is required in any month Other

buildings, such as some kinds of storage houses, may have no

heating at all, others may require relatively high tempeiatures in

months when other shops are not using artificial heat, and so on

Nevertheless, whenevei heat is used, it bears a close relation to

the cubic content and, therefore, to the floor area of the shop

and is conveniently incorporated m the buildings factor

It is of course understood that the only kind of heating being

considered now is that which raises the temperature of the whole

building Heat used m any kind of process oi service is charge-

able to that piocess or service Steam supplied to a drying

room is, for example, purely an item of process cost, but that

supplied for the purpose of heating the shop m general is a service

cost chargeable in building factor

Items Included in Heating Charge—The items to be included

in the heating charge necessarily depend on what type of heating

is employed In general, however, it will consist of two

divisions

a Items arising within the building or department

b Items coming from outside

In the first division, interest, depreciation, insurance and main-

tenance of the heating devices and appliances, such as pipes and
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radiators installed in the building, will be the principal items,

while the cost of steam supplied will be the principal item coming

from outside The annual value of these items presents no

difficulty of calculation, provided conditions are normal

The chief difficulty in connection with the forecasting of a

heating charge is, particularly, in northern regions, the con-

siderable difference between one winter and another m regard

to call on heating facilities The impossibility of foretelling the

severity of individual winters introduces a fluctuation m the

heating charge that is only partly compensated by the fact that,

while heatmg is lequired onlym the winter months, its mcidence

on service cost is spread over the whole year In a given locahty

the average coBt of heating pei annum will usually be calculable,

and the deficit or surplus at the end of the year, m respect to

heating charges incurred and charged mto cost through service

factor, should be small The treatment of such deficit or surplus

must be left to a latei chapter In calculation of heating charge,

the chief mterested is the average cost of heating, taking one year

with another

Lighting —Electric illumination in one form or another is now
practically universal in manufacturing plants and its accountmg

presents few difficulties As m the case of heating, we have

items arising outside and others inside the building From
outside will be derived the cost of current supplied, whether this

current comes from public supply mams 01 fiom the firm’s own
power plant To this must be added intei est, depreciation,

insurance and maintenance on the value of fittings, lamps,

wiring and transformers within the building An annual cost

for lighting of the given building will then be calculated, based on
the number of working hours per annum

Just as m the case of heatmg, a certain amount of fluctuation is

introduced into this item by the uncertainties of chmate,

particularly m foggy and damp localities In the fall and
winter months, dark days or early darkness may cause greater

expenditure of current than average Though this fluctuation

(as with heating) is to some extent absorbed by bemg spread over

twelve months, it may be sufficient to give rise to a discrepancy

at the year-end, more current being chargeable to overhead than

has been distributed through service factors The manner of

handling this discrepancy will, as with the case of heatmg, be

dealt with in a later chapter
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Assembling Elements of Space Factor—In order to set up
space factois for each working space and erection, the various

items or elements described m the foregoing pages must be

assembled m such a way that each unit is chargeable with its

own proper proportion of each such element The principal

elements entenng into space factor may be recapitulated as

follows

1 Land factoi charge

2 Capital investment on buildings charges

a Interest

6 Depi eoiation

c Insurance

d Taxation

3 Annual cost of maintaining and repairing building

4 Annual cost of painting and kalBomining

5 Annual cost of cleaning building

6 Annual cost of heating building but not including anj steam oi heat

supplied for processmg

7 Annual cost of lighting building, based upon standaul annual woiking

hours

Rented Premises —Where premises are rented on an ordinary

annual rental, only items 1 and 2 will be replaced by the amount

of this annual rent, since the terms on which industrial buildings

are rented usually throw the onus of repairs and maintenance

on the lessee The precise relation of rent to the above items

will naturally depend on the wording of the lease, but no items

must be duplicated or omitted If, for example, the tenant has

to pay the taxes, then this subdivision of item 2 must appear

among the items of space factor

Mappmg Areas —In order to ensure that each variety of space

has received attention and pioper treatment, a scale plan of the

entire area occupied by the plant should be prepared On this

should be marked the limits of all areas (see last chapter) not

entenng mto space factor accounting, and these areas should be

shaded or colored so as to eliminate them from further considera-

tion What remains unshaded will be the portion of the estate

that is in use either for service or direct production

The location of all buildings, for whatever purpose they are

used, must then be shown pn the plan, and by the term “build-

ings” is implied all erections whether temporary or permanent,

whether under or above ground, and,m fact, all a? tifioial modifica-

tions of the original land surface that have been made for a definite
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purpose If certain areas of land are used m then natuial state,

as, for example, for lumber storage or for a road or yard, the

limits of these areas should also be defined on the plan

When every particle of the land has thus been accounted for,

either as covered by buildings or used as open space foi some

definite purpose, the aiea m square feet of each plot must be

calculated This can be done roughly, but with sufficient

accuracy if caie is taken, by tracing the plan on paper with very

small squares Counting the number of squaies and allowing

for half and quarter squares on the margins will give fairly accu-

rate results But with a plant of importance and a carefully

surveyed plan of the land and building areas, a plammeter should

be used to ascertain the size of all irregular areas The results

will then be accuiate and rehable

Land-buildings or Space Schedule—The information derived

from the survey should then be transferiod to the uppei part of

the space schedule (Fig 62), each plot being entered with such

heading as will serve to identify it

It will be obseived that a column is provided on the space

schedule for all buildings and erections and for all open spaces

utilized for a definite purpose In many cases these columns will

coincide with a productive or seivice department but not neces-

sarily so Where a single-story building is devoted to one

purpose, say a machine shop or a transformer house, no further

subdivision will, as a rule, be required But m the case of a

building occupying a large area and containing several depart-

ments, or consisting of several floors, each floor being a depart-

ment, subdivision of the charge between such departments on the

basis of their relative areas will be necessary Moie frequently it

will be necessary to consohdate the data of two or more columns,

as m collecting scatteied items of the power plant, or bringing

together several storage areas, which, though physically separate,

are all to be regarded as extensions of one column
When all the items appropriate to each space, erection, or

building are filled out and the columns totaled, the annual

charges incident on eaoh will have been ascertained In the case

of productive departments, which are represented by a separate

column, the annual charge total is divisible by the available,

% e
,
the utihzable, floor area in square feet, and this results m an

annual space charge per square foot Service spaces, erections

and buildings will, as a rule, not require reducing to a square foot
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per annum basis, the ascertainment of total annual charge being

all that is necessary-

Charges to Other Factors—Many of the columns will represent

service chaiges and others will repiesent charges to productive

departments, but no actual chaigmg or crediting takes place,

inasmuch as the schedules are simply forecasts of certain annual

expenditures and not accounts in any sense Nevertheless, it

may be said that all of the columns of the land-buildings schedule

(which virtually represent annual lents for buildings and spaces)

are made use of to compile other service factors This is because

a building or land area ism itself a perfectly passive thing While

it is contributoiy to or is a necessary foundation for some service

or foi production itself, it cannot be said to take any active part

m such activity The space factor vept esents the function of the

manufactw er as landownei and landloid It will be seen, there-

fore, that all that is done by space-factor charge is the provision

of opportunity for operations, and, consequently, the whole of the

space factor is absorbable into other factors and reaches cost only

in that indirect way Thus the rents or annual charges for

power-house buildings, coal pile, ash dumps, etc
,
aie “charged”

to the power factor The rent of an office building is “charged”
to the organization factor Stores buildings and storage-land

areas are similarly “charged” to the stores-transport factor, and
so on The object of the space schedule being to determine

rents, other factors occupy the areas and buildings producing

those rents, and, when all factors have been calculated, all of

the columns of the space schedule will be taken up by other

factors

Available Floor Space —Where the space charge in a given

building has to be distributed over moie than one factor, as, for

example, part to stores-transport factor on account of passage

ways, or conveyor areas, or a substores, part to productive

machinery and, possibly, part to unutilized space, it is then
advisable to prepare a plan of the floor area m a similar fashion

to the plan set up for land-space allotment If there are seveial

production centers to which individual prooess rates will even-

tually be assigned, it will be desirable to show on the plan the

location of these centers and the working space around them
In this way the whole floor space will be mapped out into areas

of definite extent, and, the square feet in each area being calcu-

lated, the annual space charge for each area is known The
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diffeient space charges are then transfeired to othci service-
factoi schedules as indicated by the use made of the spaces in
question

Revaluations —The values to be set down as capital invest-
ment against each item are actual values as expended It is

sometimes claimed that values should be reconsidered each year
m the hght of market prices In a period of increasing prices

this would mean that the capital values would be inflated to

correspond with what was judged to be the true reproductive
value In a period of declining prices the capital value would
be written down on the same basis While there is no objection

to revaluations of this kind and the setting up of reserves etc

on the books in accordance with the difference between the true

and the supposed values, such modifications should not be allowed

to enter the detailed accounts Capital value for the purposes of

cost accounting should be the value at which the equipment was
purchased To tamper with this quite definite figure would
very soon lead to an accounting erection built on shifting sand,

so that after a few alterations of this kind the precise significance

of the figures yielded by the accounts would be exceedingly

difficult to determine and still more difficult to compaie on any
intelligible basis with those of other years

Summary of Space Factor Charges—Figure 62a shows the

manner in which the figures of the schedule Fig 62 are sum-
marized or recapitulated The totals of the schedule are grouped

according to the uses of the areas and buildings

Thus, all the items relating to power generation are sum-
marized for transfer to power factor All the varieties of storage

areas and storage buildings are similarly collected to be trans-

ferred to the storage-transport factoi Office buildings, to be

transferred to orgamzation factor, are given next in order, fol-

lowed by plant engineer’s and superintendent’s offices which are

transferable to the supervision factor The remaining items are

the space charges winch relate to productive departments A,

B, C, D, and they are, of course, kept separate as each is charged

individually to the department concerned

When all of these entries have been made, the entire expendi-

ture on land and buildings maintained in a condition ready for

occupancy will have been transferred to other factors, since

space-factor charges can be accounted for only by considering

the uses to which the space has been put, and the cost of these
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uses is represented by the other service factors which we shall

now proceed to discuss

The item “office and organization” which appears among the

allocations may require some explanation The expenditures

m this item will generally include the cost of maintaining office

space for the selling department Such expenditures have of

Item Amount

Power Diant S

3446

8
Yard No 4 96

Total Power Diant 3549

Stores -

Shed No 1 606

Shed No 2 720

Yard No 1 195
Main Bldg 2304

Total Stores 3826

Office & Oisr’n

Main Office 3174

Equipment 290

Safetv 160

Fire 95

Total Office fe Org’n 3719

Prod Depts-
Forge 677
Dept A 2473
Dept B 8162

.

Total L B Factor
-.18 ,3.75

Fio 62a

course, nothing to do with production and must eventually be
subtracted from production expenditure

In practice this is effected at a later stage The space-factor
charges incurred by the mam or general offices appear in the
orgamzation factor (Chap XXVII) and are analyzed mto
selling and production portions along with other items m the
schedule pertaining to that factor



CHAPTER XXIV

THE POWER FACTOR

Having now, as it were, entered into possession of the plant

with its buildings, erections, and open land areas available at

determined rents, u, at certain definite annual charges per

square foot pel annum for occupied space, we may proceed to

consider the annual cost of the different services which will be

housed and opeiated m these buildings and, to begin with, it

will be convenient to select the power factor for discussion, since,

in modern manufacturing, the supply of power is antecedent to

most other operations

Sphere of Power Factor—The power factor, as has been

explained m previous chapters, represents the function of the

manufacturer as furnisher of poioer If the plant power equip-

ment is regarded as that of a central station operated by an inde-

pendent corporation, a very fair idea of the correct method of

handling the power-service factor is gamed A public service

station, however, manufactures power and delivers it by means of

mains to the customers’ premises, but it does not usually own

the interior wiring, motors, transformers and other equipment

by which such power is applied as required for the purposes of

manufacturing In this latter respect the power factor, then,

differs from the sphere of a public service station, because it

embraces the manufacture of the power and its delivery at the

point of consumption, namely, at the machine or other consum-

ing device and not merely at the door of the shop

A pubhc service station, also, does not usually undertake the

supply of anything beyond electric energy The private powei

station of a plant may, on the contrary, be required to deliver

different variety of power

Power-house Accounting—The subject of power-house

accounting, especially where power is supplied in several forms,

such as hve steam, exhaust steam, electnc current at possibly

more than one voltage, compressed air, hydraulic pressure, etc
,
is

somewhat complex and is outside the scope of this book The

277
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ascertainment of power cost is a wholly different matter from its

disposal when ascertained It is this last that is being discussed

here

A general idea of the items entering into the cost of steam may,

however, be useful, mz

1 Space Factor—Annual space chaiges on all space occupied by powei

plant, including boders, auxiliaries, fuel storage, tanks, softening plant, etc

2 Capital Investment—Intel est, depieciation, insuianee and taxation on

all appliances used in connection with steam production

3 Wages and Salaries—Share of salaues 1 of chief engineer and assistants

Wages of firemen, stokers, fuel and ash handleis, etc

4 Fuel and Water—Annual cost of fuel and watei used in steam produce

tion, including softening chemicals, etc

5 Sundries—Annual cost of all waste, oil and minor materials and
supplies

6 Organization Factor—A small charge may be made to the steam costs

for share of general organization Tlus is not obligatory, inasmuch as

oiganization charges aie really mcuired for productive puiposes But
under special conditions, where power foims a very large fraction of total

expense, it may be fair and pioper to do so

1 Remainder ohargeable to the other forme of power produced

Fig 63a —Steam cost

Steam Distribution Equipment—In addition to the annual

charges arising within the power plant and its accessory buildings

and areas, another set of such charges will arise from the fact

that steam has to be dehvered to various points m the plant,

whether for heatmg or foi process work of one kind or other

Mains, branch piping, valves and meters are required m this

connection and these are subject to depreciation and mterest,

insurance, taxation and cost of maintenance and repair But it

will be obvious that this additional expenditure bears on the

cost of only a portion of the steam Steam that is used m the

power house for the purpose of electric generation is not to be

saddled with the cost of transmitting other steam to distant

points

Standardized Cost of Steam—The annual cost of producing

steam being thus ascertained and the number of pounds of steam
required for all purposes, including processing (if any) during

the standard working hours of the year being tabulated, a stand-

ard pnee per pound has been determined for steam dehvered
to engines and to shops Steam, usually exhaust, will also he

supplied for heatmg the shops, and the price of this will have to
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be adjusted For the method of collecting and ascertaining

steam cost in detail, one of the special textbooks on this subject

should be consulted

Electric Current Production —Items entering into the cost of

current will be, in general, as follows

1 Coat of steam at standaid price per pound
2 Space Factor—Annual space ehaige on engmes, generators and other

electric equipment

3 Capital Investment — Inteiest, depreciation, insurance and ta\cs,

lepairs, etc
,
on all appliances used to generate electricity

4 Wages and Salaries—Share of salaries of chief engineei and assistants

Wages of engme attendants, electricians and other employees concerned with
cuirent geneiation

5 Sundries — As above

6 Organization Factor—As above

Pig 636—Electricity costs

Current Distribution Equipment—Unlike steam, practically

all current generated is distributed to various parts of the plant

The cost of this distribution has to be added to that of generation

in order to give a figure for current delivered Mams and branch

transmission hnes, meters, switchboards and switches, and

similar equipment will be taken into account With regard to

motors some difficulty arises m a few cases It may be that

a portion of the current is consumed by machines having motors

built in or machines served by their own individual motors

Another portion may be delivered to large motors driving lines

of shafting As a general solution of this problem, it may be

sufficient to treat built-in and individual motors as part of the

productive equipment of the process, while all motors driving

shafting are considered as part of the current distribution

system

Capital and maintenance charges are then calculated for the

electric distribution equipment as for the steam distribution

equipment, so that we have an annual charge for the use of all

such equipment

Power Supplied from Public Service Mams—Both electricity

and steam may be taken from public semce sources instead of

being manufactured m the plant, the former almost everywhere

and the latter only m certain localities and then chiefly at pres-

sures suitable for heating Whether or not it will pay to take

either or both of such services is entirely a matter of local condi-
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turns In industries using much steam the advantage of public

electricity supply is not as great as where theie is no such require-

ment But where current is taken from pubhc mams it usually

implies that steam for heatmg in winter must be generated at the

plant, unless it is located within the aiea of a public steam service

The accounting is somewhat simplified when electricity is

taken from the mams The terms will probably involve a mini-

mum consumption, u,m ordei to get the advantage of a low

rate a certain number of kilowatts must be paid for annually

whether actually consumed or not Apart fiom this the situation

is similar to that of the plant’s own powei station when cost pei

kilowatt has been determined at the switchboard In both cases

the cost of distributing the cunent and metering it at the points

of consumption must be added to the kilowatt rate All the

work of computing the cost of the switchboard kilowatt is

eliminated when cunent is taken fiom the mams
In most cases the cost of steam for heating will have to be

substituted foi that of a complete power plant wheie cunent is

taken from the mams This is a simple matter, although on

the same lines as the cost of general steam supply As before,

the cost of the steam at the boilers must be ascertained and

then the costs of transmitting it to the radiators and othei heatmg
devices added The form of the accounting will be the same
but with fewer items

Power Factor Charges—If it is kept m mind that power
generation and distribution are to be legarded as a sepaiate

business, and that power costs are to be billed to depaitments

precisely as though the power consumed were coming from an

outside source, then no difficulty will be felt as to the making of

power charges On the one hand we have a scheduled total

consumption for the standard working hours of the year On the

other the budgeted cost of the powei consumption thus scheduled

In effect this is making a contract to dehver standard quantity

of power through standard hours It is this scheduled amount of

powei at budgeted 01 standard cost that is charged to each

department month by month If production is 100 per cent of

standard, then power consumed should agree with power as

scheduled If budgeting is 100 per cent correct, then power as

charged should agree with actual cost of power
If, however, production is less than 100 per cent of standard,

then inefficiency sets m Less power will be required, but this
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smaller amount of powei will probably not cost less than the

standard quantity, unless m cases where production is deliber-

ately curtailed The discrepancy between power as billed to the

shop and power charges as distubuted through process rates will

then be waste, and, as such, will remain m burden account and

eventually be charged off to profit and loss

When production is deliberately curtailed, less power will be

generated, but the cost per unit of steam or kilowatt of current

will be higher than under full time Billing to shops will, theie-

fore, be somewhat less m total than normal, but that portion of

the charge due to the higher rate will automatically fall into

waste and be charged off as superfluous seivice due to inefficient

conditions which are unavoidable



CHAPTER XXV

THE STORAGE-TRANSPORT FACTOR

Wble the two service factors hitherto considered, namely,

the space and power factors, are easily recognizable as exactly

equivalent to lents for land and premises and as bills for powei

supply, respectively, the remaining factors have no corresponding

commercial parallels The idea that shops and premises can be

rented on an annual tenancy which includes lighting, heating

and cleaning demands no special tax on the imagination Simi-

laily, the idea that a bill for steam or current supplied to a produc-

tive department from the firm’s own power plant is exactly

equivalent to a similar bill received from a public service station

is obviouB enough

In each of these cases it can be seen that the service factor

corresponds exactly to a function exercised by the manufacturer

that is entirely separate and distinct from his prime function,

namely, production of goods Whether or not he elects to exer-

cise these functions, or either of them, is quite optional He
need not own his manufacturing premises and he need not under-

take to supply his own power He can rent the one and purchase

the other In fact, it is frequently done But if he does elect

to exercise one or both of these functions, then the cost of the

services so provided should be rigorously kept separate and

distinct from the costs of production, and this is effectually done

by segregating them asspace factor and power factor, respectively

Basis of Service Factor Application—There is also another

peculiarity attached to the space and power factors that is

missing from those remaining to be described The form m
which the cost of seivice is obtained when the foregoing service

factors have been compiled is simple, obvious and familiar

Space factor is expressed m an annual rent per square foot of

space occupied Power factor is expressed as a price, mz
,
in

cents per pound of steam or kilowatt of current supplied There
are no alternatives to these forms, and if a given machine occupies
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100 sq ft of floor space and consumes 1 kw per hour of current,

there is no escape from the proposition that part of the cost of

that process must be made up of just those chaiges

But when we come to consider the remaining factors there is no
familiar and ready-made basis like the square foot and the
kilowatt by which service cost can be connected with production
cost While it is true that each of the remaining factors is a
natural and distinct group of activities, just as separate m its

nature from other activities as space factor is from powei factor,

and while it is just as easy to collect the items of such group
and express them as an annual standardized total, the bam on
which the factor change can be billed to production is necessarily

unfamiliar and to a considerable extent arbitrary This is not to

say that it cannot be satisfactorily accomphshed, but only that

careful judgment is necessary, since there is no ready-made basis

to go upon
The Storage-transport Factor Definition of Scope—In all

plants material and the movement of matenal necessanly play an
important part, although the degree of this importance vanes
considerably according to the nature of the industry In some
cases product is small, light and compact, demanding no special

appliances for its movement or for handling it at the machines or

during processing In other cases it may be in large, heavy and
cumbersome units which tax the resources of the expert to handle

with the minimum of expense In other cases, agam, product

may be fluid, and throughout all or part of its caieer may be

pumped and piped Or it may be of such nature that it can be

handled m contmuous conveyors and passed from process to

process almost automatically It is evident, therefore, that a

factor aiming to ascertain the cost of all of these varieties of activ-

ity must be carefully worked out

The stoi age-transport factor is so called because it embraces

both materials m the quiescent stage (that is, while they aiem
storage awaiting processing and awaiting their turn between

processing) and also all movements of materials of whatever

nature, provided they are materials used m production, or, in

other words, materials in course of manufacture

Limited to Direct Matenal—The distinction involved must

be made clear As service factois are services to production
,
it is

evident that the present factor must be for services to matenals

used in salable goods alone It does not, for example, include the
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handling and transporting of fuel, 01 the conveying or dumping

of ashes and clmkei, all of which operations are alieady covered

by the powei factor Noi has it to do with the movement of

finished goods, except m then brief passage from the last piocess

in the senes into the finished goods warehouse But every

expenditure pertaining to the storage and handling of materials

used in manufacture, that is, of “direct” materials, is to be

included in the stoi age-transport factor schedule

Distinct Group of Activities—A brief mental survey of manu-
facturing operations m general will serve to show that the

storage-transport factoi has a clearly defined area of operations

which cannot easily be confused with those of any other factor

While it does not include any part of the cost price of direct

material, it does embrace every expendituie that this material

incurs from the moment of its entry into the plant, including the

care and surveillance of it m store houses, the cost of issuing it in

required lots or quantities, the transportation of it to the first

process and between all subsequent processes and, finally, to the

warehouse of finished product In other woids, the cost of all

storage and of all cariymgtoandfiomof diredmatenal is included,

and nothing else It is a service factor in which there is, very

often, enormous waste and gieat opportunities for economy
When thus segregated and set apart for consideration, a very

important class of expenditure will be subjected to expert scru-

tiny Quite probably this will resultm the problem’s being seen

as a connected whole for the first time

Basis of Connection with Cost Not That of Value —Whatever
basis may be selected for establishing the connection of storage-

transport factor charges and units of production, the value of the

material involved is probably the very worst In fact, in some
industries, the material being worked on is not the property of the

firm doing the processing on it, and its precise value is not even

known Apart from this theie is little relation m most cases

between value and cost of storing and handling An ounce of

gold is worth as much as a ton of iron, but it costs a good deal

more to take care of a ton of iron m stores and to transport it

from one process to another than it would to handle fifty ounces

of gold The storage and handling of a gun-metal castmg costs

no more than that of one of the commonest and cheapest iron

A part-finished cylinder costs no more to handle than the original

rough castmg
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Castings or any other material are not moved about for

amusement Every movement has some relation to a process to

he, or which just has been, performed on it It will, theiefore,

m general bear some 1elation to the size, value and importance of

the machine (production center) by which the processing was
effected Again, a large overhead traveler is not put in motion to

supply a bundle of metal rods to a group of screw machines,

neither is the cost and maintenance of a band conveyor receiving

and transferring the product of such machinesm any way related

to the work of heavy planing and milling machines which are

served by the traveler

The solution of a basis for assessment of a storage-tiansport

factor chaige is outhned by these considerations It will be

seen to have certain natural lines of development, but at present

no more need be said than to indicate that the rather obvious

basis of value of materials is one which is not suitable It may
be said indeed that the not infrequent piactice of adding a

peicentage on value of materials to cover the cost of storekeeping

is apt to give inaccurate and sometimes even ludicrous results

when theie is a considerable range in the unit value of the mate-

rials so treated It becomes still more inaccurate when the cost

of transportation about the plant is taken into account Trans-

port is a more or less repeated operation, and the ultimate cost of

transport of a ton of pioduct depends not only on its weight but

also on the number of times that it has been necessary to handle it

and the distances it has been conveyed

The Transport Portion of the Factor—The collection of storage

charges and then incidence on production is a comparatively

simple matter compared with the settlement of costs of tiansport

when the latter is a fully developed service For the present we

may confine our attention to a plant having its processes m
smgle departments, that is, where each process forms a depart-

ment by itself (cf Chap XVIII, smgle process departments),

leavmg the question of departments containing independent

production centers (plural-type departments) till latei

If we have a connecting line of transport (which may take the

form of a service of electric tractors, or a mechanical conveyor

of the band spiral or oveihead types, or an industrial railway or

even a service of hand trucks), and this line connects two depart-

ments, the first questionthat arises is whetherthe costs of the serv-

ice are to be charged to either of the departments separately or
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divided between them, as the method of charging on a tonnage

or similai basis to the product itself is not consideied desirable

1 Rigid, Transpoi t—The first case to be considered is when

two departments, A and B are connected by a line of tianspoit

and all product emanating from A passes along this line and is

always dehvered to B It is also assumed that B receii es product

from no other source Is the cost of this transport to be con-

sidered as borne by piocess A 01 process B, or should it be

divided between them?

As far as the ultimate result is concerned, it is obvious that

each of these thiee methods has the same effect, namely, that all

the cost of transporting between A and B will be borne by all

the product passing between those two points But from the

aspect of piocess cost, a difference might be set up if this partic-

ular link of the tianspoit system weie either moie or less costly

than the others which lespectively feed into A and take product

away from B
In a given plant, theiefore, it is well to set up a rule, namely,

that either costs of delivery or costs of collection should be borne

by each piocess, since the plan of dividing the cost between

departments complicates the accounts without effecting any

particular solution of the problem Of the two remaining

methods, that which charges the process with the cost of collection

appears to offer the balance of advantages In this case, just as

the cost of manufacturing goods is considered to end at the plant

door, so the cost of any one process is considered to end at the

delivery point of the machine On the other hand, the cost of

collecting material on which to work is considered as part of the

cost of the process and enters into its process rate

This may be taken as a good working rule, unless there is

something exceptional m local conditions that makes the alter-

native method preferable

2 Flexible Transport—The next case is one m which there are

three departments A, B and G, the product of A going in part

to B and the remainder to C, which latter department, we may
assume, also receives material from other sources, say direct from
stores It also may be supposed that the line A-B carries two-

thirds of the total movement out of A, and the hne A-C one-third

The mode of transport may be taken as a seivice of electric

tractors which, starting from A can run either to B or to C as

required
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If the rule given m the last paragraph is applied here, the

problem presents no special difficulties Department B will take

up the cost of two-thirds and Dept C one-third of the cost of the

traffic emanatmg from A and will charge this amount into cost

through process late But C wdl also have to charge the addi-

tional cost of its other service, namely, that which runsfrom stores

to C The transport factor ofC will, therefore, have two elements,

namely, A-G and stores-C, and the cost of these services will go

into its cost through its process rate

3 Common Ti ansport—We now come to that type of transport

which is conducted very much on the punciple of a railroad, with

terminals and intermediate stations, at any of which product may
be either taken up 01 set down In general, however, a depart-

ment will either discharge into or receive from such types of

conveyoi and not both together The first step will be to ascer-

tain the cost of the entire system of transport in question, and

then study the share of the facilities which each productive

department enjoys

The same rule as to charging cost of the transport to the depart-

ment receiving the material will apply here The calculations

will be based on standard working hours and, consequently, on

standard output of each department, the cost of transport being

also reckoned under these conditions Then, if there are six

stations on the line of conveyor, each receiving a portion of the

material, the annual cost of the transport system will be divided

between them in proportion to the weight of materials or number

of packages each receives, when processes are working 100 per

cent of their maximum capacity

4 Engineering Plant Type—In very large plants, mostly of the

engineering type, there may be found a regular system of outdoor

railroad (which may be of standard gage or smaller) with several

locomotives, trucks, cranes, etc
,
serving to move material from

storage or to receive it from the railroad spur and deliver it to

shops It will also move heavy castings, shafts, cylinders, etc ,

from one shop to another, the tracks for this purpose entering or

passing through the shops This type of transport gives rise to

problems of considerable difficulty, not from the transport point

of view but because such types are usually found m connection

with a class of business in which consideiable fluctuation exists

Heavy engineering is to a great extent a “custom” business, that

is, its products are made to order, and, therefore, its activities
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Will depend upon the accumulation of orders to a much greater

extent than with a manufacturing concern which can plan, with

considerable confidence, for a given output of its product

While the deteimination of transport factors under these condi-

tions is a complex pioblem, it is solved by application of the

same general principles which will be discussed in the following

pages

Storage Transport as a Service Department—It will be obvious

from what has been said in the foiegoing paiagraphs that the

storage and transport of direct materials is as distinct a service as

the furnishing of power or as the provision of buildings ready for

occupancy And as the supply of power is usually iegarded as the

work of a department (ie,a service department) so it is equally

proper to regaid the storage and transport of matenal as a

separate seivice department The “stores” is indeed usually

so regarded, inasmuch as its operations are somewhat like those

of a bank, being responsible foi the receipt and issue of

goods instead of money But stoiage and transport are leally

halves of the same pioblem, and while it is pioper to ascertain

storage cost separately from that of transport, there is no reason

why they should be consolidated when it comes to considering

their distribution to cost of production It would, of course, be

quite feasible to have two factors, one a storage factor and the

other a transport factor, but, as the basis of distribution is

obviously the same for each, some advantage is gained by con-

solidation Moreover, the collection of the figures correspond-

ing to this distinct service into one group enables the relation of

the said service to the total production to be seen as a whole,

disentangled from all other expenditures

When the whole cost of a stoiage-transpoit department has

been assembled, a ratio can be set up, by way of a secondaiy cost,

between the total of such seivice and the total output of the

plant, which, being continued from month to month for a senes

of years, will afford an interesting sidelight on the operation of the

service

General View of Factor Relations—Figure 64 exhibits in

diagram form some of the relations between cost of storage and

transport and departmental process cost Four departments

are assumed, namely a forge, foundry, a Bingle-process depart-

ment, A, and a plural-type department, B, with four production

centers 1, 2, 3 and 4
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Storage charges come under two heads, namely, those of a

general nature, including the upkeep of the main stores depart-

ment, and those of a special nature, i e
,
clearly connected with

one productive department The billet yard and the scrap and

pig stores aie of this class, being connected with the forge and

foundry, respectively They are, therefore, charged to those

departments alone

Transport charges are also of two puncipal lands, those which

are interdepartmental and lepresent services of transport between

departments, and those which are localized in a department and

serve to distribute and removal material from individual produc-

tion centers As shown on the diagram (Fig 64) these latter are

Fig 6i

charged directly to the individual centers concerned Inter-

departmental transport is charged against departments on the

principle described m a previous paragraph

Layout Plan of Transport System —The first step m setting

up a transport factor should be the accurate plotting of the layout

on a scale plan of the plant Figure 65 presents a rough example

of such a plan Transport services are represented by dotted

lines, but m an actual plan each service would be shown m a

different colored line and the breadth of this line should represent

the tonnage or other relative capacity of the service

Services 1 and 2 (Fig 65) are tractor services from scrap and

pig yard to foundry and from billet yard to forge, respectively

Service 7 is also a tractor service, and all three of these services

are based on the charging station and tractor garage shown at

extreme left of the figure
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Services 3, 4 and 5 represent an oveihead monorail system, the

mam line of which extends from the foundry to Dept B and

maintains service between those two departments A switch

enables traffic to leave the mam line and be delivered at the

point 3, thus connecting foundry and Dept A Another switch

enables traffic originating at the point 5 on the spur track to

join the mam line and be delivered at Dept B This system,

therefore, gives services from

Foundry to Dept A (upper spur)

Foundry to Dept B (mam lme)

Dept A to Dept B (lower spur)

Service 6 is an apron conveyor carrying traffic from forge to

Dept B This system has no other outlet and its service is

confined to these two departments

Fig 66

Service 7 has already been mentioned as part of the tractor

system It takes finished goods from Dept B and delivers into

warehouse

Service 8 is repiesented by an overhead travelei running over

the foui production centers which make up Dept B It is,

therefore, wholly confined to this department (c/ the diagram

Fig 64)

Having plotted these service systems and routes and having

thus secured a cleai idea of the details of the transport problem,

the ground is cleared for the setting up of schedules in which

annual values will be affixed to all of the items of storage and

transport service

Scheduling the Storage-transport Charges—The assembly

of the storage-transport factor will usually be effected m three

stages First, it will be necessary to list the various storage

buildings and land areas carrying productive material together

with their equipment and the labor, if any, engaged m them
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An annual total of storage cost will thus be obtained or collected,

but its allocation to productive departments must be left till

later

Having assembled storage costs, the next step is to do the same

for transport costs Another schedule is prepaied for this woik

in which each transport service is listed with all the items that

go to enable it to function By this schedule we collect the annual

charges for each separate service, and the allocation of these

charges to productive departments is left to the next step

Both the collected storage and the collected transport charges

are now assembled in a final schedule which lists the different

productive departments Storage and transport charges taken

from the two previous schedules are then finally allocated or

distributed among the actual productive departments in propor-

tion as each makes use of or enjoys the benefit of such services

These three schedules will now be described and illustrated

Storage-factor Collection Schedule—Figure 66 shows the

form which this schedule will usually take Only a portion of

Tia 66

the schedule is shown, it being assumed that other storage areas

and buildings exist, not included heie The principal items com-

mon to most plants will be briefly explained, it being understood

that other items may sometimes be present, but the general

treatment will be sufficiently plain to enable variations to be

dealt with
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In Fig 66 each heading has two money columns Items

pertaining to capital mvestment are placed m the left-hand

column and items of annual expenditure in the right-hand

columns Wherever the dollar sign appears, entries will appear

Wheie no sign is shown, it implies that the items on the left are not

represented Thus, the item “ counting machine ’
’ appears under

capital mvestments A dollar sign is given, first, m the Total

column and, second, m the Main stoiage column In both cases

it appears m the Capital investment column only This value

appears m the Mam storage column only because it is there

located and theie is no other counting machine anywhere else

It appeals m the capital mvestment columns alone because the

interest and depreciation, etc
,
chaiges on it are consolidated

with the other equipment and, therefore, no annual charges are

shown separately for this item

Similarly “power current” is shown only in Total column and

as chargeable to billet yaid This current is foi the electric

oveihead travelei m the billet yard and no other stoiage building

or area uses power current Both in Total column and in

Billet yard column it appears, of course, on the right or annual

charges side It may be desirable to lemind the leadei that only

power current is dealt with here Lighting current is included

here m the space factor as descubed in Chap XXIII
The items making up the storage-factor charges may now be

briefly enumeiated and discussed

1 Space-factor Chaige—Certain of the space-factor chaiges

will be for land areas only, as m the case of the scrap and pig

storage which we may assume to be piled m the open air Others

will be land-buildings space factois, that is, the charge will be

made up of a land factoi for the use of the land on which the

erection stands and a buildings factor for the use of the erection,

heated, lighted and ready for occupancy Of course, some of the

erections will not be heated, though probably all of them will be

lighted, and this may apply also to the simple land areas The
scheduling of space-factor charges has already been detailed

(Chaps XXII, XXIII)
2 Capital Investment—Under this head are listed all of the dif-

ferent classes of equipment used m connection with storage work
The items are self-explanatory, but some explanation as to the

reason for including the magnetic crane m the scrap and pig yard

and the overhead traveler in the billet yard may be desirable
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These items are mcluded here because these mechanisms are

purely internal affairs of the storage depaitment which is itself a

service Although performing transpoit work, this transport

is entirely withm the stores and is, theiefore, on a precisely

similar footmg to stores labor, supposing that instead of using a

crane or traveler the materials were loaded by laborers onto the

skids which collect it for use in the foundry and forge The

case is also precisely similar to that of a conveyor used for

handling coal for the power plant or ashes from the boilers In

each such case the mechanism in question is performing a service

for a service factor and not directly to a productive depaitment

Its cost and upkeep is, therefore, properly charged to the factoi

for which the service is being performed, namely, m this case,

the storage factor

3 Interest and Depreciation—This entry is a summary of the

individual depreciation charges which go against each separate

class of equipment The depreciation charge is combined with

the intei est charge on the amortization pimoiple, as explained in a

previous chapter The entries opposite this item are merely

the resulting total of all such charges for one year

4 Insurance, Taxes—Ihese items lefer, of course, only to the

values contained m this schedule and enumeiated under “capital

investment ”

5 Repairs and Maintenance—This caption includes all repaii

and upkeep of items listed under “capital investment ”

6 Salaries, Wages—Salary of the chief storekeeper and wages

of his assistants—inventory men, laboreis, cleiks etc—are

comprised in these items Most of these will be in the mam
stores, but it is assumed that a man is employed in the scrap

and pig yard and another in the billet yard, which explains the

dollar sign in those columns

7 Power Current—The magnetic crane m scrap and pig

yard and the overhead traveler m billet yard use power current

and dollar signs accordingly appear m these columns The

cost of current for lighting is mcluded in space factor

8 Minor Supplies—This item is self-explanatory It includes

lubricating oil for the equipment and other small matters

9 Interest on Stores—This charge represents interest on the

average monthly balance of stores in hand m each storage place

When a similar value of stoies is carried at all times, no difficulty

exists m relation to the calculation of interest, since the aveiage
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value will coincide closely with the actual value on any one

month’s balances But where the business is seasonal and much
heavier stocks are earned during one part of the year, the annual

sum of such balances should be worked out by aggiegating the

balances of the individual months and averaging

10 Totals—Having filled out the entnes as above described,

the columns are then totalled up These totals will represent

the annual cost of keeping stores m the various locations, and

this annual cost will be dealt with in the storage-transport

distribution schedule to be described presently

Transport-factor Collection Schedule —This schedule (Pig 67)

collects transport charges m the same manner as Fig 66 collects

storage charges In this case, instead of collecting items by
locations, they are collected by sei vices The object is to ascer-

tain the standard annual cost of each separate tiansport service

or group of services, leaving the question of the allocation of such

charges till latei The items on this schedule are briefly enu-

merated and explained as follows

1 Space-fadoi Charge—Space factor is only mcuired by
transport systems when they occupy floor space or land areas

Overhead travelers, telphers and overhead monorail systems,

except in so far as they obstruct and prevent the use of space,

do not incur space-factor charges Where space is used for

transport purposes, then, naturally, the transport system using

such space is legitimately chargeable with the annual rent or

space-factor charge for it

In the schedule (Pig 67) space factor is charged to the tractor

system, since it makes use of roadways outside the shops and
alleyways inside The space represented by these ways is

charged to the factor Similarly, the apron conveyor system (6)

occupies land space in passing from forge to Dept B and is

assumed not to occupy any floor space within these departments

On the other hand, the monorail conveyor system (3, 4 and 6) is

assumed not to obstruct or make use of any floor space within

the departments served, nor any land space in crossing from A to

B The tractor services (1, 2, and 7) are also chargeable with a

land-buildings factor for the space and building used as a charging

station and tractor garage

2 Capital Investment—These items are self-explanatory

The dollar sign opposite each item appears only in the column
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repiesentmg the service using the equipment and in the total
column

3

Capital Investment Charges—Interest and depreciation are
treated exactly as described above for corresponding items m
the stoiage factor Insurance and taxes also

4 Repairs and Maintenance—This charge represents annual

cost of repairs and maintenance for eaoh of the items of capital

investment scheduled, exactly asm the case of storage equipment

5 Wages—The wages of all transport men operating services

are given here In the case of the foreman of transport, where
one is employed, his wages will be prorated among the different
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services accoiding to the amount of attention he is considered to

give to each

6 Cost of Curi ent—Cost of electricity to operate the various

equipment is the only source of the entnes under this item The

cost of charging the tractor battenes will go against that seivice,

and current for the monorail and conveyoi systems as used

annually by those services

7 Total Annual Charges—When all the columns have been

filled out and totaled, the totals collected are the annual costs of

maintaining each sepal ate group of services, namely, tractor,

monorail, conveyor and traveler These annual costs will now
have to be allocated to the diffeient departments enjoying the

services, and this final operation is effected by the schedule now to

be described

Storage-transport Distribution Schedule—Figure 68 represents

the method by which the annual chaiges for storage service and

transport service which have been collected on the two pievious

schedules are allocated or distributed to departments, and where a

department is of the plural type (cf Chap XVIII) it may also

include distribution to the individual pioduction centers within

such department If, however, these are numeious, it will be

better to distribute herein to the depaitment only and effect the

distribution to individual centers by a special schedule for such

department or departments

1 Storage Items—The items shown under the mam grouping

of “annual storage charges” will be the same as the titles of

columns on the storage collection schedule (Fig 66) The foot-

ings of those columns appear heie opposite each storage item m
the Total column The allocation columns are headed with

the names of pioductive departments and it is the office of this

schedule to divide the cost of each storage location between the

departments enjoying each service

2 General and Special Items—It will be noticed that the first

four items are not allocated but meiely accumulated in a total

called “total general storage ” This is because the materials

located in these buildings are similar to those m the mam stores,

i e
,
they are not dehverable to any one department For this

reason they are grouped with the mam stores and the total for

the group distributed among all the departments The basis

of this distribution will be m proportion to the average weight

of material delivered during the year to each department
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The remaining storage items, namely, “scrap and pig storage

”

and “billet storage” have nothing to do either with each other or

with departments in general The former is wholly confined to

the service of the foundry and the latter to the service of the

forge The annual costs of these two storage locations are, there-

fore, charged directly to the foundry and forge, respectively, as

shown by the dollar signs

Fig GS —Distribution of annual storage—transport factor charges to processes

(i e to departments and production centers)

The item “total of all storage” merely serves to recapitulate

and check the correct allocation of all the above items to their

respective columns and to enable comparison of grand total to be

made with that of the collection schedule (Mg 66)

3 Annual Transport Charges—The items appearmg in the

Total column of this schedule will be the same as those of the

footings of the transport collection schedule (Fig 67) Each

service is tieated on a separate line, and the purpose of this

schedule is to allocate the annual cost of each such service to the

department enjoying it, that is, as above explained, on the basis
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of the relative amount of material received by each department

sharing a common seivice

4 Monorail Seivice—Reference to the plan (Fig 65) shows

that this service has two collection and two delivery points

Traffic coming from the foundry may go straight through to

Dept B or it may switch off and be delivered at the top of Dept

A A spui collects traffic at the foot of Dept A and delivers it

at B
In allocating the charges all we have to consider is what is

received by A and what by B Although it is true that the length

of haul from foundry to B is greater than in the other two cases,

this may be generally ignoied unless the difference m distance is

important In this case no substantial injustice will be done by
ignormg the difference of haul and consideiing merely the weight

of material transferred

As the plan shows, m this particular case, all the product

emanatmg from foundry eventually reaches B, because that

dehvered in A is obviously picked up again and delivered to B,

as A has no other traffic inlet or outlet than the monoiail system

But it does not, therefoie, follow that the weights traveling fiom

foundary to B are the same as from A to B Only a minor portion

of the product might be processed in A, the mam portion going

straight through to B If we charge Dept A with the tonnage it

receives, therefore, and Dept B with the tonnage it receives, all

the traffic will be accounted for on a fair basis

5 Example of Allocation of Transpoi t Charge—To make this

pomt clearer (as it is one which will occur frequently m deciding

the allocation of transport services), the movements on the mono-
rail service may be illustrated by Fig 69 It will be seen from

this diagram that 12,000 tons go from foundry to Dept B, 6,000

tons from foundry to Dept A and 6,000 from A to B, making a

total movement of 24,000 tons handled If it is assumed that

the total cost of the monorail service is $1,920 per annum, this

amounts to 8 cts per ton handled

The diagram shows that the movement of traffic is distributed

thus

Dept A receives 6,000 tons from foundry @ 8 cts $ 480
Dept B receives 6,000 tons from Dept A @ 8 cts $ 480
Dept B receives 12,000 tons from foundiy @ 8 cts 960

Total for B $1,440 1,440

Total monorail , $1,920
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If the distribution of traffic emanating from foundry were the
same in tonnage but different m destination, being 16,000

delivered tons to Dept B and only 2,000 to Dept A, then there

would be a lessened total of tonnage, because, while 18,000 tons

leaves foundry as before and also arrives as before m B, the

amount rehandled on the A-B line will be only 2,000 tons, makin
g;

a grand total tonnage of 18,000 + 2,000, or 20,000 tons, instead

of 24,000 as before If under these conditions the same cost of

the service, namely, $1,920, were maintained, then the tonnage
rate would be higher

Fia 69

6 Rule for a Mixed Service—A working rule for distributing

the cost of a service delivering to moie than one department

may be stated as follows

a Ascertain the total annual cost of the service

6 Ascertain the annual amount (tonnage) received by each

department

c Distribute the cost of the service in proportion to tonnage so

received

7 Tractor Service—Returning to the distributing schedule

(Fig 68), the next item refers to the tractor service which includes

routes 1, 2 and 7 The tractor service (which will include the

annual cost of the chargmg station m addition to actual transport

work) can be treated exactly as the monorail service The
tonnage received by the three pomts of delivery, namely, mto

forge, foundry and warehouse, will be the basis for dividing up

the total annual cost of the tractor service

Normally this is all that is necessary, but, in a few cases, there

might be a considerable difference m the distances covered by the

different routes Under these conditions something equivalent

to the ton-mile used by the railroads would have to be introduced,

such as a ton-100 ft There is, unfortunately, no common unit

of length between the rod of yd
,
which is too short, and the
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furlong of 220 yd , which is too long, foi use as a unit m plant

transport The way in which such a device would be used in

allocation is perhaps sufficiently obvious not to need discussion

8 Ayron Conveym —As this conveyor delivers only at one

point, namely, into Dept B, the whole of its annual cost is

chargeable against that department

9 Overhead Travelei —We have exhausted all the intei depart-

mental transport systems and have now to considei a new variety,

namely, the overhead traveler situated in Dept B This system

does not rt ceive oi dehver beyond the limits of the department,

and its annual cost is, therefore, chargeable m the first place to

Dept B If Dept B were a smgle or a parallel process depart-

ment, nothing furthei would be necessaiy, but, m this case, the

department is a plural-type depaitment (cf Chap XVIII)
containing four sepaiate production centers Naturally, if the

system serves all foui of these centers, its annual cost must be

prorated between them
If all the four receive about equal service, then simple division

by four will suffice for the allocation In the case of a small

department like this it is hardly likely that any other arrange-

ment would be wanted It is necessary, however, to point out

that, being described as a plural-type department, the implication

is made that each center is independent In other words, the

stream of material does not flow regularly from one to another,

for, if it did, then this would not be a plural-type but a single-

series-type department, and no individual costing within it

would be required It is assumed, therefore, that each center

has its own individual call on material and on overhead service,

but that taking one thing with another such call is equal foi all

of them
If it were otherwise and some centeis made much moie use of

the overhead service than others (which would almost certainly

be the case in a large shop containing peihaps 50 or 60 machines
instead of only 4), then the same principle as already adopted
for distributing monorail costs would be adopted to meet this

case The tonnage call of each center would be reckoned, and
total annual cost of the service allotted accordingly

In a large engineering shop, travelers are commonly erected m
“bays ” The service of each traveler is thus confined to the

machines situated m the bay beneath it This affords a simple
solution of the allocation of such traveler services
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10 Total Transport Charges—This lme serves to assemble the

costs of transport service as charged to each depaitment sepa-

rately from that of storage chaiges

11 Final Figures of Storage-transport Faetoi —In hne 11

(grand total of storage-transport factor) aie the final results of

all the foregoing work If storage and transport are eonsideied

as the work of a single and separate department, just as the powei

plant is a single and separate department, then the figures in

columns under department headings on this grand total line

represent the billing to each productive department for storage and

transport service

Whether the amount so billed to a particular department is

further subdivided (between production centers) within the

department receiving the bill is a matter which depends wholly

on what type of department it is Only in plural process depart-

ments is such further subdivision necessary In the large

number of industries in which single, smgle-series, or single and

feeder-parallel types (cf Chap XVIII) are alone found, the

amounts so billed enter at once into the composition of process

cost, as will be described m a later chapter

Storage-transport Factor Charged on Tonnage Basis—When
the product is perfectly homogeneous and can be expressed as

tonnage or yardage, etc
,
the final figures of the faetoi would be

sufficiently developed at the collection stage In other words,

having collected all of the annual costs of storage and transport,

they should be consolidated mto a single total and simply

prorated over production as a separate element in cost at so

much per ton or yaid Cost would appear something like this

Process cost, Dept 1 $ 45

Process cost, Dept 2 36

Process cost, Dept 3 98

Storage-transport department cost, 12 ctB on 25 tons 13

$182

The only work avoided by this procedure is the allocation of

factor charges to departments It can be apphed where the

product is really homogeneous and can be measured on some

simple basis like the yard or pound But before applying this

method the greatest care should be taken to ensure that the

product really is of such character that no falsity is introduced by

treating it all alike The objection is that process costs no longer

represent all the cost of service to process work, and this objection

is a serious one



CHAPTER XXVI

THE SUPERVISION FACTOR

The three factors which have been discussed up to this point

are perfectly natural groupings Each of them has a field which

is manifestly quite distinct fiom that of the others The ideas

of space rental, powei manufacture and the storage and transport

of materials are simple and direct, and any items which belong

to these factors are easily identified as soon as any attention is

given to them
The two next factors with which we have to deal have not such

clearly defined fields, although perfectly and easily separable

from those already discussed Supervision and organization

are activities which aie not m their nature so obviously distinct

as are, for example, power and transport Any division that may
be set up between these two will be to some extent arbitrary,

but no very serious results will follow if, m one plant, an item is

included under supervision and, in another, under organization

As long as the item in question finds its place in one of the two,

substantial justice will be done

Supervision (of Productive Processes) Factor—The difficulty

of treating any definition of the kind exhaustively arises from

the fact that hardly any two plants conduct their affairs m exactly

the same manner In other words, the actual items which enter

into this factor vary greatly from plant to plant All that

can be done, therefore, is to give examples which are as typioal as

possible, and which will enable the 'reader to grasp the general

idea involved, which can then be applied to any given set of

circumstances

In the first place it must be understood that the term “super-

vision ” as usedm this connection implies supervision of productive

activities only It does not, for example, include the supervision

of the power plant, which is included m the power factor

Nor does it mclude the salary of the storekeeper or of a superin-

tendent or foreman of transport, both of which would be included
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m the storage-transport factor Where a special repair depart-
ment or a special service department of any kind is maintained,

the supervision of it does not form part of the supervision factor

But, on the other hand, any kind of supervision which has to do
with the conduct of manufacturing processes, including routing,

oidermg and inspection, is pioperly included m the supervision

factor

Except for the clumsiness of the title, this factor should be

termed the supervision of productive processes factor

General Superintendence —It may, of course, be argued that

some part of the time of, say, the general superintendent, is

given to the services represented by factors as well as to the

direct operation of processes This is tiue, but, as the principal

object for which both the superintendent and the services exist

is to promote process production and as any division of his

salary between services and production supervision would neces-

sarily be arbitrary (and would m the end find its way against

production), it is convenient as well as justifiable to ignore the

fact that part of his time may be given to superintendence of

services By chargmg the whole of it to supervision of productive

processes, a good deal of unnecessary figuring is avoided without

any injustice of importance being incurred

Collection and Distribution of Factor—Like those already

described, the working of this factor is conducted in two separate

operations First the items are hsted and their annual value

determined Second, the amounts thus collected are distributed

or allocated to the various productive departments concerned

The basis of this distribution is, of course, the important matter,

and the principles involved will be exemplified most readily by

following the course of an actual example, bearmg m mind that

every plant does not have all the items herem mentioned, and,

also, that m some plants other items might have to be substituted

Collection and Distribution Schedule—As the gioupmg of the

items entering supervision factor is simpler and their allocation

to departments less complicated than the factors previously

discussed, a single blank, of which Fig 70 gives a general idea,

will usually suffice for both the collection and the distribution of

supervision factor In those cases, however, m which there are

several departments having a large number of production centers,

a subschedule for each such department will be desirable, only

department totals being givenin the mam schedule and transferred
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thence to the subachedules for allocation to individual production

centers

In this particular case it is assumed that the following arrange-

ments are in existence

a A superintendent, with possibly an assistant and clerks,

occupying an office and having general charge of all production

6 In each department a foieman, piobably occupying an

office, and, in the case of some of them, possibly a clerk to assist

him m keeping his records There also will be (m some depart-

ments) several subforeman, giving the whole or a portion of their

time to supervision

Fig 70

c It is also assumed that the business is of such character that

a production department is maintained In this department

there will be a control board, orders will be made out, issued, and

their progress recorded, rates will be fixed and, possibly, time

studies undertaken, and other duties will be carried out, all of

which have relation to supervising and facilitating the proper

and smooth working of the routine

d In many plants the product will be inspected at various

stages Such work may be regarded as an extension of the

supervision factor, and it is, therefore, included here

Discussion of the Supervision Factor Schedule—Having thus

defined the field to be occupied by the supervision factor, we may
turn to Fig 70 and consider each item and group of items both
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from the viewpoint of collection and at the same time from the

viewpoint of distribution, paiticularly as regards the lasts on

which each group is to be distributed among the pioductive

departments

1 Superintendent’s Office—The first item to be included is

the space factor for the office, space occupied by the super-

intendent and his assistants This, of course, has been calculated

on the space-factor schedule, and all that is required is to copy

the annual total therein calculated Next m order are salaries

and expenses These would not be grouped together in actual

piactice and are so grouped here only on account of consideiations

of space on the blank Salaries need no explanation Expenses

include all stationery, traveling expense, postage, phone charges

and similar office expenditures of every kind, such as are met in

every office

The remaining item, “equipment charges” is given m this form

to save space on the blank Actually, the various items such as

desks, typewriters and calculating machines, furniture, etc

,

would be listed as was done with capital investment items m
other factors (c/ Fig 66) and the interest, depreciation, insurance,

repairs, etc
,
charges brought out m one total It is this total

which appears here as equipment charges

Having thus collected all the items of expenditure incurred

by the superintendent in his operations, the annual total of all

is entered in the Total column opposite the woid “total ” This

amount has now to be distributed to the productive departments

2 Distributing Superintendent’s Expenditure—In none of the

items now to be considered is there any ready-made formula of

distribution Each such allocation is a matter of careful judg-

ment on the facts of the case The question to be decided is

whether any particular department (or departments) takes up

a special share of the superintendent's attention and that of his

office If so, then a “loading” must be made to express this

extra attention Otherwise, if no one department stands

out from the rest in this respect (and this will be the more usual

case), then the total m question may be divided between depart-

ments on some simple basis which will express their relative

importance m the productive process as a whole

3 Relative Importance of Process Departments —-If all the

machines throughout a plant were much of the same value and

output, the division might be made by number This, however,
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m modern plants is raiely the case Departments differ in

importance because one may have a single large and expensive

lange of machinery (single-process type) and another several

machines vaiying in size and cost (plural type) Moreover, a

costly production center may involve a very simple and other-

wise cheap process, while a comparatively cheap machine may
involve skilled laboi

The question resolves itself, therefore, into the problem

What expresses the relative importance of a department to the

whole productive process? It is a nice point, but in most cases

the relative cost of output of each department (excluding direct

material) may be taken as satisfying the requirements As cost

of output is made up of all service-factor cost plus all direct

labor cost, it is evident that all of the matteis demanding the

supermtendent’s care are fully included, and that if one depart-

ment has an output of $20,000 a month and another department

only $10,000, allocation of the item of geneial superintendence

between them in the proportion of 2 1 will give substantial

justice

This allocation has been aigued at some length because later

we shall have to employ the same basis of distribution, namely,

the relative importance of departments

In distributing department allotments between production

centers in a (plural type) department such as Dept D m Fig 70,

the same principle will apply

4 Foremen and Subforemen—The distribution of this item is

self-evident Each department will be chargeable with the

cost of its own foremen and subfoiemen In the case of a depart-

ment like D where a further distribution to production centers

takes place, the basis will be the same as that foi general super-

intendence, namely, on the relative output of machines But
if the subforemen’s activity is confined, as usually is the case, to

certain groups of machines, then only those machines must be

charged which actually enjoy this supervision

5 Production Department—Production depaitment charges

need careful scrutiny, if, as may be possible, some of the work of

this department does not apply to the whole plant A control

board, for example, may not apply to all departments, as where

some side line is carried on, the process routing of which is prac-

tically automatic Time study and rate setting may not be

normally applied to more than two or three departments In
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such cases care must be taken that only such departments as

enjoy the services come into the allocation of them
Apart from this precaution, and assuming that all process

departments share m the activities of the production depaitment,

a satisfactory basis for distribution will be that of the number of

delivery points m each department For the work of a production

department is practically confined to eithei regulating the move-

ments of product to and from delivery points, or it has to do

with rate setting at those points, or with making out of orders,

which, again, are usually required one for each delivery point

With a machine which is not a delivery point, that is, one m a

cham of processes, it has usually very little to do, although this is

not necessarily a hard and fast rule

It may be said, however, that, as a working rule and unless

local conditions point to the absolute inadvisability of it, the cost

of a production department may be prorated to processing

departments proportionally to the number of delivery points they

contain

6 Inspection Department—The treatment of this item will

depend very much on what form is taken by the inspection

service If it is depaitmental, that is, if certain departments

have a corps of inspectors who control the quality of work m
those departments, then only such departments are chargeable

with their own expenditure But if inspection is conducted only

at the end of the cham of processes, that is, it is a final inspection,

then the cost of the inspection department should be prorated

over departments on the now familiar basis of their relative

importance

Some care is, however, necessary If departments exist

the product of which does not come under this final inspection,

they will be exempt fiom bearing any portion of the expenditure

on it

7 Grand Total of Supervision —When all of these allocations

have been made, addition of the department columns will give the

total charge or supervision factor to be made agamst each In

the case of departments like D, wherein a further distribution

has to be made to individual centers, totals against each such

center will be found m the columns headed 1, 2, 3, 4, etc
,
which

are merely subdivisions of the department total

Conclusion —When all of these operations have been earned

out, the different groups of activities which have been included
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here under the term “supervision” will have been charged (01,

rather, their annual cost will have been charged) to each depart-

ment m proportion to a reasonable idea of what such department

enjoys of the activities m question A small department will have

a small share, a large department a laige share, provided, that

it has any share at all By this is meant that the cost of a group

is not charged haphazardly over all departments While geneial

superintendence is unquestionably chargeable to all departments

m some degree, and all departments will certainly take up part of

the cost of foremanship, it does not follow that all share in the

cost either of the production or the inspection department If

these exceptions aie carefully watched, there should be no

difficulty in making a fair, reasonable and argument-proof

distribution of the supeivision factor
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THE ORGANIZATION FACTOR

The organization factor embraces a considerable number of the

items charged as “general expense” in the old system of costing

It does not, however, include all of these For example, the

so-called “fixed charges,” as has already been shown, aie not

considered as forming a chargeable class by themselves, but are

debited, piecemeal, to the various service factors for whose aid

they are incurred But such expenditures as the cost of the

higher administration and of various minor services only vaguely

connected with productive processes do enter this factor

Among these latter may be cited watchmen, file protection,

medical and safety seivice, welfare and employment, etc

Relation to Process Cost—It will be sufficiently obvious that

between such expenditures and that on pioductive piocesses theie

is less natural connection than is the case with the space, powei,

storage-transport and supervision factors All of these do have

a more or less observable relation to production There share in

piomoting it is fairly obvious and is, therefore, measurable to a

sufficient degree The use of space is obviously 1 elated to the

size of machinery, the use of power can be (and in practice

should be) actually meteied to the productive process, the cost

of storage must obviously have some relation to the output of

processes and the cost of transport an even closer relation

We may picture plant and department supervision as being

shared in proportion to the output of the thing for which super-

vision is required, namely, product But when it comes to the

costs of the higher administration, that of presidents, general

managers, comptrollers, and so on, and of such general services

as those relating to watching, fire protection, safety and health,

it is evident that any proportionate connection becomes hard to

picture One reason for this is that some, at least, of these

services could be intermitted without any immediately visible

result on pioduction, while space, power, storage-transport and

supervision could not be cut off without bringing the productive

processes speedily to a halt

309
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It is perhaps foitunate that, when aggregated, the charges foi

such items do not bulk large in costs In othei words, among
the elements of process cost the organization factor is, perhaps,

the least impoitant Its importance will, however, vary con-

siderably acorn ding to the mdustiy and also to the way m which

the business is organized The activities included in it are

of cornse, as vital to the success of the business as other more

directly measurable activities and, to an equal degiee, are to be

ranked as legitimate costs of piocess production

It is true that the relation of some of the items that enter into

organization factor are moie definite m their incidence than

others The expense of the purchasing department, for instance,

is usually connected with the amount of stores purchased

The expenditure on time, pay and costing activities stands in

a somewhat closer relation to output than other groups The

work of the employment department has relation to turnover at

least Consequently, when we come to settle the basis of dis-

tribution for each group we shall find moie natuial relations

existing in Borne cases than m others This will be better under-

stood after each such group has been considered separately on its

own merits

Collection and Distribution Schedule—Figure 71 exhibits the

general form of a schedule which seives both for collection and
distribution of organization factor charges It is of exactly the

same character as that used for supervision factor, and, therefore,

the meaning of the sub-items “space factor” “salaries and

expenses,” “equipment charges” will not need further explana-

tion, having been fully treated on page 305 in the previous

chapter Only the totals of each group of expenditure or sub-

service will be enlarged upon
Division between Selling and Production—Before considering

the organization schedule in detail, it is necessary to call attention

to an allocation of factor charges with which we have not hitherto

had to deal The work of the geneial office, and sometimes of

other subservices included in the organization factor, is not

wholly devoted to the promotion of production Some of it goes to

the promotion of sales of finished product In other words, the

organization factor is one which, in regard to some of the items

that make it up, must be prorated between the selling organiza-

tion and the plant
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In dealing with space factoi, a portion of the annual cost of

space was charged (c/ Fig 62a) to “office and oiganization,”

that is, to the present factoi The space factor charges in the

organization schedule (Fig 71) may be consideied as derived from

Fig 62a These space-factor charges, each being included in a

subservice, will thus eventually be proiated between selling and

plant None of the other factois is concerned with selling The
selling department does not consume steam or current (except as

included m space factor for heat and light) It does not use

stores or transport withm the plant It makes no use of any part

of the plant supervision Selling and pioduction expenses are,

therefore, mixed in certain limited services only, and the degree

of this mixture varies from business to business

In some mstances there will be but little prorating to be done

The sales organization may not be located at the general office

of the plant but m a distant city In this case it does not enter

into the organization schedule at all, but there is still the question

of the time of highei officials to be considered These must be

prorated between selling and production

More often, the sales organization will have its headquaiteis

at the general office Then it will be necessary to analyze the

general office expenditure and classify it m the two mam divisions

—selling and production This kind of division is necessary

whether the factor method or any othei of the older systems of

costing is employed

Allocations on the Schedule—We may now return to Fig 71

and consider the allocations of each item or subservice m detail

The first of these is

1 General Office—Having sorted out items which peitain

wholly to selling, there remains the question of the officials whose
time is given to both activities The president and vice presi-

dents, the general manager, the comptroller or chief accountant

will suggest themselves here In each case the division is likely

to be somewhat arbitrary Each man must judge what portion

of his time is normally given to the problems of selling and
production, respectively, and his salary may be divided up on
that basis The same principle must apply to the work of the

office staff, the clerks, stenographers, accountants, etc It will

not be difficult to ascertain roughly what amount of time is

given to work in connection with selling Some individuals will

be working wholly on selling matters, others wholly on produc-
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turn matters It is only those who work on both that will requn e

their time divided in the manner suggested

The work of the cost, time and pay departments will, m any
case, be separated from the others, if these departments are

located in the general office building Cost, time and pay will be

found m the organization as a separate subgroup

When the division mto plant expenditure and selling has been

made, we may proceed to consider the allocation of the former

With the latter we have nothing to do It is charged to the

sales department and we have no further concern with it

The matter for consideration is, as usual On what basis shall

the general office expenses be charged to the various departments?

Any basis must necessarily be arbitrary, because the two kinds of

activity are wholly independent, although, in a general sense,

proportionate to each other to some extent All things con-

sidered, the most convenient basis will be that used before,

namely, the relative importance of the departments as indicated

by the value of their output at full time

In the case of a department like D (c/ Fig 71) m which there

are several production centeis, the amount allocated to the

department will be further prorated over the production centers

themselves on the same basis, that is, on the relative value of

their output at full time

2 Purchasing Department—It may be asked why the purchas-

ing department is not includedm the storage factor mstead of the

organization factor It may be so included in many plants,

but it is mcluded m organization factor here to illustrate a pos-

sible variation that might otherwise be puzzling The work of

a purchasing agent is not always confined to buying materials for

manufacture Sometimes he buys goods for resale by the selling

department, such goods having nothing to do with the plant and

not, necessarily, coming near it Obviously, where this is the

case, the cost of the upkeep of the purchasing department must

be shared between selling and production, hence the question (?)

mark against this item m Fig 71

Assuming this division to have been made, the basis of alloca-

tion of the portion chargeable to the plant is the next question

This will most conveniently be made on the same basis as the

allocation of general storage charges lef Chap XXY), namely, m
proportion to the amount of material consumed by each depart-

ment on the average
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3 Cost, Time and Pay Departments—The allocation of this

subclass of expenditure is perhaps a little illogical Some
of the work of these departments is obviously given to figures

pertaining to services The logical course would be to prorate

the expenditure between service-factor departments, such as the

power plant, storage-transport department, etc
,

as well as

between productive departments A, B, C, etc To do so would,

however, complicate the accounting, and, as in the end, the

charges would eventually find then way to productive depart-

ments via the factors m which they were mcluded, perhaps no

substantial injustice is inflicted on accuracy by ignoring service

departments and prorating all the cost of the cost, time and pay

departments over productive departments

It is assumed that if any portion of the work of such subservice

is concerned with selling, that portion will be chaiged to selling

department The question mark in selling column opposite this

item signifies this assumption

The basis of allocation to productive departments may be,

as before, the relative importance of each

4 Watch and Fire Services—Cost of these services may be

prorated on the relative importance basis, or, if desired, as these

services have some relation to property, the value of the plant,

building and eqmpment m each department may be taken as a

basis, added to the value of work in process usually remaining

overnight in the department

5 Employment Department—The same difficulty applies here

as was met in the case of the cost, time and pay departments

Some of the services will make use of the services of the employ-

ment manager and his organization Nevertheless, as m the

former case, no substantial injustice will be done if the allocation

of employment department expenditure is confined to productive

departments The basis of suoh distribution should, obviously,

be connected with the mam feature of employment, namely,

turnover In some departments there will be a larger number of

transactions than in others Distribution should be m propor-

tion, therefore, to the turnover of labor in each productive

department

6 Medical and Rest Service—Expenditure on this minor
service should be m proportion to the number of employees in each

productive department, unless certain departments make a dis-

proportionate call on the service
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7 Safety Department—This also has relation to the number of

employees and should be chargeable to pioductive departments

on that basis In both this and the previous subgroup, service

departments are ignored, but the minor nature of the expenditure

will allow this to be done without important prejudice to accuracy

8 Grand Total of Organization Factor—When all of the

allocations have been made, as above, and all of the subgroups

accounted for, then addition of the department columns will

provide the total organization factor charge against each depait-

ment In the case of departments like D, having several produc-

tion centers, the further subdivision can be made on this schedule,

as shown in the case of D But if several departments have to be

subdivided m this way, or if a large number of production centers

are included m a department, then it will be better to allow only

the departmental column to appear on this schedule and use

additional or subschedules to effect the further distubution to

individual production centers

Conclusion—The organization factoi is the least satisfactory

and argument proof of all the factors But, while this is true,

the disposal of the items included m it is certainly not more

unsatisfactory than with the pool of “general expense” that

accumulates on the older systems and is plastered onto work on

some arbitrary ratio basis

That many of the items in organization factor have no natural

relation with production costs is obvious, but neveitheless, they,

or some of them, do bear a vague proportional relation to the

productive process as a whole In a plant of large manufacturing

capacity, they will be higher than in a plant of small manufac-

turing capacity If, therefore, the total is charged among

departments on some basis which expresses the relative impor-

tance of these departmentsm the productive process, the solution

of the difficulty will be plaoed at least on arguable lines By this

is meant that while some observers may prefer to allocate some

of the items on other bases than here indicated, the reasons for oi

against are oapable of expression and valuation By the old

method of ratios neither argument nor valuation is possible A

ratio is an arbitrary, and to a great extent an accidental, solution

of the difficult problem of administrative charges Organization

factor is at least an improvement on that
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THE PRODUCTIVE EQUIPMENT FACTOR

We have now covered the principal active factors which repre-

sent services to productive processes We have accounted for the

space occupied by productive departments, the powei used by

them, the cost of storage and transpoit of the matenal on which

they woik and the expenditure on supervision In the last

chapter organization factor was discussed, which deals with

certain moie general charges incuried by the business foi the

sake of productive processes

Now we have to deal with the productive equipment itself

This is to a large extent a passive factoi It contains no living

agents, except m a veiy indirect way (cleaning and repairs) On
the other hand, it represents the chaiges due to mvestment in

productive equipment and its upkeep, in a stnotly defined and

limited sense

Definition of Productive-equipment Factor—All of the factors

hitherto described represent services to productive processes

Now we come close to the productive pi ocess itself The services

hitherto described play, as it were, all around the actual produc-

tive equipment but do not touch it As a process is carried on by
equipment, that is, by a machine, or chain of machines, it becomes

necessary to bring into account the annual chaiges due to the

capital investment locked up m such machine, and also the cost of

keeping this value as constant as possible, i e ,
maintained and

lepaired To these mam expendituies may be added the cost of

lubrication, waste and small sundiies of similar chaiactei and the

cost of cleaning the machine, of which moie will be said later

The elements of productive-equipment factor will, therefore,

mclude interest and depieciation, insurance and taxes on the

capital value of the machinery and (where motoi drive is built

in) of the electric equipment, an annual charge for the value of

beltmg used the cost of keeping the machine clean and of supplies

The total of these items will amount to an annual sum, which,

in the case of a single-type department (where there is only one

316
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machine or chain of machmes), will simply be chargeable against

such depaitment In the case of a pluial-type depaitment (in

which there are several mdependent production centers), the

calculation will be made for each such center separately and the

total for the department will be simply the sum of the annual

totals for each center

Productive-equipment Factor Schedule—In Fig 72 will be

found the general idea of a schedule suitable for both collection

and distribution of this factor This will be discussed item by

item

Productive

Equipment

Factor

Ann’l

Total

Sales

Dept

Production Dents )
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Fra 72

1 Investment Charges Machine—The only pomt that may

require explanation in regard to this item (the operations of

calculating interest and depreciation, etc ,
bemg precisely the

same as on all other equipment and also the allowance for repairs

and maintenance) is the exact scope of the matters to be included

A productive process may be carried on by a very simple and

definite machine, such as a drilling machine, or, on the othei

hand, it may (more particularly outside the machine tool using

industries) be made up of mam and auxiliary equipment, which is

sometimes not very easy to distinguish In a mercerizing
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department, for example, the caustic supply and lecoveiy is an

auxiliary matter of this land The point may, howevei
, be put

m general terms as follows

What Constitutes Productive Equipment—Suppose we have a

productive department A in which there is a single machine

performing a process Further, let it be supposed that the

machine m question circulates a liquid and that foi the pm poses

of the process this hquid has to be pumped to a cooling tower and

returned to the machine, eithei continually 01 at frequent inter-

vals Is the cooling tower to be included as part of the process?

The answer is in the affirmative, if such tower is maintained

entirely for the use of this one machine Even though physically

separated from the department it selves, it should be scheduled as

a separate department m the first instance, m order to gather

space factor and other charges and then consolidated with the

department to which it belongs For the present purpose, that

is, equipment factor, it will be reckoned m its own “cooling

tower department" and the combined lesult transferred to

Dept A
But if the cooling tower is not used wholly and entirely for the

process carried on by Dept A but also sei ves another department,

say G, then it must be treated as a service department and a

coohng tower factor set up, the service so carried on being charged

to A and G in the proportion normally enjoyed by each (see

next chapter)

These are perhaps rather obvious cases, although it is desirable

to note them Next may be consideied the case of a department
in which the mam machine is served by auxiliary equipment
such as a laige steam pump or a special machine for grinding

knives for the use of the ordinary operator or operators of the

process In these cases the pump and the grinding appliance

may be consideied as part of the productive equipment As they
are entirely subordinate to it and do not serve any other process,

they may be regarded as part and parcel of the process, notwith-

standing that they do not actually work on product

Some care is necessary m grouping auxiliary and mam equip-

ment A good working rule is If the auxiliary appliance exists

wholly to promote the process and does not serve any other proc-

ess, its equipment should be ranged alongside the mam equip-

ment in this schedule, just as the built-m motor is so hsted A
touchstone by which to decide is to ask If this auxiliary does not
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form part of this process, where else is it to be charged? A
little reasoning of this Lind will quickly clear up a doubtful case

To return to the consideiation of the schedule (Fig 72) The
next item listed is

2 Motor—It might be assumed that the proper place foi

all motors is in the power factor, inasmuch as it was stated m
Chap XXIV that power factor has to do not only with the

generation of steam and current but also with its delivery to the

point of consumption If the current were used to drive a

large motor on a line shaft seiving two or thiee machines, the

motor and the shafts and belts would belong to power factor

But in the case of a machine with a built-in motor, which forms

a self-contained unit, it would be rather pedantic to tear this

unit apart for the sake of putting the motor m one factor and

the machine m another In fact, the only motive for listing the

motor separately is because a motor weais out more rapidly

than a machine, generally speaking, and on this account the

machine and the motor take quite different depreciation rates

A built-in motor should, therefore, be treated as a separate item

m this schedule

3 Belting—This refers to belting in and about the machine

itself Many machines have one or several belts (or chains)

connecting their work parts Ihe annual cost of such belting

should be entered opposite this item

4 Cleaning—In many plants it is customary, m the last hour

of the working week, to shut down production and allow the

operators to clean their machines The time of direct operators

so employed should not be charged (as is too frequently the case)

to the jobs which happen to be on the machines at the moment

It should, on the contrary, be charged to a special service

order number “cleaning productive equipment” To absorb

the charges which would thus be accumulated, the item "clean-

ing” is included here The amounts to be entered will be based

on the hourly wage of the operators concerned In the case of

departments with large machines having a group of operators,

more care is necessary, and the practice of the department should

be ascertained so as to make the proper allowance

5 Supplies—In connection with every machine minor

supphes, such as lubricating oil, grease, waste, emery paper, etc

,

are employed from day to day A reasonable allowance, having

m view the sire and type of machine, should be made to cover
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the annual cost of these supplies In some machines oil is used

as a processing lubricant, % e
,
it is consumed veiy much in propor-

tion to amount of pioduct It becomes, thus, a processing

material (% e

,

dnect material) but, on account of the very small

nature of the item, such use may veiy well be included here, unless

the oil is of some special expensive variety

6 Grand Total of Factoi —When all Items have been entered,

addition of the columns will furnish the chaige to be made
against each department for the use of the productive equipment

it contams As befoie, subdivision among production centeis

where the department contams more than one process can either

be made on this blank or on sepaiate subschedules The total

against the depaitment, in the case of several production centers,

is merely the total of all such centers taken togethei

Conclusion—The productive-equipment factor is obviously a

perfectly definite and separate one It cannot be confused

with any other class of service charge as its field is strictly limited

The only ambiguity likely to be met, and this in only special

cases, is to define exactly what is, in any given department,

really productive equipment pertaining to piocess woik and to

one process alone There is no real difficulty involved m this

except that somewhat careful inquiry into the uses of equipment

must be made But as all equipment must find its place m
some factor, either as performing service or doing piocess work,

very little inquiry should serve to show m which class a doubtful

item should be mcluded
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SPECIAL SERVICE FACTORS

While the average plant in most mdustnes may not require

service factors additional to those already enumerated, some
plants do call for additional services, which must have special

factors set up to take care of them
It may be stated, as a general principle, that every separate

kind of business outside the straight line of productive processing

that is undertaken by the manufacturer to help along his mam
object (which is the piocessmg of salable product) must have its

own factor, just as the business of being a landlord necessitates

a space factor and the business of running a power plant requires

a power factor

If it becomes necessary m the course of operations to take up
some outside line, such as the preparation of oxy-hydiogen,

chlorine or heating gas and its supply to the productive processes

or some of them, or, if a tool room has to be maintained in ordei

to keep the productive machines adequately supplied with tools,

jigs, templets and special rigs, then, in all of these cases, we, first,

must ascertain the cost of doing this additional and separate

business, and, next, proceed to charge its cost, by means of a special-

factor charge, into processes on the basis of then individual use

of the service so provided

Two Classes of Special Factors—Special factors (which are

so termed only because they are not common to more than one

plant or, at most, to more than one industry at a time) may be

divided into two mam classes, viz (1) those which supply a

product, such as the gas mentioned above, and (2) those which

supply a service, such as tool-room service No particular

operative importance attaches to this classification, but it is

useful to remember that both a service and a product can ade-

quately be handled by the factor method

The principal factors already described can also be classified

m this way Steam and electric current are products, and,

therefore, power factor deals with the supply of a product

321
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Supervision, on the other hand, is a pure service, and belongs,

therefore, m the othei class Whether for a product or a service,

no difference in the manipulation of the elements of the factor is

necessary

Elements of Cost of Special Factors—The elements of the

cost of a special product or service are much the same, except that

in the latter case usually no material is consumed For the

sake of clearness, however, it may be well to considei each class

separately

1 When the Factor Represents a Pioduct—The making of

anything implies at once a place m which it is made The first

item of a special factoi of this class will, therefore, be space

factor for the use of the land area or of the building utilized foi

this purpose Most frequently the pioduct will require steam

or current, or both, thus a power factor will be necessaiy These

two factors will be charged exactly as though the work were that

of an ordinary productive depaitment The cost of storage

of the materials used on the work and of any transportation line

maintained for the factor will be mcluded under labor, investment

charges, etc
,
just as fuel and ash handling and storage was

included m power factor Supeivision will be confined to the

wages of the foreman in charge of the work No organization

factor will be charged

The usual interest and depreciation, msurance, taxes, repairs

and maintenance charges on the capital investment in the

special plant and equipment employed on the work will, also,

be chargeable to the factor

The above charges will account for all of the expenditure on

the work, except that of labor and the cost of the raw material

used The addition of all of these items gives the cost of the

product, which will be divided by the quantity produced to get a

cost per unit In tabular form these items may be set out as

follows

1 Space-factor charge (through additional column in apace schedule)

2 Power-factor charge (at standard rates for steam or current)

3 Supervision (actual wages of foreman)
4 Interest, depreciation, inauranae and taxes on the capital value of the

plant and equipment

5 Repairs and maintenance of the equipment
6 Labor (aotual wages of all labor employed on the work)
7 Material (actual cost of all materials used on the work)
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The charges to process work will be based on the actual use

made of the product by each process To each process using

the product a charge will be made at so much per unit used m the

year, the amount used per hour being the fundamental basis of

this calculation

2 When the Factor Represents a Service—Many of the items

entering into a special factor, when it represents a product,

will be found to apply when it represents a service This may
be illustrated by the example of a tool-room service which is

found in many plants of the machine tool using type First, a

space has to be set apart for the storage of tools and for the

machines used to repair them Power will be required for the

machmes, although it may happen that repaus are done elsewhere

m which case there would be no charge for power Interest and

other such charges will be chargeable for the equipment, storage

shelves and bins, even if there are no machmes As a rule

there will be no storage-transport charge, the department doing

its own storing and also having its own collection and delivery

service A foreman will usually be m charge of the work and

his wages and those of his assistants, mechanics and messengers

will enter mto the factor There will also be some expendituie

on supplies, especially if repairing is done in the tool room The

total of all of these charges represents the cost of the tool-room

service and must be prorated over processes on the basis of the

call by each on the service

Auxiliary Equipment—It should be noted that the factor as

arranged above does not include any part of the cost of the auxiliary

appliances, tools, jigs, templets, etc, which it handles It

mere
1

y includes the .cost of keeping them, repairing them,

perhaps, and issuing them to the points at which they are wanted

and collecting them back mto safe-keeping

The cost of auxiliary equipment that is detached from the

machine using it is a very troublesome question and will be briefly

dealt with m a special chapter

Special-factor Schedule —Figure 73 exhibits the form of

schedule, uniform with others already described, which may

serve for both varieties of special factor The items listed have

been discussed It is understood, of course, that some of these

may not be represented in any given special factor, in which case

there will be no entries opposite such items On the other hand,
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it might happen that some unusual item was found to be necessary

and this would take its place in the list

When all of the items have been assembled on the basis of their

annual cost, a total for the whole factor is obtained Only the

total is p orated, and, before proiatmg is possible, some satisfac-

tory basis of unit charge must be airanged
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Basis of Charging Special Factors—This basis will obviously

vary according to the kind of work done by the factor If a

special product, such as hydraulic power or compressed air is m
question, the difficulty will fiequently arise that the use of such a

service in a given process is exceedingly mteimittent, although

sometimes the actual motive power of the process may be

derived fiom such a source Assuming that pressures are

constant, the charge to processes might be made on the time

during which the power was “on ” Suppose that ten processes

use the service and that each of them turns the power on for an

aggiegate time of 3 hr a day, this would imply 3 X 10 or 30 hr

total use The day's cost of the factor would then be divided

by 30, giving the cost of an hour’s actual use Each process

would then be charged with as many hours as it employed The

annual charge would be calculated accordingly

When the service is not mtermittent, as, for instance, where

gas is manufactured to be supplied to several heating furnaces m
different departments, the problem is simpler Each department
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using the gas can be meteied (and this should certainly be done

in the interests of economy) and a charge made m strict propor-

tion to the annual consumption under full-time conditions

In the same way the cost of a service is prorated in proportion

to the call for it by each process If no call is made, there is no

charge The processes sharing in the service aie listed and a

figure set against each which fairly represents the proportion of

the service it consumes Division of the total cost of the services

in these proportions will follow

Conclusion—The general principle involved m all special

factors is the same First, we engage m a special business of

which we ascertain the total and inclusive cost Second, we

proceed to bill our customers (processes) for their use of the

pioduct or service in question just as though we were selling

to an outsidei This implies two things, first, that we shall be

able to tell how much service we have delivered m total, and,

second, how much each customer (process) has taken No loyal

rule foi doing this is applicable to all sei vices, but the basis of

chaigmg any particular service will, usually, need veiy little

dehberation In some cases the assistance of a technical expert

familiar with the service and the manner m which it is employed

will facilitate a satisfactory solution
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REPAIRS AND MAINTENANCE

It might very well be argued that lepairmg of buildings,

machines, equipment and tools was a service precisely eqmvalent

to any other service This view would probably be taken m
non-engineering industrial plants wherein it is usual to have a

“repan department” just as often as a power department It

would be a pertinent question to enquirewhy the two departments

are not treated alike

Should a Repairs and Maintenance Factor Be Set Up?—There

would be no gieat difficulty m setting up a factor for all repair

Expenditure on lepurs and Repaus and Maintenance

maintenance bemg aggiegate Space factor *

of charges to factois S Powei "
$

S-T “
$

Suptce "
$

Prod oqt “
$

Organization factoi 8

Special
“

%

Total T Total $

Fia 74—Repairs and maintenance

and maintenance work To this factor would be charged all

expenditure on the work, and the various charges already made
against capital investment items in all factors for such work

would be considered as charged out from the factor The
resulting figures would be scheduled in this form (Fig 74)

The expenditure on the factor is Been, howevei, to be merely

a contra to the charges to factors This is because, in most cases,

much of the repairs is likely to be done by outside firms, especially

building lepairs There is, therefore, no basis on which to

schedule expenditure in advance, beyond reckoning up the

charges made to factors This would be merely an arithmetical

device, which, while apparently setting up a factor like other

factors, would really be of no value at all
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Control of Repairs and Maintenance Charges —It must be
remembered that factors are a standardization of expenditure
The total of all the charges for repairs and maintenance, theiefoie,

provide a fund out of which such expenditure can be made If

the plant is working 100 per cent of standard working hours, then
the figure on the left hand of Fig 74 will be the total sum charged
into cost on account of repairs Some of this amount will bo
expended with outside contractors and the remainder expended
in the firm’s own repair department or equivalent It is impor-
tant that the scheduled amounts m the factois should ultimately

correspond closely with the actual expenditure for repaus and
maintenance This, however, is a matter of control which will be

dealt with m Chap XXXVI
When a Repair Department Is Maintained—In the non-

engineering type of industry, a mechanical department equipped

with machme tools is generally to be found in plants of any size

Most of the repaus to machinery, mechanical equipment, piping,

etc
,
will then be carried out by this department, although there is

likely to be work done by outsiders as well, especially in connec-

tion with buildings The present question is how such a repair

department shall be dealt with under the factor system

A column will have to be provided for it on most of the sched-

ules It will take space factor and power factor, and, m
general, will have some call on the transport service Supei-

vision factor will not be chargeable, except for its own foreman, as

this is an expense department Organization factor will also

not be chaiged to it Special factois may or may not be If,

for example, it took hydraulic powei, it would appeal on the

hydraulic power factor

Aggregation of these factor charges will give the cost of running

the department under normal conditions But the chief reason

for including such a department in the factor schedules is to

account for all of the service supplied throughout the plant

The only use we can make of the standardized cost of running

the department is, at the year end, to compare it with the actual

expenditure, and this latter, added to the bills received from

outside contractors for repair work, should equal the total of all

repair and maintenance charges to factors In other words,

repairs and mamtenance are standardized by calculations on each

item of equipment and not by a standardization of repair department

expenses The latter only check the general accuracy of the
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total expenditure on this, item, they aie not inclusive, and the

leal check is the detailed repan charges billed from outside and

inside repair sources, when set agamst the correspondmg items

m the schedules

Maintenance—The expression “repairs and maintenance”

is usual m all accounting If theie is any difference between

repairs and maintenance, it is that the foimer comprises work on

equipment which is obviously in need of it or actually broken

down and damaged in some way, and the lattei comprises preven-

tive work It represents the "stitch m time ” General over-

hauls aie in the nature of maintenance rather than repair, but,

as a matter of fact, the line cannot be drawn between the two

terms with any precision, nor is it at all necessary to do so The
tieatment of both kinds of expenditure is absolutely the same
from all accountmg viewpoints
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AUXILIARY EQUIPMENT

In some industries, more particularly those which are based on
machine tool using, a costing problem of peculiar difficulty will

be met m regard to what may be termed “auxiliary equipment ”

As this class of equipment almost defies standardization, In

many mstances, some attention is necessary to its problems
Auxiliary Equipment Defined —Auxiliary equipment may be

roughly divided into two classes (1) tools, such as drills, files,

milling cutters and, indeed cutting tools on any kind of machine,

(2) jigs, templets, molds, patterns, etc
,
whioh are apphances

constructed to assist production either as accessones to a machine

process or, as in the case of molds and patterns, dnectly usable in

process work Most of these lattei appliances are extremely

special in their range While tools and cutters usually are

applicable to a variety of jobs, a jig, mold or pattern is intended to

effect some one change of matenal and will not, as a rule, be

available for any other kind of job whatever

Nature of the Difficulty Encountered—Each of these classes

has its own problem, and they are different Tools and cutters

wear out in course of use, and it is difficult to assign a proper

charge for their use, since this rate of decay is not necessarily

constant for all jobs Jigs, molds and patterns also wear out,

but this is not the principal difficulty encountered in regard to

them The real difficulty arises from the fact that all, or most,

such apphances have an indeterminate life With a machine or a

building we may take it as moderately certain that a given

depreciation rate will charge the capital value of such machine

or building into costs with reasonable accuracy In any case

the long life of either of these types of investment makes it pos-

sible to safeguard by increasing or decreasing the rate, if m course

of years there is reason to do so

With the second type of auxiliary equipment, however, the

reasonable life cannot always, nor indeed often, be determined in

advance Under such circumstances the prospects for charging
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mto costs by means of a depreciation rate aie not very bright

In other words, a basis for charging the cost of auxiliary equip-

ment mto cost is frequently lacking

Relation to Standardization—It must be remembered that

what we aie now considering is not the cost of such appliances,

which is just as easy to obtain as the cost of any other product,

it is the disposal of the cost, when ascertamed, that presents the

difficulty If, for example, we have made a jig which is to be

used on a milling machine for a certain job, the charge which

should be made to the process for the use of the jig will depend

mainly on how many times it is used If we were sure that it

would be used over and over agam until it was worn out, there

would be less difficulty m the matter We should have to

calculate approximately how many jobs the jig would do This

would be, m practice, a depreciation rate based not on the lapse

of years but on repeated use Then, whether these jobs were

done one after anothei or whether they were put in hand at

intervals would make no diffeience So much would be charged

for each time of using the jig

This would be a standardized charge Whether or not it was a

correctly standardized charge would only be proved when the jig

was worn out, when a comparison of the earnings of the jig

(at standard charge) with its ongmal cost would prove the

result If the jig were wearing visibly at too fast a rate, it would

be possible to modify the rate accordingly

But no standardized charge can be made if we do not know
how many times the apphance will be used, and this is very

often the case, but not always, because continuous mass produc-

tion, say of typewriters, will use jigs with a fair certainty that

their use will be continuous Depreciation can then be made as

with any other equipment Similarly, with the large and

expensive molds used m casting steel billets Each mold is

expected to make so many tons of billets and the basis of calcula-

tion is therefore complete But with an indeterminate life no

such basis is discoverable

Indeterminate Life—The reasons which give rise to an indeter-

minate life m the case of so many patterns, molds, jigs, etc
,
are

numerous In the case of lasts used m the shoe industry,

changes of fashion are the determining element In the machine-

shop type of plant, a line of manufacture may be lost by competi-

tion or because it is not a commercial success Orders may be
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taken involving the making of auxiliary appliances, with no
certainty, even though there may be stiong expectation, that
such orders will be repeated many times Indeterminate life is,

therefore, a pioblem that cannot be evaded or countered by any
foresight or precaution It is mheient in our trade customs and
nothing can be done about it

Necessity for Some Solution—Nevertheless, m those industries

which must of necessity make and use auxiliaiy equipment, it is

obvious that some solution of the problem must be found This
is true in all types of costing and not only under the method of

standardization by factors and process rates It is absolutely

necessary that the cost of a job must include a charge for jigs,

molds, patterns and tools used in connection with it That this

charge is a quite arbitrary one cannot be helped That it will

frequently turn out to be incorrect cannot be helped eithei

Under these conditions it may be supposed that we must plan

for safety

In some cases this is feasible, but not always For example,

an order may be taken for a thousand articles, involving the

making of auxiliary equipment, the cost of which represents a

considerable propoition of the profit that is expected to be made
on the order Two courses are then open (1) the whole of the

cost of auxiliary equipment may bo charged at once to the order,

and the price based on that, or (2) part of the cost of the auxil-

iaries may be held up or suspended m the hope that future orders

will wipe out the balance so held over

In the first case, the charging of all the auxiliary costs at once

may result in missing the ordei, if the bid is based on that

principle In the second case, the order may be received, which

would result m making but a small and inadequate profit on it,

and, after all, with no further orders forthcoming This presents

a dilemma from which there is no apparent escape

Practicable Bases of Charging—The practicable courses for

chargmg auxiliary equipment can, therefore, only be very

sketchily outhned, inasmuch as the solution of any particular

problem depends upon a close weighing of ah the circumstances

and the subsequent exercise of judgment, and sound judgment at

that, on all the possibilities of the case

1 In the case of tools and cutters and all similar appliances, it

will probably be found that a tool charge may be made to the

process that will cover with fan accuracy the cost of whatever
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tools are employed from time to time Even then jobs demanding

special and expensive cutters will endanger this solution unless

care is taken Extia tool charges should be made m such cases

to the job itself, as well as through the standard tool chaige to

the process This, howevei, is a matter of costing and not of

standardization The standai dized chaige should be adjusted to

care for the average use of the tools on a pai hculai pi ocess

2 In the case of auxiliary equipment specially made for

certain lands of woik of a continuous nature, as for patterns used

in a regular foundry product or as m the case of the billet molds

already cited, it will usually be possible to fix a leasonable depre-

ciation late based on output In case that a given process is

continuously employed on similar work, this standai dized

charge (including not only depreciation but also interest, insur-

ance and repairs) can be included m a piocess rate m the ordinary

way
3 In the case of auxihaiy equipment specially made foi a

particulai job, the charge foi the use of such equipment must be

made to the job itself and not through a process late Just how
much of the cost should be charged on the first occasion and how
much should be held over foi future repetitions of the job is a

matter of pure judgment and no rule can possibly be laid down
for it
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BUILDING THE PROCESS RATE

I SINGLE-TYPE DEPARTMENTS

It was pointed out in Chap XVIII that departmentalization
is a conti ollmg influence m the setting up of a cost system
Whenever it is possible to cany departmentalization as far as

smgle processes (and in some industries this arrangement is not
only easy but the most natural and obvious), then costing opeia-

tions are at their simplest possible stage

Single-type Departments—On reference to Fig 50 it will be
seen that single-type departments may be of three different

varieties There may be only one machme or chain of machines
with a smgle delivery point There may be several such machines
or chains of machines all exactly similai, each with its own
delivery point Or there may be an arrangement of machmes,
which was termed the “feeder-paiallel” type, m which there is a
different number of machmes at various links of the chain of

processes, although material flows through the whole chain m a
uniform manner In this type there may be either one or

several delivery points, according as the woik flows through an
arrangement like that shown at C in Fig 50 from one end or the

other

Time the Only Variable—In single-type departments there is

only one process, however many delivery points there may be

Consequently, the only difference m the treatment of jobs or

lots of work will bem the time taken by a job or lot to pass through

the process In some industries even this variable does not come
into account, inasmuch as the speed of processing is fixed and

unalterable In other mdustnes the speed of processing may
vary according to the nature of the fabnc or other matenal being

processed Or it may be necessary, m a few cases, to run the

material through more than once m order to obtain the desired

result This latter condition, from a costing viewpoint, is

precisely the same as though two different lots of material had

been processed, except that both processings are chargeable to

the same job or lot number
333
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Recording Time on. Jobs or Lots—Where the speed of process-

ing is invariable, so that the time taken by any one lot to pass

the delivery point is strictly dependent on the numbei of pounds,

yaids, squaie feet 01 other unit of measure contained m it, it is

obvious that no tuning of individual jobs oi lots will be required

If it, for example, always takes 1 hr to piocess 100 units of

product (pounds, yaids etc ), then, if 800 units have been proces-

sed m a day, the total piocessing time will have been 8 hi And
if the cost of the process-horn is $5 and a lot contains 200 units,

the cost of processing of that lot is (200 — 100) X $6, or $10

In a case of this kmd nothing would be gained by lecordmg

the time of piocessing, provided, as is piactically always the case,

that the number of units (pounds, yards, etc ) in each lot is

known The processing cost will always be $5 per 100 units

Time Not Utilized—Theie is, howevei, one aspect of the

time question that still lemams a veiy nnpoitant featuie If

the process oi any one of the dehveiy points has not worked

continuously during working hours, then each of the horns will

not have piovided its full tale of 100 units On the day’s output

there will be a shoitage of the full numbei of units This shortage

will be proportional to time wasted, so that even m this instance

it is not absolutely necessary to take account of processmg time,

inasmuch as the loss of output can be translated mto lost hours

by a simple calculation, thus

Total output per day of 8 hr 800 units

Actual output 700 units

Shortage of output 100 units

Rate of output, 100 per houi Time lost, 1 hr Value, 365

In practioe, however, wherever possible, the actual running

time of processes, which may be worth several dollars per hour

in process rate, should be checked by some form of mechanical

recorder, which will yield the whole story of all stoppages as

well as the total amount of them
Jobs with Variable Processmg Time—When the time of

processmg is not invariable, but some materials take a longer

time to process than others, then the time of each such ]ob or

lot should be recorded m the usual way The only exception to

this rule will be in the case where the behavior of each kmd of

material is perfectly well known, that is to say, that the actual

speed on each variety is practically a fixed amount In general,

however, when several different kinds of material are processed,
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the variations will not be so much under conti ol as in the case of a

single uniform material In other words, the speed of processing

will itself be liable to vary from job to job for the same unit

quantity

It is therefore bettei, where the speed of piocessing is variable,

to record the time taken on each job or lot This time multiplied

by the process late will give the process cost of the lot

In the same way time lost or not utilized will be the difference

between the total time charged to lots or jobs and the total

working hours of the day, provided, of couise, that the time of

individual jobs has been correctly recorded, and that wasted time

has not been charged up to a job or jobs illegitimately The
only remedy for this kmd of indiscretion is the mechanical

recorder whose record can be compared at the end of the day

with the actual tale of jobs as recorded on time sheets

Process-rate Schedules—The calculation of process rates is

at its simplest m the case of single-type departments Figuie 75

represents a blank suitable for this calculation The annual

values of each seivice factor are transferred from the seivice-

factor schedules as exhibited in former chapters Total of all

such service factors lepresents the annual cost of the manufac-

turing capacity of the department

(1) Single Delivery Point—This manufacturing capacity may
be that of a single delivery point If so, then the above total

divided by the standard working hours per annum of the depart-

ment will give an hourly amount which will be the standard

process rate for the department

(2) Several Delivery Points—If the depaitment is of the single-

parallel (Fig 50B) type or the single-feeder-parallel (Fig 50C)

type, then there will be more than one deliveiy point, each of

which requires a process rate In this case the geneial depart-

mental process rate obtained, as just described, will be divided

by the numbei of dehvery points Or, what is the same thing,

the annual cost of service factors may be divided by the number
of dehvery points, giving the annual cost for the manufacturing

capacity of one dehvery point, and this latter amount again

divided by standard working hours Either method gives the

standard process-hour rate for one dehvery point From what
has already been said as to this type of department, it will be

remembered that all delivery points must necessarily have the

same process rate, the processes being all identical and, therefore,
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making precisely identic il call on the sei vices lepre&ented by

seivioe factors

Inclusion of Operative Labor in Process Rate—In this type of

department it i& very often the case th it opeiative liboi woiks

m gioups and its work is sc ittered ovci vanous stages of the

process in an uiegulai way Undei such cncumstances there

is no leason why this opeiative liboi should bo tieated any

different from othei services On the othei hand, ceitain advan-

tages of simplicity aie obtained by consolidating such duect

laboi with process cost

To do this, another line is added to the piocess rate schedule,

which will lead

Annual cost of operative service

The amount of opeiative wages expended in standaid working

hours duung the year will bo set opposite this line and added into

the “total annual cost of ill scivice factois ” It thus becomes a

component of the piocess rate, and to distinguish this type of

piocess rate fiom tho ordinaiy type which docs not include

operative laboi, it may be termed and refcired to as a consolidated,

pr ocess rale

Where the consolidated rate is m use, the payroll cost of

operative laboi in the department must be chaiged to the depart-

mental burden account

Conclusion—It has been seen from the foregoing that the

upbuilding of piocess rates foi a single-type department is

conducted m two or three stages

1 The aggregate total of all service factors which are charge-

able to the depaitment (and which foim the cost of its annual

manufacturing capacity) is ascertained on the blank (Fig 75)

2 This annual total is divided by the standaid working hours,

if theie is only one delivery point, and the result is the houily

process rate for the department deliveiy point

2a Or, the annual total is divided by the number of dehvery

points, thus finding the annual cost of the manufacturing capacity

of one dehvery point, and then

3 The annual cost of the manufacturing capacity of one

dehvery point divided by the standard annual working hours

gives the hourly process rate for one dehvery pomt
If operative labor is charged to the departmental burden

account it can be treated, usually, on the same footing as other
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service Its annual cost may be added into the grand total of

annual cost of manufacturing capacity, and the resulting process

rate is the inclusive cost of processing, there being no othei

elements of cost to be considered (except direct material, if any)

Such a rate is called a consolidated process rate

The results of a day’s, or month’s working of the department

will be

1 So many dollars charged into cost of jobs through process

rates

2 So many dollars wasted, owing to failure to utilize all of the

manufacturing capacity that has been provided This amount

will appear as a balance in burden account and is chargeable

to profit and loss



CHAPTER XXXIII

BUILDING THE PROCESS RATE

H PLURAL-TYPE DEPARTMENTS

Plural-type departments diffei fiom those of single type m
that processes within the department, each with its own delivery

point, aie independent of each other and not alike As long as

it is the same process, it does not mattei how many identical

machines with delivery points theie are m a smgle-type depart-

ment, since each one is the exact duplicate of the othei
,
and, theie-

fore, the cost of manufacturing capacity of the department is

divided equally between them In othei words, they all have the

same process rate

Processes Not Identical—When, however, the processes

included m a department are not identical, it will generally

happen that a different late results for each delivery point,

although sometimes there may be two or moie groups of processes

each with seveial delivery points In this last case all the

delivery points m one group will have the same rate, but these

rates will diffei from group to group These two varieties of

plural-type department are called, respectively, the “plural-

ultimate type” (c/ diagram E, Fig 50) and the “plural-gioup

type” (c/ diagram D, Fig 60)

Costing as Affected by Type—Both of these varieties of the

plural department demand the same arrangement of process

rates, exoept that in the case of groups a rate is first found for the

whole group and this rate subsequently divided equally among the

delivery points m the group
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Figure 76 exhibits this arrangement In a given department,

there are supposed to be ten processes, 3, 4 and 5 are identical,

and also 9 and 10 All of the others are different from each other

and, of course, from eithei of the groups In the case of 3, 4 and

6, the rate for the whole group is found to be $6, and as there aie

three delivery points m this group, the rate for each pomt is 12

In the case of 9 and 10, the rate for the group is $4 80 and for each

delivery point $2 40 All of the other processes have their own
individual rates

Subdepartmentalization—It will be seen, when the steps

required for building up process rates m a plural-type department

are described, that what is done is virtually to carry department-

alization one stage further than is necessary with single-type

departments Having assembled all of the costs of the manufac-

turing capacity of the whole department, it is necessary to

consider each process (or group), as a subdepartment and to

distribute the annual cost of each factor m such a mannei that

each process gets charged with its proper shaie of such factor

While this is a purely mechanical operation, and one which with

modern electric calculating machines can be carried out expe-

ditiously, still it must be said that recasting of rates is a more

onerous proceeding than in the case of single-type departments

Whenever, therefore, it is possible to make processes and depart-

ments coincide exactly, simplicity of cost methods results

Basis of Subdepartmentalization—In every case where an

amount has to be prorated or distributed over others, some basis

is either recognized or implied In distributing the annual

cost of each service factor which has been charged to the depart-

ment among the various processes m a plural-type department,

much the same bases are used as in the case of making the original

distribution to departments, as discussed in Chaps XXII to

XXVIII Thus, the space factor will obviously have to be

prorated among processes according to the space occupied by
each The power factor will be prorated according to the

amount of power used by each process, and so on More detailed

discussion of this distribution will be given presently It is

sufficient to pomt out here that no new principle is involved

Having distributed annual cost of services to departments, we
now, m the case of plural-type departments, go on to a further

distribution to processes along precisely the same lines
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Process-rate Schedule for Plural Type —In Figure 77 a blank

is presented which will servo foi the building up of individual

process rates in a plurnl-tvpe department In the uppei portion

of the blank the cost of seivice chaigcable to the department is

collected, factoi by factor, and m the lowei poition these amounts

are subdepartmontalized, or allocated, to the various processes,

according to the call of each on the pnrticulai seivice When all

of the service factors have thus been allocated to processes, eioss-

totalhng gives a total against each process, which is the anmial

cost of the manufacturing capacity of that piocess This annual

amount, divided by the standard annual woilung hours, gives the

standai d houily piocess late

The way m which the allocation to individual processes is made
will now be discussed, factoi by factor

1 Space Factoi —In distributing space factoi to the piocesses

in the depaitment, a plan should be piepaied showing the working

space required by each machine, and that devoted to passage-

ways, etc When all the space thus legitimately assignable is

allocated, there may sometnnes remain a poition of unoccupied

or unutilized space, which perhaps has been reversed for exten-

sions, oi is simply sui plus space foi which no use can be found

This condition, namely, non-utilization of the factor service on

any process is peculiar to space factor, none of the othei factors

chargeable to the department containing any amount not utilized

for process woik
The disposal of this item presents no difficulty It is entered

on a line by itself (see Fig 77) and, as the value of it is not repre-

sented in any process rate, it follows that this value will find its

way ultimately to profit and loss, inasmuch as it will be chaiged

into departmental burden account, but there will be no cone-

spondmg credit from any cost sheet This is perfectly in order

As long as the space remains unutilized, it is a loss The fact

that it is inside a department makes no difference in this respect

It is exactly the same as if, instead of being inside a department,

it were a separate small building standing idle by itself An idle

space is a loss, wherever it happens to be
Should additional processes presently be installed, then this

space charge would, of course, be charged up to the new process

and would cease to enter the unutilized category

Bearing m mind the disposition of unutilized space, the

allocation of the remainder of the annual factor expense to processes
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Process Rates Effective —19 Dept—
|

Standard

Annual
Houis

Annua service factor chaiges to department
j

Hrly

Space Power
Storage

Suptce Oign
Prod

eqt
Total

Sq ft Kw

8 8 $ 8 8 $ 8

Annual service factor chaige to individual process
|

Process
Space Power

Storage
Suptce Orgn

Prod
Total

Pro

No SF $ Kw 8
trams eqt late

101 n * n 8 8 8 8 8 $ 8 1 50

102 n $ n 8 8 8 8 8 $ 2 40

103
1 (

2 00

104 8 n 8 8 $ 8 8 8 2 00

105
r
J l 2 00

106 n 8 n 8 8 8 8 8 8 3 25

107 n 8 n 8 8 8 8 8 8 1 60

108 n $ n $ 8 8 8 8 8 2 30

109
\ f

2 40

110 h 8 n 8 $ 8 8 8 8 \ 2 40

111 8 n 8 8 8 $ $ $ 1 20

112 n 8 n 8 8 $ 8 8 8 3 10

Unused n

Total
JL131 8 8 8

j

8 8

i Hourly department rate Thu rate (total annual honrs divided into total coat of annual

aervlce) la of no value for cost purposes, but eervea to rank the department with other

departments

Agreements—(1) Total of annual charge to each factoi must agree with

distribution at foot of sheet (2) Total of all annual charges to department

must agiee with grand total of all charges to piocesses, including unused

space (3) Total of all hourly rates multiplied by standaid working hours,

added to value of unused space must agree with total annual charge to

department

embly, plural type departi
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is very simple The total chaige to the department will be found

on the space distubution schedule (Fig 62a), and this amount

divided by the floor space of the department gives the rate per

squaie foot The woikmg space occupied by each machine is

found from the plan and set opposite each piocess number
Multiplying process space by the space rate gives the charge

against each piocess, which is set in the space column

2 Powei Facial —Assuming that power is taken in the form of

electnc current only, a single column suffices for the allotment

of power charge to piocesses If other forms of powei, such as

live steam or compressed air, aie also used, additional power

columns will be necessaiy, one for each service

Opposite the numbei of each process will be placed the annual

consumption of cuirent based on standard woikmg hours The

rate per kilowatt being found fiom the power-factoi schedule

(Chap XXIV) multiplication of each process’ consumption by
this rate gives the annual power charge foi each process

3 Stoi age-ti anspoit Factoi —Charges to the department will

be entered up fiom the storage-ti anspoit schedule total (Fig 68)

Distribution to piocesses may have already been earned out on

that schedule (c/ Dept B Fig 68), but, if theie are many proc-

esses in one department, it may be more convenient to make the

distribution on this schedule

If already performed on Fig 68, the entries will only require

copying here, but if not, then the distribution here must be

carried out on the hnes explained in Chap XXV m connection

with Fig 68

4 Supervision Factor—The figrnes against each process for

supervision factor will be found in the supervision-factor schedule

(Fig 70) and only need transferring here But in the case of

departments with many processes, it may be more convenient to

make the distribution calculations on this blank, in which case

they will be carried outm precisely the same manner as described

in connection with Fig 70 Choice between the two methods

is wholly a matter of the convenience of size of workmg sheets

Where departments do not contain many machines, it is moie

convenient to work out all of these allocations on the distribution

schedules themselves, as is done in the case of single-type depart-

ments Only when such a practice would lead to an unwieldly

sheet is it necessary to do the actual calculation here
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5 Chganization Factor—The above lemarks apply m equal

degree to organization factoi, which is treated exactly like

supervision factor in regard to the carrying out of the calculations

For preference it is effected on Fig 71, the organization distribu-

tion schedule, but if space compels, it is earned out here

6 Productive-equipment Factor—Figure 72 is the factor-

distribution schedule for this factor, and calculations aie made
there if possible Otherwise here on the lines described in

Chap XXVIII
7 Total—When all of the factor columns have received their

entries, eithei from the original figures m the factor schedules or

worked out on this sheet, the whole of the annual charges against

processes will have been collected Cross-totalling of the figures

opposite each process number will furnish the annual charge for

all factor service against that process on the standard working

hours basis If, therefore, each such total is divided by the

standard working hours, the howly piocess late lesults

Certain agieements, as indicated on Fig 77, should be made,

and as soon as these aie verified, the whole of the standard hour

rates for the department will be available for use

Inclusion of Direct Wages m Process Rate—The advantages

of making a consolidated process rate (including the hourly

charge and for direct labor m one total) are not so marked as in

the case of single-type departments The matter was discussed

at length m Chap XIX, but it may be briefly stated here that

when wages associated with each process are standardized and

fixed, then some clerical work is saved by having a smgle rate to

deal with instead of two

Conclusion—When the figuring on the process-hour schedule

for pluial-type departments has been carried out as discussed

m this chapter, the lesult will be a virtual subdepartmentaliza-

tion, which endows each process, for costing purposes, with the

status of a department Each process becomes entirely inde-

pendent of all others m the department, may be busy or idle,

without others being affected

As the process rate represents the hourly cost of the manufac-

turing capacity of the process, it is obvious that it will be dis-

charged, either on to jobs, or, alternatively, into the pool of

waste The charge to waste will, therefore, be m proportion to

the value of the process hour less general economies effected by
the department when on short time In other words, as far as
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costs of pioduction arc concerned, the effect of the subdepait-

inentalization is a complete isolation of the piocess Its tale of

production and its tale of idleness will be summed up separately,

with as complete independence of neighboung processes as

though it were a single-type department all by itself

Nevertheless, as alteiation m a f ictoi will necessitate the

recasting of all processes in a plural-type depaitment, from

the point of view of economy the productive equipment should

be, as far as is piacticable, divided up into single-type depart-

ments The costing m these is no more accui ate but it is simple)



PART IV

THE CONTROL OP STANDARDIZED OVERHEAD

CHAPTER XXXIV

NATURE OF THE CONTROL PROBLEM

Successful connection of oveihead with the cost of jobs or

units of product depends on adequate lecogmtion of the principle

that has been developed m the foregoing chapters, namely, that

overhead is expenditure incurred for the maintenance of the

plant m a state of preparedness to do process work, or, in other

woids, that it is the cost of a definite amount of manufacturing

capacity

It will be obvious that before we can speak of the cost of

manufactuung capacity, or of the cost of a particular service as

ministering to a given amount of capacity, we must have a clear

and definite idea of what this capacity really is Havmg settled

this, the next consideration is the amount of service which is

properly associated with the given capacity In other words, we
have here two standardized quantities, one of which is the cost

of the other

Bases of Capacity and of Service—Manufacturing capacity

has been shown to be based on a standard number of working

hours during a period, such as a year The cost of this capacity

is based on the total cost of certain services (factors) when the

standard capacity is being fully utilized Any departure from

this relationship is necessaiily a less efficient utilization of service,

but this relationship may be subject to variation from time to

time, owing to various causes, which may be enumerated as

follows

Possible Variations from Standard—Variations from standard

may take three principal directions

1 Capacity itself may vary, as m the case of unexpected over-

time or short time, not foreseen when budgets were made up
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2 The current cost of my oi all services may vary from stand-

aid for thiee leasons, viz

a For the same capacity, additional md unforeseen service

(additional to that allowed form budgets) may be coming

thiough m the cuiicnt accounts

b The lates of wages of employees giving seivice (in any of

the seivioe factors) may li ive increased oi diminished

c The cost puce of such material as is used in connection

with factoi service may have risen or fallen

3 Manufacturing capacity may have been wasted The

services provided may be precisely those required to maintain

full or standard capacity, but these services may not have been

utilized to the full, owing to idle machines In this oase the

unutilized service has dripped into the pool of waste instead of

becoming charged into costs of jobs through piocess latos

Any or all of these influences tending to change standardization

may operate singly or all together They may tend to cancel

out or to reinforce each other

Problem of Control Defined—Tho problem of conti ol consists

in so observing these variations and then causes, that, on the one

hand, if such vacations are unjustifiable, they may be stopped

at the earliest moment, and, on the other hand, if they are

reasonable and also permanent, steps must be taken to modify

standardization, since it is evident that new conditions have

developed since standardization was made But unless these

variations, if permanent and justifiable, are, in net effect, suffi-

cient to sensibly affect process rates, new standardization is not

necessary

Departmentalization—These controls will be exercised on the

departmental figures, since conditions may vaiy in one depart-

ment quite independently of anothei Moreover, as each

department has a burden account to which all piocess costs

charged to jobs form the oredit and all overhead charged to the

department forms a debit, there is ready to hand a definite result

arising out of the oidmary course of business by which to deter-

mine how far process rates are actually distnbuting both legiti-

mate and illegitimate charges to overhead The disposal of

balances left in burden acoount will depend upon what has

happened in regard to standardization, that is, their significance

depends upon what has actually taken place m the way of

variations
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Divisions of the Control Method—It is convenient to consider

control m different stages, namely

1 Vanationsm capacity Actual time differing from standard

time

2 Variations m annual chaiges to each factor In general,

this class is less liable to vaiy than otheis, as will be explained

later

3 Variations in intermittent expenditures These aie con-

trolled differently from the others, and the effect of variations,

unless m special circumstances, is more properly earned forward

to another year than permitted to enter costs

4 Variations m the cost of hourly wage items, or m cost of

material entering service factors The variations from these

causes are the most usual and need the closest attention to hold to

standard

5 Variations in the amount of capacity utilized Unutilized

capacity has, of course, no remedy All that has to be done is to

ascertain why it has occurred and ascertain the monetary value

of the waste thereby incurred

These different stages of control will be dealt with in the ensuing

chapters
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CONTROL OF THE TIME BASIS

The total expenditure on oveihead duimg a yeai is the puce

paid for the manufacturing capacity of the plant The lei itions

of this expendituie with production can be eithei accidental or

standardized Under the older methods of accounting, the num-
ber of houis that happened to be woiked in a given period was

set against the number of dollais that happened to be expended,

and when these dollars weie plastered in a unifoim layer over the

jobs that happened to be done in the given houis, overhead was

consideicd to be satisfactorily disposed of

Modem View of the Time Basis—This easy-going method can

no longer be considered as abreast of the progiess that has been

made in other productive activities Taking into consideration

the necessaiily recun ent natuie of expendituie foi the mainten-

ance of processes, it is evident that one hour’s woik of a given

process this week should cost the same as one hour’s work next

month or six months hence, unless, of course, the bases of such

cost (rates of wages, prices of indirect material, scale of salaries,

etc ) have risen or fallen m the meantime
Standardizing overhead expenditures means, therefoie, that

the cost of an hour’s work (le

,

of work for a given time

)

of a

given process is calculated when such process is working under

normal conditions Utilized manufactunng capacity will then

be at its maximum, because undei those conditions all the sei vices

comprised m overhead mil he fully employed and absorbed by

piocesses Any depaiture from these conditions means that a

portion of the services provided are not being usefully absoibed

but are going to waste In addition to actual process work which

is being done, there will be process work which is not being done,

although services are being maintained and paid for to enable it

to be done Relations between time and overhead are thus

estabhshed

Approach to Standardization—When a plant is set up and set

going, a certain scale of operations is necessarily implied The
348
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interest, depieciation, insurance, taxes, etc
,
which will bemcur-

led depends upon the value and extent of the equipment The
salaries paid are m proportion to the expected volume of produc-

tion The indirect laboi engaged will have relation to the amount
of service which the expected volume of production demands
Whether it is realized or not, an elementary degree of standard-

ization is always implied in making these arrangements

The time during which all of these activities will operate also

receives, necessarily, considerable attention Shall we have a

45-, 48-, 50- or 54-hr week? Shall we work on Sundays? Shall

we employ single, double, or twenty-four horn shifts? Questions

like these are, however, appioaches to standardization of time,

however incompletely so When they have been determined,

the completion of standardization is no very difficult task

But until this further step is taken, the relations between the

expenditures enumeratedm the last paragraph and the amount of

product realized by using these expenditures to maintain proc-

esses thiough an undefined number of hours will remain indefi-

nite and vague Such relations cannot be precise and can be

expressed only by ratios, which, however, mean nothing more

definite than the indefinite relations on which they are based

Ratios cannot put significance into relations which are not m
themselves significant

Standardization of Time—If, however, we take the necessary

further step, the situation is clarified Having settled on a 48-hr

week, the next step is to ascertain just what this means in terms

of monthly and annual time In certain weeks, owing to public

or local holidays, less than 48 hr will be worked In some

months there will be more working days than in others By
taking a calendar on which all such interruptions are marked

and setting the actual hours for each day (Saturdays being

shortei) against each working day, totals for the whole year and

for each month are accurately determmed

This, however, m some industries, will not be sufficient It

may be known that during certain weeks overtime will be

legularly worked so many hours a day In other portions of the

year short time will be worked, Saturday being perhaps cut out

for several weeks These facts are to be taken into the record, so

that the final result is a close approximation to the actual numbei

of hours, during which, m the absence of unforeseen unfavorable

conditions, the plant will be at work
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As all departments do not necessanly work the same number

of hours, determination of standard horns will be made for each

department and not foi the plant as a whole

The lesult of this calculation will be that we shall have a

very definite idea of what we are preparing to do We shall

know with considerable piecision on how mmy hours of produc-

tive capacity m each department we aic basing our expenditure,

and we shall know this not only as an annual total but also just

how this manufacturing capacity is distubuted among the twelve

months of the year

Calendar —Figure 78 shows a form of calendai which may be

used foi calculating standaid working time The figures m this

example aie based on a 50 hr week in the year 1929 Each
full day is assumed to be 9 hi and each Saturday 5 hi

In making up such a calendar, the number of Saturdays m
each month is first taken out and enteied as shown Then the

remaimng week days (less any public holidays oi other known
interruptions) aie enteied below Each Saturday is multiplied

by 5 and each other day by 9, the results being enteied m the

third (houis) column Addition of the two items gives the total

working hours for the month, which total is entered m the fourth

column

Next must be considered the exceptional conditions which are

likely to occur duimg the year to increase or ieduce working

hours, as indicated by the calendar In the example, the prac-

tice of the plant to close down on Saturdays during July and

August is shown Further, the expectation of overtime working

in November and Decembei is also taken caie of, as shown
The last column incorporates these modifications m the monthly

totals, with the result that a standard working year of 2,503 hr

results

One such calendar is made out for each department, because

the working houre of departments very often differ from one

another in some degree If each department is dealt with on

its own merits, departures from standard do not affect more than

the departments m which they occur If, on the other hand, it is

attempted to set up a standard calendar for the whole plant and
consider it standard for all departments, local variations are more
hkely to prove disturbing influences

Use of Standard Time—The use of this calendar, which
records the standardized time during which we have to provide
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the services which give rise to manufacturing capacity, will now
be considered It may be supposed that the working year is

found to contain 2,503 hr The problem is to find the cost of

1 hr

Months
Number of

Saturdays

and full days.

Woihmg
Total

hp m
month

Add
over-

time

houis

Deduct

short-

time

hours

Standard

working

Jan Sat 4 20

Full 21 189 209 209

Feb Sat 4 20

Full 18 162 182 182

Mar Sat 5 26

Full 21 189 214 214

Api Sat 4 20

Full 22 198 218 218

May Sat 4 20

Full 22 198 218 218

June Sat 6 25

Full 20 180 206 206

July Sat 4 20

Full 22 198 218 20 198

Aug Sat 6 26

Full 22 198 223 26 198

Sept Sat 4 20

Full 20 180 200 200

Oot Sat 4 20

Full 23 207 227 227

Nov Sat 6 26

FuE J£J 171 196 18 214

Deo Sat 4 20

FuE 20 180 200 20 220

Year Sat 52 260 2,610 38 45 2,603

FuE 260 2,250

Noth—Baaed on 60 hr week, leas principal public holidays, with some

overtime m winter and closed down Saturdays in summer

Fig 78—Calendar for 1929

It has been shown in previous chapters that the cost of a

service is made up of two varieties of overhead expenditure

One of these is divisible by the annual hours and the other is a
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multiple of the annual horns Items like mteiest, depreciation,

salaries, etc
,
are divisible by the standard hours, but items like

indirect laboi, powei cost, etc
,
are piopoitional to woikmg hours

The formei vanety is easily ascertained and its division by hours

piesents no pioblem The lattei, liowevei, must be carefully

built up by obseivation of the plant during a condition of normal

working We shall then be able to observe just ivhat expenditures

of an houily charadei aie normally necessaiy to full running of

each process, and the annual total of these is, of course, found by
multiplying them into standaid hours The final lesult is the

standard cost of a seivico foi one yeai for a given department

and foi a standard numbei of working hours

It will be evident from the foregoing that the determination

of standard woikmg hows is antecedent to all calculation of seivice

factois It is, m fact, the foundation upon which all lests

Unless we know what number of working hours we expect in the

yeai, wo cannot speak with any precision of 0111 manufacturing

capacity, and, consequently, cannot ascertain its cost

Standard Time and Service Factors—The way m which

service factois are built up on the basis of standard time has

been alieady dealt with m full (Pait III) Nothing furthei need,

therefoie, be said here as to the use of standaid time for this

purpose We may proceed to the consideration of its use m
1 elation to the control of standardization m general

Standard Time and Departmental Time—If the calendar has

been compiled with reasonable care and accuracy, and if no

abnormal conditions develop, then standaid time and the time

actually worked by the department will be identical

But some definition is necessaiy as to what is meant by
“departmental time ” In this connection the expression refers

to the period between the official starting and stopping hours of the

department This is very often a different matter fiom the total

number of process hours woiked in the department It represents

what should be worked, i e
,
the maximum capacity, under the

given conditions Thus, of the standard and official hours of the

department on a given day are 9, and if there are, say, 6 processes,

then the total process hours aie 6 X 9 or 54 But if some of the

processes have failed to work full tune, only a total of, say, 50 hr

will have been made This failure does not affect the standard or

official day, which remains 9 hr
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When we speak of the “standard” hours of the department,
therefore, it is the ealendai horns we refer to When we speak
of the official departmental hours, it is the total hours worked,
which aie the same as standard, unless new conditions have been
set up (overtime or short time) If, owmg to overtime, the
official department hours have been increased to 10, 01 if by
reason of slackness the working day has been reduced to 7, then
standard and official department hours will no longer coincide,

and this must be made a matter of record

Comparison of Standard and Departmental Time —Figure 79

shows a blank for control of standard and departmental time

Contiol of Standaid Horns Dept

Standaid Departmental

Month Cumu Month Cumu

Jan 209 209

Feb 182 391 182 391

Mar 214 605 230 621 16 hr oveitnue

Api 218 823 218 839

May 218 1 041 218 1,057

June 206 1,246 205 1,262

July 198 1,444 198 1,460

Aug 198 1,642 198 1,668

Sept 200 1,842 200 1,868

Oct 227 2,069 211 2,069 16 hr short time

Nov 214 2,283 214 2,283

Dec 220 2,503 220 2,503

Year
jj

2,503
j |

2,603

Pig 9 —Comparison of standsird and diBpartmcntal hours

The standard hours for each month are enteredm advance for the

whole year, and each month's departmental time, as ascertained

by record of the starting and stopping hours of the department

for each day, is set against the standard figure Only m case of

unexpected overtime or short-time workmg should there be any

difference between the figures m the two columns One set of

columns is devoted to cumulative entries, so that discrepancy

to date may be observed at all times This last is really the

significant matter If a discrepancy shows signs of increasing,

either new conditions have been developed or the original stand-

ardization was m error In either case revision is indicated
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Chart Control of Standard and Department Time —The use

of a graphic representation m this connection is advisable

Figuie 80 exhibits the figures tabulated in Fig 79 It will be

observed that the yeai passed with only two departures from

standard In March unexpected ovcitime of 16 hi was worked

In October the shoit-time season was felt eailiei than usual and

16 hi were cut down m that month unexpectedly The lesult

of the two exceptional conditions was to c incel out, so that to the

end of Novembei 2,283 hi had been worked and this was the

amount called for by the standard calond u

The dotted line, representing the exceptional condition, is seen

to run parallel with the standard houi line, thus implying that

conditions are not diverging from normal Should the two lines

tend to separate, this would indicate that standards were being

superseded by new and abnormal conditions Under such

circumstances, inquiry would be necessaiy, and if, for example,

the divergence was due to the beginning of a contemplated long

spell of overtime, new rates might possibly be required (cf

Chap XIV)
Single-type Departments with One Delivery Point —It was

pointed out above that even when departmental time vanes from
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standard, such variation will not explain, and has nothing to do

with, the total of process hours which may have been worked

Any total of departmental hours, whether it coincides with

standard or not, provides its own maximum of possible process

hours, but it does not follow that all of these process hours will

have been woiked An example was given above, showing

process hours 50, when the length of the official departmental day

would have admitted of 54

But m the case of a single-type department with only one

delivery point, the two sets of figures would seem necessarily to

coincide If a department officially works 8 hr
, its delivery

point must work 8 hr to all appearance This, however, is not

true m practioe It might happen that without any official

instructions to work short time, a breakdown reduced the actual

process hours to 6 The intention to utilize the full capacity of

the department for 8 hi in conformity with preairanged standard

would still hold good, but actual performance fell short In this

case there would be 6 hi charged to jobs and 2 hr wasted in the

department If expenses were reduced during the stoppage that

would be a credit against the waste

Alteration of Standard an Administrative Act—This brings

us to a definition of what constitutes a departure from standard

time as prearranged It must be a dehberate administrative act

It must be the result of a deliberate order signifying a change of

pohcy to that extent If a smgle-type department with only one

delivery point is mstructed to work only 6 hr
,
then its official

department time is 6 hr
,
and this must be set agamst standard

time on Fig 79 and on the charts But if no such order has been

given, that is, if there has been no changem pohcy and, therefore,

no change in conditions, the fact that the single-delivery point

failed to work the full 8 hr is a misfortune that can only be

considered as involving waste

In practice, of course, overtime or slack time is rarely confined

to a single day, especially the latter In dealing with the records

of a whole month, therefore, failure of a single-delivery point to

deliver 100 per cent, (that is, if it delivered 198 instead of a

standard 220) m a given month, no short-time instructions having

been issued, it is easy to perceive that we are dealing here

with a case of unutilized capacity and not with discrepancy

between standard and official departmental hours
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The case of the single-delivery point in a department is the

only one likely to give rise to any unceitainty, and it lias, there-

foie, been discussed somewhat fully In all departments with

seveial delivery points, the official working hours of the depart-

ment aie clcaily seen to be a wholly separate quantity from the

number of houis that any individual process has happened to

work As long as it is lemembered that standai d hows must

agiee with official dUpaitmeut houis and have nothing to do with

any aggregate of process houis which may have been worked
durmg these official department houis, no ambiguity can arise

Basis of Standardization—If standard time, as settled by
calendar, and official department time, as actually worked, are

so controlled that diveigence is immediately observed, and, if

necessaiy, steps taken foi lecastmg standards, then the control

of time is completely established This is tiue because process

hours are themselves only a subdivision of department time If

that mci eases, theie are proportionately more process hours and

vice versa It is not necessary, theieforo, to conti ol process hours

in relation to standaid time, although it lemams necessary to do so

fiom the viewpoint of wasted manufacturing capacity The
basis of standaidization is depaitment time, and standard time

must be kept closely adjusted to that But it must be lemem-

beied that standard time only needs recasting if new permanent

conditions arise Occasional overtime or shoit time do not

disturb the situation But a long spell of either is really equiva-

lent to a new condition being set up and the whole situation should

then be reviewed (cf Chaps XIII and XIV)
Control of Process Hours—Having thus established a method

of controlhng agreement between standard working hours, as

budgeted, and depaitmental hours as actually woiked (it being

understood that these two muBt agiee unless (1) an error m the

calendar has been made, or (2) unexpected overtime or short

time, not foreseen when malting up the calender, has been

ordered), we have now to consider the differences that may arise

between departmental hours and those worked by individual

processes in the department

Figure 81 presents a form which may be used for this control

In the first two columns the monthly record of departmental

hours is entered, month by month These hours are then

multiplied by the number of processes (te

,

of delivery points)

m the department The type of department does not influence
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this calculation Whethei the delivery points are all alike or

belong to entuely different processes makes no difference The

lesultmg figuie is the maximum number of houis of processing

that are possible each month

In the fouith column the actual processing hours as obtained

from the machine records at each delivery point are entered

Subtracting from the pievious column, we get the total of

unutilized capacity hours for the month In the final column

this total is earned forwaid cumulatively, so that the total of

unutilized capacity hours to date are shown each month
Use of Process-hour Control --This record is only of value in

the form given when it lefers to single-type departments wherein

Unutilized Capacity

Month Dept

Hrs

Process Hours mMaximum MEMM,
msm*EH'WMMWM 6 10

IHEEEI9HH 1369

mnm 1308 1300 8 29

218 1308 1299 9 38

gg ~
1266 mo~~~

Nov 196 1176 1171 >1^11
Dec 200 1200 1189 u 68

[gymms® 16 060 IKEl^l 98

Pig 81

the value of a piocess hour is the same for all dehveiy points In

such cases the unutilized hours assist in explaining the figures m
burden account, namely, balances left undistributed at the month

end Under full-time conditions Fig 81 shows how much should

be expected to remain m burden account by reason of idleness of

processes If the process rate is, for example, $2 per hour per

dehvery point, and 6 hr are shown as unutilized, then $2 X 6,

or $12 would be expected to appear m burden account as undis-

tributed balance But in the case of plural-type departments,

wherein several different process lates are to be met, this simple

arrangement is insufficient and requires expanding so that the

value of the idle time at each separate rate can be aggregated

This will be dealt with later
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Figure 81 has been introduced here to clinch the point that

piocess horns are necessanly piopoitional to official department

hours, and that, on the othei hand, failuie to utilize all of these

hours is a different matter which has nothing to do with the

question of standaidization at all If the lelation between stand-

aid (calendai) hours and official depaitment horns is conti oiled,

the further lelation of process houis to cither becomes purely

automatic

Conclusion—The principal points to be observed in regard to

the standardization of time are that

Standard (calendar) hours / will differ only when new and unexpected

Actual departmental houis
\
conditions ause

Actual depaitment hours multiplied
(
^ dlffcr b the number of ldle

by number of processes
as hourB

Actual total of process hours
{

As time standardization is the basis of the whole method of

service factors and process lates, close observation should be

made of all divergences If the calendar has been set up with

reasonable care and foresight, standard and actual departmental

hours should agree, except where new orders for overtime or shoit

time have been issued If these aie temporary, standards need

not be altered (c/ Chaps XIII and XIY), but if permanent, or

expected to last for considerable time, then new conditions are

brought mto play which will require that standardization be

reviewed

On the other hand, the manufacturing capacity of a depart-

ment is proportionate to the period included between its times of

starting and stopping The individual processes are only sub-

divisions of this capacity Consequently, their maximum capac-

ity depends on the department’s working hours But then

utilized capacity is an another matter altogether, which must be

made the subject of a sepal ate recoid, as indicated above
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CONTROL OF EXPENDITURES

I INTERMITTENT EXPENDITURES

The subject of control of expenditures is most conveniently

approached by dealing first with the treatment of intermittent

expenditures, since these are obviously irregular in their incidence,

and are not, apparently, subject to the general principle that

legitimate expenditure (overhead) is of recurrent nature

Intermittence and Recurrence—It was explained in Chap XVI
that the intermittent character of charges like heatmg and light-

ing, which apply only to winter months, and repairs, which have

no relation to productive activity except m the broadest sense,

could be so handled that each month absorbed its fair share in

pioportion to working hours The intermittent character of the

items was transformed into recurrence, so that each hour received

an equal share of the year’s total

There would be no justification for treating these items m the

way suggested if it were not that their intermittent character is

only an apparent one An item which came up only once in a

long series of years could hardly be classed as legitimate overhead

Thus, loss incurred by the bursting of a boiler or a flywheel,

which is unforeseeable and cannot be expected to be recurrent,

would not be a legitimate item of overhead But such matters as

lighting and repairs are intermittent only as regards ‘particular

months In a series of years1 they are not intermittent, but fairly

constant, that is, their amount will vary somewhat from one year

to anothei, owing to changes in prices, wages, etc
,
but for the

same manufacturing capacity the cost per annum will vary but

little from one year to the next Thus, legarded as annual

expenditures, they are not intermittent, but as regards monthly

1 It may be asked why a year is to be considered as a more important or

significant unit than a month The answer is that a yeai is a division of

time established by nature The cycle of seasons is itself a recuirent cycle,

even though the distribution of temperature, ram, etc is not identically

repeated m each year
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installments and, more puticulaily, as legaids houily incidence,

they are veiy meguhi and mteimittent

First Step Equalization—In order to exhibit the woilung

of the control of intermittent expendituies, the subject of repans

and maintenance will be taken as an example, for the leason that

this is not only one of the most impoitant but also one of the

most difficult cases of intermittence likely to be met

Figure 82 presents a foim which selves to list the expected

items of expenditure on repaus and maintenance m one depait-

ment, month by month Each month’s total is brought out

Fig 82

separately and m an additional column this total is made cumu-

lative, so that the expected total to date is always known The
monthly amounts in this budget will, m general, vary greatly

from month to month Outside repairs, painting, etc
, will be

carried on m the warmer months In the example, January

stands at §32, May at $336 and December $62 Obviously,

these amounts have no relation to the degree of manufacturing

activity which takes place m the same months The first step,

therefore, is to equalize the charges to production, so that each

working hour gets an equal share of the annual total of

expenditure
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This is effected by means of a blank like Fig 82a Each month,

with its standard working hours listed, an annual total of 2,503

hr
,
the annual cost of repaus and maintenance, taken from

Fig 82, is then prorated over months m proportion to the

number of standard working hours m each A cumulative

total, showing amount thus charged into departmental burden

to date, is also piovided The amounts against each month,

e g ,
162 63 in January, $65 33 in May and $65 83 in Deeembei are

the standard charges to the space factor on account of repairs and

Budgeted total for j ear prorated ovei woikmg hours
j

Month Std hrs Cumu

Jan 209 $ 62 63

Feb 182 54 54 $117 17

Mai 214 64 13 181 30

Apr 218 66 33 246 63

May 218 65 33 311 96

June 205 61 43 373 39

July 198 69 34 432 73

Aug 198 59 34 492 07

Sept 200 59 94 552 01

Oot 227 68 03 620 04

Nov 214 64 13 684 12

Dee 220 65 83 750 00

Total 2,503 $760 00

Fig 82a—Total of Fig 82 for tho year ($760) prorated over standard working
houra

maintenance It will be noticed that none of these has any
correspondence with the budgeted amounts for the same month

Control of Budgeted and Actual Expenditure—It is evident,

therefore, that a comparison of actual expenditure with standard

charges would be of no service whatever for control purposes

The standard charges are a reanangement of budgeted charges on
a different time basis In the budget they are distributed through

the year as they will probably occur In the standard charges

(Fig 82a) they are distributed throughout the working year

evenly, so that each working hour bears an equal amount of the

annual total To check the accuracy of the budgeting and, there-

fore, of the standardization, we must compare actual or current

expenditure, month by month, not with the standard but mth
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the ongmal budgeted figuies If the actual expenditure corre-

sponds with these, then the standard figuies will be correct without

any furthei need foi checking

Figuie 83 provides a blank serviceable foi this control On
the left side of the blank cost figuies flora the vinous depart-

mental standing older cost sheets aie entered and i monthly and

also a cumulative total taken out On the light-hand side the

budgeted totals foi each month (and cumulative) are entered

These agree with the light-hand columns of the budget (Fig 82)

On the extreme right, two columns aie provided to registei

discrepancies In January the budgeted total was $32, while

the actual expenditure that month was $31 As this is less

than budget, $1 is enteied m the Cumulative Savings column In

February actual expenditure pei cost sheets was $37, while

budget was $40 The cumulative total of actual expenditure

stands at $68, while the cumulative total of budgeted expendi-

ture stands at $72 The difference ($4) is, therefore, placed

in the Savings column This figuie always gives the total dis-

ci epancy to date If the net effect is excess over budgeted

figures, the amount will appear in the Excess column, otherwise

in the Savings column

Discrepancies and Their Significance—It will be seen that

the control thus set up is very close As long as the disci epancies

are small in amount, no notice need be taken of them But if,

on the othei hand, a considerable discrepancy made its appear-

ance, it would be a case for inquiry as to why the budget had been

departed from

The most obvious cause of discrepancy will be the putting in

hand of work, as, for example, painting orkalsomimng at an earlier

or later date than was onginally contemplated Or some con-

siderable overhaul may have been started sooner than allowed

for in the budget It will be evident that this type of discrep-

ancy need cause no anxiety The shifting backward or forward

of a budgeted item will not affect the total for the yeai, unless it

happens so near the end of the year that a portion of the antic-

ipated expense goes into the next yeai It then gives rise to a

balance, which may well be carried forward to the ensuing year

Discrepancies of a small amount may also arise (1) from an

alteration in the price of materials used for repairs and main-

tenance, such as paint, (2) from an alteration in the wage rates

of workers engaged on puch repairs, (3) m those cases where
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building repans are earned out by outside contractors, there may
be a variation m the amount of the contract price from that

foiecasted m the budget

The only question that arises fiom discrepancies of this

chaiactei is m legald to then amount, 01
,
lather, their propoition

to the whole annual total of the budget As long as this propor-

tion is small, the accumulated balance at the end of the yeai will

not be sufficient to disquahfy the standaidization

Disposal of Balances—Repairs and maintenance are, as has

alieady been pointed out, somewhat arbitiary items That is to

say, they are not intimately and indissolubly connected with the

work of a paiticular yeai It has been mentioned that where an

impoitant renovation 01 overhaul takes place, it is good practice

to spread the cost over seveial years on the ground that near-by

ensuing yeais aie getting the benefit as well as the curient yeai

in which the work was done

Similaily, whenevei a balance, eithei m the foim of saving or

excess compared with budgeted figures, remains at the year-end,

no injustice is done by canymg foiward this balance and includ-

ing it m next year’s budget, piovided it does not arise from some
considerable omission in the budget or some laige and peimanent

change m puces or wages

Other Intermittent Expenditures—Belonging to this class of

expenditure are all items which are seasonable m their incidence,

as explained in Chap XVI Thus, the cost of cuirent for lighting

and of steam for heating fall into this category These expendi-

tures will be budgeted and controlled by blanks similar to Figs

82, 82a and 83, except that there will be only one column for the

cost instead of two foi labor and matenal In all other respects

there is no difference in the method of handling such seasonal

classes of expenditure

Discrepancies aie more likely to arise in these items Heating,

for example, is very much at the mercy of the luhng tompeiatuie

A below-zero spell oi an unusually mild winter, m the case of

heat, or a succession of dull, heavy weather, m the case of light,

may make an appreciable difference between the budgeted and
actual figures

As a guide to treatment of such discrepancies, we may consider

what it is that we are aiming at m standardizing such charges

Is it not to represent average conditions, taking one year with

another? If it be assumed that the budgeting has been so
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carefully carried out as really to represent such average conditions,

then any departure from these is either a matter of unexpected

profit or unexpected loss In other words, such discrepancies

may be charged off to profit and loss, provided they do not arise

from eirors in the budgeting or from variations m puces and
wage rates of a permanent and serious chaiactei Only scrutiny

of the causes of variation each month will enable a decision to be

made on this question

Conclusion—Handhng of mteimittent expenditures is carried

on in three stages

1 Items are listed and budgeted, month by month, so that a

total for the year is obtained

2 This total is proiated over working hours throughout the

year so that each month gets its proper shaie Every working

hour bears an equal amount of the yearly total

3 Control is effected by comparing standing order costs of the

items as incurred with the original budgeted figuies Excess or

saving is recorded in the form of a cumulative total or total to

date, which shows the exact amount of the discrepancy that has

accumulated to the end of any month
4 ^standardization is not necessary unless the actual costs,

as they come in, disclose that legitimate items have been omitted

from the budgeted figures, or that serious variations in prices or

wage rates have taken place In general, accumulated total

discrepancies may, at the year-end, be earned forward to the

next year and next budget m the case of repairs and maintenance,

without doing substantial injustice to either year
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CONTROL OF EXPENDITURES

II ANNUAL EXPENDITURES

Expenses which are annual m then nature are less subject to

variation than others Thus, for example, such items as interest

and depreciation, insurance and taxes are not usually liable to

change of late during the life of a budget Salaues also aie

generally reviewed once a year, and, if such period is made to

coinoide with the pieparation of a budget, then no senous altera-'

tion will ensue during its life

Capital Charges—Some factors, c g ,
space factor, do not con-

tain salaiy chaiges Then only annual expenditures aio those

Annual Charges Schedule
Spoca factor Department

Cap Value I&D Ina Tax Total

Building: t

... Heating tqpt. t

Lighting EaDt —
8003

Assembl)fofCl»rges

t= Total Jan Feb Mar Apl May iE] July Auk Oct Nov Dee

EMwzm 162 214 218 205 108 198 200 227 214 220

251 liT" 266 _
~262~ 262 246. J87 237

; 24CL_ 273 256 266 _

Equalization of Charges onWorking Hours
j

Fig 84

arising from capital investment Figure 84 shows a department

schedule by means of which the (space factor) annual charges on

capital investment in building and building equipment, and in

heating and lighting equipment, are summarized and prorated

over months in proportion to thestandard hourbm each Inspec-

tion of the blank will suffice to show its working The total

($3,003) of all the annual charges for interest and depreciation,

insurance and taxes is set against the working hours (2,503) of the

year, and then distributed month by month Thus January,

having 209 working hours, takes $251, etc

366
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Control—As the charges to burden account for these “fixed"

charges are made from the above schedule, there is no opportumty

for variation m this case, and, therefore, no necessity for control

Only in the case of the change of a rate (such as an insurance or

tax late) m the middle of a financial period would alteration be

required, and this would necessitate the recasting of the schedule

itself

Bills for insurance and taxes will, however, not be received at

the beginning of a budget period, but may come m at any time

Such bills will be charged, say, to an insurance account, and the

contra to the charge will be derived from the monthly charges to

buiden All that is necessary to watch is that the annual total

of billed insuiance is met by the annual total of scheduled

insurance The fractional charges (month by month) will

necessarily be correct if the annual totals are in agreement

Salaries—Where salaries are to be included m a factor, they

may be incorporated m the annual charges schedule (Fig 84)

by means of additional lines Only one total for the whole is

required, which will then include (1) interest and depreciation,

(2) insurance, (3) taxes, (4) salaries The total will be prorated

over months m precisely the same manner as when consisting of

fixed charges only

The control of salaries will be effectedm the same way If the

annual amount of the salaries is correctly stated on the schedule,

the monthly credits to salaries account will necessarily be correct,

and will completely balance the charges at the end of the year

The principal precaution to be taken in regard to annual charges

is to advise the accountant m charge of budgets and schedules

whenever a change takes place in an insurance or tax rate or m a

salary If this is done, no other control is needed, once it has been

verified that the annual totals as set downm schedules are correct

This can be done at the time of making out the schedule itself



CHAPTER XXXVIII

CONTROL OF EXPENDITURES

HI HOURLY LABOR ITEMS

The control of expenditure on indirect labor under the service-

factor method is very close and exact In each factor there will

be certain items of hourly labor, such as cleaneis in the space

factoi, firemen, etc
,
m the power factor, stoies men, yardmen,

crane and tractor duveis m the stoiage-tianspoit factor, watch-

men, messengeis, etc
,
m the organization factor, etc It is

precisely such items as these that aie apt to increase without

absolute legitimate need, unless careful watch is kept

No Item of General Labor—Under the oldei costing method a

favorite classification is “geneial laboi” into which most of the

above items are thrown togethei and their identity lost But
undei the seivice-factor method, no such item can appear The
mle is that foi every item of expenditure must be asked For

what specific service to production has this expenditure been

mcuned? Consequently, such a classification as general labor

is no answei to the query, more specific information must be

forthcoming If additional labor appears, it must be charged to

a specifio standmg older number, which numbers correspond

with the semce-factoi classification Thus, such an item must

appear as additional tiansport service, or additional cleaning m
space-factor service, and so on

The appearance of a new item, or an increase in an old item,

included m any factor is a puma facie case for inquiry Either it

is legitimate, in which case the budget is to that extent not

corresponding with the true facts of production, 01 it is unauthoi-

lzed and unnecessary, m which case it must be discontinued

Exceptional and Temporary Cases—Exceptional cases will

sometimes occur If, for example, a carload of some (direct)

material has been purchased, for market reasons, and circum-

stances require that this material shall be quickly unloaded or,

perhaps, stored in a shed m a somewhat inaccessible location

To this end temporary laborers are taken on and their wages,

consequently, appear m the transport-factor cost sheets, as
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additional to the budgeted charges What is the precise signifi-

cance of this situation?

Obviously, there is an unusual condition, since, if the material

had arrived in the usual small consignments and had been stored

in the usual place, the budgeted service would have sufficed to

deal with it The additional service, therefore represents a loss

of efficiency in regard to the handling of that material It may
well be that considerable savings have been effected by the

pui chase m bulk Well and good This additional expense

is simply an offset against that saving If, regarding it as a

temporary and accidental expenditure, it is allowed to go forward

into service cost sheets, without modifying standard or budgeted

figures, it will find its way into profit and loss and will eventually

be balanced against the savings effected in cost of material as

that passes into product

Substantial justice is thus done There has been a gam m the

cost of material, there has been a loss m the handling of that

material by unusual expenditure By leaving standards unal-

tered, these two effects are balanced against one another, and

standard cost of service is unaffected The additional item of

handling might have been charged against the material itself

This would be the most accurate way but would involve a great

deal of bookkeepmg, while the results on profit and loss would

ultimately be the same
The ultimate effect on cost of jobs must also be consid-

ered Most of the material will not be usedm the currentmonth
It may, in fact, not come into use for a consideiable period

Obviously, therefore, the additional cost of handhng has very

little to do with current work By no possibility can it have

anything to do with any jobs in which the material itself was not

used It is much better not to consider it as an expenditure

arising out of the regular routine of production but as a loss of

efficiency below standard, and to charge it off to profit and loss

By this procedure no jobs are penalized on its account Current

jobs are costed at standard as usual When the new material

comes into use, such jobs as employ it will benefit from the

saving m price, and all other jobs will be quite unaffected

Working Rule for Handhng Discrepancies—These considera-

tions indicate what we may regard as a good working rule to

apply when increased or new items of labor expenditure suddenly

appear m the current accounts against a service factor Such an

item may be disposed of m three ways
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1 It may be chaigeable lgainst a pioduction oidei If, for

example, a gang was hired tempor inly to assist m handling some

heavy and awkwaid easting, which, for some leason, could not

be handled by the usual tackle, and if this casting was one to be

used on a production order, then such order is pioperly charge-

able with the extra cost of handling

2 It may be chargeable against profit and loss, as m the

unloading case above cited This will be the case whenever an

expenditure is obviously temporal y, accidental, or unusual and

owes its existence to special cncumstanees outside regular

routine and is not chargeable to a particulai order

3 It may be necessary to take it mto the budget If, for

example, some labor item, such as a messenger, has been over-

looked in making up the budget, or if, during the existence of a

budget, additional messengers aie engaged for 'permanent service,

then new standardization is required, piovided the amount of the

item is so large as to influence process rates A new pcimanent

expense is, of course, equivalent to the setting up of new condi-

tions, and, therefore, new relations between manufacturing capac-

ity and the cost of such capacity The existing standardization

is necessarily superseded by this act

Lessened Expenditure—This is the contra of new permanent

expense It is, in general, very unlikely to happen Such

lessened expenditure has no relation to the cutting down of

expenses in slack times It refers only to the cessation or reduction

of an item of labor expenditure in a service factor when manufac-

turing capacity is at maximum Except m the case of reorgan-

ization (which upsets all budgets until completed), it will be

rarely the case that a labor item m a service factor is either

reduced or abolished

Nevertheless, such a case is possible Suppose, for example,

that floor cleaningm a large department was being done by hand

methods and that the use of a floor-scrubbing machine was

inaugurated, leading to a reduction in the cleanmg costs for that

department A change of this kmd would certainly modify

the space factor Interest and depreciation, etc
,
on the machine

plus the wages of the operator would probably be markedly below

former cleaning oosts Whether the lessened cost would be

sufficient to nlake recastmg of the space-factor budget for that

department necessary will depend upon the importance of the

item ip relation to total cost of the factor
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CONTROL OF EXPENDITURE

IV MATERIAL AND SUNDRIES IN SERVICE FACTORS

The material to be considered in tins chapter is not that which

enters directly into product but that usually termed ‘'indirect”

material Such material is found m most of the factors but is of

minor consequence save m the case of the power factor, when it

includes the important item of fuel, whether coal or oil If

current is taken from public service mams, this is also considered

as material for the powei factor

Possible Variations in Material—The budgeted and standard-

ized material included m each factor may not correspond with

with the actual material m current accounts m two ways

1 Quantity used may have varied

2 Unit price of material may have increased, or decreased

These cases will now be considered, and their significance

observed

Variation m Quantity of Material—When the manufacturing

capacity of a department is normal, that is, when actual workmg
hours correspond with standard hours, then material, as budgeted,

should correspond in quantity with that actually used Minor
differences may be expected, but their value should be small

When discrepancy is observed (by comparison of standmg order

sheets with budgeted items) the cause must be investigated

In general, investigation will show either (1) that the budgeted

amount is correct and that the discrepancy is due to waste, or

(2) that the amounts actually being consumed are really neces-

sary, and therefore, the budget is incorrect to that extent

Variation m Price of Material—This class of discrepancy

is the most hkely to arise In the case of fuel an advance or

decrease m unit price during the hfe of a budget would be a

serious matter and would probably lead to the necessity for new
standardization Where fuel is purchased on contract, therefore,

it Bhould be arranged, where possible, for deliveries on a new
371
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contract to coincide with the beginning of a budget and standai d-

lzation period

In other matteis, variations m the piice of material will not,

as a rule, be sufficient to affect rates, unless a period of price

disturbance is assumed The amounts of material entering into

factois, apait from fuel and repans and maintenance, is small

and bears but a small piopoition to the total of the factoi

Sundry Items in Service Factors—In this class may be

included such items as stationery, blxnks and books, paper

telephone and telegraph charges and othei office supplies and
expenditures which pertain to the organization factoi Supplies

for the medical and othei auxiliary services, if any, may also be

included

The annual total of these items for a given standard manufac-

turing capacity should not vary seriously It is undei stood that

all such expenses peitaming to the getting of business or sales

of product are segregated and not allowed to enter pioduction

accounts

Working Rule for Variations in Material—The only working

rule that can be given in the handling of vanationsm the quantity

or pnce of service-factoi material (including sundries) is that of

observation of the monetary value of the discrepancy If it is

sufficient to affect rates, then standardization should be recast

Otherwise, the amount of such discrepancies may be allowed to

pass to profit and loss without any serious injustice to individual

costs of jobs



CHAPTER XL

CONTROL THROUGH BURDEN ACCOUNT BALANCES

Comparison of actual expenditure as charged into depart-

mental burden accounts, month by month, with budgeted and

standardized expenditure, is carried out as indicated m the

foregoing chapters m four divisions

a Annual charges

b Intermittent expenditures

c Hourly labor items

d Material and sundries

Standardized overhead expenditure is the cost of processes

when these are working standard hours, consequently, compan-

sons can be made only when standard and actual houis in a

given department comcide If the calendar is prepared with

care, this coincidence should take place m at least nine out of

twelve months, which will be sufficient to establish the conectness

of standardization

Standards as Measuring Gages—In Pig 85 the relation of

standard to actual expenditure on a factor m any given standard

period such as a month is symbolized On the left hand a gage
373
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with four blades is figured, and each of these, when placed against

actual expenditure, measures off the conect amount Thus,

annual and mteimittent chaiges axo shown as correct to standaid

Hourly laboi, on the contiaiy, is highei than standard, while

seivice material and sundries aie shown as slightly below standard

The disposal of these balances depends on then significance

If, on mquuy, they piove to be legitimate and permanent, this is

evidence that they have been omitted when making up the budget

If the amount is serious, rebudgeting is indicated If, on the

contrary, they turn out to be items of an unauthorized charactei

,

or temporary and accidental in their nature, then they can be

allowed to pass into profit and loss thiough buiden account

balance

Departmental Burden Accounts—While scrutiny of the charges

to each service factor should be made, item by item, as outlined

in the foregoing chaptcis, the place where actual expenditure

meets standardized expenditure, whether this is done or not, is,

of couise, the departmental burden account

If all piocesses aie running full time, then the ciodits 1 to

burden account will necessanly be equal to the standard-factoi

charges And if standard charges cone&pond with actual

expenditures, the credits also will be equal to actual expenditure

as charged to the account through service or standing order cost

sheets In this case theie will be no balance left m burden

account All will have been distributed through process rates to

jobs

But if actual expenditure does not equal standard, there will be

a balance left in burden acoount, which balance repiesents the net

discrepancy between standard and actual expenditure The
cause of this discrepancy must be traced down, as indicated m
foregoing chapters

Further, if processes are not all working 100 pei cent of their

standard time, that is, if some of them have been idle for part

of the time, then a balance m burden account will appear which
will be the value of the process time wasted

Burden Account Balances Standard Working Hours—

A

balance m a departmental burden account, when the department is

working standard hours, i e
,
neither on overtime nor short time,

may, therefore, mean two different things (1) maladjustment of

standard-factor expenditure to actual expenditure, (2) wasted
1 These credits are the aggregate of all process rate charges to jobs
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capacity due to idleness of processes These two varieties of

balance can be distinguished and the amount due to each identi-

fied, as will now be discussed

1 When Standard and Actual Expenditure Coincide—Let it be

supposed that a certain department is organized on the following

basis, taking a particular month

214 standard working hours (March, 1929)

5 similar dehvery points

Each dehvery pomt, |2 50 an hour

Total woiking horns, 1,070

Actual departmental burden, $2,676

Standard factor charges, $2,676

The departmental burden account, if all processes have been

running 100 per cent of standard time, will show

Actual expenditure $2,675 00 Charged into jobs $2,675 00

j

(1079 hr @*2 60)

Fiq 86—Normal working

There will thus be no balance in the account All of the

expenditure on (overhead) seivices will have been distributed

over jobs through piocess rates

la Same Conditions, but with Idle Time—Now let it be

supposed that dehvery pomts have been idle 70 hr m the month
The loss on these 70 idle hours will be

70 X $2 50 = $175 00

Only 1,000 instead of 1,070 hr will have been chargeable to jobs

Burden account will, therefore, appear as

Actual expenditure $2,676 00
(as before)

Charged to jobs $2,500 00
(1,000 hr

)

Wasted capacity 175 00
(70 hr)

$2,675 00 $2,675 00

Fig 87—Normal working with idle time

There is nothing ambiguous about this balance of $175 It

obviously represents the value of process time that has

dripped mto the pool of waste instead of passing into jobs

2 When Actual Expenditure Is More than Standard—The
first case to consider is when there is no idle time Let it be
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assumed that the amount by which actual exceeds standaid is

$50 Burden account will then appear

Actual expenditure $2,725 00
($60 moro than standard)

Charged into jobs $2,676 00
(1 070 lir )

Balance 50 00

$2 726 00 $2,726 00

Fio bS—Excess expenditure

In this case the amount of the discrepancy appeals as a balance,

which can be checked with the comparisons made between

budgeted and actual figuies Its disposal depends upon its

nature, as already explained

2a Same Conditions but with Idle Time—With an excess

expenditure over standaid of $50, as befoie, now let it be supposed

that 70 hr idle time is recorded against processes Burden

account will then show as follows

Actual expenditure $2,726 00
($50 more than standard)

$2,726 00

Charged into jobs

(l ooo hr

)

Wasted capacity

(70 hr

)

Balance

$2,600 00

176 00

60 00

$2,726 00

Fig 89—Excess expenditure, with idle tune

Here, after deducting the value of wasted capacity, there is

again a balance of $50 left This balance as in case 2 is the excess

of actual over standaid expenditure

3 Actual Expenditure Is Less than Standard—When there

is no idle time to take into account, burden account will take

the following form

Actual expenditure $2,626 00
($50 leas than standard)

Balance 50 00

Charged into jobs $2,675 00
(1 070 hr

)

$2,676 00 $2,676 00

Fig 90 —Expenditure less than standard

This balance, as it appears on the other side of the account,

signifies that while standard expenditure calls for $2,675 as

charged into cost, actual expenditure is short of this sum by
$50
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3a Same Conditions, but with Idle Time—If, now, under

these same conditions, processes are idle to the extent of 70 hr

during the month, burden account will appear as

Actual expenditure 82,626 00
($50 leas than standard)

Balance 50 00

Charged into jobs $2 , 500 00

(1,000 hr )

Wasted capacity 175 00
(70 hr

)

82,675 00 $2,675 00

I'lo 91 —Expenditure less with idle time

The balance, $50, reappears as before, signifying that actual

expenditure is $50 below standard

Burden Account Balances with Curtailed Production -—We
have now to observe what happens when, instead of working at

standard hours, the woikmg hours of the department have been

deliberately curtailed owing to lack of work Let it be sup-

posed that this curtailment brings working hours down to 200

hr a month, i e
,
instead of working 214 hr in the month, as

airanged for in the calendar, it is found necessary to reduce

working time by 21 hr
,
that is, 1 hr each full week day in the

month (March) The new working hours will thus be 193 hr

It must also be assumed that it is found possible to produce

expenditure by $195 for the month This leaves the actual

expenditure at $2,495

4 Curtailment without Idle Time—The full working hours of

processes under the curtailment will be 5 X 193 or965 hr Assum-

ing that there is no idle time, burden account will read as follows

Actual expendituie $2,495 00
(Expenditure curtailed $195 below stand

ard)

Charged into jobs $2,412 50
(965 hr

)

|
Balance 82 50

$2,495 00 $2,495 00

Fio 92—Curtailed working

What does this balance represent? After chaigmg jobs to the

full number of possible working hours under the curtailment, a

balance of $82 50 is left which is not part of the cost of any job

This $82 50 is the cost of irreducible and superfluous service (cf

Chap XIII) and is, therefore, a loss It may be said to represent

the value of loss of efficiency from having to curtail production

below standard working hours
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4a Cm tailment with Idle Time—With the same amount of

expenditure curtailed by $195 below standaid, it may now be

assumed that all piocesses did not work full depaitment time

(965 hi ), but that 65 hi of idle processes weie lecoided Bui den

account will then appeu as

Actual expendituie $2,496 00

(Expenditure curtailed $196 below

atandurd)

Charged into jobs $2,250 00
(000 hr

)

Wasted capacity 162 50
(06 hr )

Balance, as before 82 50

$2 495 00 $2,495 00

Tio 03 —Curtailed working with idle time

Cost of irreducible and supeifluous seivice is, as befoie, $82 50

m addition to loss due to wasted capacity, $162 50

Burden Account Balances with Overtime—It has alieady been

shown (cf Chap XIV) that overtime may give use eithei to a

more efficient or a less efficient situation, according to whether

the thinning out of annual charges over a longer working period

is more or less than the increased service cost due to hourly service

labor rates at time-and-a-half, etc In the present example we
need assume only one of these cases Let it be supposed that

conditions are as follows

21 hr departmental overtime m month
21 X 6 or 105 additional process hours m month
New departmental woikmg time, 236 hr

New departmental piocess hours, 1,175

Additional oveihead expenditure $300

The results of these new conditions will be studied, as before, with

and without idle time

5 Overtime Conditions without Idle Time—If all machines

work 100 per cent of departmental time, namely 1,175 hr
,
then

burden account will be

Actual expenditure $2,976 00
(Increased $300 above standard)

Chaiged into jobs $2,937 60
(1176 hr)

Balance 37 50

$2,975 00 $2,975 00

Pro 94—Overtime working
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This balance of $37 50 lepresents the net loss of efficiency due to

overtime conditions In the given conditions it represents the

excess of hourly laboi items m sei vices over reduced annual

charges per hour, this excess being due to the higher late (say,

time-and-a-half) paid foi service labor during overtime periods

5a Overtime Conditions with Idle Time—Next it will be

assumed that idle process time amounting to 25 hr was recorded

foi the month Burden account will then be

Actual expendituie $2,976 00
(Increased S300 above standard)

Chaigod into jobs $2,876 00

(1 180 hr

)

Wasted capacity 62 50

(26 hr)

Balance 37 50

$2,975 00 $2 975 00

Fiq 95 —Overtime working with ldlo time

The balance ($37 50) reappears, after deduction for wasted

capacity, and represents, as before, the loss on efficiency due to

overtime conditions under the stated circumstances

Significance of Burden Account Balances —The correctness

of standardization of expenditure can only be accuiately deter-

mined when standard hours are being worked The conditions

postulated by standardization are then present and under these

conditions standard and actual expenditure will necessarily

comcide, unless

a An error has been made in one or more items

b Illegitimate expenditure is being charged to overhead

c Temporary and accidental items of small amount have been

incurred

1 Under Standard and Working Hours—When budgets and

actual expenditure are compared, factor by factor and item by
item, the location of any departure from standard is readily

detected From what has been said m this chapter, it will be

evident that the net totals of all such aberrations from standard

will be found m burden account as shown by Figs 88 and 89,

wherein the balance ($50) is the net effect of all such discrepan-

cies Also in Figs 90 and 91 where the $50 balance is on the

other side of the account

The amount of this balance m burden account will usually

be the controlling featurem determining whether new standardization

is necessary If such a balance is due to enors in budgeting,
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and is important m amount, new budgeting and standardization

foi the depaitment is indicated But if the balance is due to

extravagance and illegitimate expendituie on some service item,

it should be charged off to piofit and loss Tins will also be the

destination of a balance due to some temporary expendituie, not

of a loutme nature, as explained in a former chaptei It need

hardly be said that conditions like those assumed m Figs 00 and

91 are laie Disci epancies will usually be in the shape of excess

actual expenditure

2 Curtailment Conditions—Compaiison of budgets with

itemized actual expenditure is not as revealing m the case of

cuitailment conditions as under standard hour working, except

to the extent that no items should show increase, and certain

of them should show some decrease Actual expenditure should

be less than standard undei curtailment, but how much less

cannot be defined and is a mattei of experience in the particulai

plant

Under curtailment, the balances in burden account, after any

loss due to wasted capacity has been deducted, (cf Figs 92 and

93) must be assumed to repiesent irreducible and supeifluous

service If no budgeted item has been increased, this will be

true But only a caieful scrutiny of factoi items with budget

will ensure that it is true In other woids, burden account

balances alone should not be relied upon They represent the net

result, but some item may have been above normal all the same

3 Overtime Conditions—The same remarks apply to burden

balances under oveitime conditions On comparison with

budget, some items will have increased, but to what degree they

should have increased is a matter for judgment based on experi-

ence No item should show decrease Though the effect of

oveitime is to thin out annual charges ovei working hours, the

total charged into burden is the same as undei standard hours

The charge itself is not decreased

The balance in burden account, after deducting wasted capac-

ity, will represent the net loss of efficiency due to overtime

conditions As explained, this may, under certain circumstances

and m certain industries, be a gam instead of a loss, but more
usually the effect of heavy increases in hourly labor rates for

service work will overcome the thinning out of annual charges

The balances show the net result of the increased expenditure due

to working overtime
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Diagram of Burden Account Control —Figuie 96, a diagram,

shows the control effected by obseivation of balances m burden

account, and also exhibits the 1 elation of standard factors to

process lates, on the one hand, and to actual expendituie on the

othei Reference is made to the diffeiont conditions of woikmg
enumerated in this chaptei '1 he items 1, la, etc

,
conespond

to similaily numbeied paiigiaphs m the piccedmg pages

Note as to Process Rates —Thioughout this chapter a single-

type department with five deliveiy points all having the same
process rate has been assumed This has been done for easy

following of the calculations The same lesults would, of course,

follow if a pluial-type depaitment with sever il piocesses having

different rates had been assumed, but, in this case, the multi-

plication of wasted hours by a single rate would not have been

possible, so that more elaborate details would have been neces-

sary Either type of depirtment might have been selected

without altering the aigumont oi the deductions
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WASTED CAPACITY RATIO SUPPLEMENTARY RATE

While the cost of processing a particular job and the amount
of wasted capacity that may be going on at the same time m the

department have nothing to do with each other, it is possible

to establish an arbitrary or mathematical relation between the

utilized capacity and the wasted capacity in any given period

This ratio, once established, may then be extended, if desired,

to individual jobs

Thus, if in a certain department (c/ Fig 87), the utihzed

capacity in the month, i e
,
process cost charged mto jobs,

amounts to $2,500 and if, during the same month, capacity has

been wasted to the amount of $175, then, — = ? per

cent Wasted capacity as a whole is 7 per cent of utihzed

capacity

If a particular job has cost $140 for processing, we may, if

desired, state the cost of the job m this form

Direct labor $ 60 00

Process cost 140 00

Ratio of waste (7 per cent)
,

9 80

Inclusive “cost” of job $209 80

The Supplementary Rate—This method of disposing of the

cost of wasted capacity was, in fact, recommended by the authoi

in “ Proper Distribution of the Expense Burden” andm “Produc-

tion Factors” when the present method of costing was first

pubhshed Some explanation of this may be of interest At the

time m question, nearly twenty years ago, the idea of separating

wasted capacity (idle time) from true cost of jobs was entirely

new and unfamiliar No other method than that of percentages,

and, to a small degree, hourly burdens, was m use, and, m intro-

ducing the new views on overhead, it was desirable not to depart

too far from estabhshed usage, which, of course, called for the

prorating of all current expenditure over current jobs By the

device of the waste ratio, or as it was termed the “supplementary
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late,” this complete pioiating was still possible, although the

luthoi was caieful to point out that it wis not essential, and

that the waste ratio was not and could not be part of true cost

As it turned out, no element of the new method was moie

severely cnticized than the “supplementary late ” It was

(somewhat to the uitlioi’s supnse) geneially lecognized that

it was no pmt of tiue cost and that, theiefoie, wasted capacity

should be chaiged off to profit and loss Today, this idea is so

generally accepted that there is peihaps no danger m the con-

traiy couise But at the time of the onginal publication of the

method, tins was by no means the case, and the dangers were

perhaps too much emphasized by the writer

Utility of the Supplementary Rate—The danger in question

lies in the possibility of wasted capacity being covered up and not

brought to the notice of executives If eveiy cost of an ordei

carnes, as a separate item, the iatio of waste current at the time

of its manufactuie, it is impossible not to obseive its existence

If charged off to piofit and loss each month automatically, it

would be moie likely not to attract attention Under modern
methods of recoid, however, this danger may be considered as not

very serious

Apart fiom the question of hidden waste, there are certain

conditions under which the supplementaly rate is still useful

Its use in seasonal operations was desenbed in Chap XV It

may also be of service in other cases, which may be glanced at

briefly

Under certain conditions prices may be based on other con-

siderations than strict cost of processing In the armor-plate

industry, foi example, idleness of the whole plant is a not infre-

quent occurrence, but the cost of this has to be recoveied m
whatever contracts aie entered into Similarly, a repair depart-

ment may be maintained at some strategic point, by a large

corporation, to hold business The cost of repairs is not wholly

based on process cost, but something may be chaigeable foi

upkeep of the shop when not fully employed A third instance

is that of a government dockyard maintained m some out of the

way place for service reasons Idleness of the equipment and
organization may be considerable and is due to what may be

called “military preparedness ” The cost of work actually

done is perhaps small compared to the cost of wasted capacity

which is unavoidable In this case, also, it would seem to be
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good policy to frame costs so that the waste ratio was placed

alongside true cost as a memorandum of conditions

In fact, as long as it is thoroughly understood that a supple-

mentary rate is merely a ratio of utilized to wasted capacity,

there can be no objection to stating costs m the form given on

the first page of this chapter, if greater grasp of the situation is

thereby secured In ordinary circumstances, howevei, it is not



PART V

COSTS, SALES AND PROFITS

CHAPTER XLII

THE INTERPRETATION OF COSTS

The treatment of overhead on the soi vice-factor and piocess-

late method, that is, standardized ovcihead, has now been

outlined in full On the one hand we have a definite annual

manufacturing capacity foi the whole plant, and on the othei

the annual legitimate oxpendituie on overhead which is the cost

of this capacity The plant capacity is, however, subdivided

for piactical purposes into depaitmental capacity, which may,

if necessaiy, be further subdivided into individual process capac-

ity m those cases where (pluial-type departments) processes

requiring different rates aie found in the same depaitment

Similarly, the legitimate annual expenditure on overhead for the

whole plant is subdivided into depaitmental overhead expendi-

ture, and this, m turn, is resolved into an annual overhead charge,

for the given capacity of individual processes In other words,

manufactunng capacity is first standaidized and then the coirect

cost of this capacity is also standardized

If any part of the capacity so provided and maintained is not

utilized on product, but dups into the pool of waste, the cost of

this wasted capacity is ascertained separately, loaving true proc-

ess cost unaffected

Reviewing the Financial Period —At the end of a financial

period, which may be 1 or 3, 6 or 12 months as desired, the

following results will be observable

1 There will have been a certain output of product at stand-

ard process cost plus direct-labor cost, if any
2, A certam amount of manufacturing capacity will have been

unutilized, by reason of the idleness of process, for various

reasons The ratio of this to utilized capacity can be expressed,

if desired, by a waste ratio or supplementary rate
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3 Theie may be a small amount of overhead expenditure

which is in excess of (rarely below) standard and is neither

included m costs or m wasted capacity

4 A credit balance of interest will have been built up, repre-

senting the mteiest charged into costs on capital investment

and (if desired) on the average value of direct material held in

storage

5 A credit balance of depreciation will have been built up,

representing the wear and tear of property which has been

chaiged into cost

Interpretation of These Results—Figure 97 presents these

results in diagrammatic form In this figuie a represents cost

of direct material on the jobs woiked on duung the period

This is included for the sake of completeness but does not affect

|

Interest
[

(Depreciation
|

--4-, i

rm _I L

s Cost of Direct
a Capacity Utilized

it
Labor on Jobs

Q on Jobs [M

the overhead problem at all Next, b and c represent the total

cost of manufacturing capacity foi the period In particular, b

represents that portion which was utilized in processing jobs

and c that portion which dripped into the pool of waste Direct

labor is represented by d to make the story complete but does

not enter into the overhead problem Finally, e represents any

small excess of actual over budgeted expenditure that may have

been observed and is either of a temporary and accidental

character, as explainedm former chapters, or is so smallm amount

as not to affect piocess rates, oi is a loss incurred through less-

ened efficiency during overtime or shoit-time condition 1

These values a to e represent the outgoings during the period

To set against these for profit and loss purposes we have (1)

1 This item might, on occasion, be a credit, when overtime seta up a

condition of mcieased efficiency, as explained in former chapters The case,

however, is rare
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-i certain quantity of product, (2) a credit for interest which

has been chaiged into cost of capacity, represented m the figure

by /, (3) a credit for depieciation, g m the figuie, which is the

amount of weai and teai on capital values that has been charged

to manufacturing capacity m the period

1 Gt oss Profit on Sales at Standard Cost—In oi der to ascei tain

the financial iesults of the pcnod, cost of product at standard

Selling

Expense

Dir Mat’l

Factory

Cost
(Standard)

of Product
Sold

Cost

of
Capacity

Utilized

on
Job

Cost of
Direct

labor
on

Jobs

Profit

Fio 98

cost must be set against revenue from sales of this product,

selling expense being first deducted Figure 98 shows this

arrangement The right-hand column represents the total

sales revenue Selhng expense being marked off at the top, cost

of product is apphed and measured off The remaining space

represents gross profit made on the sale of the product m the

period

2 Net Results of the Period—Finally, Fig 99 shows disposal

of this profit, and of the interest and depreciation funds f and g,
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above mentioned Gioas profit and this interest are added

together, forming one side of the account, while, out of this

aggregated profit, ceitam items must be paid for, leaving net or

distributable profit

First, we have to deal with waste This item is made up of

wasted process capacity c and excess oveihead e Then any

legal expenses, chanties or other expenditures which are neithei

manufacturing or selling expenses aie marked off Part of the

remaining profit may be reserved for purposes that we need not

discuss, leaving the lowest rectangle representing distributable

profit The depreciation fund g does not enter into the account,

as it is not a new value but merely a transfer of a part of capital

value from one account to anothei It represents capital value

that has vanished or, rather, been used up m providing manufac-

turing capacity, but which value has been put into cost of such

capacity and is therefore, already reserved fiom profits If this

had not been done, the amount would have swollen piofits to that

extent and another rectangle would have appeared on the right-

hand side of Fig 99 representing “depreciation reserve
”

Why Interest Is Included m Cost of Capacity—While deprecia-

tion has now practically won its place as an element of production

Fig 99

cost, and the old practice of setting an arbitrary sum aside out of

profits (equivalent to an additional rectangle in Fig 99, as

above described), which sum varied accordmg to the state of

mind of the board of directors at the time, is now largely dis-

credited But as to the importance (and indeed necessity under

modern conditions) of also including interest m the same way,
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agreement is by no means umfoi in 01 universal Many account-

ants continue to insist on considering interest as an item which

should be omitted so as to swell gross piofits, on the ground that

inteiest is not pay ible until it has been earned This matter is

important enough to be discussed m some detail

Let it be supposed that n certain machine is m use of which the

capital value is $1,000 and the depreciation rate 8 pei cent

Annual chaiges will be

$1,000

Interest 6 pei cent

Depreciation 8 pel cent

Including interest

$1,000

$ 60 Interest

$ 80 Depreciation 8 per cent

$1 10 Excluding interest

Neglecting othei items, we may say that the cost of process

capacity pei year is $140 if we include and $80 if we exclude

interest

Now let it be assumed that it is pioposed to replace this machine

by another costing $2,000, with a depiociation late of only

4 pei cent In othei words, it is a moie solid, heavier and,

perhaps, a moie slowly moving machine, though with some

advantages such as more perfect woik, which indicate its adop-

tion The corresponding charges foi the new machine will be

$2,000 $2,000

Interest 6 per cent

Depreciation 4 per cent

Including intei est

$120 Interest

80 Depreciation 4 per cent

$200 Excluding mteiest

$80

$80

If we compare the two rates in which no interest is charged,

we find that each machine has the same rate, namely, $80 a year,

notwithstanding that one has cost twice as much as the other

Can this be considered as a tzue representation of facts—of

all the facts? Whether we lecogmze the fact or not, we have

locked up $1,000 additional m the new machine, and this $1,000

would have earned us $60 if it had been put out at interest instead

of being so locked up
It is evident that the new machine must earn $60 a year more

than the old one, if it is to break even Moreover, it is plain

that if this kind of substitution were extensive, we should

presently have an enormously increased capital locked up in

equipment, but would be charging no more into costs than before 1

1 Except for depreciation, which only replaces capital but does not provide

interest on it or assist m the earning of a dividend
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At the present time, when the tendency is to leplace labor by
mechanism, these considerations appear somewhat important

On the other hand, when we compare the rates in which

interest has been included, we get a result which has some sig-

nificance The old machine rate was $140 per year, while the

new is $200 This result is, obviously, a nearer approximation to

the facts of the case

Interest is, m fact, the only measure of the relative use of

capital by processes that we can apply It is directly propor-

tional to such lelative use, consequently, a process involving

costly equipment should be made to bear the extra cost of

capital charges as compared with a similar process usmg cheaper

equipment In general, unless the sale price of a product is

sufficient to cover the cost of including interest on the capital

used in maintaining manufacturing capacity (except in times

of extraordinary depression), the product is unprofitable

Effect of Mechanization of an Industry—The effect of replac

mg skilled labor and hand labor generally by equipment, oi,

in other words, the mechanization of an industry, is worth con

sidenng m some detail In Figs 100 and 101 we have data on

two factories, one of which is old style and the other we may
assume to be entering the business with complete modern

equipment and methods To study the effect of mechanization,

all quantities not concerned will be held constant, thus

a The same output is assumed for both plants

b $12,000 working capital beyond that locked upm equipment

is assumed for both plants

c Depreciation at 6 per cent on equipment m both plants

d Interest, where charged, at 6 per cent in both plants

e It is assumed that, m this industry, selling price is usually

determined by adding 20 per cent to factory cost

/ Selling expense is reckoned as 5 per cent on sales price in

both cases

The differences between the two plants are

g The first plant has $12,000 locked up in equipment (build-

ings, productive and service machinery, etc )

h The second plant has a capital investment in equipment

more than four times larger, namely, $50,000

i The first plant spends $4,500 on direct labor and $4,780 for

service cost, but mterest and depreciation on the equipment is

not included in this service cost, and is shown separately
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j The second plant, by leason of its mechanization, his

reduced direct labor to $2,000 and its seivice cost (also excluding

interest and depreciation) to $2,000

1 Costs and Piojits %n the Fust Plant—Figure 100 shows the

course of operations m the first plant Total cost of direct labor,

service (factois), depreciation, and mtciest amounts to $10,720,

20 per cent on this cost gives $12,864 as the selling price Aftei

deducting 5 per cent selling expense and factoiy cost, we have

left $1,501, to which is added the $720 alieady set aside as

Case 1 Plant depending on skilled labor and elemental v machinery

Capital employed $24,000
{ Jgjjjjj^Ulpmcnt

Dividend of 0% on capital employed will take $1,440

Output for Year

Item
Faotor>

cost

20% on

cost

Selling

pace
boiling

c\p 5% Piofit

Direot labor

Service cost1

Depcn 6%

$ 4 500

4,780

720

Total

Int on eqpt 6%
$10,000

720

$2,000 $12,000 $600 $1,400

Total $10,720 $2,144 $12,804 $643
f $1,501

\ 720

j

First profit will not pay 6% Second profit will pay %
|

1 Service coat not inclusive of depredation or of interest

Fig 100 —Plant depending mainly on skill

interest charged into oost Total earnings $2,221 This pro-

vides 9 25 per cent dividend on the capital $24,000

If, however, interest had not been included in cost, the factory

cost would have been $10,000, which, with 20 per cent on and

5 per cent on sale price, as before, would result m a profit of only

$1,400, which would not quite pay 6 per cent on the capital

investment The sale price would, however, be slightly lower

(100 93 5) This result merely implies that the normal 20 per

cent added to factory cost to get sale price is insufficient, in this

case, if interest is not included It would require a rate of about

21 5 per cent; to give sufficient profit to pay 6 per cent dividend
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In other words, this business is m no very strong position, if

20 per cent on a factory cost which does not include interest is

the usual practice m the trade Actually, its sale price must
realize at least $12,144 if it is to pay 6 per cent dividend

2 Costs and Profits m the Second Plant —It may be assumed,

id the case of the second plant, that its product is m active

competition with that of the first but is not an identical product

It may be considered as a substitute that depends upon under-

cutting in price, so that a pound of the new must be sold a little

Case 2 By investment four times gieater m equipment, direct labor

is reduced to 45% and oveihead (excluding depieciation and interest)

to 42% All other items remain as before

Dividend of 6% on capital employed will take $3,720

Item
Factoiy

cost

20% on
cost

Selling

puce

Selling

exp 6% Profit

Direct labor

Service cost*

Depc’n 6%

$ 2,000

2,000

3 000

Total

Int on eqpt 6%
$ 7,000

3,000

$1,400 $ 8,400 $420 $980

Total $10,000 $2,000 $12,000 $600 f $1 400

\ 3,000

First profit will pay only about 13-4% dividend

Second profit will pay 7% dividend and is based on

competes with the lower (madequate) pncem Fig 100

a sale pnce which

Fio 101 —Plant completely mechanized

under the price of the old to gam the market The output in

pounds of the two factories is consideied to be the same

The course of operations yields the following Yearly cost,

including interest, amounts to $10,000, 20 per cent on this gives

a selling price of $12,000 Deducting factory cost and 5 per cent

selling expense, we have left $1,400, which, added to $3,000,

earned by processes and charged into cost on account of capital

investment, gives $4,400 m all This will pay 7 per cent on the

total new capital of $62,000 on a sale price lower than must

be obtained by the first plant if it is to pay 6 per cent dividend
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But if we had not included interest m cost, the result would

have been as in the line above A sale price of 158,400 would have

lesulted, and a profit of $980, oi only about 1 5 per cent on the

capital

The point to observe is this If the first factory had applied its

normal 20 pei cent on factoiy cost without interest, its operations

would still have yielded $1,400 which would have provided

about 5 8 pei cent dividend on the capital But if the second

factory had done the same thing, it would have realized only

$980 profit, which is not moie than 1 5 pei cent on its (increased)

capital This means that the 20 pei cent is wholly insufficient to

provide an adequate maigin m the case of the highly mechanized

factory What would be a fan approximation m the old-style

business is hopelessly wiong m the mechanized business As a

matter of fact, to get the satisfactory selling price of $12,000, no

less than seventy-one-and-a-half pei cent would be the piopei

figure to use instead of 20 per cent

But when factoiy cost includes a chaige for the use of capital,

then the normal 20 pei cent gives satisfactory results again

Inference from, the Two Cases—These figuies are, of course,

arbitrary, and othei figures would produce different results

Nevertheless, they do exhibit conditions which aie not uncommon
today Where capital investment replaces direct labor and

considerable service cost, the most seitous misapprehensions as to

the necessary maigm of profit are likely to anse The two plants

above discussed afford an example of such a situation It is

true that other figures might minimize the inference, but still

other figures drawn from actual instances might provide even

more striking confirmation of this inference

In Fig 102 the way m which annual cost of output in the two

plants is made up is shown diagrammatically The left-hand

column represents the first plant and the right-hand the new
plant In both cases interest is included Total cost in each

case is not very different, but the composition of the cost is

Utterly different Moreover, m the one case only $720 has been

charged into cost for the use of the elementary equipment in use,

while w the new plant $3,000 has been so charged

If from both columns the lowest sections, representing capital

charges, are removed, then the new cost appears enormously

smaller than the old But is it really so? It is the present

writer’s contention that a charge into cost for the use of capital
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locked up in equipment is as legitimate and as necessary as a

charge for the use of direct labor Under modem conditions it

is, mdeed, a payment for the skill formerly paid for as labor m
another form Skill has been transferred to the machine but

only at a great capital outlay The annual cost of this outlay,

that is, interest on its amount, is as natural a part of true cost as

were the wages which formerly represented that same skill

Divergent Views—The objection to the inclusion of interest

on equipment m costs comes usually from accountants whose

comprehension of overhead and its real place in relation to cost

is limited to the old vague mathematical relationships—ratios
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um] horn ly biudens Seeing o\ eihead ns a m iss of figui es having

no iseertainable relation to the only things that they were able

to doteiimne with precision, namely, ducct laboi and dnect

mateiuil (or what used to be c illed “ flat cost” or “ prime cost”),

it is not surpiismg that the utility of including an additional

item in the jumbled mass w is not veiy apparent It was, in

fact, almost entnely useless undci the oldu methods of costing

But when mteiest is allowed to act as the n vtui il measuie of the

use of capital in production, the matter takes on another aspect

While service factors and process lates tan be set up without

including capital charges, to do so v ould be to falsify them under

noi mal conditions, and, theicfore, lender them much less lehable

as measuies of the relative as well as the ibsolute cost of processing

than is otherwise the case



CHAPTER XLIII

THE FIXING OF PRICES ESTIMATING

The question of pricing and making estimates for bids is so

large a subject that it can be treated only cursorilj here Four

aspects alone will be considered (1) the fixing of selling price m a

new business, (2) the making of a price on a new article, (3)

sales through a selling corporation, (4) estimates based on detail

costs already on lecord, which are subject to modification under

current conditions

Pricing m General—Some of the difficulties attending the

setting of prices were discussed m the previous chapter Nor
are these the onlj difficulties, for the fixing of a price is a slippery

business, as many executives know to their own cost In the

discussion that follows it will be assumed that service factors and

process rates as described in the previous chapters are m use It

will also be assumed (a) that a smgle product is in question, (5)

that the plant has been erected and organized for a certain known
capacity, (c) that the selling arrangements usual m the industry

for this quantity of product have been worked out and their

annual cost estimated

We begin, theiefore, with three known elements (1) quantity

of output, (2) cost of output (3) cost of selling this output The
problem is to settle an adequate selling price

1 Erroneous Method of Estimating Margins—The inexperi-

enced executive is apt to make a typical error at this stage

With, for example, a factory cost of $10,000 and an estimated sell-

ing expense of $500 (5 per cent), he will proceed to figure that if

he adds another 35 per cent to factory cost, he will have a 40 per

cent margin on his output to cover selling expense, contmgencies

and profit But if this calculation is put to the proof, it will be

found to work out very differently, thus

Factory cost $10,000

40 per cent ‘on” 4,000

Selling price $14,000

Noth—Faotory ooBt iB process cost and direct labor and direot material

397
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At the end of the financial period, the mattei will stand m the

following condition

Selling revenue

Factory cost

Selling expmse
Margin.

Note—In this oxamplt interest

bo charged

$14,000

$10,000

500

3,500

$14,000 $14,000

urged into noHt is ignored It may bt assumed as not

But this margin is not 35 pei cent of the selling revenue, it is

only 25 per cent If the amount concerned, namely $4,000,

has been kept m nund, then the error in percentage may not

Percentage

Ratio of

addition to

now total

(sale price)

Percentage

of profit

on sale puce

10 10 110 9 10

20 20 120 16 66

30 30 130 23 07

40 40 140 28 67

60 60 160 33 33

60 60 160 37 50

70 70 170 41 17

80 80 180 44 44

00 90 190 47 36

100 100 200 50 00

Example 70% on $760 = $525 Sale price is $1,275 The amount added,

tnz
, $525, is 41% of this sale price, not 70 %

Fia 103—Relation of amounts 1 on" to now total (sale prioe)

lead to any trouble But if, as is almost certain to be the case,

having fixed 35 per cent as the percentage involved in the trans-

action, the executive applies this percentage mentally to his

selling revenue, he will be expecting 36 per cent as his margin on
each order or sale, whereas he will get only 25 per cent

Though few executives with trading experience would fall into

this trap, beginners in manufacturing (particularly technical

men without commercial experience) are apt to do so Moreover,

in reference books this method of ascertaining profit is sometimes
given without a word of warning Thus, for example, m a

slide-rule manual the caption To find the selling price of goods to
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yield, a given percentage of profit turns out to be, when applied to an

example, precisely similar to the method above described The
“given percentage of profit ” as found by the formula is one which

is applicable to the factory cost and not to the selling price

No simple formula will yield a given percentage of profit on a

selling price made by putting a percentage on a factory cost

This, perhaps, is the reason why handbooks and manuals give

the above method, the compilers probably not being aware them-

selves of the practical consequences To exhibit the relations

between percentage “on” and the resulting percentages on sale

price, the table m Fig 103 is presented

Factory cost (mo $3,000 interest) $100,000

Selhng expense, calculated at 6,500

Allowance for wasted capacity, eto 2,000

Legal and similar expenses 500

Reserves for contingencies 3,000

$112,000

Required margin for profit $13,000

Less interest in cost 3,000 10,000

Inclusive selling price of output $122,000

Fig 104

2 Correct Method of Fixing a Price—In setting out to fix a

price for factory output, several things must be kept m view A
sale price is made up of several factors, chief of which are

Factory cost of goods (standard cost)

Selling expenses

Cost of wasted manufacturing capacity

Cost of selling inefficiency 1

Legal and similai expenses

Reserves for various purposes

Margin of clear profit available for dividend

As a credit to these items, the amount charged into cost for

interest on capital investment will come into account An
example on these lines will now be worked out, the figures being

arbitrary and serving merely to show the principle involved

To begin with (Fig 104) we have two known quantities

—

factory cost $100,000 (which we will assume to include $3000

interest charged into cost) and selhng expense, which has been

calculated at $6,500 The following additional estimates are

1 Only when selling expense is standardised
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then made wasted capacity and othei inefficiencies as descnbed

in previous chapteis $2,000, legal and othei expenses not allocable

eithei to selling or production, $500, leserves foi contingencies,

$3000 The total of all these items will be $112,000

Next we have to decide what amount of cleai divisible piofit is

necessaiy to pay the desired dividend (whatever that may be) on

capital Suppose that $13,000 is this sum But of this $13,000

we have already a ciedit for $3,000 fiom interest charges into

cost The net amount to be added to the $112,000 already

assessed will theiefoie be $10,000 Aggregating these items, a

total sale puce for the output lesults, namely $122,000

Two useful percentages may be derived fiom the above Sell-

ing expense is 5 33 per cent of selling price Profit is 10 66 per

cent of selling puce If the actual results of the fiist financial

period confirm these figures, these peicentages foim a useful

datum for future use

Further, we may now say that selling price is 22 per cent on

factory cost, but this lcxnains tiue only while the components

calculated above are unaltered If, now, the faetoiy output

contains several lines, then the selling price of any one of them can

be approximated by adding 22 per cent to the standard factory

cost These are the only safe conditions m which an on percent-

age can be used, namely, to pnee an individual unit when it is

known that the percentage applies correctly to the output as a

whole

Pricing a New Article—Undei normal working conditions

and assuming that the new article does not demand selling effort

on a different scale or m different forms fiom that in general use

at the time, the on percentage as descnbed m the last paragraph

may be used to ascertain the selling price If, foi example, the

standard factory cost of a batch of the new line is $1,000, then its

selling price will be $1,220

If, however, new kinds oi amounts of selling effort (such as

advertising special to the new product) are involved, then

the price will be $1,220 plus the cost of the exti a selling effort,

which, of course, is chargeable only to this product and must
not affect the sale price of other products

Sales through a Selling Corporation—When the entire output

of a factory is taken by a separate corporation, the question

arises At what price should the output be billed from the factory

to the selling concern? Remembering that, on the one hand
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factory price at standard does not include the cost of wasted

capacity and other inefficiencies, and, on the other, that the

factory accounts include interest provided for in respect to use

made of capital investment, it is evident that either of two
courses may be followed

1 Product may be billed at standard cost, and the credit for

interest on capital reserved by the factory and set against

wasted capacity In this case the sales corporation has to con-

sider only one element m its accounts, namely, standai d factory

cost of pioduct The factory, on the other hand, will set up a

profit and loss account of its own, and this will show a profit or a

loss according as the cost of wasted capacity, etc
,
is more or less

than the interest fund Factory and sales corporation are each

absolutely on its own merits with this plan

2 The slack may be taken up by the sales corporation Prod-

uct will be billed at standard cost Wasted capacity will also

be separately billed A credit will be billed for the mterest

charged into cost These three items will meet in profit and loss

account, just as though factory and sales were all one business

It is obvious that this latter arrangement might be varied by

considering factory cost as made up of

Cost at standard $100,000

Wasted capacity, etc 2,000

$102,000

Deduct mterest 3,000

Net factory cost $ 99,000

This factory cost would, however, be a varying quantity for the

same volume of output It would, in fact, be much like the result

obtained from a percentage or hourly burden method The final

result would be the same as though goods were billed at standard

and other items taken into the profit and loss account of the sales

corporation, as in 2

Solution of the Dilemma—We are faced with a dilemma m this

instance, and this is set up by our action in separating the

natural sequence of events

Manufacture—Sales—Profits

into two groups, mto neither of which will profit absolutely fit

Profit is the result, in ordinary businesses, of a chain of events, any

of which may originate influences to affect such profit That is
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to say, waste and inefficiency m the factoiy, as well as waste and

inefficiency in selling, will affect piofits By putting manufac-

turing and selling into two compaitments we set up a dilemma,

because manufacturing waste (and also the interest fund orig-

inated by charging interest into cost) is left out of the scheme

If factory cost of product were always 100 per cent of standard

cost, no such difficulty would arise If wasted capacity were

even a standard and invariable quantity m itself, adjustment

would be easy But it is not It is always a more or less vai uv-

ble amount, and it has to be paid for by someone

It must, of course, be paid foi thiough a profit and loss account

If there is only one such account—that of the selling coiporation

—

then all items must meet there, which is practically throwing

everything into one business again But if the factory has a

profit and loss account of its own, then the two divisions

—

Manu-
facture—Sales—are wholly separated and events will be recoided,

thus

Manufacture—Pi ofits

Sales —Profits

The efficiency of each division then rests on its own shoulders

This is the arrangement, 1, described above If desired, a small

profit may be added to factory cost before billing to the sales

corporation, so that the balance m profit and loss will always be

on one side

The Making of Estimates for Bids Normal Times—Esti-

mating is an altogether different operation from that of pricing

In pricing we must begin always with a standard factory cost

already determined In estimating, it is this factory cost which

is the subject of Investigation When it is determined, the

article can then be priced on the method discussed elsewhere m
this chapter

The only case we can take up here is that of a call for an

estimate on a product that has already been through the factory

and of which cost records exist It is assumed, however, that

the cost figures in these records are no longer correct, owing either

(1) to changes m prices and wages since the last time of produc-

tion, or (2) because current conditions demand that the estimate

should be cut to the bone, or (3), alternatively, based on a long

spell of overtime which the acceptance of the bid would entail

1 Variations m Prices and Wages—’Recalculation of costs will

be considered in three divisions
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a Whore process rates have been, altered

b Where direct-wage rates have been altered

c Where prices of direct material have varied

It is, of course, assumed that the cost sheets provide a record of

the process time on all details of the woik With this time as a

basis and a list of current process rates we proceed to check all

process rates on the old sheets and if one has varied, that item
is recalculated at the new rate A hst of direct-wage rates

pertaining to each process is also provided and any variation

from former rates of pay will imply a recalculation of the item
With regard to direct material, the recoids will show the prices

current at the former date of production, and these will be
checked with current prices for the same material and the

estimate revised accordingly

Date April.

_

1925. Part HJK

Process Pro Process Wage
Direct

|

No Rate Cost Rate
Cost

1

46 1 hr 4 75 4 75 35 * 0 35 5 10

47 2 hr 3 50 *7 00 45 0 90 7 90

48 Hi hr 2 40 3 60 60 *0 90 4 50— J| — —L_
I'm 105

2 Indirect Labor and Material Do Not Require Revision—No
attention need be paid to changes in the wage rates of indirect

labor orm the price of indirect material Any variations in these

items which may have taken place since the date of previous

production are taken care of by the current process rates The work
of preparing a revised estimate of a job is thus greatly simplified

and also rendered very much more exact than under oldermethods

of handling overhead

3 Routine of Estimating—Figure 105 represents the record of

cost of a part HJK made m April The cost of processes 46, 47

and 48 is recorded as shown To make an up-to-date revision

of this cost, the current hst of process rates and their correspond-

ing direct-wage rates (Fig 106) are taken and compared with the

rates on the cost record, a mark being placed against those which

have varied An estimate blank (Fig 107) is then filled out
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Unalteied items aie meiely copied fiom the cost record, but

where changes m lates have taken place the new rate, whethei

process 01 wage, is inserted m the estimate and a new cost foi that

item calculated The heavy black figures show items which

have been treated m this way

Effectn e September 1929
|

Piocess Pro Rite Wage Rate

46 4 76 10*1

47 3 60 45

1

48 2 40 65 *

49

L __ ... !L_

Fia 106

The resulting estimate is one which should be turned into actual

cost very exactly when the job comes to be put m hand Revi-

sion of material need not be consideied m detail lieie The bill

of material will simply have its prices revised in accoi dance

with cuirent prices, and fiesh calculations made of any items

that have changed in price Only direct material, namely, that

j

Estimate 9°L 5 1929 Part H J K
j

Piocess

No
Time

Pro

Rate

Process

Cost

Wage
Rate

Direct

Labor Cost
Total

46 1 4 75 4 75 40 040 515

47 2 3 60 7 20 45 0 90 810

48 Ui 2 40 3 60 65 0 97 4 57

,

Pm m
forming part of the salable product, need be considered All

indirect (service) material is taken care of by the current process

rates

Estimates under Hard-times Conditions—The foregoing

method of preparing an estimate based on previous performance

is that which is followed when it is desired to obtain a factory

cost suitable for ordinary conditions of trade It may happen,
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howevei
,
that, when business is m a condition of extreme depres-

sion, it becomes necessary to prepare an estimate cut to the hone

In other words only absolute out-of-pocket expenditure can be
permitted to enter the estimated cost of production

This unfortunate condition can be taken care of without much
difficulty by the service-factor and process-rate method When
a period of depression sets in, seiviee-factor schedules are gone

over and all items struck out which do not represent out-of-pocket

expendituie New process rates are then calculated, and these

can be listed and used precisely as those m Fig 106 for the

preparation of a rock-bottom estimate

It will be obvious that any desired degree of reduction can be

attained in this way The first stage would be to omit interest, a

second stage to omit both interest and depreciation All indirect

labor that could possibly be spared would also be omitted, even

though, at the moment, this reduction had not taken place In

fact, the rates might be reduced so as to include only wages and

materials actually necessary to maintain the reduced degree of

capacity By means of an electric calculating machine revised

factors and rates can be very quickly balculated, as the striking

out of items and reduction of amounts is the chief task The

skeleton form of the factor schedules and rate schedules is, of

course, unaltered

Estimating in Times of Extreme Pressure—This condition is

the converse of that just discussed If the plant is working at

its full normal schedule, and an opportunity comes to bid on a

contract which would require a long period of overtime, 01 doublc-

or treble-shift working, it will be obvious that noimal process

rates no longer apply, as they axe representative of ordinary

normal conditions

Revision of service-factor schedules and of process rates is,

therefore, indicated m order to establish new process rates which

may be applied to the new estimate

Two opposite effects, as explained m former chapters, are

brought about by extension of working hours to a new standard

Annual charges are thmned out Hourly chaiges increase

proportionately to the new hours In revising a schedule for

overtime or double-shift working, the annual charges remain

Without alteration Such items as are hourly, including all

indirect (service) labor and some of the indirect material, will

have to be recalculated for the extended hours The schedules
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aie then totaled and new piocess intes calculated fiom the revised

figures These new process rates will apply dunng the contin-

uance the overtime 01 double-shift working

Intermittent expendituie may also be affected Foi example,

night work, 01 overtime in winter months, may necessitate an

increased allowance for lighting and, peihaps, heating Repaiis

and maintenance charges miy also be revised upwaid If

double- 01 tieble-shift working is m question, the depieciation

situation should also be reviewed, and if judged necessaiy, higher

rates applied to cover the extra wear and tear on equipment

Revision of schedules for times of extieme pressure is, there-

fore, a more complex matter than a revision for hard-times con-

ditions But, when it is done, we should have the satisfaction of

knowing that bids for business aie not mere shots m the dark

which it is hoped will be profitable undci the new conditions

With schedules and lates lcvised as described, estimated costs

should be veiy exactly repioducod when the work is eventually

passed through the shops

Estimating by Index Numbers or Ratios —A much loss satis-

factory method of revising former costs to allow cunent estimates

is that of using ratios between the average former costs of process

rates, direct matenal and direct labor and the aveiage piesent

cost If, at a previous date, process rates m a department

aggregated $5,000 and, today, they aggiegate SS^OO, 1 a ratio of

100 110 is established If then, on a given job, former process

cost was $200, present-day process cost will be $220 Similarly, 1

if former direct wages aggiegated $6,000 and are now $7,200, the

ratio is 100 120, and a job which took $400 direct wages will now
take $480 This is a quick, though not very sure, method of

making revisions of costs for new estimates, and, as it depends on

averages (which axe always dangerous), it should not be employed

except in cases of great urgency and involving no laige amounts

The same method can, of course, be applied to recalculating cost

of direct material It is hardly necessary to point out that if

processes have been changed m any way since the last occasion,

the method is not satisfactory It cannot be used to cover

conditions of extreme pressure or hard times
1 Assuming the same number of working hours in the month
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SOME SPECIAL PROBLEMS CONCLUSION

It would require several volumes to deal adequately with all of

the interesting points arising out of costmg problems While it

is hoped that m the present woik a film outline of the service-

factor and piocess-rate method of costing has been established, a

great many details have necessarily been ignored A few of the

more important of these will be briefly glanced at in this chapter,

which concludes the treatment of factory costs

Class Burden—Theie is one variety of expenditure that

cannot be charged into service factors and process rates, but must

(where it exists) be separately apphed In an engineering busi-

ness, for example, if a technical department is maintained the

work of which is wholly devoted to one product out of seveial,

it is evident that the cost of this department must not be allowed

to pass mto costs generally but must be confined to increasing

the cost of the only product concerned This variety of expendi-

ture is termed class burden to distinguish it from normal over-

head which finds its way into service factors

If the special product is manufactured entirely by a separate

range of processes, then it would not be difficult to apply the

expenditure to process cost by means of a special-service factor

distributable among those processes Usually, however, such

special product is turned out by aid of the ordinaiy processes

The question then arises How are we to get this special or class

burden charged correctly into costs?

One of the chief difficulties to be contended with is the vague

relation that will probably exist between the cost of the special

service and the quantity of the special product manufactured

If the former were $5,000 a year and the factory cost of prod-

uct were always in the neighborhood of $250,000, then we could

say that such cost must be increased by 2 per cent to cover

the service m question But with varying output this cannot

be done
407
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A similai problem arises when auxiliary equipment, 1 such ab

expensive dies, cutteis, molds, etc
,
aie used for one kind of

pioduct alone It is eisy to calculate the anmnl chaiges on

such equipment but difficult to est iblish a relation between this

annual cost and the actual quantity pioduccd

Solution of the pioblem lies along the lines of establishing ail

nrbitiaiy lelition, bised as far as possible on obseived facts,

between annual cost and expected maximum output of the special

product If the ratio thus set up fails to distribute all of the

expendituie, a balance may be earned forwaid and a higher rate

instituted in the next financial period

Bonus Payments—The modem plan of offering a bonus,

usually departmental, foi a certain maximum pioduction (which

is equivalent to offenng a leward foi 100 pei cent of standaid)

based on quality 01 quantity 01 both, introduces anothei variable

into costs Though this payment is really an mciease m direct

wages, it may also be reg irded as overhead in the sense that it is

expenditure not connected with any particular job It cannot,

howevei, be included m seivice cost of any kind, bocause it is

not a legular recun ent expendituie but varies from month to

month It could be standaidized but not very satisfactorily

The only feasible plan appears to be to establish a ratio between

the total dnect wages of the department for the month and the

total bonus payable, and then increase direct wages by this ratio

Thus, if wages aie $5,000 and $100 bonus is earned, an increase of

2 per cent is applicable to all jobs worked on

Sometimes the bonus is paid to all indirect woikers as well as to

direct labor This complicates the matter, as it is then impos-

sible to exclude this variable from service expenditure An
attempt must then be made to standaidize the amount on the

basis of a year’s bonus earnings, keeping a separate account for

the item and watching closely to observe that actual bonus does

not get away too far from standard or budgeted bonus

Spoilage and Waste—In some classes of business the items of

spoilage and waBte are inseparable accompaniments of productive

processes That is, for so much output so much waste and
spoilage may be expected 2

1 See the author’s “ Manufacturing Costs and Accounts,” 2d ed
, 1929, pp

108, 287, 435, foi a fuller discussion of this question
2 See also

“ Manufacturing Costs and Accounts,” 2d, ed
,
1929, pp 98-107,

for full discussion of spoilage, waste, scrap and by-products
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We must here distinguish between normal and excessive waste

or spoilage The former should be reduced to an annual value

and included m a special-service factor Obviously, its distubu-

tion to piocesses will be highly individual It will not do to

distubute it evenly among production centers The excess

above this amount can be regarded as illegitimate and, therefore,

simply as waste, which is chargeable to piofit and loss like any

othei item of waste

The Occasionally Used Machine—Another vexed problem

not met with in the majority of mdustnes but not uncommon in

some, particularly of the engineering type, is that of the machine

which is not used and is not expected to be used more than, say,

50 per cent of the standaid working hours Closely allied is the

pioblem of special equipment which may be wholly idle at certain

times and very busy at others, according as oiders obtainable for

the product dictate The making of heavy armor plate and other

military and naval supplies are industries of this charactei

The difficulty lies m ascertaining what may be considered as a

standard woikmg year for equipment of this kind It is evident

that the factor charges will have to be chaiged during the actual

working hours, whatever these may be Space factor, for

example, is chargeable against the machine, since its non-use does

not diminish the cost of the space it is occupying Service factor

charges will be much the same whether the machine operates 2,000

or 1,000 hr a year, 1 but, obviously, their incidence per houi,

that is, the process rate, depends upon the number of hours the

machine is employed, as standard

No working rule can be given for cases of this kind The

fixing of standard working hours must be a matter of judgmentm
each individual case, checked, of couise, by a close scrutiny to

observe that actual distribution does not get too far from budg-

eted or expected distribution, owing to the standard having been

placed too high or too low When possible, machines and equip-

ment of this kind should be made mto a separate department

Processes with Two Process Rates—In heavy engineering

mdustnes it may happen that a certain machine, say a powerful

lathe, operates on two different products, one of which requires

the normal power supply and the other a very much larger

supply Under these conditions, it is evident that the power-

1 Unless the machine ocoupies a department by itself, m which case there

would be no local hourly charges except when working
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factor rate foi oidmary work will be much too small foi the

exceptional jobs A second piocess late should be set up m this

case, which will be the same as the normal late except m con-

taining a highei powei-iate chaige

In connection with heavy machinery requning considerable

powei, it is highly desirable that such powei should be meteiod,

especially if it is, as m the above case, a van able amount When
a meter is used, power chaiges are made to the machine precisely

as they are to a commercial consume! of cunent A separate

power-cun ent factor is set up, chaigcs to which will be piopor-

tionate to power consumed and ci edits to which will, also, be

proportional to cunent used on jobs Then each job is chargeable

with its own consumption of current

Natuially, this extia factoi is unnecessaiy unless m the case

of processes using re illy heavy cuirent, but undei such circum-

stances the control over cunent consumption will usually pay

for the extia trouble and time involved

Machines may also have two process rates when some costly

auxiliary attachment is used on some jobs and not on otheis

This is a part of the pioblem of auxiliary equipment, and this

solution is not often applicable Sometimes, howevoi
,
conditions

will be such that it can be applied with advantage

Standardization of Selling Expense—Selling expense is

much less amenable to standardization than is manufactuung

capacity The chief reason for this is that while manufacturing

operations are relatively stable and 1©current, sales are liable to

vary within wide limits from causes wholly beyond the control

of the manufacturer Local occurrences and local competition

may adversely affect certain sales distucts, even though total

sales may keep up, by reason of greatei activity m othei mar-

kets The contiary of this may also occur

In a staple business fluctuations may be slower and less

significant, but in specialty lines they are frequently so laige as to

preclude useful standardization Changes of fashion, the

pressure of alternative products, poor trade, all converge to

create fluctuations, though they be countered by extending the

field of selling operations Though under such circumstances

the total sales of one year may equal those of another, they may
have been effected by a very different proportion of activities

Hence, under these circumstances, standardization of what may
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be termed “ selling factois”—advertising, printed matter, travel-

ing expense, packing, fi eights, etc—is hardly worth while

Classification of Selling Expense—This, however, does not

preclude the division of product into classes, and the allocation

to these classes of just such classes of expendituie as have been

concerned m their marketing Product A, for example, may
lequire no advertising but a large expense for traveling men
Product B may be sold largely by advertising in trade papers

and handled through jobbers Product C may be sold by con-

signments made to foreign agents, and so on

This, it will be observed, is very similar to the way in which one

process takes a high space factor and a low power factor, while

with another process the reverse may happen If we regard the

selling of each class of goods as a sepaiate process, with orders as

the product, then the factors entering into the piocess will often

be quite unequal, some taking more advertising and less traveling,

otheis less advertising and more traveling, and so on Thus,

short of actual standardization, a business selling more than one

pioduct may classify its selling expenses as selling factors and

discriminate between classes of goods in respect to the application

of these factors

In making up selling prices, therefore, an average selling price,

such as is obtamed by the procedure represented by Fig 103b,

may be quite different from that of any particular class of

product if there is more than one The $130,000 output with its

$6,500 selling expense gives an average of 5 per cent But this

may actually be subdivided between two classes of product,

thus

Selling Expense Output Per Cent

Product A $4,060 $110,000

Product B 1,660 20,000 1%
$0,600 $130,000

Thus, the cost of selling product B is considerably higher than

that of product A
Relation of Selling to Manufacturing—The principal relation

between selling and manufacturing is the maintenance of a

steady stream of production by means of a constant supply of

orders Manufacturing being a series of recurrent activities, the

most efficient conditions are set up when the flow of product

through the shops is uniform and even Slackness of 'production
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means waste whethei this blackness is biought about by cnieless

factoiy management oi by a f nlure of ordeis By means of the

servicofactoi and piocess-jate method of costing, the amount
of this waste can be nscei tuned m dollais If due to failuie of

orders, the amount of exha effoit to get business which is justifi-

able can be also evaluated If, foi example, it is found that

owing to lack of oideis, $1,000 a month is being wasted, then,

obviously, if we can bung about full tune by spending $500

more than noimal in an effort to get business, this loss will be

leduced to $500 Moie than this, the working foice and all

services will be held together and the disoigamzation due to

reductions avoided In other words, really more than $500 will

be saved if full time is maintained, although this is not directly

measurable

Wheie moie than one product is being manufactuied, and if

each is made by seveial piocesses m common but also by ceitam

processes poculiai to each line, it is important to keep the piopoi-

tion of business m each line steady, since an oveiplus m one lino

and a deficiency m another will lead to a disturbance of smooth

limning, some pioccsses being oveiworked and others idle

Conclusion—Fuither consideration of sales and selling is

outside the scope of this woik Manufactunng and selling are

wholly different kinds of activity They meet only at the point

just mentioned, namely, in the necessity to maintain uniformity

in the flow of orders The whole question of an expanding busi-

ness is also neoessarily left out of account As regards the factory,

a time of expansion will be one in which conditions aie changing

with some rapidity Fiequent recalculation of schedules will,

therefore, be necessary, but this will be less if new depai tments are

being added than when existing departments aie being enlaiged

Enlargement of a department necessarily disturbs all valuta

concerned from service factors to piocess latcs As legards

selling, a time of expansion may oi may not give rise to lower

selling expense The only thing that can be said heie about such

a situation is that expansion sets up such changing conditions that

extra vigilance should be exercised m regard to costs, selling

expenses and prices, so as to maintain the various elements of the

whole organization in the relative positions which experience has

shown to be those of relative efficiency The influence of expan-

sion should not be allowed to lead to unbalanced developments
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until i oyutnuo t traditions, 109

lxpimhUuc, annual, 360

rntei unite nt, 183, 359

ret uric lit, 193, 231, 257, 359

i educed, effett of, 150

liApenht, lndncct, 1

F

Factois (see Separate titles)

Feeder, smgle-ty pc departments, 211

lure protection seivice, 314

I loot spucc, 271

G

Gtntril office, 312

Dump w oi king, 226

unde r cm tmlmonl, 22(1

II

Ilaid-timcs estimating, 404

Heating, in space factoi, 209

Houily buiden, 4

and average wage, 39

cost of job by
, 38, 70

incorrect lesult by, 41, 73

Hourly labor items, contiol of, 3b8

I

Idle time, Gantt’s suggestion, 82

magnified bearing of, 102

Idleness (see Curtailment)

Inducct expense, 1

lndncct labor, control of, 308

Indneot material, contiol of, 371

Industry, effect of mechanization

of, 391

Intel est, 44, 60, 61

amortization of, 264

why included in cost, 389
Intermittent expenditures, 183

control of, 369
on lighting, 183

on repairs, 188

Interpietation of costs, 380
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L

Labor (see Dnect, Indnect and
Houily labor)

Land factor, 244

Lighting, as intermittent expense, 183

m space factoi, 270

Little shops, 20

t onsolidation of (set Consolidated

little shops)

cost m, 30, 51

determination of lents for, 14

equipment factor in, 24, 50

power factoi in, 23, 49

lent of, 22

sei vices in, 21

space factor m, 22, 44

standardized lents in, 52

stoiage factor in, 26

tianspoit factoi in, 26

unoliaiged seivieo in, 35

ally can get piocess costs, 31

Loss, from cessation, 88

rivulets of, 91

souices Of 85

M
Machine rate, early foim of, 3

Machine shops, 105

Machines not fully employed, 102,

409

Machinery factor, consolidated

shops, 64

little shopB, 24

(See also, Productive equipment)

Maintenance (see Repairs)

Manufactuier, functions of, 19

Manufacturing capacity (see

Capacity)

pieparedness (see Preparedness)

Matenal, direct, 1

indirect, 371

service, 371

Mechanized industry, 391

Medical and rest services, 314

Mortgages, 45, 249

O

Obsolescence, 198

Oncost, 2

Opeiation time, reduced, with in-

creased cost, 97

reduction of, 94

Opeiative laboi (see Dnect laboi)

Oigamzation factor, 309

m consolidated shops, 66

in plural-type departments, 343
i elation of, to process cost, 309

schedule for, 310

standardization of, 136

Output, efficiency ratio of, 114

Overhead, 1

an mcieasmg element m cost, 6
as cost of preparedness, 9, 13, 61

as service, 5

based on standard working hours,

240

connection with processes, 2

definitions of, 1, 2, 9

fundamentals of, 61

hourly buiden method, 4, 38, 41,

70, 73

is cost of manufactuimg capacity,

9, 13, 61

items not legitimate jn, 194, 196

legitimate, 192

overdistnbution of, 161

percentage method, 3, 38, 41, 74

problem involved in, 9

recuirent nature of, 193

related to time, 122

standardization of, 128, 130, 240

standardized and actual, 77

under primitive conditions, 20

Overtime, 158

and burden account, 378

consolidated rates undet, 222

diagrams of, 163, 164

effect of, on process cost, 169

example of, 167

overdistnbution under, 160

temporary, 169

P

Percentage method, 3

cost of job on, 38, 70

mcoireet results by, 41, 73
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Pieccwoik, and shined miiiij,-. 227

( oiisoliiluted rates un<lu, 221

effect of, 100

standardization of, 110

l’lui nl tape departments, 202, 212,

235

gioup tv pi
,
213

ultimate tv pc, 211

Pool of Waste, 01,01, 237

Puuti facto i , 277

and public mams, 27!)

in i onsolid ited shops, 61

m little Bliops, 23, 40

m plunl-tv pe dipuitmuits, 313

standai duration of, 133

Predoteimined cost, 101

Piimium (fee Piecework)

Preparedness, 9

ovorhead as cost of, 0, 13, 61

Puce fixing, 397

bv use of ratios, 400

erroneous, 397

m bum times, 405

m hard times, 404

m noimul times, 402

of a new article, 400

Pricing, of indirect matonnl, 371

Piocess cost, 8

composition of, 54, 67

curtailment does not increase, 58

definition of, 9

diagram of, 57

how possible, 31

m consolidated shops, 36, 67

m little shopB, 31, 64

no alternative to, 65

ovoitime, influence on, ISO

seasonal opeiation and, 171

standardization of, 15, 16

variation in, 142

verification of, 76

Piocess dollar, 10, 230

and waste, 236

characteristics of, 230

composition of, 11, 237

diagram of, 233

dnp of, 90

features of, 17

origination of, 234

Plot css dollar, time value of, 235

PioU'-s hours, routnil of, 356
PriKisi ritis, 32, 210

uicl uniform conditions, 216

ns mi asurmg units, 1 15

building of, 1)3

umsolulutul with w igt rites, 219

tontrol of, 315

duublc oi twofold, 110

gi\t tost at which woik maj be
done, 61

higher, with increased output, 101

m consolidated shops, 67

m little shops, 32

m phmil-t\ pc departments, 236,

311

m singh tvpe dopaitmcnts, 133,

236, 333, 3 35

mfliu m e of high and low, 99

mtroduitiou of now, 100

subdipartiiK nl nitration and, 339

time liusis of, 3 IS

undoi curtailed pioduction, 116

undoi ovoitime, 167

under seisonal operation, 171

venfiiation of, 76, 345

Processes, 9

absorb service unequally, 12, 235

and cost of organization, 309

are natural units of costing, 10, 230
effect of cessation of, 87

noil-continuous, 206

variation of cost of, 232

Production, elements of, 19

is one link in a chain, 19

primitive form of, 20

stages in, 205

Productive capacity (see Capacity)

Productive equipment factor, 316

m plural-type departments, 343

schedule for, 317

standardization of, 135

(See also Machinery factor)

Profit, cost variations and, 98

gross and net, 388

m mechanized industries, 392

landlord’s, 47

rivulets of, 91

sources of, 86
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Purchasing depnitment, 313

R

Reouirence, 193, 231, 257, 359

Routs, embodiedm space factor, 200

in little shops, 22

seivice factoi s aic, 43

Repairs, 40, 320

and maintenance, 328

as a special f ictoi, 326

as inteimittent e\pendituic, 188

control of, 360

m building factor, 266

undei curtailment, 148

Reproducible conditions, 146

Rest and medical seivice, 314

S

Safcti depaitment, 315

Sslanes, conti ol of, 367

Save, failuio to, 153

Seasonal operation, 171

Selling, and pioduction, 310

expense, 410

Seivice, 8

absorbed unequallj , 12

composition of, 14

connection with processes, 9

m little shops, 21

overhead as, 5

superfluous, 164

Service factors, 123

accuracy of, 128

aie rents, 43

basis foi applying, 282

contiol of, 129

mevitableness of, 29

sotting up, 132

special, 321, 324

standardization of, 123, 132

time basis of, 240

use of, 137

Short time (see Curtailment)

Smgle-type departments, 203, 207,

209, 211

process rates for, 333

time control in, 364

Space factoi, 244

as taking place of rent, 260

Space factor, buildings, 259

in consohdated shops, 62

m little shops, 22

m plural-type departments, 340

land, 244

schedule for, 272

standaidization of, 132, 244, 259

Spoil ige and waste, 408

Standaidization, 15, 62

icctuaoj of, 105

cheeking, 63

control of, 345

datum in, 107

general view of, 130

in seasonal opeiation, 172

of direct cost, 104

of overhead, 122

of piecewoik, 110

of piocess cost, 16

of rents, 62

of service factoi s, 132

of time basis, 104, 349

lovision of, 109

stages in, 126, 138

two kinds of, 220

Standardized time, 240

forecasting, 241

Storage-transport factor, 25, 282

diagram of, 289, 290

m plural-type departments, 342

on tonnage basis, 301

schedules for, 291, 294, 296

standardization of, 134

transport systems in, 285

Subdepartmentalization, 339

Superfluous service, 164

Supervision factoi, 302

and highei officials, 303

in consohdated shops, 66

m plural-type departments, 342

schedule for, 303

standardization of, 134

Supplementary rate, 383

as wasted capacity ratio, 384

in seasonal operation, 175
j

T j*

Time and pay department, 314;

Time basis, 348
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Time basis, calendai foi, 350

conti ol of, 348

m Bingle-t\pt dtputmcnts, 333

of service faetois, 240

1 line stud\
,
106

Time value, of piocess dollar, 235

1 ool point, 86

Tuinsfer of slull, 11

Tiansporfc faotoi, ill consolidated

shops, 65

in little shops, 2b

(bee also Stoiage-transpoit)

Types of departments, 202

U
Utilized capacitj

, 16, 139

V

Venables m cost, 03

in single t\pe depaitments, 333

\ illations in costs, 142

in pacts of matenal, 371

\cuheation (si i Contiol)

W

Wiges, dncct (see Duett vugis)

Waste, and spoilage, 408

pool of, 01, 94, 237

Wasttd capacity, 16

and process dollar, 236

divided from utilized, 139

effect of economies on, 140

m single-type departments, 334

ratio, 383

relation to standard cost of, 1 11

Watchman scivue, 311

Walking liouis, standaidiml, 240,

340




